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A BIRD'S EYE VIEW
OF THE

RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC,
AND AN

EXPLANATION OF MUSICAL CHARACTERS,
BT

JOHN GREEN.

f relimiuary ioformstion intended to precede Logier's System of the Science, supplying all that is necessary to be known
before studying that work.

It is the written language of music which we here propose to explain, and of that merely and

simply the characters employed in writing it. Many different nations employ, in writing their

language, characters peculiar to themselves: the Tvoman character is very generally employed by

European nations, America, &c. ; but there is no one universal character, any more than there is

one universal language, excepting only that of music. Painting and sculpture are, indeed, univer-

sally understood, as they closely imitate Nature ; but the written language of music is completely

artificial; and its general adoption is the strongest proof of the excellence of the invention, at the

same time that it is the most happy means of extending throughout the world a knowledge of this

softener and solace of the human race.

Let us take up a music-book—we see a page filled with various characters, lines, and points,

utterly unintelligible to theuninitiated^although the practised musician will read and understand

it, nearly as well, as if he actually heard the very sounds therein depicted.

We see the same characters pervade every music-book, whether written for one nation or

another, or for any of the various musical instruments or voices. We consequently conclude that

these characters are suited to all the circumstances incidental to written music, and that they are

80 contrived as to be read by every musical nation.

Let us now examine more closely into this page—first observing what are the most striking

peculiarities, the characters most conspicuous and most frequently employed.

The most remarkable circumstance is the continual employment of the five lines ruled across

the page; upon these five lines are written all the other characters; for this reason they are called

the Staff {\n French—La Portee), as bearing all the notes in music. Notes

!

—What are they? A
bank note is the representation of a sum of money; a musical note is the representation of a musical

sound.
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Those are notes which you see Avritten upon the staff. Some of the stems are turned up, and

some down ; this is of no consequence whatever, being merely a matter of convenience in writing.

Some of the heads are lohite, and some black; this applies only to the length of time which each

note shall continue to sound.

Then again, some of the stems are returned once, twice, or thrice—or several stems are

attached together by one, two, or three marks; all this applies also

—

only to the length of time

which each particular note should be heard.

In fact, the essential point is only the exact situation of the head of the note upon the staff,

i. e. upon or above what line it is written.

But, after having ascertained this, it is a natural question— What sound does the note then

represent^ Only imagine how extremely difficult it must once have been to describe, in a letter to

a friend, any particular sound : you might send something which would produce the same sound,

but you could not describe it in words without some such invention as this, the value of which, on

a closer examination, you will be able to appreciate.

Let us see how, by means of this staff, we are enabled to note down any—nay, every sound.*

But first

—

How many soimds are there I And how have vve agreed to name them 1 A stranger

will be surprised to hear that there are only seven musical sounds, which are distinguished by the

first seven letters of the Roman Alphabet, ascending thus, step by step: A. B. C. D. E. F. G.

called a scaiV,f also sometimes gamut.X If we aso-end still higher, the sounds will only be a repe-

tition of these first seven, but more acute, shrillei, or, as we may say, smaller (a. b. c. d. e. f. g.);

and thus we may continue to ascend to the highest co^iceivable sounds, which will only be minia-

ture likenesses of some of the original seven. As the notes of this scale descend, the sounds repre-

sented are lower, deeper, more grave, &c.

Well then, here is a note o. What sound does it represent \ Certainly none in particular.

Because it is not written upon the staff.

Let us place it on the staff: z~— Here it is written on the second line. (These lines

being always counted upwards.) —.^z: What note is it now? That is still a mystery;—but

we will furnish a key to it. JZ. This new character the French call clef, or key. It was

originally a "y^ and still v 7^~^~ bears some resemblance to it.

What sound does the note above written now represent? G—because it is written on the

second line, with the G clef placed on that line.

This G clef then, on whatsoever line it may be written, determines the name of every note

which may be written upon that line. Were this clef placed on the first line, a note written on

the first line would be called G ; but in this country it is generally placed upon the second line

;

and we will shortly enquire into the reason for this preference.

* This word must always be understood as a musical sound.

j- From Scala, a ladder or staircase.

J From Gamma (the Greek letter G) and Ut, the Latin syllable used, in singing, for ttie note C.
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The situfitioii of G (the last of the seven sounds) being thus determined, the Musical Alphabet

commences with the note immediately above it, thus :

—

~~\
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middle between the treble staff and the bass staff. The bass clef we nave not yet noticed ; but

here it is, exhibited at the commencement of the lower staflF:

—

G Middle C.

Treble, or G Staff.

Bass, or F Staff.

i^: -©-
"c?

—

-C2_
F

This Bass Clef was originally an ^ since corrupted in its shape ; and it may be placed

(like the G clef) upon aiiy line, deciding the name of any note there written to be F ; but its

situation on the fourth line is preferred for the same reason that the G clef is placed on the second,

that is to say, in order that a regular continued scale may be written from the highest note to the

lowest, by bracing together two staves, as is usual for music intended for the pianoforte or any

other instrument, comprising so extensive a compass.

Middle C here becomes a conspicuous note, and we find it generally referred to where precision

is necessary: a lady is rarely required to sing any note lower, and a gentleman with a bass voice

is as rarely required to sing any higher.

These two clefs, the Treble and the Bass, would evidently answer every purpose ; and it is only

to spare the trouble of using both, that another clefhdiS been employed, for voices whose compass is

immediately between the bass and treble, for which, without this contrivance, either both clefs must

be used, or too many ledger lines, thus :

—

With both Clefs. The Treble only. The Bass only.

m^mm

Therefore a character was devised, ly and sometimes h , to represent middle C,

On whatsoever line is placed this character (which is called the C Clef), on that same line must

be written the note intended to represent the sound, middle C.

If this clef should be placed as above (on the middle ledger line), it would be unnecessary,

middle C being written upon that same line if either the treble or the bass clef be used; but if we
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place this C clef upon the first line, then middle C must be written two notes higher than with the

treble clef, and every other note, of course, the same : in such case, the above Example would be

written thus :

—

* SoiDi-ano, on the first line.

SBE
-©-

'=\~

ii II

t Mezzo Soprano, on the second line.

i^rgiti; —1———I

% For Counter Tenor Singers.

-©-T 1-

§ For Tenor Singers.

ig^lg^^^ril^iafl^itii^^liii
The two hitter are the situations in \\hich this C Clef is most commonly used.

It may be thought that too much has been said regarding this C clef—but its employment is

a subject of much public discussion at the present moment, and is well deserving attention.

It will be borne in mind that our object is merely to make tlie reader acquainted with tlie

characters employed in writing music. Scarcely any thing more than what we have already noticed

was necessary for primitive Psalmody, consisting of a succession of simple notes, all of equal

length ; but when it was found expedient, for melodious effect, sometimes to dwell longer upon

one note than another, it became necessary to measure the time, and decide how much should

belong to each particular note. Many contrivances were resorted to, but the plan now adopted is

in use over all the civilized world, from its simplicity and the ease with wliich it is written, thus :

—

A Semibreve
||
o is our lontrest note, and may be held

(i. e, the sound may be continued) as

long as the performer or composer
pleases.

^1

C| is held only half the time of a semi-
I breve.

A Minim

A Crotchet

A (iuavpr

half the time of a Uiiuiin, and

half that of a crotchet.

Vibrates so long.

I
•

Even in modern Psalmody, we never sec tlic time subdivided further than this ; but having

once established the principle, that half a crotchet is represented by returning the stem once, we

* Siiprano— froin Sopra, utiper ; fur the highest voices.

f Mezzo Soprano—almost the highest; now neniiy in disuse.

X Counter Tewjr or Alio—a man's voice ; higher than the tenor ; sometimes, a female voice lower than usual.

§ Froiii Teneo, I hold. Formerly, the tenor was considered the chief [lart, and usually sustained the subject of the air.

II
The old Notes were A Large, A Long, A Breve or Short, and this Semibreve or Half a Breve. Tlie improvement upon the

points of Guido is attributed to John de Muris, an advocate of the Parliament of I'aris, in the I4tli century.

^ Maelzel's Metronome (cr Time Measurer) enables us to mark precist-ly the degree of rapidity intended, instead of

employing tlie vague terms. Andante, Allegro, &c , slill [lartially in use. Indeed, a yard and a half of line string, with a weight

Bt the end, would form a pendulum sufficient for the purpose, the wall upon which it may be hung being graduated to mark th6

various lengths reijuirid. Another \i a deal rod with a scale marked upon it, and havinc a movtiible weigiit.
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may subdivide that again by making two returns * and that again by a third 5 and so on with-

out limit. When several notes of the same kind successively occur, they are, as may be said, tied

together by the tails.

A quaver f is equal in time to two semiquawers (or half quavers) fP and it is also equal to

four demi-semiquavers it,*
•

After having thus contrived to indicate by the shape of the note the proportionate length of

time belonging to it, we might suppose that nothing farther was necessary ; and, indeed, it was

some time before Bars (which we perceive drawn across the staff) were in general use.*

They are found, however, to assist the performer very much ; especially in concerted pieces,

where several persons perform together in concert : a director is enabled to keep the whole together,

by audibly or visibly marking the commencement of each bar, which is called heating time.

The method of beating time with the hand may be thus explained ;

—

Two in a Bar Three in a Bar. Four in a Bar.

DP DP UP

I

\

\
DOWN DOWN DOWN
Beat

Whatever number of notes are contained in a bar {i. e. in the space between two bars) must,

in the performance, occupy exactly the same time as those in any other bar in the same piece.f

A Double Bar Eu^ denotes the end of a strain : that strain must be repeated if the double-

bar be dotted on the left hand -^H—--ilJE This repeat generally includes all as far back as to the

next double bar, which, in this case, will have dots on the right hand, to give an early intimation —Qz:

but, if there be any doubt, composers give some farther directions, as Da Capo (to the head), or

thus
—

^H— also sometimes thus —t[]— back to this sign

D c
At Sfgiio.

* The old madrigals were wrlUen entirely without them.

f The commencement « sometimes an imperfect bar, which will be fuund completed by another imperfect bar at the end of

tlie strain, which may thus oe repeated witliout any interruption to the time.
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To 8l:owr the end of the piece, the double bar is sometimes marked thus ^|^— and sometimes

the word Fine is added beneath.

Bars are sometimes scored across many staves, even from top to bottom of a page which may

contain the parts for many different instruments, all of which are intended to be played together,

as in an orchestra. This is called writing in score— the several staves being bound together by

a Brace ^ and whatever number of staves thai embraces are considered as only one line of music.

The Titne Mark, placed at the commencement of every composition, determines what shall be

the coutents of each bar. Of these there are several in use.

r» or (j» indicates the most Common Time, the value of a semibreve in each bar.

Figures indicate fractional parts of a semibreve.

I means three fourths of a semibreve, i e. three crotcliets in a bar ; one crotchet being one

fourth of a semibreve.

4 means two crotchets in a bar, and % sioc crotchets, &c., &c.

The eighth of a semibreve is a quaver ; therefore

I means three eighths of a semibreve, i. e. three quavers in a bar.

I means six quavers, and | nine quavers in a bar, &c., &c. ; the upper figure indicating the

number in a bar, and the lower figure signifying the description of note.

Sometimes it is required that one part (or performer) shall remain silent for some portion ol

the time ; therefore, some characters are necessary to represent silence, corresponding with the time

of the different notes : these arc called Rests.

ZCl I LQ" ^^- 3^
Corresponding Rests. One Bar. Two Bars. Four Bars. Six Bars.

:3:= :|—

A Dot, placed after a note or rest, lengthens its time one half. This con-

trivance was not absolutely necessary ; for the same effect would be produced by

wriiing the note whicli corresponds with half its own length, instead of the dot, and

hutdiug the two together by a curved line, which is in this case called a Bind.

Sonietinies two dots are employed (called a Double Dot), the second dot being

half the value of the first.

A S'larj),
Jf

raises a note half a tone, and is supposed to have been originally a double y' ('^V'

the first note made sharp being F.
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A Flat, b which lowers a note half a tone, is supposed to have been a h, round or soft (in

French Be mol), in contra-distinction to

A JSatural, tf (Be dm) a Gothic hard B, which brings any note back to its natural state, after

having been made J or b.

A Double Sharp x raises a note two half tones. A Double Flat bb lowers a note two half

tones.

The number of sharps or flats, placed at the beginning of a staff, is called the Signature, as it

is the sign by which the key or scale is known ; if there are none, the composition is said to be in

the natural key, and would be played on the white keys only of a pianoforte. It may be said to

be only by accident that these characters are made use of any where, except at the commencement

of the staif ; when they do thus occur, they are called Accidentals.

Each f or b in the signature affects the note throughout the piece.

Mnnv of the characters which we see in modern Music, are employed to describe the mode of

performance—mere matters of taste : Curved lines are variously used for this purpose.

A Bind, or Tie, is drawn from one note to another of the same sound—in this case, the sound

of the first is continued, without intermission, the length of time indicated by the second.

A Slide, or Slur, is drawn over several different notes, and directs the passage to be played

smoothly, without interruption.

A Slide over three notes, with a figure ^, indicates that those three notes must be played in

the same time as if there were only two.

Staccato ; when the notes are marked with little dots or dashes over each, they are to be played

short and abruptly, as if you were playing upon sticks.

A Pause '^ prolongs the note or rest over which it is placed, beyond its proper value; creating

a pause in the time at the discretion of the performer.

Crescendo —==^1 the sound to be gradually increased.

Diminuendo in==— the sound to be gradually diminished.

P

—

Piano or soft. F

—

Forte or loud.

The Ajipoggiatura is a small grace note, written before the essential one, from which latter

the time given to the appoggiatura must be deducted ; this depends entirely upon the taste of the

performer, who is not guided by the kind of note in which the appoggiatura is written.

The Passing Note is written after the essential one, from which it takes its portion of time.

A Shake tr. A I'urn ~ h- .—Embellishments difficult to be described by words.

8f« under Bass Notes, implies that the octaves below should be played witli them

:

when wri'.ten ahcce treble notes, it means that the passage should be played an octave higher.

Marks of abbreviation are generally employed to spare the trouble of writing again the <'ame

group of notes or passage, when immediately repeated, thus: *• for a group of quavers; ^ for a

group of semiquavers, &c. Ihese, however, are seldom used in printed music.



A. SYSTEM OF THE SCIENCE OF MUSIC,

HARMONY,
AND

PRACTICAL COMPOSITION.

THE SCALE, OR MUSICAL ALPHABET.

Music may be considered as a liinguage, whose alphabet consists of only seven sounds; by the

JifFerent combinations of which, all musical effects are produced.

When these seven sounds are arranged in the following order, they are called collectively

Ex. 1. p

A SCALE.

4

D
221 -S>- -jCSI

221

E ¥ G A B C

The eighth sound (or octave) bears the same name as tlie firsl, and must be considered merely

as a repetition of that sound. In the same manner, were we .still further to ascend in the scale,

the 9th would be a repetition of the 2nd, the 10th would be a repetition of the 3rd, and thus we

raiglit continue to repeat every note of the scale or musical alphabet.

Tliis, perhap.s, may be more clearly understood by reilecting that, in ordinary language, we

always consider any letter as the same in sound, whether it be written large or small, A A a or ^

;

thus the following example (being the notes representing tlie white keys of the piivnoforte) is

merely an extension of the scale, or

A continued repetition p/" the first seven sounds.

Ex.2,

I

(A) (A) 1.-) k; 17 18 19 20 21 &C.

@
^y=^<s>-'

r^^Z2.
&- 22

n 10 1112
7&^

i:i
14

fS>rZ!

^T 13=21
32!!

4 5 6

ZZ^IZl

(a) r^-e^c^-^^'

1 2 » 4 5 6

E3
1 2 3 4 .") 6 7



THE SCALE.

Now let us minutely examine Example 1, which is called

TUB DIATONIC SCALE.

On looking at the keys of the pianoforte, we perceive that between the first note C, and the

second note D, there occurs a black key, which is called C sharp.*

Thus, then, we say,— It is a lohole tone from C to 1), because there is a note half way Detween

them, called C sharp.

From \) to E is also a lohole tone, because DJJ occurs between them,

From E to F is only a Jialf tone as there is no sound between them.

From F to G is a tohole tone.

And so with the rest, except from B to C, which we find is only a half tone.

To show this at one view, let us again write the scale ; and, Avherever a whole tone occurs, we

will insert the sound which intervenes ; the whole will then appear, as in the lower staff of the

following example, thus forming a scale of halftones, called the Chromatic Scale.

Diatonic Scale-.

Ex. 3.

«y -<9-

1

"S3"
2

j:2z
"TP-

33:

4 : 5

Ohromatic • Scale.

1

"5^"
3

-if^
-^3- "Tzr -"11^- ffo f^—B'iflQ:

izr:

10 II 12 13

The Pupil is requested to take particular notice how, by the method of conveying instruction

here pursued, matter continually produces new matter, as is exemplified in the above production of

the Chromatic Scale ; we see that, in demonstrating the construction of the Diatonic Scale, we have

unconsciously, as it were, produced a new one, containing twelve half tones.

Definition of the Diatonic Scale.

Should it be asked, " What is a Diatonic Scale ?" it may be described thus :

—

" A Diatonic Scale consists of seven sounds, and an. eighth, which is merely a repetitio7i of the

first. The prcgresiion of these sounds is hy whole tones and half tones, and the half tones occur between

the 3rf/ and Ath and between the 1th and 8/7/ 1."

We shall in future consider this progression as a model for all Diatonic Scales, at whatsoever

note they may comm.encet ; and

" Tlie note with wliich a scale commences ive shall call the keynote."

Each sound of the Chromatic Scale may be employed as a key note § ; and as that scale contains

twelve sounds, it accordingly gives us twelve key notes, on which we may construct twelve scales.

* When we place a (J) before a note, tliat note is raised a half tone. The gamut-board would be found useful,

t A satisfactory reason for this progression by tones and half tones, and the foundation on which it is established, ihall

be given hereafter ; at present, tlie I'upi) could derive no advantage from being made acquainted with it.

J;
To the Teacher—This, of course, has reference only to major scales, hereafter to be explained.

§ Here, a/jain, new matter is produced, arising out of the Chromatic Scale.
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The Diatonic Scale of C (Ex. 3) is called the Natural Scale, because produced from the white

keys only of the piiinoforte,* in which the half tones are found in their proper places. If, how-

ever, we select any other of tlie twelve sounds of the Chronuitic Scale as a key note, the lialf tunes

of the scale arising from that key note will not be found in their proper places ; for instance, let

us select D as a key note, and write the scale as in Ex. 4. If we examine the sounds of that scale,

we shall find that (as it stands at present) the half tones do not occur where they ought, according to

our model ; on the contrary, we find them between the 2nd and 3rd, and between the 6th and 7th,

as marked by the curved lines.-12345678
Ex. 4.^— .^-t: ^5 73 ^ -^

-O «—=^ -o-

In order to pi'eserve the progression as prescribed by our model, it is necessary to raise the F

and C a half tone by placing a
JJ

before each of them, and thus the half tones will be thrown into

their proper places, and produce the Diatonic Scale of D perfect.

Here we see how the necessity of employing the sharp originated, and why two are required

in the scale of D.

Diatonic Scale of D.
_ 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8

Ex. 4. f(\s zrr.'' <^ ~f^
«Q:

-t^ -o-

X5 C3 <==

]Il capitulatory Questions.

IIow many sounds are there in the Diatonic Scale ? Seven

!

How many in the Chromatic Scale, and how do they proceed? Twelve! and they proceed by half tones.

How many keys are there, therefore, as far aa you know ? Twelve !

Whence do they arise ? From the Chromatic Scale

!

The Pupil should here form other Diatonic Scales according to ilie prescribed model, and may

be thus encouraged to reflect on its construction : take, for instance, the key of FjJ, and having

written the notes of that scale, simply as they follow in their ascending progression (that is without

sharps), let him be asked to demonstrate that six sharps are necessary to preserve the half tones

and whole tones in their proper places ; he will reply thus :

—

" From FJt to G is only half a tone ; but, as between the first and second must be a whole tone, I will raise the G
a half tone." (Here he places a }} before G.) " From GJ to A is a half tone ; but it must be a whole tone : I will,

therefore, place a
Jf

before A. From AJ( to B is a half tone ; and so it should be. From B to C is but half a tone ; I will,

therefore, raise C a half tone. From CJ( to D is again a half tone
; I) must be raised half a tone. From DJ to E is

again a half tone ; I shall, therefore, raise E and make it EJ ; ami as E^ is the same sound (on tie pianoforte) aa Fi

both sounds being represented by the same key.f F will require a sharp in order to raise it a half tone ; and thus wo

preserve the half tone between the 7th and 8th of the scale.''

• There was a period when the key boiird of the organ was not furnished with tiluck k jrs. Emanuel Bach, in iiis

I'ianoforte School, says ; That his father (Sebastian Bach) told hiui that there were organs in ); 8 own time which Imd no

black keys : from which circumstance have arisen the Ecclesiastical Scales. Tlie late Mr. Clojoenti told the author that

be bid played upon Spinnets which had only two Mack keys, viz. Fj and Cjf.

t This is called an enharmonic eh. ngc, more fully explained in Ex. 10 and ]1.
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Proceeding in this manner, every scale which the pupil writes may become an instructive

lesson for the exercise of the reasoning faculties, which, by being thus early brought into action,

will not only produce in him a desire for higher attainments, but encourage and stimulate him to

increased mental exertion.

In order that he may acquire the utmost facility in these mental exercises, he must be

encouraged to con^struct those scales which require double sharps* In doing this, it is only necessary

to keep in mind that the scale of C is perfect, requiring no sharp ; if we raise the key note of

that scale a half tone, it follows as a matter of course, that each note in that scale must likewise be

raised a half tone, in order to preserve the progression of the original model ; and, as the Diatonic

Scale contains seven sounds, seven sharps will be required. By observing these rules, we come to

the conclusion. First : that if we construct a scale which requires more than 7 sharps, all above

that number must be double sharps. Secondly : That as the first note made sharp (as in the key of

G) was F, so the fir.st note made double sharp (as in the key of GS) must be F also.

How many sharps are required in the scale of Gjf ? (Reflection of the Pupil.) " The key of G has one Bharp
;

but as I have raised G a half tone to GJf, I must add seven sharps ; the key of GJ, therefore, has eight sharps."

How many double sharps ? One.

What note requires the double sharp? F.

Pursuing the same course of reasoning, we find that the key of AJf will require ten sharps ; and thiw we may pro.

eeed round the whole circle of keys with double sharps.f

As the perfect recollection of the number of sharps \ required in any key is absolutely

necessary, and as ths difficulty of recollecting them all has often been found almost insurmountable,

even by those gifted by nature with a tolerably good memory, it is presumed that the following

simple and infallible method of overcoming this difficulty cannot be too highly appreciated.

The advantages resulting from it, even at the present stage, must be evident to the learner ; but

they will be still more so when he shall have been introduced to the study of modulation. Indeed,

it would be almost impossible to make progress in that branch of the science, unless he were

acquainted with tliis peculiar method. He is, therefore, recommended (above all things) not to

neglect taking advantage of this happy discovery, which may be learned in half an hour, although

the explanation of it in writing appears to require many words.

Easy Method of impressing on the Memory the Number of Sharps belonging to each Key.

The left hand of the Pupil being held open with the palm turned towards him, and having

enven the name of C to the wrist, let him call The Thumb . . . G.

The first finger ...... D.

The second finger ...... A.

The third finger . . . , . E.

The fourth finger ...... B.

The fourth finger of the right hand (to complete the circle) we shall call F.

• To spare the trouble of writing two sharps, a cross (x) is used to represent a double Bhszp.

t Bacon says " that which goes beyond practice leads to perfection."

t As well asjiats, as shall be shown hereafter
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By holding up the thumb of the left hand (G) alone (closing the rest of the hand), we are

instructed that the key of G requires only one sharp.

Without removing the thumb, let the first finger (called D) be added ; these two fingers point

out that there are two sharps in the key of D.

When the second finger A is added to the other two, we are reminded that A has three sharps.

How many sharps are there in the key of E ? (Here the Pupil adds the third finger E to

the former and answers) Four.

How many sharps in the key of B ? (Here the fourtli finger is added and the answer is) Five.

How many in FJf? The fourth finger F of the rli:iht hand is added, and the answer is) ,^V.i'.

How many sharps in C ? (Pointing with the right hand to the wrist of the left, the Pupil

answers) N^one !

Thus, the number of sharps required in each key has been discovered ; but how shall we ascer-

tain which of the notes of the scale require sharps? The answer is. By precisely the same method.

How many sharps in the key of G ? One.

Which note requires the sharp ? (Hold up the fourtli finger of the right hand, and answer) F

!

How many sharps in tlie key of D ? (Answer) Two. »

What notes require sharps ? Answer (holding up the fourth finger of the right hand) F, (and

then pointing to the left wrist) and C.

The next (according to tlie order in which the notes requiring sharps present themselves) will be

G, D, A, E, B ; and should we proceed to double sharps, the first double sharp would be F ; then C,

then G, D, A, &c., &c.

It will be observed that hitherto sharps only have been used ; the Pupil shall now be intro-

duced to Jlats also. Preparatory to which, however, it will be necessary that he accompany us once

more back to Ex. 3, and examine it.

There, because the Diatonic Scale ascended, it produced an ascending Chromatic Scale ; and as

th(! halftone which followed C could be no other than C8, &c., &c., these auxiliaries, called sharps,

first naturally presented themselves. But suppose we were to reverse this order of things, and

make the Diatonic Scale descend, what would be the result ? A descending Chromatic Scale. —
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And, as in the ascendiruj Chromatic Scale, the notes producing the half tones were raised by

sharps ; so, the notes in the descending Chromatic Scale producing the half tones, must oe lowered

by fiats. This points out the use of flats.

Ex.6. s

I

'r^-

:c2: :fc

22: -G>-

321 itefz '-^

~r:r

<^ jCz: :fe

C3

Now let us examine the above Descending Chromatic Scale.

From C to B is a half tone. From B to A is a whole tone ; the black key which lies between

them being half a tone below B, must be called Btr, (instead of being called Ajf, as in the ascending

Scale.) From A to G is a whole tone ; the black key which lies between them is here called

A b and not G'Jt. And thus proceed with the rest.

Each of the sounds of the descending Chromatic Scale may (like those of the ascending) be

employed as a key-note. Let us take Eb as a key, and proceed in the examination of the scale; as

follows :

—

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I

8

Ex. 7.

""^

221
''rT-

~rj- -o- ^2^2:

What is the distance from Eb to F ? A whole tone.

Is this correct ? Yes. Why ? Because between the first and second must be a whole tone.

From F to G ? A whole tone. Is this correct ? Yes. Why ?

From G to A? A whole tone— Is this correct? No.

Why ? Because between the 3rd and 4th should be a half tone.

How shall we reduce it to a half tone? By placing a flat before A.

Thus proceeding with the rest, the scale of Eb is perfected, as in the following Example :

—

J
12 3 4 5 6 7

i;Ex.8. fa^- :c2i
-<5»- -br^—

^

1S>- "JT?-

1 8

As the formation of a scale requiring flats must now be clearly understood, no difliculty can

possibly arise in writing a scale on any given key note. In the following example a Double Flat

is required.

Ex.9. ^̂5>- hrj^^̂ ?- Kz: :b^ \>r>JP^
3:

Why is a double flat placed before B?
Because it is necessary to lower the B two halftones ; from Ab to Bb, being three half tones,

.vhereas it should be only one.

Thus the pupil may proceed through all the scales with single and double fiats.
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Method of impressing on the Memoi-y tlie Number of Flats behnglng to each Key,

The order of the flats will be found to be merely the reverse of that of the sharps ; that is :

instead of proceeding from the left hand to the right, we commence with the right and proceed to

the left ; still, however, calling the fingers by the same names as heretofore. Thus, then, bcgin-

ing with the fourth finger of the right hand F (not F S), we next take the fourth finger of the left

hand, which shall now be called fib—then Eb—then A?—and so on with the rest.

The following interrogatories will render this matter clear :—

How many flats are required in the key of F ? (The Pupil, holding up the fourth finger of the right hand, answers)

One flat.

What note requires to be made flat ? (Here the Pupil, holding up the fourth finger of the left hand, answers) bI?.

IIow many flats in tlie key of B7 ? (The Pupil, holding up the fourth finger of the right hand and the fourth finger of tlie

left hand together, answers) Two flats.

What notes require flats ? (The PupU, holding up the fourtli and third finger of the left hand, answers) Bt> and E P.

What key baa six flats ? G7.

What notes are flat ? B>, E?, A^, D!7, G 7, and C >.

The Double flats are found in the same manner as the double sharps, viz., by adding seven.

For instance: the key of F recjuires one flat, tlicrefore the key of ¥7 will require eight flats;—and

as the key of F.2 has three flats, so, on the same principle, the key of E bi2 has ten.—Tlie first note

made flat is also the first to be made double flat.

ENHARMONIC CHANGES.

In analyzing the Diatonic Scale, ascending (Ex. o), and descending ('Ex, 6), we find that each

sound on the pianoforte may have two different names ; for instance, the black key between C and

D is, in the ascending scale, called Cj (being a half tone above C) ; but in tlie descending scale,

the same key is called 1)2 because it is the half tone below D.—The half tone between D and E

in the ascending scale is called Dfl, because it is the half tone above D ; but, in the descending scale,

the same key is called Ei2, This is called an Enharmonic Change.

Whole scales may thus be changed enharmonically, as in the following Exjimple

:

It is of importance that the pupil should here be made to understand, that though the sounds

of both these scales are the same*, yet that the reading and playing of the scale of DJf (being

encumbered with ninejf's) is attended with difficulty; whilst the scale of Eb may be performed

with comparative ease f-

Ex. 10.

* But only on instruments with keys, like tliu Pianoforte, Organ, &o.

* This shows the use of Enharmonic Changes, and the reason why composers employ them iu their work*.
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For genera! purposes, this explanation might suffice ; but, in order to show the inquiring and
more advanced pupil the ground upon which these Enharmonic Changes, and the necessity oi

employing them, rest, let him examine the following two rows of figures.

The upper row, with sharps proceeding from left to right, represents the twelve intervals

of the ascending Chromatic Scale ; wliile the lower row, with flats proceeding from right to left,

represents the twelve descending intervals of that scale.

10. 11. 12.Ex 11
[Skarps.... 0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. /6.\ 7. 8. 9. 10. 11.

[Flats 12. 11. 10. 9. 8. 7. '6./ 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. 0.

If we examine the upper row of figures, it will be evident that the key of C (marked by n

cypher when enharmonically changed, will become D bb, and require 12 flats.

The key of G with one sharp „ Abb „ 11 flats.

The key of D with two sharps „ Ebb „ 10 flats.

And thus continue to the end.

Now commence the exercise from right to left, with the lower row of figures representing

the descending Chromatic Scale with flats :

The key of C, enharmonically changed, will become Bj, and require 12 sharps.

The key of F „ „ „ „ ,, Ejf „ 11 sharps.

ThekeyofB'7 „ „ „ „ „ Ajf „ 10 sharps.

Thus it is clearly shown that any key with a certain number of sharps will, when changed

enharmonically, require as many flats as will make that number twelve. The key of C; having

seven sharps, its enharmonic change D'? must have five flats. The key of DJf having nine sharps

Eb, its enharmonic change must, therefore, have three flats. ' "We find that when we arrive at 6

from opposite points, the sharps and flats are equalized ; for G!? requires six flats, and F; requires

six sharps
; therefore to commence a composition with more than six flats or six sharps would be

useless
;
and to change enharmonically a key with few flats or sharps to one requu-ing many, would

be absurd
; because the practical use of enharmonic changes is to prevent, in the course of a com-

position, the accumulation of either sharps or flats ; a precaution more especially necessary when

extraneous modulations are introduced.

Reflections.

Before we proceel further, let us reflect how, from the simple investigation of a Diatonic Scale, uew matter has

presented itself at every step—springing up, as it were, almost spontaneously. I^t us examine the root from which all

the matter in the prectOing pages has emanated, and the process by which we have been enabled to trace that matter in

its development.

It is Hist asserluJ that the Dialonic Scale consists of tones and half tones, and that the half tones mus" be between

the ord and 4th, aTvl the 7th and Sth. We are desired to prove this fact. In doing so. we discover a new scale of half

tones, twelve in number, which we call a Chromatic Scale, in J,he formation of which it is found necessary to employ

certain agents to raise some notes a half tone ; these we call sharps. We have given a name to the Jirst sound ot the

original scale; we have called it a kty note. We find that each note in the Chromatic Scale may be employed aa a. Ixy

»»fc>, upon which a scale may be constructed. Thus, licelve scales are immediately presented to our view. But here w«
find that when one oi these notes is selected as a key note the intervals of the scale arising from it do not proceed
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according to the original model. The necessity, therefore, oi employing a greater or lesser number of sharps, according to

the key which may have been thus selected, is evident.

Presently we find that a scale may descend as well as ascend.

A descending Chromatic Scale is thus produced. A new agent must now be found which shall lower a note halt' a tone,

and thue we are introduced to the flats. We ficd that each note of this descending Chromatic Scale also may be selectee' as a

kpj toie upon which a scale may be const ructed. In some scales double sharps and double tlats are required, which render the

reading of music difficuii ; to avoid which, enharmonic changes are found to be necessary.

We have now arrived at the close of tliat part which treats on the construction of the Diatonic

Scale.* The author trusts he may not be cliarged with having said too much upon this subject ; for

v/hen we consider the innumerable musical works which have already emanated, and are daily

being extracted from this inexhaustible source, we are struck with a sense of its importance,

which demands om- closest investigation, and merits all the attention which we can bestow upon it.

THR COMMON CHORD.

Having already compared the Musical Scale to an Alphabet, we shall now consider a CHORD as

a WOUD in the language of music. A combination of letters selected fi'om the alphabet forms a

word; a combination of sounds selected from the scale forms a chord.

Thus, if we select the 1st, 3rd, and 5th from any scale, and write them over each other (as in

the following example) the combination of these sounds will form a chord, usually called a common

cnord.1 If this chord be played so that the sounds are heard simultaneously, the effect upon liie

ear, with respect to music, will be very like that produced, with respect to language, by pronouncing

a word after having spelled it ; thus, M a n, Man.

The Comnwn Chord extracted from the Scale.

Ex.14.-

Whatever Common Chord we propose to write, let us (in order tliat it may be clearly under-

stood) first write the scale of the key note of that chord with the necessary sharps or fiats ; and thc-n

selecting the 1st, 3rd, and .5th sotmds, place them each over the other, as above.

The Common Chord of A extracted from the Scale.

Ex. 15.

* This suliject is more elaborately treated at Kx. (Jl.

t lliis is the combination most commonly met with, fciec also £x. 63, where toia combiDatiou (as consisting of tb»

oarmonics) is sliown to be common to every musical sound.
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To the combination shewn in the preceding example, may at any time be added the 8th (or

octave), it being merely a repetition of the 1st, thus :

—

Common Chord of F.

Ex. IG.

These examples (it will be understood) are only specimens of Common Claords, showing the manner of their con-

Btraction ; it is not expected that the pupil should rest satisiied with these alone as practice ; on the contrary, he should

write the scales with single and double sharps and flats through all the keys, and extract the chords according to the rule.

Whilst proceeding with these exercises, let the Pupil audibly^' pronounce each chord, com-

mencing always with the lowest note ; then the 3rd, and after that the 5th ; thus : the chord of C is

C, E, and G. Let him not say C, G, and E ; for by so doing he will inevitably frustrate a very

important object here contemplated, and which in due time shall be explained. Let the common

chord, therefore, at all times, without any exception lohatever, be pronounced in this manner, hying

a peculiar emphasis on the word and, preceding the last note.

Having attained sufficient facility in extracting the common chord from the scale, the Pupil

may Avrite the chord from reflection only ; thus for instance, if the chord of E be required, 1< t him

write E, and then at once add the 3rd and 5th to it as they arise : E, G, and B (as at I).

II.

Ex. 17. yfezz
--•?-

11

But as the key of E requires four sharps ; it follows, of course, that the G in that chord must

have a sharp placed before it (as at II) ; thus the chord of E is not E, G, and B ; but E, Gil, and

B. The same rule must be observed with respect to all common chords.

BASS OF THE COMMON CHORD.

Every chord is supposed to have a bass, called the fundamental bass, upon which it is

founded, and which is always the same as the first note of the scale from whicli the chord is extracted.

Thus the bass to the chord of C is C. The bass to the chord of D is D, &c., &c.

Henceforth the bass notes of the chords shall be written on a separate staff, thus :

—

Ex. 18.

"^
3g:i

Y l-S»-22

EEfgJI:
^12-

122: E irz:

* This makes a forcible impreRsioa on the memory.
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ft lias already been shown that the 8th sound of the scale is but a repetition of the Ist ; and, as

the bass may now be considered as representing 1, we shall in futui'e figure the chord 8, 3, 5, as

exhibited in the preceding example.*

It will be of very great advantage to the Pupil, in the progress cl his future studies, that he should be able to write

correctly and without hesitation any common chord proposed to him ; and he is strongly recommended to make himself

perfectly master of this by frequently writing common chords on basses which he may propose to him«elf ; in pronouncing

them, let him be careful to follow the instructions already given for that purpose, remembering the word ^^and" before the

last note of the chord.

The Three Positions of the Common Chord.

This chord consists of three sounds beside the bass, viz., 8, 3, 5. These three sounds are

written over each other, and may change their situations in such a manner that each may alternately

appear in the iqjper, hwer, or middle part of tlic chord.

Heretofore the oth has always appeared in the upper part; and when this is the case, we say

the chord is in the 2nd position. When the 8th is in the upper part, the chord is in the 3rd position;

and when the 3rd is in the upper part, it is in the 1st position.t

Second position. Third position. First position. Second position. Third position. First position.

Ex. 19.

Having shown the construction of the common chord as extracted from the Diatonic Scale, and

also its three positions, we shall proceed to point out the method of employing it in composition.

First, let us explain the distinction between Melody and llARMONr: Although boith owe their

origin to the same source, and are inseparably united, yet they require to be clearly distinguished.

Melody is a succession of single sounds, ascending or descending, thus \ :
—

-^
Ex. 20. ~il

r^irrpc Z^2=^ ZJPL=^ 1^~ :c2:

1T=:t

Harmony is a succession of combined sounds or cliords, ascending or descending, as in the

following example, which exhibits a portion of the preceding melody harmonized.

Ex. 21.

• Should it be asked why do we not figure the several notes of the chord according to their real distdiice from the

bass. viz. 8, 10, 12, as in Ex. 18, Y?—Answer. As the 8th is a repetition of the Ist, so the 10th is a repetition of the

8rd, and the 12th a repetition of the ijth, &c., &c. (See Ex. 2.)

t How this arrangement has arisen will be seen at Ex. 03.

J The whole of the Diatonic Scale is a melody, and as such it will bo treated when we betcin to harmonize.
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A scale has been compared to an Alpnadet {V^x. 1.) A chord to a word (Ex. 14); and if wc

pursue this analogy a little farther, we may compare a succession of chords ti> a sentence. Now,

between the various words which compose a sentence there must necessarily subsist some con-

nexion, in order to produce sense : so it is with a succession of chords ; there should subsist some

connexion in order to produce a proper effect. The connexion required is, that in an immediate

succession of any two chords there shall be found one sound which is common to them both.'"

In the preceding Example, at a, we perceive, by the curved lines, the links which constitute the

chain of harmony. In order that the Pupil may form a just estimate of the necessity of this con-

nexion in a progression of chords, the same melody is exhibited at b, accompanied by chords

indeed, but without any of the connecting links above mentioned. Let the pupil play these

two exercises and compare the different effects.

It shall now be shown how a melody may be harmonized so that this necessary connexion

of the chords shall be effected ; and that each note of the melody shall have its proper chord, and

the whole its appropriate harmony.

The first step towards this object is to discover the proper fundamental basses ; but how ig

this to be done ? The melody itself shall point out the way ; and the basses being thus found,

they, in return, shall furnish the harmony with which that melody shall be accompanied.

DISCOVERY OF THE FUNDAMENTAL BASSES.
Let us take the scale as a theme to be harmonized ; and, in order to find the fundamental

basses, let us write over the notes the figures 8, 5, 3, as in the following example t :

—

Ex. 22.

^
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In the preceding example it will be perceived that there are only three bass notes ; is

employed four times, G twice, and F twice. Eacli of these tliroo fundamental basses has its

peculiar name.

The first is called the Tonic, which is always the same as the Ume which gives the name to the

scale ; for instance, the preceding example is in the scale or key of C, therefore the Tonic is C.

The second fundamental bass is called tlie Dominant. It is the same as the fifth sound in the

ascending scale, and may easily be found liv repeating the chord of the Tonic, as the la.st note

of that cliord (viz. the fifth) is always the Dominant, Thus the cliord of C is (', E, " and" G.

G is therefore the Dominant to C.

Again, the chord of 1) is D, Y%, "and" A.

(l What is tlie Dominant to D?--A !

Q. \Vliy ?—Becanse A is the last (or 5th) note of the chord of D.

And thus may be found the Dominant to any key.'"'

The third fundamental bass is called tlie Sub-Dominant ; it is the fourth note of the ascending

scale, and may easily be discovered and recollected, as being a whole tone under the Dominant.

If the Dominant be G, what is the Sub-Dominant?—F.

Why ?—Because F is a whole tone below G the Dominant.

By way of exercise, the basses to other scales should now be found according to the same method as in Kx. 23.

The pupil having been thus shown how to find the proper fundamental basses to the scale, he

shall now be taught luhich of tlie intervals of tlie scale are accompanied by the Tonic, which \r

the Dominant, and which by the Sub-Dominant.

First let him write a scale and add the fundamental basses as already directed ; then let

him remove the figures 8, 5, 3, and write in their places the figures from 1 to 8 over the different

intervals of the scnle, thus :

—

32:
izz:

.5 -^

m
Tonic. Dominant. To Sub-Dominant. Tonic. Sub-Dominant. Dominant. Tonic.

:c2: IC2Z :c3i
-s»- -22:

~rr.

Having done so, he will discover

Tlie first rule of Harmonizing.

The \st, Srd, 5th, and 8th, of the scale are accompanied bi/ the Tonic.

The 2nd and 7th, „ „ bij the Dominant.

The Ath and (ith, „ „ by the Sub-Dominant.

•Thel'upil will now Bee the motive for ur{,'ing the necessity of pronouncing the chord as stated Ex. .6, »nd at

emphasising the word a7ul ; for, had the common chord been pronounced in any other way, this result could not have hrfix

tttaiued.
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To show the mode of exercising upon this rule, let u-s take, for instance, the scale of A,

Our first enquiry must be,

What are the names of the three fundamental basses accompanying this scale ?

The key being A, the Tonic must be the same A.

The chord of A is A, CJ, and E ; the Dominant therefore is E.

A whole tone below E is D ; the Sub-Dominant therefore is D.

Having written the scale of A, Ave proceed to write the basses according to the ab'!ve rule,

reasoning thus :

—

A the first of the scale, is accompanied by the Tonic A.

B the second

CS the third

D tlie fourth

E the fifth

Ffi the sixth

GJt the seventh

A the eiiihlh

by the Dominant E.

by the Tonic A.

by the Sub-Dominant D.

by the Tonic A.

by the Sub-Dominav.t i

'

by the Dominant E.

by the Tonic A.

By this process we liavc r.,;in(l the proper basses to the scale of A

Ex. 25.

:a: O' :—Sq: -<&- i^^z .—S^- Gi-

W^.
Tonic. Dominant. Tonic. Sub-Dominant. Tonic. Sub-Dominant. Dominant. Tonic.

iq:
:ai T

7.22: 1221

:g:2 :

ZC2Z

Pursuing tliis method, the pupil may find the fundamental basses to all the scales as far as

six sharps and six flats ; making use, in future, of what is called

The Signature.

This is the sign by which the key is known, i. e., the number of flats or sharps belonging to it,

being placed at the commencement of each staff, instead of being written before each note.

:»^= ^mm- ^1^E^ ^^^
It will be admitted, that without a certain degree of ready practice, it is in vain to expect much

advancement. Unless the student of arithmetic have the multiplication table at his fingers' end,

he will make no great progress ; so it is precisely with respect to portions of the subject on which

we have been treating. For instance, the common chord of any note, with the sharps or fiats

necessanly belonging to it, should be pronounced with as much readiness as a school-boy would
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answer the question, how many are four times four ? IIow easy it is for him to impiess upon his

memory the sliarrs and flats, so as at all times, quickly, and unhesitatingly, to declare their num-

ber and order in any key! He needs hut to extend his hand and he will hehold the whole system;

afterwards to forget them, is utterly impossible. More of this by and by. We shall here en-

deavour to bring to the recollection of the pupil what he has already loomed, and suggest the

following mode of proposing questions which lie is supposed to answer without hesitation.

Q. Of how many sounds consists the Diatonic Scale ?—Seven, besides the 8th, which is a repetition of the l^t

(J. Where are the half tones found ?—Between the ."rd and -Ith, and between the 7th and 8th.

Q. IIow many sharps in the key of A ?—Three.

Q. What notes are sharp ?—FJ, CJ, and GJ.

Q. Wliat is the chord of E V—E, GJ, and B.

Q. How many fundamental basses are there ?

Q. What are their names ?

Q. Tell me the Tonic, Dominant, and Sub-Dominant, in the key of A ?—Tlie Tonic is A, the Dominant E, and the

Sub-Dominant D.

Q. What notes of the scale are accompanied by the Tonic?—The 1st, 8rd, 5th, and 8th.

Q. Wliat by the Dominant ?—The 2nd and 7th.

y. What by the Sub-Dominant?—The 4th and 6th.

The above form of question and answer tends chiefly to exercise the memory.

The following mode brings into action the reflective faculties, it introduces a mental exercise

which will be found highly interesting, and useful in after life for other purposes than the mere

advancement in the science of music ; it is calcuhited to stimulate the reasoning powers, compelling,

as it were, the mind, before it arrives at a satisfactory conclusion, to pass through certain evolutions

and reflections.

Supposing the key to be F, what is the bass to E ?

{Reflection of the pupil.)—In the key of F,—E is tlic< 7th of the scale.- The 7th of the scale is acconipaniod by

the Daminatit.—The Dominant in the key of F is . Here mentally repeat the chord of F, thus, K, A, "and" C.

The last note of the chord is the Dominant, therefore C is the liass to K. This process should be observed at all tiniea

wkec the Dominant is to be discovered.

Suppose the key is £!»—what is the bass to C?

{Reflection of the jinpH.)—In the key of E|7— (' is the (Jth of the scale.—The 6th of (,ho scale is accompanied by

ho Svb-DominanI—The Sub-Dominant is At?—theref.jro .1? is the bass to C.

Suppose the key is B—What is the bass to C;?

{Reflection of the pupil.)—The key is B—CJ is the second of tlie scale

—

the 7nd of the scale is accompanied bj

the Dominant—the Dominant in the key of B is FJJ—therefore F^ is the bass to C^.

But what \»ill be tlie bass to thjit CJ if wc ohanfre the key to 1) ?—A. Q. Wliy ?

Suppose we change the key to G, what then will be the bass to CJ(?—No bass can then be found to CJ, because

Cj( is not one of the n'>tes of the scale of G.
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The pleasing and attractive form in whicli the pure elementary principles of harmony and

composition are thus conveyed to the pupil, is calculated not only to accomplish the object proposed

but also materially to improve the understanding

To find the Fimdamental Basses to Melodies.

Hitherto we have taken only the ascending scale as a Theme or Melody, to which we have

added the fundamental basses ; we will now depart from the rigid observance of that plan, and

select such intervals of a scale as shall, in their progression, form a pleasing and effective melody.

Let us suppose that the pupil is required to find the proper basses to the following :

—

Ex. 20.
5

=P: :^ T^ "P2:
-^^ iZH ± -o-n^

In order to accomplish this, it will be necessary to enter upon the following reflections.

" The melody is in the key of C, and as E, the first note in the melody, is the 3rd of the scale,

1 shall write the figure 3 over tlmt note." As D is the 2nd of the scale, I shall write the figure

2 over that note ; and so with all the rest, thus :

—

Ex. 26

E.

^r:=a:
:^

T^- T2=\ T21 -P^
:t:

^s=^ -(S»- z?zr.

The next step will be to call to mind the three fundamental basses of that key ; thus,

The key is C, therefore

The Tonic is C, which accompanies the 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 8th of the scale.

The Dominant is G, 2nd and 7th of the scale.

The Sub-Dominant is F, 4th and fith.

Let the pupil now write the fundamental basses according to this rule (as laid down in

Ex. 25), and the melody thus accompanied will appear as in the following example :

—

E.K -IQ.

C.

3

inuT-r-Zg^e

lES:

T. D. T. D.

1^~-

^^^=\--^

1^- e=fc

T-

T. D. T. Sub-D.

1^2:

icz:
:3:g/-q: z^—^

±

D. T.

=Ea:1
Q. Why is D (the 2nd note) accompanied by G ?—Because the 2nd of the scale is accompanied by the Dominant,

and the Dominant is G.

Q. Why is C (the 8rd note) accompanied by C ?—Because the first of the scale is accompanied by the Tonic, and

the Tonic ia C.

Q. AVhy is A (the 10th note in the Melody) accompained by F ?—Because A is the 6th of the scale, and the 6th

is accompanied by the Sub-Dominant.

Q. Why is F (the 11th note) accompanied by F?—Because F is the 4th of the scale, and the 4tb is accompanied

bv the Sub-Dominant,
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After having acquired, by sufficient practice, a readiness in distinguishing what interval of the

scale each note is, the pupil may dispense with writing the figures over them, and at once write

the bass under each note as he proceeds with the examination ; as thus with the following Ex.

We perceive this melody is in the key of F : by tlie signature—one flat.

The first note, F, is the 8th of the scale, and requires the Tonic F.

The following note, G, is the 2nd of the scale „ the Dominant C.

The next note, F, is the 8th of the scale „ the Tonic F.

E is the 7th of the scale „ the Dominant C.

Ex. 27.

I.

_Q_
zz: ?z^= zz ^^ pzm

X2-T^ -&^

^P iz? xz: z±
-.Q-^

That tlie pupil may become perfectly familiar with this subject, and attain the utmost

facility in writing the fundamental basses to any given melody, he is here presented witli a

variety of themes in different keys, which, having first served as exercises similar to the above,

may afterwards be fully harmonized, when he has been made acquainted with the mode of add-

ing the chords.

No. 1.

m^^rx

Themes for Exercise on the First Rule of Harmonizing.

riZL.
321

-P f=^ g:

izt
T2=^^^
:^

-r^=X±=^
r̂ - :

E

No. 2.

3 ^ ipzr
— =&^EP=*

_C2_

No. 3.

i^
7^\

jd
^=3^S zi: irr tz—

\

—p
1 1

—

r^ r^ ^-

No. 4.

m nzr(S- cz Q rJ i zi: zz :?2:
TT

^
ZZ

2:2.wm^
No. 5.

%^^ P=F
M-

T -? ^ P
X--

j:3L
d ^S-H*- if-^ .£U

Pro-reaaion of the melody from the 6th to the 7tli of the scale, to be referreil to iu a future Exercise.
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r? p- t=^ :f=^
?

No. 7.

^ :e=?3:
f^T-r^ # , r f # cz:

Z3:

No. 8.

^^ *

g: Z3::?2: nr

^ :j::1
zi: ^

rsi

No. 9.

PSS^
_Q_

:p2: i^ :?= IZSI :P2: :z2i
1^31 I^I ?=^

No. 10.

±i ^G^^E^E^: 3Eie: T?-r-2:^==^=*: :^
:t=:

-<s>- 321

After having employed all the above themes, should the pupil be desirous of further practice,

it is only necessary to change the signature of any one, by which the intervals of the scale will be

changed, whilst the notes themselves remain unchanged : and thus a new Exercise is produced.

At II the theme is in the key of C. Let us suppose the pupil to have already accompanied

it by its proper fundamental basses, viz., C, G, and F. If he afterwards changes the signature

as at III, the key will then be A ; the fundamental basses of which are A, E, and D.

The signature being thus changed, the same melody will require other fundamental basses;

for instance, the note E at II is the third of the scale of C ; C (the Tonic) is therefore its proper

bass. The same note E, however, at III, is the fifth of the scale of A, and requires A (the Tonic;

as its bass.

U. llow is F (in the 4th bar) at II accompanied ?—A. By F the Sub-Don-.;:;a-at.

Q. Why?—A. Because F is the 4th of the scale of C.

<i. How is F in the 4th bar at III accompanied ?—A. By the Sub-Dominant j>,

O. Why ?—A. Becau.se F iu this example is the Cth of the scale of A ,-
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It has been stated (page 12) that the melody, by means of the figures 8, 5, 3, points out the

way by which we discover the fundamental basses, and that, in return, the fundamental basses

will point out the harmony to the melody.

To exemjilify this, we shall again resume the Diatonic Scale, as it exhibits, in a prominent

degree, the liarmony in a connected and combined form.

The scale having been written with its fundamental basses (as in Ex. 25^, let the pupil add

the remaining intervals of the chords which are indicated by those basses.

-^8

Ex. 28.

The first bass note is C ; the chord of C is C, E, and G. Here C the 8th (one of the intervals

of the chord) is already in the melody ; we have therefore only to add the 3rd and 5th ; these inter-

vals should be written immediately undei- the note of the melody, and thus the chord will be

complete ; always taking care that the note which belongs to the melodij be the highest note, and to

write the other notes of the chord undei'neath as near to it as possible.

To proceed ; let the pupil point to the second bass G, and (having pronounced the chord

G, B, and D) write first the note G, then B, and (as the D is already in the melody) merely point

to the note and say " D." By a close observance of this method, all mistakes will be avoided.

If we examine the above Ex. 28, we shall perceive that, by adding to the melody the chords

pointed out by the fundamental basses a progression of chords is produced : as each of these

chords consists of four notes, four rows of notes are thus produced : and, as each row forms a

distinct melody, four melodies appear, each different in its progression, but all uniting together,

forming a pleasing combination of harmony. Thus :

—

Soprano or Treble. ^^ , f^ a -Q 3
-^-8

I.

II.

Ex. 29.

m.

IV.

IP'S. -ei-5- zizns: -<S-8- :2-a_

Alto, Counter Tenor, or Second Treble.
8

1 5-

=31 231 32:
^"^jT- -^

8 6

Tenor.

-Or
:z2:

TD g- 22:

Bass.

22:
rcz:

:zrz22: "TT-

TP-
221

D 2
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In the foregoing Ex. the four distinct melodies, being written each upon a separate staff,

is called a hai^mony in four parts.

The dots, as they appear in the upper staff at I, mark the places from which the notes com-

posing the other parts at II and III have been taken.'"'

CONSECUTIVE FIFTHS AND EIGHTHS.

Let us return to Ex. 28, and particularly examine the chain of cotmexion between the chords

as marked by the curved lines.

It will be perceived that the G in the first chord forms a part of the second, and that the

same note forms a part of the third chord also. The C in the third chord is the connecting link

with the fourth, fifth, and sixth ; but no connecting link is found between the sixth and seventh.

Here then (according to what has been observed concei'ning the necessary connexion of

chords) the sense of the sentence is, as it were, interrupted; and, on being played, the passage

will produce a corresponding effect upon the ear.

That such a progression of harmony is incorrect and ought to he avoided, has been already

noticed in the observations following Ex. 21.

At the 6th note of the scale in Ex. 29, we find (in the alto) an F which is marked with an 8,

as being the eighth, or octave, to the bass note ; and in the same part (the alto) the note immediately

following is also an octave to the bass note. These are consecutive octaves.

At the 6th note of the scale, also, we find (in the tenor) a C, which is a fifth to the bass note;

and in the same part, immediately following, is also a fifth to the bass note. These are consecutive

fiftlis.

To prevent Consecutive Octaves.

In Ex. 30, at I, are consecutive octaves. Let the note which is an octave in the first chord be

continued m the second chord, as at II, and that note will then become a 7th: thus consecutive

octaves are avoided.

Why the 7th may thus be allowed to be heard in the second chord at II, shall be explained

presently.

* Supposing four persons to sing or play this progression of harmony : the first person would Bing all the highest

notes of tlie chords (which, in this example, form the scale of C.) This we call the first part.

The second voice would take the range of notes next underneath.

The thi)-d voice would take the range of notes next above the bass.

And the fourth voice would take the bass, or lowest row.

The alto and tettor parts, as written in this example, are not intended to represent the real pitch of those voices ;

to do this, would require a different arrangement, calculated, at present, only to puzzle the learner and obscure the

subject. For the same reason also, their peculiar clefs are not introduced. If these two parts be played or sung an

octave hirer, all will be right.

t As a matter of course, au 8th and a 5th may be used in every chord ; but the stem interval ought not to

appear twi''* ic the same jxiri in immediate successi-m.
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Ex. 30.
<J

fi'^.fg',
iZL

22;
X22: g[|

& r^"["o 3^X22:
:t3i

I. n. III. IV. VI.

m -^r^L 32:
zz

2Z —s>- 1221 ^-
221

7(9 prevent Consecutive Fifths.

Observe this simple rule—whenever the fundamental bass ascends one degree, the 5th of that

bass must not be allowrd to ascend to the 5tli of the following bass, as at III ; but must descend one

degree, as at IV. Thus the C, being the 5th of the bass F, having descended on the bass G (with

which it now forms a 3rd), the consecutive 5ths are prevented ; but as we have already a ,3rd in tlie

principal melody, it becomes necessary that we should ascend again to the nearest note of the chord,

viz., the .5th, as at V.

Consecutive 5ths and 8ths* are both avoided at VI, where the harmony proceeds to a close

;

the 7th descends to the 3rd of the last chord (the Tonic), whilst the 5th descends to the 8th.

On this subject we will say no more at present; indeed, it would be rather injurious than

otherwise to enter more minutely into it here.

The student is recommended to reflect upon what has hitherto been said ; and, by ex-

ercising himself on subjects in which consecutive 5ths and 8tlis arise, he will not only impress

this matter upon his mind, but acquire a facility in writing which will be found exceedingly

useful in his future studies. The three last notes of any scale will answer this purpose, as the

fundamental bass there ascends one degree.

Let him here add the alto and tenor (as in Ex. 29) to the themes which he has accom-

panied with fundamental basses only, and prevent the consecutive 5ths and 8ths, as directed

above.

To dwell a little longer upon the delightful simplicity of the first steps in this science, we

will, for a little while, postpone the subject of the Dominant 7th, to point out the diversified

effects to be produced by different methods of playing the same chord, which, if occasionally intro-

duced in subsequent Exercises, will render them more amusing, as well as instructive.

word

Divei-sijrcation of the Common Chord.

in a word of three syllables, each syllable is separately pronounced; yet it is still only one

, In a similar manner, each of Ihe three notes of a common chord may be separately sounded,

without in the least altering the nature of the chord.

• It may be observed, that these objectiouablo progressions will occur whereyer the fuudamentai b>iM and princiiial

melody ascend together one degree.
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Ex. 33.
^ _"^—^^ T _ _ _ -

5 5 5

As the common chord consists of three intervals, it may be varied or diversified in six different

groups, by employing the figures which represent the notes, in this order : 8, 5, 3, 8; 5.

To form the first group, take the first three figures, commencing at 8 (as below at a.)

For the second group, take the three figures commencing at 5 (as at b.)

And for the third group, take the last three figures, commencing at 3 (as at c)

a. 8 5 3

b. 5 3 8

c. 3 8 5

For the next three groups, reverse the above order ; beginning at the last figure (5), and pro-

ceeding from right to left ; then commencing at the 8, and lastly at the 3.

In this manner we will proceed to diversify the chord of C, writing, on an under staff, the

fundamental bass, and, on an upper staff, the six diversifications ; the same process serving

for each of the three positions.

Ex. 34. .

8 5 3 5 3 R

'^"^V

ft 5 3 5

'^\I]U]JT\

^^^

W -r^r -TTT

When a scale, or any other melody, has been harmonized, the chords may be thus diversified,

selecting some one variation or group of notes as a model, and continuing the same through all the

chords of the exercise.t

The following is a melody in four parts, to which is added an accompaniment, taking tor the

model of diversification, the lowest, the middle, and then the highest note of each chord.

^^^̂ ^^^^^^^ I jy^'^^^gp^i_g^
Ex.

35. 1

=5;^
J- Jm g-r^ ^ ^ fe s *: g ~rr

HS>-

^sm s ^M'±^ -~rT-

t '1 his will be found to lie also a very useful exercise for young pianoforte players.

• This is a mark of abbreviation, denoting thai the preceding group of notes must be repeated.

K Coupecutive otlis and 8ths avoided.
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, Ex. 36,

l^—

m

1^

The harmonized scale of C, employing the different diversifications, as in Ex. 35.

^-- •'^ r ^
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Other scales and melodies may now be taken to extend this practice, by which the student

will thus early acquire ideas, as well as a facility in varying his exercises.

Preliminary Observations on the Chord of the Dominant Seventh.

Let it be observed that our harmonics at first consisted entirely of Common Chords, /. e.,

chords composed only of the intervals of the 3rd, 5th, and 8th ; until (in avoiding consecutive

octaves) we introduced a new interval, viz., the 7th : which (as its name implies) is the 7th

note above the bass.'"'

This 7th we call the Dominant 7tli ; because, whenever it is introduced into a cliord, that

chord immediately becomes a Dominant Chord, and leads tlie ear to expect the Tonic.t

It is also called tXia fundamentnl 7th, for a reason which will be explained hereafter.^

It is likewise called the added 7th ; because it may be added to any common chord.g For

instance, in Ex. 30, VI, to the chord of G we have added t\\Q. fundamental 7th, F, which 7tli is a

whole tone below the 8th. This common chord of G, by the addition of this 7th, becomes a

Dominant Chord, and proceeds to the chord of its Tonic, C.

N.B.—It is in this progression of the chord of the Dominant to its Tonic, that each interval has

its particular course appointed, which is called its resolution : a satisfactory explanation of which

will be afforded in its proper place.

• Observe, this 7th is noC tlie 7th of the scale; it is a whole tone below the 8vc of its liasH.

t See pliiloBophical explanation, Ex. 03.

X Sec Ex. 67, bar 1, last chord. It ia sometiiues calleii the flat 7tli, in contra-disMiiction to the 7th of 11. <; fn-als,

»liich is B sharp 7th § 2o the i'recepior.—A Major cburd, of course.
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It is stated above that the interval of the fundamental 7th may be add^c' to any common
chord ; whenever this addition is made, it is usual to place the figure 7 over or under tne bass

of that chord (see Ex, 37 a), and this is called figuring the bass.

Every bass note is supposed to be always accompanied by its common chord, according to the

signature ; therefore it is not necessary to figure the bass, except when some addition is made to that

clioid, or some alteration is required, such as any interval of the chord requiring a sharp, flat, or

natural. Thus, at Ex. 37 a, because the fundamental 7th to C isBfe, we have placed a flat before

tlie 7 ; and, in the same Ex. at h, because the 5th requires to be made flat, we place the figure 5

iver the bass, with a fiat before it.

But when the 3rd of the chord requires a flat, then a flat alone, without a figure, is sufficient

;

it being understood among musicians that a fiat, sharp, or natural, (without a figure) placed over

a bass note, shall always be considered as applying to the third of the chord. (See the sharp alone

in Ex. 38.)

Ex. ;j7.

When any other interval of a chord requires a sharp, then, in figuring the bass we spare

the trouble of writing a sharp, and merely make a slight dash through the head of the figure

which represents the interval, as the 5 in the following Ex.

Ex.38.

It may be asked, " Why is a bass figured at all ?" The answer is, "That a figured bass repre-

sents, in an abbreviated form, those chords which constitute a musical composition." This is, ia

fact, THOROUGH BASS. The thorough bass player is required to play the chords thus represented by

figures, as if they were actually printed, as they are ni the above Example, from which, if the Pupil

will remove the treble staff, and play the chords from the figures alone, he will be a thorough bass

player. Perhaps he may wonder at this, so little having been said upon the subject
; yet the little

that has already been said may be considered as containing all the elementary principles of

THOROUGH BASS!!
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It has been shown (Ex. 37 and 38) that the interval nf the Fundamental 7th may be aided

to any common chord.

When this addition is made, the chord becomes a Dominant Chord, and a power is com-

municated to it, by the addition of that interval, which almost irresistibly propels the harmony

towards the Tonic.

This impulse towards the Tonic arises principally, if not altogether, from the effect produced

by the 3rd and the 7th of the Dominant Chord when heard together ; the former (viz. the 3rd)

having a tendency to ascend a half tone to the 8ve of its Tonic ; whilst the latter (the 7thJ has

an equal tendency to descend a half* tone to the 3d of its Tonic.

Resolution of the 3rd and 1th of the Dominant,

i^

Ex.89.

P
-O-
:=2-; ^̂S^-

3 <0. S
^_

!77
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TLese two mtervals exercising so powerful an influence over its progression, the chord of the

Dominant or Fundamental 7ih may justly be viewed as the main-spring of the whole machinery

of harmony— it governs and directs all—the name of Dominant is, therefore, given to it with great

propriety.

After what has been said, it may be considered as a law, that the several intervals of this

chord, which is called the Resolution of the Dominant 1th, should proceed thust:

—

The bass to ascend a Uh, or descend a bth to its Tonic.

The 3rd of the chord to ascend a half tone to the 8th of its Tonic. (a)

The 7th- to descend a. half tone to the 3rd of its Tonic. (6)J

The 8ve to remain in its place, and thus become the 5th of its Tonic, (c)

The 5th to descend one degree to the 8th of the Tonic, {d)

The 5th may, however, be allowed sometimes to ascend to the 3rd of its Tonic (e)

Ex. 40.

(*)

Each interval resolved.
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• We will not anticipate an observation whicli may be made at Ex. 70, b ; and 72, &c. wliich is explained at P>x. 168.

t The I'upil is rcfjuest'xl particularly to attend to what is here said, as very t'rcquout ret'urenco will be mode to rt.

% To the Preceptor,—When the key is Major, of courso.
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Aliowin <T, then, the intervals of the chord of the Dominant to proceed as it appears itself to

dictate, we shall find the succeeding chord will always be its Tonic, as at / in the preceding Ex*.

Resolution of the chord of the Dominant 1th in its various positions.

Ex. 41. <
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In resolving the Dominant Chord, let the Pupil first dispose of its 3rd, which must ascend a

half tone, and keep in mind that the note to which this 3rd proceeds will be the 8ve of the Tonic:

then resolve the 7th, next the 8ve, and, last of all, the 5th.

As it is of essential importance that he should be very well exercised in the use of this Fun-

damental 1th and its resolution, we will commence a course of exercises calculated to bring into

practical operation what has been said in explanation of Ex. 40.

We shall begin with the chord of C, at bar 1, Ex. 42.

That Chord, when heard (being merely a common chord), produces no desire to proceed to

any particular chord ; we may proceed, if we please, to the chord of G (as at 2), or to any other

chord, and return again to C (as at 3) ; the ear seems perfectly indifierenb upon the subject.

The case, however, is greatly altered, when to that chord of C we add the 7th, Bb (as at 4)

.

Then an immediate desire manifests itself to proceed to the chord of the Tonic F. By these two

important intervals of the Dominant Chord (the 7th and the 3rd) we are noiv, as it were, compelled

to allow the harmony to proceed to the Tonic at 5. The 3rd being determined to ascend a half

tone, and the 7th to descend, whilst the 8th and the 5th of the chord are passively carried along

to the place of their destination.

At 5, we see that the chord of the Tonic F arises, as it were, spontaneously out of the resolu-

tion of the chord of the Fundamental 7th at 4.

Practical application of the Resolution of the Dominant or Fundamental 1th.

Ex.42
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.To the /Vereptor.—See Exception, Ex. 282.
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At 5, the ear would have come to a perfect state of rest ; we might have ended the exercise

there, but the 7th (E[?) having been added to the chord (at 6), it becomes a Dominant, and the ear

requires the harmony to proceed to the Tonic B? (as at 7), and thus we may extend the exercise

by continuing this process through all the keys with single and double flats.

However difficult the above exercise may seem to the eye of the young student, let him rest

assured that it is only so in appearance, and not in reality. The process is exceedingly simple,

especially to one who has made himself acquainted with the flats and sharps by the easy method

shown at page 5.

If the pupil writes a similar exercise (as in the following Ex. 43), commencing with BJf, it

will carry him through all the keys with single and double sharps and flats, ending in D?!?.

This he is strongly recommended to do, as it will be found an excellent introduction to exercises

in modulation.

Ex. 43.
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In concluding the subject of the resolution of the Fundamental 7th, we shall make the

following additional remarks.

By the introduction of this 7th, the progression of harmony acquires a more decided cha-

racter, and produces, in effect, a certain degree of light and shade, of which a progression of mere

common chords is incapable ; thus, the necessity of perfectly understanding how to employ

that chord to advantage, cannot be too strongly enforced To multiply examples is unnecessary

;

but it is strongly recommended to the I'upil, frequently to play the preceding exercise, with

and without the 7tli
;
by which means the ear will be early accustomed to compare and judge of

the difference of effect.

HARMONY IN FOUR PARTS.

An instance of this has already appeared in Ex. 29, which is generally culled loriting in Scare.

Each part being written upon a separate staff, its progression is more clearly distinguishable than

when all the haj-monies are compressed into two staves, as they are always written for tlie

pianoforte.

£ 2
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In oui remarks on Ex. 29, we partially entered upon the subject of writing in four parts,

taking the scale for a theme. The Pupil wais afterwards (page 21) directed to add the alto

and tenor to those themes which he had accompanied with fundamental basses, and to present

the consecutive 5ths and 8ths as shown in Ex. 30. We will now proceed to harmonize a melody,

in four parts, in order to make him acquainted with another method of preventing consecutive

5ths and 8tbs.

Soprano.

Alto.

Ex. 46.

Teiwr.

Bass.

8 5 3 8 3 5 3 8 3

The consecutive 5ths and 8ths appear in the above Example, in the 7th l)iir, Avhere the

note E!7 in the alto (instead of being changed into a 7th, by the ascending of the fundamental

bass) descends to the 5th of the succeeding Dominant Chord ; whilst, at the same time, the 5tb

(B*?) in the tenor ascends to the 7th. Thus, the alto and tenor cross each other, or, in other

words, interchange places ; and the rule, that " the same interval ought not to appear again in

the same part in immediate succession,^' has been observed.

This, as well as the preceding, method of preventing consecutive 5ths and 8ths may be

emjiloyed at pleasure.

The Pupil may now, by way of exercise, re-harmonize in Score some of the themes already

given ; not forgetting to mark each interval of every chord with its proper figure ; let him

especially keep in mind, that the harmony which has been employed to accompany these themes

has, up to the present time, consisted of common chords, only except at the 7th of the Scale, to

prevent consecutive 8ves.

As the importance of the chord of the Dominant 7th, together with its decided character, and

the vast influence it exerts in guiding the harmony, dispensing light, shade, and energy through

the whole, have already been fully explained, it shall now be shown how and where this new

and powerful auxiliary may be introduced in a harmony of four parts.

The question first naturally arises, to lohich of the chords of the three fundamental basses may

we add it ? and where shall we find room for this new interval ?
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Answer.—We can introduce it in any chord, provided the chord immediately following be its

Tonic. Thus then arises the rule,

" When the bass proceeds from Dominant to Tonic, we may introduce the 1th upon the Dominant^

Let us now examine by this rule Ex. 46, and discover which of the basses will admit of a 7th_

CJ. Can we introduce a 7th on the first note, Bl? ?—A. No ; because Bl? is not the Doniinant to F, which immediately followi

Q. Can we introduce a 7th on the second note, F?—A. Yes ; because F is Dominant to the note, Bi7, which follows.

Q. Can we have a 7th on B!2, the third note ?—A. Yes ; because B2 is Dominant to E2, the following note*.

Thus let the Pupil proceed through the whole example, writing the figure 7 over such basses

as will admit of a seventh being added.

Let us now inquire in which of the four parts must the 7th be written ?

Ans. " In thai part where its resolution is found.'''

As the Dominant 7th resolves into the 3rd of the Tonic which immediately follows, we have

only to look forward to that chord, and " wherever in the four parts its ,3rd is written, in that same

part write the 7tli." Thus, in the following Example, 47 (bar 3), the 7th is written in the tenor

part.—Why ? Because the 3rd of the following chord is there.

In the last bar but one, the 7th has been introduced in the tenor. Why ?—Because the 3rd

of the following chord is there.

Soprano.

Alto.

Ex. 47..!

Tenor.

Bass.
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In adding the 7th to any chord, it is necessary to remark, that, as the harmony consists of only

four parts, one of the parts must be; expunged to make room for the 7th. Thus, in the above ex-

ample (bar 3, tenor), the 5th has been expunged, as marked by a dot, the 7th, Fi}, being introduced

in its place. It will therefore appear that whatever interval happens to be found immediately pre-

ceding the 3rd of the Tonic chord, must be taken away to make room for the 7th.

Q. Upon the bass D (bar 2) can we have a 7th ?—Yes.

* We are not here speaking of the Dominant belonging to the key only ;
but the Dominant of any hnm
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Q. Why?—Because D is the Dominant to the note G, which follows it.

Q. In which part should this 7th be introduced ?—In the soprano.

Q. Why ?—Because the 3rd of the following chord is there. This is true ; but if we were to

introduce the 7th there, we should be obliged (in conformity with the rule just given) to expunge

the note A (which occupies that part) and write C, the 7th, in its place ; and in doing so, we

should alter the original progression of the scale or melody given as an exercise. Let us suppose

that loe are not permitted to do this. In such a case, we are necessitated to omit the 7th altogether
;

although, from the progression of the bass, it might be admitted.

In bar 5, a similar circumstance occurs ; the 3rd (E) of the following chord (bar 6) being in the

principal melody, we cannot introduce the 7th.

The Pupil should now exercise upon scales in other keys, avoiding consecutive 5ths and 8ths

by the two different methods, and always introducing the 7th wherever the progression of the bass

and the melody will admit of it. Melodies which have already been harmonized with common

chords only may now answer this purpose, the Pupil proceeding always according to the routine

already pointed out—thus :

—

1st. Write the basses.

2nd. The common chords.

3rd. Prevent consecutive 5ths and 8ths.

4th. Discover the Dominants proceeding to their Tonics, and mark them with a 7.

5 th. Introduce the 7ths.

Example of a Melody haimonized in four Parts, with the Fundamental Sevenths introduced.

4. 5. 6.
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The Pupil is recommended carefully to examine the above example ; first, to make his own

remarks on what has taken place at every bar ; and afterwards to compare them with the following

observations.

Bar 1.—Though the first bass note is the Dominant to the second, still the 7th is not intro

duced, because the 3rd of the following chord is in the principal melody. Moreover, it is not usuaJ
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to commence with the chord of the 7th, although there is no absolute law against it*. In this first

bar, also, where the bass ascends one degree, the consecutive 5ths and 8ths are prevented by the

second method, that is, by the crossing of the parts.

Bar 2.—In the alto, appear two 8ths in immediate succession. How can this be allowed ?

Because that part (the alto) and the bass proceed by contrary motiont.

Bar 5.—There appear to be two chords over one bass note ; but these are merely the same

chord in two positions.

Bar 7.—The figure 7 is placed over the first note only of the bass. It must be understood

that a line drawn from any figure and extended over other bass notes, signifies that the interval

which that figure represents shall be continued in all the chords over which the line is extended.

Now let the Pupil pause and reflect on the progress which he has hitherto made, and on the

effect he was enabled to produce by the application of the materials with which he has already

been furnished ; and as this will be productive of the best effects, and cannot be too early or too

frequently put into practice, let us take a retrospective view, commencing with Ex. 20—21, where

Melody and Harmony having been described and illustrated, we proceeded to the discovery of the fundamental basaes

(Examples 22 and 23), by which we found that, in Example 24,

'ITie 3rd, 5th, and 8th of the Scale were accompanied by the Tonic,

The 2nd and 7th by the Dominant,

The 4th and 6th by the Sub-Dominant,

which we called '^ the first rule of hnrmonizing." By this rule we were enabled to write the fundamental basses to a scale or

melody (Ex. 26, 27). The chords were then added (Ex. 28), producing a harmony of four parts, subsequently appearing in

score in Ex. 29.

In preventing consecutive 8ths, we were introduced to a new interval (the Fundamental 7th, Ex. 30), which was

afterwards interwoven, and variously employed in producing new effects and in avoiding the monotony which, from a too

frequent succession of common chords, would eventually arise.

Having now availed ourselves of all the variations of effects resulting from the application of

the three fundamental basses, according to the first n/k, let us see whether we cannot produce a

still greater variety, by some change in their application.

We shall find tluit an opportunity presents itself, arising from the introduction of the Funda-

mental 7th (as in Ex. 48).

On examination, it will be perceived that the 4th of a scale is, in fact, the Fundamental 7th

of the Dominant of that scale ; consequently we may accompany the fourth of the scale by the

Dominant, as its bass, piovided that the fourth, on this occasion, in its progression, descends one

degree\. This we shall call

The Second Rule of Ha7inoniz{ng.

• See Ex. 62.

t This may be considered as a general rule, " When one part ascends, while another descends, they pitx»ed Yij oontrarj

motion".

X Vi hy this proviso is necessary, will be evident when we consider the progression uf tb.e 7th, which, in its resolution

fa required to desatnd out diyree.
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•* Whfiv the ith of the Scale descends one degree, it may be accompanied by the Dominant *.'

8 _^ 7

-fSh- f^ n f-^ 1&-

Ex. 49.
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At a, the 4th is accompanied by the Sub-Dominant, as heretofore; at 6, by the Dominant.

Here we see that, by a new application of one of tliese fundamental bases (viz. the Dominant),

a new effect is produced, not only as it respects the interval of the 4th itself, when heard in

conjunction with the intervals of the Dominant Chord, but also as regards the new progression of

the alto and tenor. Compare I. with IV. in the following Example.

The Second Rule illustrated in Four Parts.
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At I, the 4th of the scale (F) descends one degree to E, and we have accompanied it by the

Dominant, G. When the 4th of the scale in descending is thus accompanied, let the 3rd of that

chord (the Dominant) be written in the alto, and the 8ve in the tenor, as at I ; otherwise the 3rd

of the chord will be excluded at II, or the concluding chord will want its 5th, as at III. In both

these cases one of the chords would be incomplete, which should be avoided. It need scarcely

be stated that, when the fourth of the scale ascends, it cannot be accompanied by the Dominant,

because its progression would be contrary to the resolution of the 7tht.

Obser-vations.

Although the primary object in introducing the second rule is to produce variety, and open

a more extensive field for the employment of one of the fundamental basses, yet, another and

important object is also attained by the employment of that rule.

* Instead of the Sub-Dominant.

t An apparent exception to this rule shall be explained hereafter.
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It is a general principle in harmonizing an air, that the key of that air slioukl he estar.'lislied

and impressed upon the ear as soon as possible ; this can he effected only l)y the introduction of tlie

JJominant. The second rule affords us this opportunity. See l-x. 51 a, where, the fourth of tlie

scale descending, we have accompanied it by the Dominant, by which the key becomes established
;

but at b, where the 4th again descends, we have accompanied it by the Sub-Dominant; the necessity

of establishing the key here no longer exists, and it would have exhibited a want of taste as well as

judgment, had we again accompanied it by the Dominant, as will be evident if ive examine the

harmony at a, and compare it with that at b.

These few observations, if carefully attended to, will suffice for tlie present to show how the

Pupil may employ the second rule with propriety and effect.

Ex. 51
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' When tlie fourth of the scale is repeated and then descends, it is good to employ botli the

fundamental basses—̂ r.si the Sub-Dominant, and then the Dominant. (See tlie following Ex. «.)

But let the Pupil be careful he does not employ the Dominant first, and thm tlic Sub-Dominant

;

for in that case the Fundamental Seventh could not be resolved. (See b.)

I

Ex. 52.1
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It is not usual to commence a composition with the chord of the seventh (although there is no

absolute law against it). Should we, however, be inclined at any time to introduce the Fundamen-

tal Seventh n]" n the /jr.?' cJiord of a melody, it will be better to let the chord be first heard as a

common chord, and introduce the seventh only on the latter part of it (as in the tenor at c).

In order clearly to ascertain the variety which has been produced simply by the introduction

of the second rule, the Pupil should harmonize the fourth of the scale descending by both rules alter-

nately, noticing particularly the change which takes place in the inner parts.

Tliemes for Exercise on the Second rule"'.
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The intelUgent student must, ere this, have observed that when only the first rule of harmo-

nizing was employed, no judgment was necessary in selecting the fundamental basses, and finding

the harmonies : the question was simply—"What part of the scale is such a note, and what is its

fundamental bass ?"

But, by the introduction of the second rule, the case is very difierent ; because, as the fourth

of the scale in descending has now the advantage of being accompanied by two basses, and as a

choice is thus presented in selecting either one or the other, the judgment of the Pupil is required

to be exercised in this selection.

The figmea placed over the notes point out the rules to be employed ; 1-2, thus placed over a not*", deurteB that

both rules are to be employed.

t See Ex. 57 and Remarks
; also, page 33.

; See Ex. 52 (o).
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Hitherto, as far as regards harmonizing airs, lie has been, as it were, in leading strings ; now

he is beginning, it may be said, to v)alk alone ; and as this is the very first step towards the

cultivation of his judgment, let him exercise it in harmonizing the preceding melodies —remember-

ing that, even when the fourth of the scale does descend one degree, he is not obliged to accompany

it by the Dominant ; this is left entirely to his own judgment : but when it ascends, he is obliged to

accompany it by the Sub-Dominant only*.

We are now to suppose the Pupil to have harmonized the preceding melodies according to the

second rule—that he has played them—examined the different effects—and attained a certain

degree of facility in judging correctly and readily as to the best mode of employing the three

fundamental basses. Thus prepared, Ave shall proceed to show him how, hy a new and varied

application of another of the three fundamental basses, the harmony may be stiU more enriched

and improved, and a greater variety of effect produced.

In the preceding examples, the fourth of the scale came under consideration ; in the following,

the eighth of the scale shall be our object. We are aware that, according to the fii\tt rule, the

eightli, of the scale is accompanied by the Tonic ; but it shall now be shown how that interval (under

certain circumstances) may be accompanied by the Sub-Dominant instead of the Tonic.

This we shall call

The Third Rule of Harmonizing.

" When the eighth of the scale is repeated, it may be accomjianied

by the Sub-Dominant {instead of the Tonic).''

Ex 53.{

At a, in the above example, tlie chord of C being repeated five times, a very monotonous effect

is produced by the application of i\\Q first rule only. Tliis, however, is avoided by the employment

of the first and thii-d rule alternately, (as at b c.)

Although this rule has reference ]M7'ticularly to the eighth of the , scale when repeafec?, yet It

may occasionally be employed where that interval is not repeated (as at d and e) ; but, as the effect

produced at d is rather harsh and unsatisfactory, the rule sliould, on such occasions, be used

sparingly. The effect, however at e is good.

• See Retrospect, page 45, and Ex. 58 D, Bar I
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What was stated respecting the effect produced upon tlie alto and tenor by the application of

the second rule (see Ex. 50), may be apjilied here also to the third rule : by the latter, it will be

perceivi'd, wc are enabled still more frequently and effectively to avail ourselves of the powerful

intiuenci> of the Fundamental Seventh, by which the whole texture of the harmony becomes more

firmly connected and amalgamated, and also, (as has been stated before) the inner parts become, in

their progression, more flowing and melodious.

All this will be evident, if the Pupil play and then carefully examine the preceding

Example, comparing the monotonous effect produced by the first rule at a, with the diversity of effect

wliicli arises out of the employment of the third rule at h and c. However, he must not rest here
;

let him also carefully examine and compare the variety of effect produced in the progression of

•ihe melodies of the alto and tenor by the different application of the third rule at b and c.

The Pupil is most particularly recommended not only to notice well what has been said, but

also (in order that the value of these rules may be still more perm.anciitly impressed upon his mind

and thus practically established) to harmonize a melody by the first rule only (see Ex. 54, I), and

then harmonize the same melody by the three rules (as in Ex. 54, II) ; and, if he carefully examine

and compare them, he will be surprised to find, tliat all the variety of effect hitherto produced has

arisen solely out of tlie different application of two of the three fundamental basses only.

Melody harmonized according to the First Piule only, to he compared with Ex, 54, II.

Ex. 54.
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Same Melody harmonized according to the three Rules.
1. 2.'

3. 4. 5. 6.
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Nothing, perhaps, is better calculated to impress upon the mind of tlic Pupil the value and

Importance of these rules than tlie preceding Examples, which he is strongly recommended i".

examine and investigate with respect to the effects which they produce. In order that lie may

derive all the advantages which the Examples thus afford, let him not pass through this examination

hastily ; on the contrary, let him compare the two, bar by bar : for instance, let him take the

first bar of I, and compare it with the first bar at II. Play each of these bars, and mark the differ-

ence of effect 2>roduced. Having done so, let him play and compare the alto and tenor of each

Example ; observing the effect of each. The advantage resulting to the Pupil from this process is

incalculable ; because it will (even at this early stage) make him acquainted with the practical part

of that harmony, without which all his theoretical knowledge is useless.*

We shall now proceed to explain Ex. 54, II.

In bar one, the seventh is introduced in the alto. Why ? Because its resolution is in that

part ; and it is thus introduced only on the latter part of the chord, in order that tlie harmony

may commence with the common chord of the Tonict

In biir two, the seventh is introduced in the tenor. Why ?

three soprano.

four tenor.

five alto.

six tenor.

N. B. Where one Dominant Chord is immediately succeeded by another, the third of the first

Dominant needs not ascend, but may descend and become the seventh of the following Dominant

Chord, as in bars 4 and .5 alto. This may be considered as a general rule:|:.

The following melodies, although written expressly as exercises for the third rule, are so

constructed that the second rule can be introduced with equal advantage. They should be

harmonized l)y the Pupil in a variety of ways ; and, in doing so, he may be considered as having

entered upon the second step in tlie improvement of his judgment with respect to effect.

Themes for Exercise on the Third Ride.

No. 1.

m :p--f^-gi _£2_f2. ^^ -rsz^

g-^-^- --^=1^^3^ 3:2:

No. 2.

:M£
-p f ^ :^

^^P=^ izL
-w^^

•A 1

t=r
f^ • f>-

No. 3.

P3£S^P
:pj= ^^ -(=^ 4^ JZi. 1-2

:?=:

See KctroRpcct, jiajjcs \% to 45. t .See iil.so K.x. h'l c, nn<l Keinarlis, pat-'O 3-t.

I Observe how a similar prosressioii is treated, I'^x. .^)(!. bar 5, where tlie linl of the Dominant in the »lto has ascended jirst

to the octave, and afterwards desaiided on the same bass to the 7th ; ahso, bar U', in lliu (enur, Bume Kx.

Ij
Set consecutive .'jth and 8th, Ex. 4G.
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3 1
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No. 5.
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No. 6.
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We shall now explain

The Fourth Rule of HarinoniziiKj.

" Tlie Fifth of the Scale may he accomjianied by the Dominant.'"

Hitherto the fifth of the scale has been accompanied by the Tonic only ; but, as by the fourth

rule (as shall be shown presently) we are enabled to accompany that interval with two basses, a still

greater variety will be thus introduced into the harmony ; chiefly so, when the fifth of the scale is

frequently repeated, or heard in notes of long duration.

In the following example, at bar 1, the fifth (D) being foiu* times repeated, we have, upon the

second 1), introduced the fourth rule; and thus the monotony, which by the employment of the first

rule only would have been unavoidable, is here prevented ; a great similarity appears to exist,

in this particular, between the third rule (Ex. 53) and the fourth ; as will be perceived, if we

compare bar 1 in the present Example with bar 3 ; in wjdch latter, the octave being five times

repeated, the tliird rule has been opportunely introduced to prevent monotony, similar to the fourth

rule at bar 1.

At 0, is shown how the fourth rule may be employed, although the fifth is not repeated.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

Ex. 05.
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Let the Pupil now carefully examine the following exercise, in which the preceding four rules

will be found combined ; and, in order that he may discover, without any difficulty, how and where

each rule has been introduced, figures are placed over the notes (as in the Themes), pointmg out the

particular ride thut has been employed.

1

I 4

Tlw Four Rules combined.

•to 6 7o
] 3 1

8 9 10
4 4 1 4 1

11 12

221
:l=f

§
I
g

tt Z2^

Ex. 56.'
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At bars 1 , 9, and 10, E7 (the lifth) being a note of long duration, we have employed the first

and fourth rules alternately ; thus monotony is prevented and variety introduced.

N. B. When the fourth or the third rule is employed, the seventh will be found in the alto.

Observe the progression of the inner parts, arising out of the application of this rule.

At bar 3, the fourth of the scale (L)5), in descending, is enriched by both the Sub-Dominant

and Dominant harmonies. Had that interval been accompanied by the first rule alone, we should

have deprived ourselves, not only of these harmonies, but also of that very important interval, the

Fundamental Seventh.

In bar 5, the eighth, being repeated, lias been accompanied alternately by the first and third

rule. By the employment of the latter, the seventh appears in the alto. Examine bars 6 and 7,

and observe the diiferent efiects produced by the same progression of intervals—by the first rule at

6, and by the second rule at 7. Which of these would the Pupil prefer? !!

It will be exceedingly improving to follow up what has been here said, by Jiai-monizing the

above (or any other melody) in a variety of ways. For instance : let it be harmonized first by

the first rule only ; and at that stage compare the progression of the harmony (especially of the

inner parts) with the above exam pie.
''" Afterwards, harmonize it again by the second rule, com-

paring that harmony with the former. Then by the third rule, and, lastly, by the fourth rule

,

the Pupil still continuing his observations and remarks as he proceeds. Then, and perhaps

not until then, will ue uave learned wuat these iew simi-le kules ake capable of

ACCOMPLISHING !!!t

See apecimeiis, £z. 54, I, II. t Sec Retrospect, pages 43 to 45, and Ex. 58, B, C, D.
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Themes for Exercise on the Fourth Rule.

No. 5.

1 -f^- f^ -fS-

=P2 33 1^- :?3
r^'- :P2: :^z:c2

^C2 ^:^ P2: g T^- Z^21

No. 6.
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CHARACTER OF TIIH FOUR PARTS IN HARMONY.

This will shuw us that, whilst only the jirxt rule for harmonizing a melody was known, little

reflection was necessary to accomplish the end ; but now we are led to consider the consequences

of every step we tak" : the melody must be carefully examined ; a certain degree of foresight and

circumspection employed in forming the plan for the succession of the several basses ; and, finally,

the judgment is called on for the selection of those which are calculated to produce the best effect.

One reflection is h°re very satisfactory ; viz. that, though it is possible we may err in mere

matters of fmfe, we are sure, by attending to the rules, to be always grammaticaVy correct, and that

a moderate share of care in the application of those rules already given will produce results which

could be little anticipated by those who have studied harmony by any other process.

Definition of t/ie peadiar Character of the four Melodies in a Progression of Harmony.

In order clearly to compreheiul this subject, it is necessary again strongly to impress upon the

mind of the Pupil the importance of the chord of the Fundamental Seventh, and the almost irresistible

influence which it exercises over the whole body of harmony. That chord not only invigorates

and gives life to the whole, but each interval of the chord, having its own pecidiar progression,*

communicates to the melody of which it forms a part, a character also peculiarly its own.

The soprano progression is produced, and distinguished from the rest, by the two intervals of

the Dominant Chord which proceed direct to the octave of the succeeding Tonic

;

viz. the third ascending half a tone, or the fifth descending. (Ex. 58. a.)

The alto progression is distinguished by tlie interval which remains in its place and becomes

a fifth in the succeeding Tonic chord, {b.)

The tenor progression is distinguished by the interval which proceeds direct to the third of

the Tonic, whether descending from the seventh, or ascending from the fifth, (c.)

The bass f progression is that interval which ascends a fourth, or descends a fifth ; or, in other

words, tiuit wiiicii proceeds directly from Dominant to Tonic, (d.)

* Any dex'iation or deiiartiire from tlie establislied and settled proj;ression of each of its intervals can only 1* coii.sidered

as a lireme, emiiloyed to produce some peculiiir effect. See false cadences auapended oadouces equivocal niodulution

• — and decei)tive modulation.

t TLe fundamental baua, of course.
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The Pupil is here assured, that however unimportant the preceding matter may appear, it is

nevertheless of very great importance. Let him keep in mind, therefore, what has been just said,

and he will be enabled to enter still more fully into the nature and spirit of the preceding

rules, and the principle on which they are founded. With smne of the advantages resulting

from their application in harmony he is alreadyfamiliar; but how comprehensive they are in their

object, and how productive (when judiciously applied) in effect, can only be discovered and appre-

ciated by those who will carefully studij and i^radixe them! !

It will be found that, in harmonizing a melody by the first ride, each of the four parts retains

its peculiar character throughout. (See Ex. 48, where the seventh is always found in the teno>\)

From this it is evident that, had we continued to harmonize by the first rule only, monotony

must have been the result.'"' By the application of the other rules, however, a variety of effect is

produced by an interchange of character among the four parts.

This peculiar interchange of character may, perhaps, be more clearly distinguished by di-

recting the attention especially to that part wherein the seventh ef the Dominant is found.

In Ex. 50 I,

The tenor character (the seventh descending into the third of the Tonic) is in the soprano part.

The soprano character (the third ascending into the octave) is in the alto part.

The alto character (the eighth remaining in its place) is in the tenoi' part.

The bass retains its own character.

N.B. The above interchange of the parts has been effected by the second rule.

We may hereafter have occasion to observe more at large on this characteristic distinction of

the four parts : at present, we shall content om'selves by giving the following table, to show the

various interchanges which are effected by the application of the four rules.

When harmonizing by the First Rule, the 7th will be in the tenor.

3rd soprano.

+ 8th alto. (Ex.47, 48.)

When harmonizing by the Second Rule, the 7th will be in the soprano.

3rd alto.

8th tenor. (Ex. 51.)

When harmonizing by the Third Rule, the 7th will be in the alto.

8th soprano.

3rd tenor. (Ex. 54. IL)

Wheu harmonizing by the Fourth Rule, the 7th will be in the alto.

8th soprano.

3rd tenor. (Ex. 56.)

• It 18 trae tliat by inversion this monotony might be obviated ; but we are not advanced yet so ita.

•f
This admits of a slight exception ; see Ex. 47, bar 2, where, the 5th being in the soprano, the 3rd is in the alto

6ee also Ex. 48, bar 1, where cousccutive 5ths and Sths have been prevented.
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From all that has been said upon this subject, it is quite evident that, without the ail nf the

Fundamental Seventh, we shouhl have been without any light to guide us on our way thrjugli the

mazes of harmony. Without the aid of the four rules for harmonizing, we sliould have remained

ignorant of the variety which has been produced through their instrumentality ; lor, let it be

remembered, without a single addition to the three original fundamental basses, and without having

changed a single note of the melody, we have (merely by attending to the rules) been enabled to

effect not only new c-..nibinations in harmony, but likewise new jjivgressions in the alto and terior,

which (when we arrive at Inversions) shall be introduced into the bass also.

A concise Retrosiject of all the Four Rules in harmonizing, with a few 2>recautionai'y hints for

preventing improper Progressions, ivhich might occur by an injudicious and indiscriminate intro-

duction of those Rules on some occasions.

It has been stated elsewhere,* that, when only the tirst rule of harmonizing was employed, no

judgment was necessary in selecting the fundamental basses : the Pupil, at that stage, was (it may

be said) not a free agent ; for every note in the melody, according to that rule, had its specific bass

appointed ; from which he was not allowed to deviate in the slightest degree.

By tlie introduction of the second Rule, however, his sphere of action became in eorae degree

enlarged t: two basses, under certain circutnstanccs, tuiglit then be employed to accompany the

same interval of the melody ; and as a choice was thus presented to him, he had to make a selection
;

and as the proper selection depended on his own judgment, so the employment of the second Rule

was the first step towards forming that judgment.

In illustration of this, we shall suppose the Pupil— in his first effort to harmonize by these

Rules—to reason thus :

—" Here is the Ath of the scale (for instance), the fundamental bass of which

is the Sub- Dominant I"—He would then carefully examine the progression of that interval,— whe-

ther it ascended or descended one degree. If it ascended, then only one bass

—

no choice ; but if

it descended one degree— too basses—viz. Sub-Dominant and Dominant §.
—"Wliich of these

shall I employ ? "—(For let it be remembered that, although the fourth may descend one degree,

he is not compelled to employ the Dominant ; that would counteract the very object contemplated.)

Suppose that the melody at I in the following Example were presented to him to be harmo-

nized. Probably he would reason thus, and say—(pointing at bar I)
—

" Here is the 4tli of the scale
;

it descends one degree ; I will accompany it by the second Rule"— (the Dominant.) (See II. bar 1.)

Ex.58.>^

• See hottom of psge 34. f See pages 32 to 34. % Uefeiring to {\\e jirst A'k/c, wliicli must constantly be kept iu

mind, b«ct«i80 tlie otlierB emanate from it. See lirat rulo of liunnouiziiii;, page 13. § See second rule, p. 32. ti 8
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(Pointing at 2, he would say)—" Here the 4th descends again ; but I will now accompany it

fjr the sake of variety by the first Rule (the Sub-Dominant); and at 3 by both basses."

This, it is presumed, will suffice to show what may be effected by small means : viz. the employ-

ment of the second Rule.

By the introduction of the third Ride,* the sphere of action—already enlarged by means of the

second Rule—became still more extended, and formed the second step towards the improvement of

his judgment.

Finally—by the addition of the fourth Ride f he was altogether emancipated and set at liberty

from the trammels in which he was bound by the observance of the_^/w^ Rule.

Let the Pupil, however, remember that in proportion as this liberty opens an extensive field

for the exercise of his mental fliculties, so, in the same proportion, will he be liable, (unless caution

be observed,) to fall into error ; for, to be acquainted with rules, to know when and where they can

be employed, and (we shall add) even a knowledge of the variety of their effects, is not sufficient ; care

also must be taken, when they are employed, that the j^^i'dy of the harmony be preserved—that

no improper progressions (consecutive 5ths and 8ths) be allowed to make their appearance. To pre-

serve this purity in the harmony, observe the following

Precautionary Hints respecting the enqjloyment of tJie Four Rules.

"We will commence with the Third Rule.J

Let us suppose the Pupil about to harmonize the following Example 58 C. I. He would reason

thus, saying—" This is tlie 8th ; its proper fundamental bass, according to the first Rule, is the

TonicX: but as the 8th is here repeated, I can accompany it by the Sub-Dominant.^ Is it proper

to do so ? for though the 8th is repeated, does it follow that I must necessarily accompany it by

the Sub-Dominant? If I do, may it not effect the purity of the harmony ? How shall I know ?
"

These are questions of no small import. The answer is : Examine carefully the progression of

the melody ; see whetlier the interval immediately following the Mi will (when accompanied by its

proper bass) produce either a consecutive 5th or an 8th. Should this be the case, the first rule only

ilUST BK EMPLOYED.

At I, in the following Example, the 8th is repeated, and accompanied by the third Rule ; but,

as that interval is followed immediately by E (the second of the scale, which requires to be accom

panied by the Dominant,) the employment of the Third Rule is here improper, because consecutive

5ths and Stlis are thus inevitably produced. Under these circumstances, the/r5^ Rule only must

be employed (as at IL)

• Pago 36. t Page 37. % See page 13. § Page 35.
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Ex, 58.

C

At III, the 8th is repeated, and accompanied by tlie tldnl rule ; Init tliis note is imme-

diatehj followed by A (the 5tli of the scale), and as tJiat interval requires the Tunic, consecutive 5ths

and 8ths are the result; therefore, the jifst Rule only can be employed (as at IV). Let the Pupil

examine and make his own observations upon V, VI, VII.—Q. May the third Rule be here

employed witli propriety ?

Hints re.rpecting the Emj^hymcnl of tJie Fourth Rule.

Looking at the following Ex. 58, D I, tlie Pupil would say—" This is the 5th of tlie scale ; its pro-

per bass (by the first Rule) is the Tonic ; but as the fifth of the scale is here repeated, I may accompany

it by the Dominant." (Whether we .should do so, will depend upon the intervals which follow,)

This fifth A is rejjeated ; yet, in consequence of the interval which immediately folloios, it woidd

be highly improper to accompany it by the Dominant ; because, as G, the 4th (which here ascends),

viusthe. accompanied by the Sub-Dominant,'" consecutive 5ths and Sths would be the inevitable result.

The case is very diflferent at II, where, the 4tli having descended one degree (thus admitting

the introduction of the second Rule), the fourth Rule may be legitimately employed upon the 5th

of the scale.

At III, the harmony (though similar to that at I) is correct; because it proceeds by a motion

contrary to tliat of tlie l)a>-s.

In conclusion, it may be well to observe, that the above hints, if carefully attended to by

the Pupil, will not only guard liiui against gross faults, into which young composers are liable to

fall, but they will also add greatly to his practical knowledge as regards the introduction of these

rules with the best effett: and further—the reflections and reasons which are here supposed to

direct him in the choice of proper harmonies, although stated in a few words, contain the germ of

many reflections which, by analogy, may be applied to other purposes besides music.

See Exaiiipl 57, and Remarks.
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Major and Minor.

It has been our oliject, from the commencement, to lead the mind grauually to the attainment

of harmonizing a melody in four parts. V\ e have therefore carefully avoided all matter which could

in the least interfere with our object, or cause the slightest embarrassment.

The Pupil may now be infoi-med that every exercise in Avhich he has hitherto been engaged

was written in what is (technically) called "the major key," in contradistinction to that called

" minora But, before we proceed to the subject of the major and minor keys, it will be proper to

explain the construction of

MAJOR AND MINOR CHORDS.*

These terms, Major and Minor, refer here to the third of the chord only, which is major or

minor as it may contain a greater or less number of semitones.

All the chords hitherto written have been major, containing five semitones in the third, com-

mencing with the key-note, and calling that one.

Major Chord. Minor Chord.

Ex. 59., 1 " o

ib—

"

3. 4. 1. *2. 3.

1

ZCZL -rrr

'J'he minor chord contains in its third, four semitones only (b), which, as it has one semitone

less than the major, is called minor.

All chords are understood to be major, if not otherwise marked or expressed.

To change a major into a minor chord, we have only to lower its third a semitone, and the chord

Ijfccomes minor ; thus :

—

Wliat is the chord of C ?

What of C minor?

What is the chord of D?

What of I) minor ?

What is the chord of E? ?

Wliat of E^ minor?

Answer—C, E, and G.

C, EJiat, and G.

Answer—D, FU, and A.

D, F, and A.

Answer—E7, G, and B7.

E3, G7, and B?.

In order to accustom the ear to distinguish the difference of effect, a chord should be frequently

jilayed alternately major and minor.

Major. Minor. Major. Minor. Major. Minor.

Ex. GO.

:5^

-y^

II. IIL

IJX 221
ULi" :z2z -rj- ^^^

• See Ex. 157, where the nature and origin of the minor scale are fully treated upon. At the present stage, it would

Kot lie advisable U> enter upon the subject.
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RELATIVE MAJOR AND MINOR.
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Having now fully explained the construction of the minor chord, we will here show, thougli

the subject wiU be hereafter resumed,

How to find the N'umher of Sharps or F/afs be/onfjmr/ to any Minor Key.

For this purpose, it is only necessary to ascertain the third of any minor chord ; and whatever

sharps or flats are required by that third (if taken as a major key note), the same number are required

for the minor.

At I, the chord of C minor is C, E f , and G; tlie tliiid of this chord is Et; the key of E |7 requires three flats;

therefore the key of C minor requires three flats.

At II, G minor requires two flats. Why?—Because its third (B|?) requires two flats.

Why does the key of E minor require one sharp?—Because the chord of E minor is E, G, and B : G ia tlic third;

ti requires one sharp ; therefore K minor requires one sliarp.

The Relative Major and Minoi' Keys.

It is necessary to mention that each major key stands in intimate relationship with a minor

key, called its relative minor. This relative minor is always found four semitones beloiv the key-

note of its major '''; and has for its signature always the same number of sharps or flats as its major.

What is the relative minor to C ? Answer—A minor.

Are there any sharps or flats in A minor? Answer—No. Why?—Because the key of C major has none.

What is the relative minor to F? Answer—D minor.

How many flats has D minor? Answer—One flat. Why?—Because F, its relative major, has one.

What note is flat? Answer—Bt?.

The following Example exhibits a regular progression through the whole circle of major

and iiinior key.'^. It comnionces with tlio key of (.'. major and its relative minor, proceeding througn

the keys requiring flats, which gradually increase in nuinlxT until, arriving at K *:» minor (six flats),

tliat cliord is changed enharmonically to D if minor (.«ix sharps) ; after which, by sharps (which

gradually decrease in number) the progression returns to the original key.

* The Pupil may find this minor key on the pianoforte by counting four semitones from the key-note to the left-hand

eounting the «cy-note one.
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Ex. 61.
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In examining the jireceding Example, we perceive, from the beginning to the end, not only a

lieaiitiful symmetry and regularity pervading the whole, but also a double union of intervals

—

tivo

iif them always remaining undisturbed,—as shown by the curved lines.* The same union likewise

subsists between the relative minor and the chord which immediately follows it; the whole progression

forming a chain of harmony unequalled in any of our form.er exercises.

The Pupil is strongly recommended to practise it on ths pianoforte, as it forms the ground-

v.'ork on which may be constructed an almost infinite number of passages and variations, serving,

subsequently, as materials for more extensive exercise. This will in some measure aj)pear, if we

examine the specimens exhibited in the following Examples, which, though few in number, are

sufficient to show the extensive variety of effect which may be given, even with only simple

common chords.

No particular rule, as to the construction of all the variety of passages arising thus from a

progression of chords must here be expected ; as it would be calculated rather to cramp than to

assist and expand the inventive faculty of the Pupil. Let him learn to choose for himself.

Ex. 62. A feio Specimens of Variation which may he employed in Perfoinnance.

22 32l
§ ^ §0~ § f § ft.4^r.'.r^r^A.^g^ 1 i • !

bl± U=± sti bisti sb

UMi ^. iyE J:

-fn*:
• -P-

it:ff= m-H-T'
:tt—t—t—

r

btc-icrtzp: V—t- *=K

AVliy this cloiie union subsists Iietween the cliords in this progression will be better understood when we arrive at Ex. 6'.



OEIGIN OF MELODY AND HARMONY.
THE DIATONIC SCALE, FUNDAMENTAL BASSES,

AND

MODULATION.

When a musicnl string is put into vibration, we may imagine that vn hear only a single sound

;

but, on listening attentively, we shall discover that the principal sound, particuhirly if it be one of

the deep tones of the Pianoforte, is accompanied, though faintly, by other sounds, called its

" Hannonics."

By all sonorous bodies (a bell, for instance) tlie principal sound and its harmonics are produced

at the same time, and are all heard at once ; but by wind instruments (as the French Horn, Trumpet,

etc.) they are produced separately, so as to be distinctly analyzed ; and these prove to be exactly the

same, in order and proportion, as those produced by the vibration of a musit'al string. Thus a tulu'

or string, whose lowest sound is C, will introduce the following

Ex. 63.

Hm'monics.

f^. V-

:q:
-o-

:22!

:225

Geiierator. Geiicnitor.

These are the sounds in the order in wliich they are actually produced from the tube of the

French Horn, etc., etc.*

The lowest sound we shall call the foundation or generator of all the rest, which are called its

Harmonics, and which appear to be, as it were, regular portions or fractional parts of the cjenerator.

The fir!(t note above the grnerafnr, beinu'' the octave C, may be considered as one half of the

V)hok tube; in fact, one half of this tube would really produce, as its lowest note, this very octave C.

By the same rule, G would be produced by a tu])e which should be only 07ie tliird the size of

that which produced the generator, and so on with the rest, as marked in the Example.

• In this Example we see at one glance tlw cluinl of the Funiliimental Seventh, ProgreMioa, Modulation, Melody, and Harmony.

G
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To illustrate this still further, let us extend a musical string over two bridges until its gravr

sound be the same as that produced by the tube C. If we then place another bridge exactly in the

middle, each half will produce the octave of the whole. If \\q divide the same string into three

equal portions, each of the three portions will produce a G ; and so with all the other divisions.

Referring to the scale of the Harmonics in the preceding example, it will be remarked, that

they are produced in a succession of gradually diminished distances from each other, until they end

in a progression of whole tones—a real Diatonic Progression, tlius

:

The note first appearing above its generator is the 8th.

The next is a 5th above that

The distance to the next is a 4th, and the next a major .3rd, etc., etc.

All the sounds, as far as E (the last note in the Example), are perfect and satisfactory to the ear.

Let us now take the three last sounds produced by the tube, as a scale or melody, and endeavour

to harmonize it. How are we to proceed ? We must discover the fundamental basses ; but by

what means ?

Let us take, as basses, the three first sounds produced by the same tube, and our object is

accomplished.

Scale of Three Sounds loith its Fundamental Basses.

8 5 3

Ex. 64.
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Generator.-

The fundamental basses being discovered, we shall now add the chords.

Scale of Three Sounds Hawionized.

Ex.65.
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Generator.-^

Referring again to Example 63, let it be observed that amongst the Harmonics of C, the 7tn

sound is B. This is not the seventh note of the scale of C, but the fundamental 1th, being a

whole tone below the 8th.t

* It will be observed that the chord of C, formed by the Harmonics in Ex. 65, is not complete until the appearance of

the 3rd (E), and therefore when the third is at the top, we shall call it the first position of the chord ; when the 5th (G), appears ftt

the top we shall call it the 2nd position of the chord ; and with the 8th at the top, the 3rd position. (See p. 11.)

+ See preliminary observations on the dominant 7th, page 23.
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When the chord of C is heard with this seventh added, it at once assumes the character of

a dominant chord, and thus produces an irresistible inclination to proceed to its tonic. 'Jlte ear

acknowledges, in the 7th, a decided tendency to descend* and in the 3rd, an equal tendency to

ascend into the nearest sound of the chord which immediately follows.f

Therefore, after having harmonized the scale of three sounds produced by the harmonics of

tlic tube C (the last of which is accompanied by the chord of C), were we to bring the 7th

sound prominently forward, and add it to this chord of C (as in the following example, 66, I.),

we should be irresistibly forced to the chord of F (as at II.).

Thus, were we disposed to extend the scale further than these three sounds at I., the next sound,

as here pointed out, must decidedly be F, as in the following Example.

Having ascertained that our next bass note can be no other than F, let us take that sound as

a new generator, and treat it exactly as we did the preceding one, C. We have only to consider this

new generator as a tube of smaller dimensions, and it will give us, amongst its harmonics, a melody

or scale of three sounds, viz., F, G, A ; to which let us write the basses, as pointed out in example

64, and we shall form a scale of i>ix notes, properly harmonized,

J

Scale of Six Sounds.

Ex.66.
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Generator.

We have now six notes, and, if we desire to extend the scale still further, to what note must

we next proceed?—to Bb Why?—To answer this question let us apply the same reasoning

which guided us in discovering the second generator, F.

The generator of the last scale of three sounds being F, let us add the 7th to the last choi'd,

and the bass F, thus becoming a dominant, will lead us to Bi2, and thus we gain a third scale of

three sounds, viz., Bb, C, and D (as in Ex. 67, A, bar 3.) Here also another 7th may be added to the

Last chord of this scale, which will lead us to the scale of Eb (bar 4); and thus we might

continue to proceed, adding scales of three sounds ad injinilum. g

• See Ex. 40 {h.) t See Ex. 40 (a.)

X The figures 8 5 S, 8 6 8. placed over the six notes in the above example, will explain the principle upon which the finding

of the Fundamental Basses in Ex. L'l) is established.

§ It appears clear, from this examination, that no scale can naturally consist of more than three sounds, for which there

are only two fundamental basses required. The sub-doiuiiiant, which we have hitherto employed, appears now to be really

the generator or tonic of its own scale.
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Natural Succession of Scales of Three Sounds, Harmonized.

2. 4.

Ex.67.,
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PROGRESSION AND MODULATION.

When the Harmony moves from one scale of three sounds to another, without the aid of

the chord of the fundamental 7th, we shall call it simply a Progression. (Ex. 67, B, n.)

When it thus moves by the aid of the chord of the fundamental 7th, we shall call it Progression

yid ^[o(hlhtion. (6.)

But when it proceeds directly from the first chord of a scale to the first chord of the following

scale, or, in other words, from key to key, by the aid of the chord of the fundamental seventh, we

shall call it Modulation, (c.)

Ex. G7
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These subjects will be resumed in their proper places ; meanwhile let us apply what has been

already said, in an examination of the diatonic scale, with Avhich this work commences.

Ex 68./
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In the preceding example, the first three sounds, C, D, E (I.), are in the key of C. The

harmony moves by jyrogression, imtil it arrives at the third sound, E.—Here, however, by the intro-

duction of the fundamental 7th, (B!?,) on the chord of C, a modulation to F takes place. (II.)

AVhen we arrive at the sixth sound, (A) the ear, as far as regards the harmony, feels no natural

inclination to return to the original key, as we have modulated out of that key ; yet, if we are

determined so to do, we may return to it, but only by the same means, viz., Modidation; and, as we

modulated to F by C (the dominant of F), so we modulate back to C by G, (the dominant of C.) (III).

It will now be perceived that, in this case, the seventh note in this scale could not be Bb, as

found in exaini)le 67. It must here be B*;, because the dominant chord of G, thus introduced,

requires that its third sliould lie major, and ascend a half tone to its tonic, C*
The pupil will now see the reason why the diatonic scale (concluding upon the note from

which it set out) requires the half tones to be between the 3rd and 4th, and 7th and 8th.t

Thus we complete a scale of eight sounds, commencing and ending in the same key. Had

we, on the contrary, after arriving at the sixtli sound, (A) proceeded as in Ex. 67, A, we should

have diverged still farther and fartlier from the key from which we set out ; and, pursuing that

course, we should never have been able to arrive again at the original key.

It will now be evident to the pupil why it became necessary to stop the modulation at the

sixth sound. Here, also, he will discover the cause which produced the consecutive 5th and 8th

between the sixth and seventh of the scale ; for, had we continued the order of progi'ession

pointed out in Ex. 67, A, these consecutives could never have occurred.

MODULATION.
We shall now enter more fully on the subject of modulation ; it is one of great importance,

and, in order that the pui)il may be impressed with a correct idea of its nature and object, and of

the extraordinary influence which it exercises in a well constructed composition, it is only necessary

to observe, that those works wliich lay the strongest claim to excellence have derived it in a greater

or less degree from this inexhaustible source; more especially with reference to modern compo-

sitions.

Here we shall observe that progression stands in strong contrast with moiliilntion ; for, whilst

the former moves and ranges amongst the chords immediately connected with the key (in other

words, its generator), or such as are related to it, the latter at once cai'ries us out of that key to

another. The principle by which we are to be guided in modulation, as well as the course to be

pursued on every occasion during our progress, is pointed out by Nature herself This fact has now

been so well established, that it may perhaps be superfluous to refer to it again. But let us keep

our guide in view, and she will not permit us to iro astray.

It may be remarked, that although modulation embraces such an important branch of harmony,

and occupies a position of so much consequence, yet the prhiciple on which it is founded is

exceedingly simple.

The Rule of Modulation.

The dominant of the key to which wc intend to modulate, must he introduced immcdlatcli/ befor.'

thai key.

• See Ex. 40. t See p»ge 2, Ex. 3.
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By way of illustration, let us select the three first bars of example 61, which contain a

vrogression through all the major and minor keys.

Rx. 70.
<J

/^

I
X.

:22:

—<& '
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f^-
Progression.
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Modulation.
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I. II.

How shall we change the exercise of Progression at X., in the above example, into «ne of

Modulation—what says the rule ?

Place the dominant, E (I.), before the chord of A minor, and the dominant C (II.), before F,

and thus the progression will be changed into modulation at Z.*

Let us again illustrate this by the following interrogatory. Suppose we are in the key of F, and

would modulate to the key of D minor, what bass must we introduce before D ? Answer, A.

Q. Why?
Because A is dominant to D, whether that key be major or minor.

Q. We are now in the key of D minor, and would modulate to Bb? what bass must we

introduce before ]i7 ?

Answer, F.

Q. Why?
Because F is dominant to Bb.

In the preceding example we have shown :

Ist. The nature oi modulation, by placing it in contradistinction with prof/ression.

2nd. The rule by which modulation is to be effected when the key has been proposed by the

Preceptor.

But let it be remembered that it is one thing to find the Dooiinant when the key to which it is

^proper to modulate is proposed by the Teacher, and quite another thing wlien the pupil himself is

required to find the key to which he may modulate.

The Eules by which he may accomplish this object shall now be given ; and we will here

again repeat what we have so frequently endeavoured to impress upon the mind of the pupil, that

Nature alone is our instructress ; if, on a former occasion, this fact has been clearly evidenced, then

the present investigation will still more clearly demonstrate that the principles of Modulation

emanate from the same source.

It has been shown elsewhere that Nature, in developing the Principles of Harmony, in the

vibration of sonorous bodies, etc., etc., produces certain sounds, which, in their progression, not only

form raelodies.t but also form a union amongst tliemselves as chords, with which these melodies

are accompanied. g These chords in their Progression, thus forming harmony participate in this

unity, much in the same manner as do the sounds of which the chords are constructed.il

• When we modulate to a minor key, the 7th will desceud a whole tone, instead of half a tone. See page 25.

Let us keep in mind that, whether we modulate to a Major or Minor key, the Dominant chord tnust always be Major,

X See Harmonics, £z. 63, 64, § Ez 66. || iSee Harmony in four parts, Ex. 29.
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This will be rendered plain by the following Diagram :

—

Scale c d e f ff a

Chords
8
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being employed ais a dominant, will guide us to a key witli which the given key stands related; and

as such dominant, when once discovered, stands in the same relation as the branch does to the tree,

or a child to its parent, no doubt could exist as to the relationship subsisting between the given key

and the dominant so found. Now, that these dominants may be discovered thus, will be evident if we

attend to the following simple process.

We shall suppose ourselves, for example, to be in the key of C : the pupil wishes to know

to what key he may modulate.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

Ex.
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(m) When we select the 8rd of a major key we otu/ht to moiluhitc; to ;i minor key.* See bar 3.

( n ) tlie ;^r(l of a minor key — to a major key. 5.

( ) tlie 8th of a major key to a major key. 7.

(^ ) the 8th of a minor key to a minor key. 10.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. :'. 9. 10.

Ex.72.
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For further illustration of what has been said, we shall now proceed to give a short practical

Exercise on this interesting subject—preparatory to wliich it will be necessary to state

:

1st. That we may commence our Exercise with any key, and select for dominants rtwv/ interval

of the chord we please, excejd the 5th of the tonic. Why ?—Because that interval is the

dominant of the existing key, and therefore cannot, of coiu-se, carry us out of it ;\ but, when we

have, by either of the other two intervals, modulated out of a key, then the 5th enables us to

modulate immediately back to that key. See Ex. 71 ; where (at 3) we modulated to A minor, and

(at 5) returned to the original key.

2nd. When a modulation out of the original key has been effected, and we desire stdl further

to continue the modulation, then tlie key at which we have arrived must be treated in the same

manner as if we had commenced with it. See Ex. 72 ; where (at 3) we modulated to A minor

;

and then, selecting the 3rd of that chord, modulated (at 5) to F, etc.

The following Exercise commences in the key of G ; the first th7-ee chords proceed by progression. §

At 3, we have selected the octave, and modulated to C major. (Why to C major?
||)

At 6, we have selected the 5th of the original key (viz., D) and modulated back to G.

At 7, we have selected the major 3rd (B), which modulates (at 9) to E, the relative minor of C.

(Why to a minor ? f

)

V At 9, we have chosen the 8th, E, and modulated (at 11) to A minor.—(Why to a minor? **).

Here we have selected the 3rd, C, and modulated (at 13) to F major.— (Why to a major? ff).

The rest of the example, it is presumed, will be understood without any explanation, t

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6 7. 8.

Ex. 73.
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* Because it is the relative minor. t See inversions of the first seven bars of this Ex., at Ex. 88, D and E.

X See note, bottom of p. 56. § See Progression and Modulation, page b'J. \\ See observations (<») bufore Ex. 72.

H See observation (»ii^. •• See observation (j>). ft See obnervation (n).
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P
9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17.
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If the pupil has carefully attended to the preceding matter— studied the examples—and

i-eflected upon all, he must, ere this, have observed how clear, how explicit, the rules are which Nature

unfolds for our guidance in this branch of the science ; and, whether we contemplate them abstractedly

as to their beauty and symmetry, or listen to the effect which they produce when played, we cannot

but admire and wonder at that simjjle source from which all emanate.—The truth of this observation

will be better understood as we proceed ; because, as yet, we have introduced as specimens, such

modulations only as are derived li-om the intervals of a tonic chord ; but, as the intervals of the

chords of the dominant and suhdominant may be employed in a similar manner, a system of

Modulation will be developed, which, when thoroughly understood and carried out into practice,

cannot fail to prove highly interesting and satisfactory to every lover of music.

In Ex. 71, all the modulations arising from the intervals of the tonic chord were exhibited, in

order that the pupil might thus be enabled at once to form a general idea of the principle upon which

this system of modulation is established.

In the following examples, however, the modulation arising from the 3rd and 8th of this chord

shall be treated separately, as he will thus be enabled still more clearly to distinguish the peculiar

effect of the modulation produced through the instrumentality of either one or the other.

We shall commence our

Modulation by selecting the Octave of the Tonic as a DoAiiNANT.f

By pursuing this process, we continue to modulate to the sub-dominant of the original key (or,

in other words, to a key which is a 4th above + that from which we set out), and are led through

the whole of the keys which require flats, until (after having made an enharmonic change at Gtz)

we return again to C, through keys which require sharps.^

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Ex. 74.
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• Except the 7th.

t This is the first modulation, as pointed out to us by Nature (see Example 67, A).

% Or 5th below, which is the game.

^ If the Pupil, however, chooses to continue the exercise irilhimt makiiii; an enharmniiU: change (which, by way of practice,

will be very useful), it will conduct him through all the keys requinug doMe Jials, and he will arrive at D double flat.
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9. 10. IL 12. 13. 14.
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In the preceding example we commence in the key of C major, and select the ()ctave C (at 1).

C is dominant to F, therefore we modulate to F major (at 3). Here we select the Octave and

modulate to B'l major (at 5). An enharmonic change* takes place (at 13j from Gy to FJ, and

thus, by continuing the same process, we modulate back to C.

We shall now select the same interval, viz., the Octave from a ininor key, the effect of which

will be found very different to that of the preceding Example.

In the following Ex. we commence in the key of A minor, and select the Octave A. A. is

dominant to D ; we therefore modulate to D minor, f

The process in the following Example is similar to tliat in the preceding, with this exception

that the modulation proceeds through minor keys, and in the former through major keys

:

Ex. 74.
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The Pupil is particularly recommended to iihu/ all these Exercises, in order that he may

become practically acquainted with their various effects.

We shall now continue our

Modulation by selecting the tuird of the Tonic as a Dominant.

By pursuing this process we are enabled to modulate through all the major and minor keys. §

We shall here repeat the observations made after Example 72, as they are of importauca

When we select a major 3rd, we ought to modulate to a minur key.

When we select a minor 3rd, we ought to modulate to a major key.

• See page 7, Enharmonic.

+ See Inversions of the lirst eight hare of the above Exercise, Ex. 88, F.

X This is the second modulation aribing out of this princiiile. See Kxaniiile 71, and explanation.

§ See Example 61, where those keys are exhibited in progression, and compare that EximiDle with 75.
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N.B.—Let the pupil finish this Exercise himself.

It has been stated (page 58) that the intervals of the chord of the Doiiiinant and Sub-

Dominant may likewise be employed as Dominants.

It is necessary to bear in mind what has already been stated in pages 45 and 55. From

what has been there shown by several practical illustrations, it appears evident that the sarae

connexion which is found to exist between intei'vak forming the chorr^ of the Tonic, exists also

between the three Fundamental Basses— Tonic, Dominant, and Sub-Dominant.

If this fact be kept in view, it will at cnce be understood how it is that those keys, which are

related by moddlation to the Tonic, (as shown in the preceding Example) must necessarily be

related by Modulation to those keys which arise out of the intervals of the Dominant and Sub-

Dominant also ; although not in the same degree of affinitij as those which immediately emanate

from the chord of the Tonic. With this view, we shall now proceed to select the intervals of the

dominant chord, recollecting that the fifth* and third only can be employed as dominants on

this occasion.

Modulation by selecting the fifth of the Dominant as a Dominant, f

It is necessary, when modidating thus, that the dominant of the key from which we modulate

be constanth/ kept in view ; because here we have no visible intervals from which to select our

dominants, as in the preceding Exercise.

The dots in the following Example point out the dominant of the key, and also the fifth of that

dominant which is here selected as a dominant.

Ex. 76.

By this process we modulate from a given key to its Dominant ; for instance, from C (1)

we modulate to G; from hence to D (7), and thus we may modulate through the whole circle

of keys.

* Why cannot the Sth be thus employed ? Because that interval is the dominant to the key from which we set out.

•} This is the third modulation arising uut of this principle.
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TO THE PUPIL.*

Gl

Zxplain how you can mo.lulate from C to G.

At (1)1 am in the key of C, the dominant of which is G (2.) The 5th of G ia D (2.) D is dominant to G (3), ther^ore I

can modulate to G (4.)

By a similar process we have modulated to l)f.

OBSERVATION.

When we modulate from a major key, as above, we again modulate to a Tnajor key (X).

When we modulate from a mino7- key, we again modulate to a miimr key (Y). Lot the Pupil pla'j the above Exercise, r.nd

compare the effect produced at (X) witli (Y).

Modulation by selecting the ihird of the Douimnnt as a Dominant. +

Ex. 77.

N.B.—By this process we modulate to the key of the third above.

Explain how you modulate from C to E minor.

At (1) I am in the key of C major, the dominant of which is G (2, see dot). The 3rd of G w B (2, see dot). B Ls domin.mt

to E (3) ; therefore, etc., etc.

N.B.—When we select the third of the dominant (as in the preceding Example), no con-

nectinf/ link is found between the key from which we modulate and the subsequent dominant

;

yet, to that v<>rif circumstance we are indebted for a beauty and effect which—when mingled with

other modulations—is quite peculiar to itself ; it is highly characteristic of boldness and inde-

pendence. II

OBSEUV.\TI0N.

When we are in a major key, and modulate as al)ove, we proceed to a minor key, X.

But when we are in a minor key, we modulate to a major key, as at Y. N.B.—In the latter

case, the third thus selected must always he considered as minor.

The following Example exhibits a mixed Modulation, arising from the intervals of the tonic

and dominant chords.

* As tlie bass in the above Modulation aaccnds one degree, it is necessary tliat the harmony proceed by contrary motion, to

prevent consecutive .^ths and 8th8.

t 'Hiis method of tuition will, on all occasions, be foiind most cfRcacious ; it throws the student back upon his own resources,

and compels him to reflect.

J This is the fourth Modulation arising out of this principle.

§ Wlien we modulate thus, let the r)th of the chord asceii:!.—N.B The 7th may, on this occasion, be permittcti to kscend to

the 5th, the octave being omitted.—See Kx. 88, G.

II
See Weber's Overture to the Froyschiltz.
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11. 12. 13.

Ex. 78.

At 1, has been selected tbe 3rd of the tonic, a major chord modulates to minor.

At 3, tlie 5th of the dominant, from a minor chord, modulates again to a minor at 5.

At ."i the 8th of the tonic, to a minor at 7.

At 8 -

—

tlie 3rd of the domiiKint. to a major at 9.

At 10 the 8th of the tonic, from a major chord, to a major at 11,

At 12 the 5th of dominant, to a major at 1S«

We shall now continue our

Modulation by selecting the octave of the Sub-Dominant for a Dominant.*

N.B.—Here, as well as in the preceding modulation, we have no visible intervals from which to

make our selection; therefore the Sub-Dominant of the key from which we modulate must be

carefully kept in mind.

X.

3.

Ex. 79.

^^^̂ m
'-^TJl

ziziziz:

:-i
,«s>- ^ss=^&- SS: ]=^=tE^^

»6 7 «2

o :r2z H=g^
ir2z -s>- 1^

Pupil.—At X, bar 1, I am in the key of FJ{ major, the sub-dominant of which is B (2). B is dominant to E, and

therefore I am enabled to modulate from FJf to E (3). The sub-dominant of E is A (4) ; A is dominant to D (5);

tVerefore, etc.

OBSERVATION.

When we modulate thus from a major key, we modulate again to a major key, X. (See o, p. 57-)

And from a minor again to a minor key, Y. (See 7;, p. 57.)

By this process we modulate to a key which is a ichole tone heloio a given key ; for instance,

from F Jt at 1, we modulate to E, at 3, from E to D, etc.

The pupil ought to continue this process through all the major keys, as at X, and through

all the miaor keys, as at Y ; and by making an enharmonic change, he will return again to the

original key. (See Example 74, A, which hears a strong resemblance to this.)

• This is the fifth Modulation arising out of this principle.
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We shall now continue our

Modulation by selecting the third of the Suh-Dominant for a Dojiinant.''

Pupil.—I am in the key of C (bar 1), the sub-dominant of which is F (2, see dot). A,

the 3rd, is dominant to D (3), therefore I modulate to D minor (4).

OBSERVATION.

1st. In selecting the major third (2) of the sub-dominant, we modulate to a minor key (4t.)

We may indeed occasionally modulate to a major key (as at 10) ; the former, however, as being the

relative minor to the sub-dominant, is preferable ; it produces the better effect.

2nd. It is necessary to observe that when the key is minor, the chord of the suh-dominnnt

requires to be a minor chord likeinse (5.) And, further, that when we select the minor 3rd of the

sub-dominant, we modulate to a major key (7).J For example, at 4, we modulated to I) minor,

the sub-dominant of which is G ; and as this must be a min^r chord, we have been enabled, by

selecting the third, B b. (6), as a dominant, to modulate to E l7 major (7).

It has now been shown that, by selecting the intervals of the chords of the three fundamental

basses, dominants may be found by which, without the slightest apprehension or chance of a

mistake, we are enabled to modidate, not only direct to those keys which arise out of, and are

immediately related to the tonic, but to those also which are derived from the dominant and sub-

dominant.

The following Exercise may be viewed as an epitome of all the preceding. It contains the

six Modulations arising out of the intervals of the above three chords. When all these six Modu-

lations are introduced in immediate succession, the Exercise will conclude in the same key as that

from ivhich it oriijinally set out.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.

l=F^^
^trSf E^^m

s>- r3—t- <^ \- rt—\- <^rD\-
:c2i

7 7

W-
izaiiic :22:

7

-s>-
&7

r :!.-=:
:fe

_CJ L
122.

This is the sixtli .and last Moilulation .irisiiig out of this principle,

f See {m) page tu

.

% See (n) page .')<.
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The preceding example begins and ends in the key of C. '^

At 1, we have selected the 3rd of the sub-dominant, ;ind modulated to D minor at 3.

— 3, 5th of dominant, A minor at 5.

— 5, 8th of the tonic, D minor at 7.

— 7, Tird of the tonic, Bl major at 9.

— 9, 3rd of dominant (a) D minor at 11.

— 11, Sth of sub-dominant (g) C majorat 13.

It matters not in u-JkiI I.ci/ tlie pupil commences the Exercise, or the order in which he chooses to select his domit.n its ; if h«

but ciirefuUy attend to the directions pointed out, he will assuredly be guided back to the key from which he set out.*

TWO KEYS TO WIlIf'H NO DIRECT MODULATION CAN BE EFFECTED.

On a critical and careful review of the preceding Examples, we find that, with the exception of

two kei/s, we have been enabled to modulate direct to all the others, whether major or rniuor.

Tlio first of these exceptions refers to the key which is diametricalh/ opposite to the one in which

we then find ourselves ; tlie other is a half tone beJoir that key.

It is curious to observe how Nature has excluded these two very Modulations, which would

produce upon the ear an effect at once harsli and discordant. No interval is found among the

chords of the three fundamental basses, which enables us to modulate direct to their keys. 'Ihis is

a remarkable fact ; which, when coupled with what has been said immediately preceding, Example 81,

may serve as an additional proof (if it were necessary) of the unerring principles on which these

Modulations are establislied.

In order to illustrate what we mean by a key diametricalhj opposite to another, let us draw a

circle and divide it into twelve equal portions, placing C, the natural key, at the top, which, if we

please, we may call the north pole. The portions on the riglit, gradually approximating from the

east to the south pole, may represent those keys wliich have sluirps ; and tliose on the left by the

?/est, the keys which have flat.9.

C

Flats 3 'Sharps

The pujiil i<: rocommended to play these Modul.itions with variations, as exhibited in Ki.tiuIc nn.
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Here it is plain that, when we proceed towards the rif/lit, the key diametrically opposite to C

is Fff; hut, wiicn to the left, the opposite key will be Gb. If we consider this circle as repre-

senting the map of the world, then FJf or Gb are the antijwdes to C ; G the antipodes to D!?
;

etc.

In order, therefore, to discover the antipodes to any given key (requiring sharps) it is only necessary

to deduct the number of sharps which the key requires from six, and the remainder will point out

its opposite key with /?afo. For example: G has one sharp ; deduct one from six, and five remain
;

—what key requires five flats ? Answer, Db. Then that is the opposite key.

The key of B has five sharps ; deduct five from six, and one remains :—What key has one flat ?

Answer, F. (See page 8.)

What is the opposite key to Eb? Answer, A. Why? Answer, Eb has three flats

—

three

from six, and three remain. The key of A requires three sharps, and that is the opposite key to Eb.

Again, N.B. \st. To keys which are diametrically oj^posite to each other, Nature has forbidden

us to modulate.

2d. To the key which is found a h.\lf tone beloiv a given key (the second objectionable key) we

cannot modulate direct, because the Dominant, which is required for this purpose, is that very diame-

trically opposite key to which we are not allowed to proceed directly either by Modulation or Piv-

gression.

A few practical Exercises, founded on the preceding rules, sliall now be given ; and if the

pnpil is desirous to make himself practically as Avell as theoretically acquainted with his subject, he

ought to study and play them with variations, as in Example 62, and let it be kept in mind that theory

and practice must be inseparable companions.

The following Example exhibits a course of Modulation arising from an uninterrupted employment

o{ the 3rd of the subdomina7it ; and though the 3rds, selected here as dominants, are major (which

would direct us to modulate to minor keys*), yet, for the sake of showing the effect thus produced,

we have modulated to 7najor keysf indiiferentlyj.

Z. Enharmonic.

Ex.

By the above process, we continue to modulate by ivhole tones ascending— that is, we modulate

from the key of C to the key of I), from 1) to E. And although a chromatic scale is thus produced

through the intervention of the dominant, yet we must not confound this chromatic Progression

with a Modulation through the chromatic scale.g

• See observation (1,) Ex. 80. f Let the pupil himself say which of tlieso Modulations be prefers.

t See observation on Ex. 83. § See Ex. 84. p
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Let the pupil continue this Exercise until he arrives again at the original key.

The aliove Example, at Z, shows how aminor chord may very effectually be changed into a major;

thus not only producing variety, but preparing the ear for the Modulation which follows. This will

be more clearly understood in the explanation of the following Example.

We shall now select the octave of the sub-dominant.

This process enables us to modulate by ivlwle tones desce?uli/ir/—that is, from C to E!?, from B!2

to Ab, etc. etc.

Ex, 83.

In Example 82, at Z, in modulating by whole tones ascending, we changed a minor into a major

chord. In this Example, at Y, we have changed a major into a minor chord, because we are modulating

by whole tones descending. This process of changing a major chord into a minor, or vice versa,

affords an additional connection between the preceding tonic and succeeding dominant, prepares

the ear to hear the following Modulation, and softens any harshness of effect which might be

produced when modulating to keys remote from the original one, called extraneous, as in the

following Example where we have modulated to a key within one jjoint of that which is diametri-

cally opposite—viz. from C to Db. Had the chord of C continued major, the Modulation to Db
would have been e;rft'a?zeOT« ; but, by making that chord minor, t\i& Modulation to Db is no longer

extraneous, because we modulate not from C major to Db, but from C minor to Db,

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

^mmi\m-

If we continue this process, a modulation by ascending major semitones will be produced.* AVe h.ive selected throughout the

8rd of the sub-dominanl, and have thus modulated (at 3) to D^ ; but as the major semitone which follows D5 is E IQ, it becomes

neces3.iry (in order to prevent the accumulation of flats) to change D7 enharmonically into CJ (4,) and thus modulate to D (5)

instead of to E>7 ; from hence to Et? (6), then to F? (7) ; here, again, an enhaniwnic change must take place; Ft^, at 7, therefore

is changed to EJ (8), from whence we modulate to F, instead of G^.
N.B We have changed the major chord (bar 1) into a minor ; and this process has been observed at bars 5 and 7.

When a note ia raised or lowered a luUf tonei and its position on the staff is thereby altered, it is called a major stiniiune,

• See observation on Ex. 80,
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bnt when a note is raised or lowered a half tone, without changing its position on the staff, it is called a minor semitone • thus

from C to D? is a major semitone ; from C to C^ is a minor semitone.

The pupil should continue to pursue the same process until he arrives a<rain at C. Tt is an exercise well calculated to show.

not only the use of enharmonic changes, but also how indispensable they are whtn modnlating into rxlraneons keys.

It may have been remarked that, in selecting our dominants, we had especial regard as to

whether the chord from which they were selected was major or minor. As this is a matter of

importance, we shall proceed to point out those keys which are more immediateh/ and directly

related to major, and those related to minor keys.

If the pupU has carefully examined Examples 67 to 72, and comprehended what has been stated

with reference to them, it will be clear that were we to set out from a minor key, the Modulation

would be different from that which would flow from a major key.

For instance

—

1. 2. 8.

zBi
-0-

I
^g:

?'a: -e^-

b5
b5
3

b7

bs
bs
3— ::d2>2=:

d^ba: : ^—Ciz
B^baziiJ:

''^^-

bs
3

--^e
F55H

At 1, the key is C major,

But at 4, the key is C minor

At 2, the key is major

But at 0, the same key is minor.

At 3, the key is mnjur

But at 6, the key is minor

we have aelceted the 3rd E,

El7

the 3rd of Sub-dom. A,

the 3rd of Sub-dom A7
the 3rd of the Dom. 15

the 3rd of the Dom B?

and modulated to A minor.

A? major.

—— D minor.

D? major.

E minor.

E9 major.

N.B. At 3 and 6, the 5th of the Dominant Chords has (for the sake of effect) been permitted to ascendy in consequence of

which, the 3rd in the Tonio Chord, which immediately follows, is doubled.

In the above Example, the 3rds only have been selected as Dominants to show their influence

;

It lias already been shown ^''
tluit the octave of the Tonic, the octave of tlie Sub-dominant, and

also the 5th of the Dominant, exercise a similar influence, although not quite so decided. Instances

of these are given in the following Example ;

—

* See observation on Ex. 72, 70, and 79,
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Ex. 86.

1

3.

->&- =s-
:z=ci:

"C?
il

•o-i \Li

1

t

:C2: 0:2:
-<s>

:c3:i^:
-^-

-0- :a: -^

II.

fe^
4. 6.

5g :cx:
^^^T' 1^1 23:

^«S^

?«Si-

"C3~

:C2:

b7 7

17

- —'~TD : r^: ^iS>- :c2: hS>-

-iS*-

At 1 tlie key is C major, we select the 8ve of the Tonic C and modulate to F major.

But at 4, the key is C minor. C F minor.

At 2, the key is jnajor Sve of Sub-dom. F — B 2 major.

But at 5, the same key minor, F ———— B2 minor.

At 3, the key is 7na;or . 5th of Dom. D —— G major.

But at 6, the same key minor, 5th D G minor.

The two preceding Examples (85 and 86) plainly show (especially when played, and on comparing

the different effects produced by L and II.) how very much a Modulation is influenced in its

course by the key from which we set out, whether that key be major or minor. They also teach us,

that were we simply to change a major key (to which Ave had modulated) into a minor, the whole

course of Modulation would at once receive an entirely new impulse and direction ; that is, in

the latter case (minor), we should be directed to those keys which are immediatelt/ related to the

minor (II. 4, 5, 6) ; and, vice versd, by changing a minor key into a major, we should modulate to

those keys which stand in relation with tlie major (I.— 1, 2, 3).

We shall now suppose the pupil placed at the pianoforte, and about to pursue a practical course of Modulation.

He is already aware that he may modulate direct to any key except two
;
(the reason hag been shown in page 35.) We shall

suppose him to be in the key of C ; and instead of asking himself, as heretofore, " To what key can I modulate ? " let him at once

say, " I will modulate to such or such a key."—We shall suppose him to have chosen F. His next inquiry would be : What is the

Dominant of F ? Answer, C. From whence have you derived the Dominant? Answer, From the octave of the Tonic.

I am now in F, and will modulate to E?. What is the Dominant? Answer, B>. From whence is that Dominant derived?

Answer, It is the Sub-dominant of F.

I am in E^, and will modulate to its relative minor, C. What is the Dominant to C ? Answer, G. From whence is thai

Dominant derived ? Answer, From the third of the Tonic.

I will modulate to G minor.—The Dominant is D. From whence do I derive that Dominant ? (See Ex. 76, y.)

I will modulate to B|7.—the Dominant is F. From whence is that Dominant derived? (See Ex. 77, y.)

I am in B!?.—Can I modulate to E ? No ; because the key of E is diametrically opposite to Bl (See Circle of Keys,

page 37.)

And thus he may continue his Exercise.
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If the principle on wiiicli tliese Modulations are founded be well understood, no further illus-

tration will be required ; nor will the pupil experience the slightest difficulty or embarrassment in

his Exercise ; that is, provided he is quick and ready at finding the Tonic to any given Dominant*

It must now be manifest to the student what an inexhaustible variety of Modulation may be

produced by the application of the preceding simple rules ; and, as they are based on an unerring

law of Nature, the learner can never go astray;—it is impossible ; nothing is left to chance—nothing

to guess at. Let the pupil avail himself of the extensive power of Modulation now placed within

his reach, varying his selections from the different intervals according to his own taste ; and, by

following his guide carefully, he must produce ever new, and only the best, effects ; all harsh

and extraneous Modulation being totaUi/ excluded by the rules themselves. The following Example may

serve as a specimen of the effective employment of the preceding rules of Modulation ; and it will

be observed, that in this instance we have not confined ourselves to mere Modulation, but have

occasionally introduced Proffression.f This intermixture of Modidation and Progression will

greatly add to the general effect, and prevent the monotony which would otherwise occur.+

It will be observed that, in writing the variations 'mth.\s, Exercise, we have not confined ourselves

to the simple intervals of the chords, as in Examples 35, 36, 62 ; on the contrary, we have employed

them in such a manner as to form a varietij of passages, to the construction of which the pupil is

advised to pay particular attention. Neither have we written the chords in that simple form

in which they appeared in the preceding Examples, but, in order to make the Exercise as useful

as possible, we have written the same chords in different positions ; and, to add still more to the

general effect, some of the intervals have been doubled
; g and, if they are played thus on the

pianoforte, whilst another performer plays the variation an octave higher, the effect will be found

pleasing.

To make this matter still more interesting, a few notes have been introduced into the variation,

which do not form a 2)(t>'i of the harmony, called "Passing and Auxiliary notes,
||

into an

explanation of the nature of which it is not at present necessary to enter ; the subject will be

fully considered hereafter.

• This habit may easily be acquired, by simply recoUectiug that, in keys with sharps, the Tonic has always une sharp less than

the Dominant ; and, in keys -wiihjlats, the Tonic has onefat more.—Thus, if the Dominant is D, the Tonic will be G. Why?

—

—Because D has two sharps, and G but one. If the Dominant be F, the Tonic will bo B2. Why ? Because F has one flat

and B!j has two Hats.

t These Progressions are pointed out by the letter P.

X Tn the Professor. —It must be kept in mind that, up to the present time, we have been entirely confined to Fundamental

Harmony; when we arrive at Inversion, our field of operation will be v:istly enlarged ; but how, extensive will that field be wlieu

we arrive at the Inversions of the Chord of the 9th, Equivocal Modulation ! etc., etc.

§ I 'oubling of Intervals in accompaniments is permitted, and Consecutive Octavos arising thus, as in the present instance, are

never considurtd as such ; but we must be careful not to confoimd this writing accomjuiiiinteuts with writing in four real parts,

where every interval, we know, li;ia in its progression its place distinctly pointed out. See Kx. 66, etc.

|/ A few of these notes are pointed out by a mark, thus.'*
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Exercise on Modulatio7i and Progression.

Moderato.
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MOTK.—X, Y, W, Z, show tbo different ways of doubling some of the intervals ot tliis chord.
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References to Examplesfrom which the above modulation* *«w been nUeted.

1. Ei. 74 (A), 8ve of Tonic—II. Ex. 75, 8rJ of Tonic—III. Ex. 76 (Y), 6th of Dominant—IV. Ex. 79, Sve of Sub-

DomiDant.—V. Ex. 77 (Y"), 3rd of Dominant.—VI. Ex. 80, 8rd of Snb-Dominant.



AN ESSAY
ON

INVERTED BASSES.

If the pupil has carefully studied and comprehended the matter contained in the preceding

examples, he must have observed that the harmony employed heretofore has been derived from the

vibration of a sonorous body*: this harmony we call Fundamental ; because it is the basis and

foundation, the solid and primitive rock, it may be said, upon which rests the entire superstructure

of musical composition. The bass of this is called the Fundamental Bass, in contradistinction to

tliat which is called the Inverted Bass, witli wliich the pupil shall now be made acquainted.

He will have noticed the peculiarity of the fundamental bass witli respect to the progression

of its intervals, as compared with tiie progression of tlie intervals of the rest of the harmony ; for,

whilst the former performed its evolutions by extended distances, such as 4ths and 5tlis, the latter

did so by 2nds and 3rds. This fact should be well kept in mind ; and the pupil is recommended to

review once again wliat has been said on the peculiar character of the four ^larts at page 41.

It is evident tliat, were none \mt fundamental basses to be empkiyed, a great monotony would

De the result ; not only in the bass, but in the other parts also.

By the employment of the fuur rules in harmonizing, without the addition of a single funda-

mental bass, very considerable and important changes have been effected, and variety produced, not

oidy with regard to the harmony as a whole, but likewise as respects the individual melodies of the

soprano, alto, and tenor.t However, although these rules have the power to influence the imme-

diate prciyrei',y/o?i of t\\Q fundamental bass,\ yet after all, they can produce only common chrdi and

chords of the fundamental 7tli : all that could be effected therefore (as far as fundamental Jiarmoni/

is concerned), has been effected.

Our object shall now be to show how tlie characteiistic difference, still existing between the

progression of the bass and that of the otlier parts, may be removed ; how the bass may be incor-

{)orated with the harmony so that it shall lose (for a time at least) its individuality—that all mono-

tony shall disappear

—

neio effects be elicited—and the whole harmony assume an aspect differing

from any of the former, yet ivitliout altering the fundamental progression on which it is established.

It has been made clear that, by the employment of the four rules, the fmidaniciital 7th appear.-;

.•ometimes in the soprano, sometimes in the tenor, sometimes in the alto, but jierer in the oass.t li

this fact be kei)t in mind, the pupil will almost anticipate what is now prt)posed for his consider-

tion, namely, how to lind a bass which shall in its progression assimilate with, and partake of the

'•haracter of, the other parts of the harmony, yet without destroying, in a single instance, tl'.e

fouudation upon which the harmony has been constructed. An example will make this plain.

" iSx. tit
-t See iix. ftl, I, U. I Sne lix. ;,6.
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We shall suppose the pupil to make a modulation from C to F, as in the following Ex.

Ex. 87.

1. 11. ^ ill.

SE22:
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Inverted Bass.
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.Srd.

-^——£>- te-:

3rd.

:rs2i 321
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At I is a modulation by fundamental basses, and no similarity of progression is perceivable

between the bass (as it proceeds from tonic to dominant) and the otlier intervals of the harmony.

But if we take E, the third of the dominant chord (as at II), and convert that interval into a

bass note, a similarity will be effected, for the bass E will then proceed by one degree to the

tonic F.

Thus a nen) bass note is found ; which in its progression assimilates with the rest of the parts,

without changing the nature of the fundamental hannoiii/, and also produces a new and important

effect. A bass note, thus chosen, we shall call an inverted bass ; and as this inverted bass occupies

now the fourth or lowest part of the harmony, the fundamental bass must be expunged, as it forms

no longer a portion of the four parts. The intervals, also, which are thus chosen for inverted

basses (and which are pointed out by dots) must not be allowed to remain in the chords from which

they are taken.

As the Srd of the chord is the frst interval which presents itself immediately above the fun-

damental bass,* so when that interval is chosen as an inverted bass, we shall call it

The First Inversion of the Fundamental 1th. f

Let the pupil now, by way of exercise, make a few modulations, first by the fundamental

bass, and then choose his inverted bass, as shown in the above example.

When he has written such modulations, by the first inversion as at III—played them, and

formed his judgment as regards the difference of effect between fundamental and inverted basses, he

may be introduced to other inverted basses ; but, before we proceed, it will be necessary to enter a

little more minutely into the natm-e of

• See construction of the common cliord.—Example 14.

t Why the chord of the fundamental 7th is firet selected for inversion, rather than the common chord, is, that the

pupil may at once enter upon a course of practical modulation by inversion, which the latter would not have afforded.
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Figuring the Inverted Bass.

It has been stated elsewhere* that every bass is supposed to be accompanied by its con-.m on

chord, and therefore requires not to be figured ; but this, let it be well kept in mind, applies to

fundamental basses only. With respect to inverted basses, the case is widely different ; for, altliough

the notes of the chords remain the same, yet the names of the intervals, with reference to the inverted

bass, are 7iot the same ; the// must now be counted from the inverted bass, and figured accordingly :

in fact, it is only now that the real figured bass coniiuL'nces ; and the necessity/ of figuring the

bass thus will be evident. For instance, let us suppose the /««f/«;H<^«ta/ tese*', at II (in the pre-

ceding Ex.), together with their chords, were removed—and that we were required to play the

chords to the three bass notes, C, E, and F—the performer would play three common chords ; but

this is not the intention of the composer ; for it is intended that the inverted bass E shall represent

the chord of the fundamental 1th of C, and not the co)iwwn chord of E. Here, then, we perceive

the absolute necessity of figuring the Bass, so that it shall truly represent tlie chord intendedt.

Let us now ascertain what figures are required to be placed over the bass E, in order that it

may express the dominnnt chord of C.

At I, in the following Example, the inverted bass is E.

From E to G is a 3rd (original 5 th of the fundamental harmony).

From E to B b—b 5th (original b 7th ).

From E to C — 6th (original 8th -^— ' ).

The first inversion, therefore, of the dominant chord is figured thus—bs
; J no matter in

Ijusition the chord may appear. Compare I with II and IV in the following Ex.

iB:
:c2^iz
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m^ :a: :c2: -o- TT^'..
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III.

^£^^d:.i^=B*=-*:
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>li 1^=1-

/^ /^

i!»g»:#»*J
^^E

bS

ZZJT. ^S^-

E^-
7

'^m-^

* Sec jinge ?J, t Tliisf in c;ilIoil i.layin;; fmiii lij,'iireil basses.

t Tbe <ird, in figuring this chord, is ^euerally dispuused with, except wlien it rtciuirea au ar.ciikiUal See III, IV.
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At I, tiie 8th of the fundamental bass is in the soprano expressed by 6.

At II, the 7th 5.

At IV, the 5th . 3.

N.B.—Where any interval requires a Jf, b, or t}, the corresponding figure must be marked so

likewise, as has been already explained in page 24.

The reason why we have been so circumstantial in the exjilanntion of the first inversion is

because we are now arrived at a very important branch of the practical science ; and it is necessary

that the pupil should, at the very oiitset, obtain a clear and comprehensive view, not only of the

characteristic difference which exists between fundamental and inverted harmony, but also of the

mode of employing them with propriety and effect.

From what has been stated, it is clear, that if the 3rd of the chord can be employed as an

inverted Bass, tlie 5th of the chord may be thus employed also.

In the following example, at I, the dominant chord appears fundamental. At II, the 5th

(G) of the dominant chord C has been selected as an inverted bass ; and as the 5th of that chord is

the second interval which presents itself above the fundamental bass, we shall call it

The Second Inversion of the Dominant Chord.

Ex. 89.

I

»6 6
A
7-^ T

(CN /T\

1^2;

I
-
<r}- -o- m^:

Figuring of the Second Inversion of tlie Dominant Chord.

At III, From the inverted Bass G to B 7 Tenor is a 3rd (original 7th of the fundamental chord).

G to C Alto is a 4th (original 8th ).
From

From G to E Soprano is a 6th (original 3rd-

The second inversion, then, is always figured *, in whatever order the intervals of the choi'

may appear.

-)•

* See page 24, tenth line.
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At 4 the figure 6 has a dash through the head, thus,^; because G3 (the interval wliich this 6

represents) has a if placed before it. The same occurrence takes place at 5.

The pupil should now, by way of exercise, write an extensive modulation by the second Inver-

sion, and then employ both the 1st and 2nd according to his own discretion, carpfidhf figuring

the bass, and observing to mark the it, or any accidental that may occur ; lie should then play the

whole, marking well the difference of the effect produced by the different inversions.*

"We shall now proceed to the explanation of the Third inversion of the fimdanwital 1th; it is

not improbable tliat the intelligent pupil, if he has carefully attended to the preceding exercises,

may have already anticipated the subject, reasoning tluis : If we can take the 3rd and 5th of tlie

dominant chord as an inverted bass, why not take the 7th of the chord also ?

In the following Example, at I, we have again made a modulation from C to F, by the funda-

mental bass ; and, by selecting tlie 7th at 2, as an inverted bass, have produced

The Third Inversion of the Dominant Chord.

Ex.90

t^m=mmmmmmdi^i!^m4^^
97

m:
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—

zl-^-:^-rz;

/TS /T\

be. - *l;
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-^-
.rrq:

res:

bi

Figuring of the Third Inversion.

At II. From the inverted bass B? to G in the tenor, is a (ith (original 5th in fundamental harmony).

From r.^T to C alto, — 2nd ( 8th )

From B7 to E soprano, 4th ( 3rd )

• When the pupil is able to perform niodulationa with case and facility (during the performance of which he ahouhl Hx

hia eye as much upon the figures as on the notes), he may try to play ailhout the notes of the treble, by covering them wiiii

\ slip of paper ; thus he will learn (if be desire it) to play from figured basses. See remarks at bottom of page 24.
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The third inversion, theretore, requires to be figured 4,* no matter in what order the intervals
i

of the chord may appear.

N.B.—Let the pupil lie careful always to expunge from the chord the interval which is chosen

for an inverted bass, and which is pointed out by a dot.

It will have been observed that the bass notes of the 1st and 2nd inversion, in their progres-

sion, have always proceeded to the tonic or fundamental bass ; but not so with the third inversion
;

because the fundamental 7th (which is the third inversion) descends, as it ought to do, into the

3rd of the following tonic chord, where it produces the Jirsi inversion of the common cliord. This

is figured 3 ; because, as at II, 5,

From A (now an inverted bass) to F is a 6th, originally the 8th of the fundamental harmony.

From A to C — 3rd, .oth

From A to F — 6th, 8 th

The pupil may therefore consider it as a general rule (for the present, at least) tliat the chord of

the
I
should be followed by the chord of the 3 ; f (first inversion of the common chord).

The remainder of the Example shows the same chord in different positions.

We have now gone through the three inversions of the dominant chord ; and we believe that

nothing has been omitted that could tend to bring the matter in a more clear and intelliuible form

before the eye of the pupil, or better impress it upon his understanding. Experience, however,

has proved that it is possible to know a thing and not understand it—that we may understand and

comprehend it, and yet not be able to put it in practice. It is therefore absolutely necessary that

the student should put into j^i'octice Avhat he has here learned. To tliis end, he should write

various exercises in modulation, employing the three inversions with occa^hnaifundmnental basses;

let him then play these exercises carefully, listening attentively to the efFects produced by the

different inversions, mixed with fundamental progression. Such a practice cannot be too strongly

recommended ; because not only is it calculated to improve the ear, but to give quickness to the

eye in reading music at first sight (particularly if the modulation be s imetimes extraneous). It

teaches to play from figured basses almost intuitively ; in one word, it is the ground-work of com-

position, engendering musical ideas, which subsequently may be carried out so as to produce a

regular, finished composition
;

particularly when these exercises are played in various measures of

time,I intermixed with cadences,g by which they assume a rhythmical form, which is the very life

and soul of a musical composition.

On this latter suliject we shall treat hereafter; for the present, let the pupil follow the advice

here given, and he will be well repaid for his trouble.

• It is sometimes 4 when the 6th does not require an accidental ; and sometimes with a 2 only,

f It is usually figured with a 6 only, unless when the 3rd requires an accidental.

X See Rhythm. § See Cadences.
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The following interrogatories will tend much to impress the matter upon the mind of the student :
—

Q. What do you understand by fundamental harmony ?—It is the harmony derived from nature, and is tne oasis upon

which all inverted harmony rests. See Example 63.

Q. What do you understand by inverted basses?— Such basses as are derived from fundamental harmony.

Q. How are these basses found?—By choosing intervals out of the fundamental harmony, and converting them into bass

cotes.

Q. What effect does this arrangement produce?— It prevents monotony in the hass, and gives uniformity of progression

to the whole harmony, producinfr a new and striking effect.

Q. How many inversions does the chord of the fundamental 7th, or dominant chord produce?—Three.

Q. \\'hat is the frst inversion of the dominant chord, and how is it figured ':—By taking the 3rd of the dominant chord

as the inverted Ims.t, we have the Jirst inversion. The inverted bass is figured §, and ascends a half tone to its

tonic. Example 87, II.

Q. What is the second inversion, and how is it figured ?—By choosing the 5th of the dominant chord as an inverted bass

we have the second inversion. It is figured 6 ami descends a whole tone to its tonic. Example 89, III.

3

Q. What is the third ini\r.iinn, and how is it figured ?—By choosing the 7tli of the dominant chord we have the third

inve7sion. It is figured 6^ and descends into the 3rd of the following tonic, producing the chord of the 6 (the first

3
inversion of the common chord). Ex. 90.

Q. Is it permitted to let the interval which has been chosen as an inverted bass remain in the chord ?—No ; it must be

expunged.

Q. Why ?—Because it would produce consecutive octavea.

In order that these inverted basses rcay not draw away the attention of the pupil from the

simplicity of the fundamental harmony, or lead him to imagine that new chords- have been intro-

duced*, it will be necessary to impress upon his mind that, though 7iew effects have been produced

by the introduction of the inverted basses, yet not the slightest addition has been made to the

oriffinal number of our chords.

Much will depend upon his having clear views on this sul)iect. Let it he lenemhered, that the

harmony arising out of the fundamental basses remains just the same as heretofore. Whenever

an interval of a chord is converted into a hass note, that bass note must not be considered as the

bass, but only as one of the four parts or melodies of which, at that time, the inverted bass is the

lowest part, for the real bass is i\ie fundamental bass.

It follows, therefore, that as all the internals of the hannoni/ of the fundamental bass are

governed in their ])ro(/ression by the motion of that fundamental bass ; so, the inverted bass (as one

of its intervals) is, in its progression, as much subjected to the control of that fundamental bass as

if it had remained a simple interval of the chord.

Will/ the intervals of the inverted bass require to be figured has been already shown. The

following exercise on modulation by inverted basses will place all that has been said in a still clearer

point of view ; we shall reserve the former order of our procedure, and instead of writing the har-

mony of the fundamental hass first, and then selecting tlic inverted bass, we shall choose the mver'

sions first, and alterwards the harmony.

• Those who have studied harmony in the usual way will understand what the author means.
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Preceptor : Modulate from the key of C to D minor.

The pupil now writes the chord of C, as in the following Example at 1, and the fundamental

basses, as at 2 and 3, expressed by dots. This is t\ie first step.

Ex. 91

2. 4. 7. 9. 10. 11.
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Xow, all this apparent confusion and perplexity vanishes the moment we pursue the process which has been pointed out,

••;z., c:illiiig («.'< )Tn/.5 uniformly not only by tlieir original fundamental names, but with reference to their progression also; for

example—at bar 10, in the preceding example, we should ask ourselves the question

—

Where is the 3rd?—In the iJa»». How must the 3rd proceed ? (Do not say the ?»«.?.«.) It must ascena.

Where is the 7th ? (Do not say the 5th.) In the Tenor. How must the 7th proceed ?—It must descend.

Where is the 5th ? (Do not say the 3rd.) In the Soprano. How must the 5th proceed? — It must descend.

By this means the subject is exceedingly simplified, as the attention is constantly directed to the intervals of one chord only,

fiz., the chord of the fundamental 7th*.

The pupil may proceed thus through a whole course of modulation ; having proposed to him-

self the keys to which he intends to modulate, he first writes the fundamental basses, and, having

made his selection of inverted basses and figured them, adds the harmony.

Tiiat some idea may be formed of the variety of effect which inversions produce, when con-

trasted with fundamental progressions, we will select some of the preceding examples, the modula-

tion of which shall be rigorously preserved whilst the tliree inversions are employed in various ways.

We sluiU first select Example 72, and employ the 2nd inversion 4.

3

It will be observed that the same modulations wliich occur at I are again employed at II, but

there the tidrd inversion 4 is used instead of tlie second. The few additional bars are introduced
2

merely for the purpose of concluding the exercise in the original key.

I.

Ex. 92
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That the pupil may reap the full advantage of the following exercises, it is absolutely necessary that he should

re-examine and play all the previous examples of fundamental modulations thus selected for inversion, in order that his

ear may be impressed again with the effect produced. He will thus at once perceive the great difference of effect between

fundamental and inverted basse.", not only as regards the harmony as a whole, but also the melodious progression of the

• Those only who l.avo already made harmony their study will appreciate the simplicity of this arrangement.

t In order to make the harmony more complete, the 3rd (GJJ at z) had been permitted to fall to the 5th, and the 5th (C at y)
to ascend to the 5th of the following tonic.
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basses thertiHlves; and it is for this reason that we have chosen to select examples, with the effect of which the pupil has already

been made acquainted. J^et him compare the bass of Example 72 with that of the inverted bass in the above Example 92.

When two or more d-jininant chords follow each other hiimedtately (as in the preceding Example bars 4 and 5), the 3rd of the

first chord need 7wt ascend, because the dominant docs not then proceed to the tonic, but to another dominant. In this case the 3rd

of the dominant descetidt a minor semitone, and forms the fundamental 7th of the following dominant. The present deviation

respecting the regular ajtcending progression of the 3rd of the dominant chord to its tonic (let it be remembered) can only be

permitted in a succession of dominant chords, as shown above. (See the N.B. page 37, and Example 54, II, bars 4 and 5, where

the alto, ins'.-c.id of ascending to the octave, proceeds to the 7th of the following dominant.) If we continue modulating from

dominant to dominant, it will proiluce a protracted modulation, of which the following is a short specimen ; but this shall be more

fully explained when we treat on that subject.

} m :a:
:fe<s»-

:fe2:
:fea:

Example 72 agai7i selected, employing the First Inversion, %, and ending in D minor.

Ex. 93
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The pupil will observe that the highest jiart, or sopra7io, of example 73 (which is here selected

for exercise), is converted into the bass part of the following Example.

v.x. 94

rlB^E^-^ --^3'f^ -<^-^-

f-j^-^=^F-,p-ph-^F-F-pf

-jszz^

I

I

seb:
:c3: Ei^EEF jrzn 'M :q: -1^^- i^ll

If we write the inverted bass part of this example in the soprano, and the soprano in the bass

(as in the following example), an interchange of parts will be the result. Such an interchange of

parts is called double counterpoint in the octave. We mention this circumstance here (merely by the

way) to show the great importance of possessing a sound knowledge of fundamental harmony, and

what may be effected by a proper application of inverted basses.
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The bass of the preceding Example 94 written in the soprano, two octaves higher, with the

soprano written in the bass, one octave lower.

or. /

_Q.«_^

r'eEe.^EE^:E«-SE:E
l^
:±:

—Q-^-r—feg*-^

f

.f=^-.^E^g^l^^eiii

©B^

6 6
C2-^^

#6

r g^

The following is selected from Example 74, A, with mixed inversions which the pupil will

figure, and then add the alto and tenor.

Ex. 96.
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Tlie following is selected from Example 74, B. The soprano of that example is here converted

into a bass. N.B.—The figuring of the bass will be occasionally omitted in succeeding examples

—

Ex. !)7
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7

i^^^^^1pi^ii"#^l^gPM
By way of exercise, the pupil may let the parts of the first two Bars in this example

interchange, as in Example 95.

* When we modulate as in Example 77, X, no virci-siin.i slionlil be employed, because the effect produced by the

fundamental bass will be more cbaracterislic of the boldness which that juodulatioii is intended to express.

The fundamental 7th may, on occasion, be permitted to a-vct/d/ to the 5th of the following tonic. See Weber's Overture

(o Freyschlitz—vwace movement, bars !)7. ;S8, and Si).
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In the following exercise the soprano of Example 82 has been converted into a bass, which the

pupil will figure and then add the harmony.

Ex. 98.

SZ22:E^^^E^Il^Z
~~lZi~

r^—:rg^p2qlpzr^r
?c^=

3«s>- i?^ :eio
:t:m

As a few specimens of inverted basses given in the preceeding Examples will suffice to show

liow (hey may be employed, we shall proceed to explain

The Inversions of the Common Chord.

This may be effected in a very few words ; for, as the pupil is already acquainted with the

/i7-st inversion of that chord*, it only remains to explain the second.

It is clear, that as the common chord contains only two intervals besides the bass, it can have

only two inversions. In the following example, at 1, appears the fundamental chord.

At 2, the first inversion (6th), the third of the chord having been selected.

At 3, the second inversion (l), the 5th of the chord having been chosen as the inverted bass.

:C2: ill
-Sr

:z2i:

:cii 3:m^mf:
It would be waste of time to enter more fully into an explanation of these inversions, after

the exercises through which we have gone. The following example will suSice to show their

practical use.

1. 4.

I.

Ex. 100.-
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• gee Example 90, B.^r 5, 7, 9, and Vl, and Explanation in page 78,
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122

III.

35

Eizg^^w
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N.B. The chords of the f, at I, are of doubtful origin, as shall be shown when we treat on

discords by suspension. Those at II and III axe perfectly leyitimate.

When we employ the first inversion of a common chord, it is 7iot absolutely necessary to remove

the 3rd from the chord, unless it affects the purity of the harmony. In the preceding Example at 2, the

Glh {i.e., the original 3rd) is doubled. This doubling of the (Jth arises from the resolution of the

preceding chord ; but it may also appear as at 4, where E, the 5th of the dominant chord, ascends

toF.

Hints respectinrj the Figuring.

In figuring the first inversion, a 6 is sufficient, unless the 3rd with which it is accompanied

requires an accidental. In that case, it is only necessary to place tlie accidental alone, in place of

the figure 3, thus :
' J u"

The second inversion must always be figiu'ed \.

When the figures requiring accidentals are sharp, they are marked with a line across, or a

t before them.

When the accidentals required are Jlats or naturals, they are placed before the fyure, in

the same manner as they are placed before the note.

ON EMi'i-OYi.xu iNvi;i;ii;i) h.vssls in harmonizing melodies.

It has been already shown how Inversions may be employed in Modulation

;

—it shall now be

pointed out how these Inversions may be employed in harmonizing Melodies. In this latter the

Pupil will not experience tlie least difficulty, provided he has paid strict attention to the former.

He will immediately perceive that he is already in possession of all the essential matter here required.

However, before we proceed, it will be necessary to recall attention to what has been said at page 41,

and exhibited in Example 58, A.

We there explained the peculiar character of each of the four parts, and how (from the

application of the four rules of harmonizing*') they became interchanged amongst themselves,

• Paj;o 32 to 40.
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producing an agreeable diversity of effect ; in which interchange, however, the bass did not

participate*.

We will now take a melody and harmonize it with fundamental basses only—write the chords

on an upper staff, leaving a blank staff for the inverted bass, add the 7ths to the dominant chords,

and take care that they are properly resolved. (See Example 102, I.)

Having harmonized the melody thus, our object is next to select from the harmony some of the

intervals with which to construct a melody in the inverted bass. A few rules shall be given to assist

the Pupil in this selection ; for tlie present it will suffice to direct his attention to the dominant chords

only, because the resolution of tin intervals of that chord will be quite sufficient to point out the path

which the inverted bass is to pursue.

Ex. 101.

Rules for constructing an Inverted Bass,

{a.) (b.) (c.) (d.) / {e.) >
::^ai :;:zzz2;

:a:
-o- icz: 1^21

-C2_
bl

zaiz
-o- :c2: :a: _c2:

i

Rule I.

(d.) When the 5th of the dominant chord is in the soprano, select the 3rd as the inverted

boss |.

This will produce a soprano progression in that part.

Rule II,

(b.) When the 3rd is in the soprano, select the 7th for the inverted bass J.
a

This will produce a tenor progression in that part.

Rule III.

(c.) When the 7th is in the soprano, select the 3rd as the inverted bass |.

This will again produce a soprano progression in that part.

Rule IV.

(d.) When the 3rd is in the soprano, select the 5th as the inverted bass f.
8

This will also produce a soprano progression in the bass.

• The pupil is 8trongly recommended to refer ones again to what has been stated in the Introduction to Jnverjed

^'scs (page 73) ; it will materially assist him in comprehending the subject upon which we are now about to enter.
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Rule V.

(e.) When the 8th is in the soprano, select the 3rd.

N.B. When the above rules cannot be employed, use the fundamental bass.

We shall now proceed to the construction of the inverted bass for the vacant staff in the next

Example at 11, by employing the First and Second rules only. —IT
\ N

Ex. lOi
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Ihc first chord is not a dominant chord—use the Fundamental bass.

Second note :—^Vhat interval is in the soprano ? The 5th.

Select the 3rd of that chord for the inverted bass ; expunge B from the chord, and write it in the vacant staff, where it must

ascend to C in the following chord. Soprano progression. (See Example 87.)

Fourth note:—What interval is in the soprano? The 3rd.

Select the 7th (tenor progres.sion) ; compare the harmony at I with that at II. The pupil will observe that the monotonous

effect produced by the fundamental bass at 1 has, in some measure, disappeared at II, by tlie introduction of the first inversion g,

and the third inversion 5 with its resolution ; in other respects, the harmony of the exercise remains as it was before.

We shall now harmonize another air, and introduce the third and fourth rules.

1. 2. 3. 4. 6. G.

Ex. 103. s -c±

(b.) (e.)ie.) (a.) (c.) {<l.)

^03: ^z.:

'&—
'j:i:.

-zii I ~d;
-o-

—zli mo-

At 6, the 3rd is in the soprano— select the 7th. 2nd Rule.

c, the 7th select the 3rd. 3rd Rule.

d, the 3rd select the 5th. 4th Rule.

«, the let inversion of the common chord, arising out of the resolution of the preceding dominant chord.

At bar 4, the 7th is not introduced until the latter part of the chord*.

M bar 7, although the 3rd is in the soprano, we are not allowed to employ the 3rd inversion ; because it is a general rule, that ft

composition should begin and end with the fundamental tonic chord : had the 3rd inversion been employed, the Exerciae would

have tinished with the chord of the 6th.

• The reason of this will be more fully explained when we treat on Period*.
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The pupil should now harmonize a few melodies, according to these simple rules ; after which,

he may venture upon a more extended field of operation as regards the construction of inverted

basses.

Our constant desire is to produce variety ; but as it is clear that a continued application of the

preceding rules respecting inverted basses, however effective for the present, must ultimateli/ produce

a certain degree of monotony, we shall, in the following exercise, exhibit some specimens of the vane.ty

of ways in which the inversions of the dominant chord, as well as those of the common chord, may be

effectively employed.

1. 2. 3. 4. 6. 6. 7. 8.

Soprano.

Ex. 104.

b-Tfero-
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Tenor.
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At a, first inversion of tho dominant chord, |, Soprano progression in tho Bn*i;.

h, third inversion . __^ 4^ Tenor progression „

0, first inversion of the common chord, a, arising from the preceding 3rd inversion of tho dominnnt

<f, second inversion of the common chord, |, Alto progression in the Bass.

e, first inversion of the common chord, e.

/, second inversion of the dominant chord, •, Soprano progression „

Observation 1.—The Soprano and Bass, being the extreme parts of the harmony, are always

the most conspicuous (that is, they are more easily distinguished than the inner parts) ; therefore

to them are generalli/ given those intervals which are considered to produce the best effect, or

contrary motion. See bars 3, 9, 11, 14, and let the Pupil well notice the gradual descending

bass in bars 9, 10, 11.

Observation 2.—At/, bar 3 and 11, the 5th is in the soprano and, according to the first

rule, the 3rd should be selected as the inverted bass ; but, as that interval in its progression ascemh,

we have chosen the 5th for variety, by which not only a flowing melody is procured in that part,

but also contrary Motion.

Observation 3.—It has been shown, at page 30, in what part of the harmony the funda-

mental 7th may be introduced ; the reason was there stated, also, why that interval could not he

admitted at that time, although the progression of the fundamental bass would permit its intro-

duction ; however, luiving now arrived at Inversions, that interval may be very effectively

employed, though its introduction can be considered only as by licence ; because the 7th, so

introduced, will appear in a part of the harmony where tlie 3r(l (its j»-ojjer resolution) is not

found, and wliich in such case will necessarily be doubled. See (/), bar 11, where Db(the 7th)

appears in the Tenor, and resolves on C the 3rd ; and as that C is found also in the soprano,

the 3rd of the tonic chord is doubled. At bar 9, the licenced 7th appears in the inverted bass,

and the 3r(l is consequently doubled in tliat part and in the soprano.

Observation 4.—We arc aware that the chord of the Gth (first inversion of the common

chord) has heretofore arisen out of the resolution of the 3rd inversion of the dominant chord*.

At bar 14, however, that inversion, in order to procure a flowing and melodious progression in the

bass, has been introduced unconnected with the dominant chord.

Observation 5.—An Inversion may be interclianged with another inversion, and thus produce

a more melodious progression in the different parts: see bar 12, where the 2nd inversion is followed

by the 3rd. Observe the interchange of intervals between the alto and bass.

It would be imprudent to enter here into all the mimitiiv; of this fertile suhjoct ; sufficient has

been said to direct the intelligent student how to proceed; let him only harmonize and reiiannonize

Ex. 104, in the variety of ways with which he is already acquainted, and then his own experieuce

will probably teach him more than all that could be said upon the subject.

Observation 6.— It has already been observed, that a strict adherence to the rules, as exhibited

In Ex. 101, m.iy occasionally be dispensed with, when it is our object to produce variety

—

contrary motion- -or a more effective melody in the buss; however, when we do thus depart from

• See Ex. 90, bars 6, 7, 9.
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the observance of these rules, a slight departure from the established progression of some of

the intervals of the dominant chord will also take place. This will be evident by examining

the following.

Ex. 105.

-^ ^^rpznzP,=^rp:
±i: giE^g[Pgg|^lgg|ggj^^g!i

'M ^:
l2:gi^g:g.

..

-P=^
rt=

=P

j

7

^- i

m^^m^^^mM^^^Mmf^^^ 22:

6

t 6

:ev 7-^'- =P2:
-P2_

S=ae^e£
-^-

Z2:i
At a, 1st rule, all is right.

At 6, the 5th is in the bass, and ascends. Here we have proceeded by contrary motion; but the 3rd in the alto

must, in consequence, descend on the 5th of the following tonic, to preserve the harmony complete.

At c, the 7th is in the bass, for variety. The 3rd ascends, but the alto and soprano are doubled.

Observation 7.—A word- concerning the 6//t of the scale descending, when it is preceded by

the 7th.

We know that the fundamental bass of the 6th of the scale is the sub-dominant ; now were

we to accompany that interval thus in descending, after having been preceded by the Ttli, consecu-

tive 5ths and 8ths would be the immediate consequence (as in the above Example at f/) ; to avoid

this, the fundamental bass of the 7th of the scale, instead of descending from the dominant to the

sub-dominant, should ascend a whole tone to the relative minor of the key (as at e).

The following is a practical illustration of all the preceding observations.

Soprano.

Sg|Eg
6. 7. 10.

-JZiZZML •Tf='S^^^ :?z2z 22 ^i

Ex. IOC

Alto.

^^ 3r^:tieiii^i
Tenor
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11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20.

P̂ ^^^ S^i^^gfg^
^-

P^=F S TZL -f^-f^ r2i

^j=f=j]^^[p-^p-|-|^j^

^^^^=^Ji#jJ^J=^=^i^^^£JJ^Md^*
_; i7gj

221 ?2= e«==i ^ e^g^ Z2I
^y-°=^M^

^3^S ^
=3?

-d

—

&-

At (I (I)ar 1), the 5tli in the soprano descends : we have selected the same interval for the inverted bass (second inversion), an

have made it to ascend', i)rodiicing a good effect and contranj motion. Compare this with liars 11 and 17.

At b, c (bars 5 and G ), the 7th of the scale descends to the (ith
; we have, therefore, accompanied the Litter interval by the relative

minor ofthe kryf ; the same occurrence takes place at bars 13 and 14t.

Let the Pupil remember that, although our principal object in constructing an inverted

bass is to produce hJIowukj and graceful melody in that part, as also an amalgamation of aU the

parts^—yet the peculiar character of the bass, which consists in fundamental progression, must
constantly be kept in view; see bars 5, G, 7, 8, 9, 10, which are ixWfa luhuaental progressions.

He is recommended to read the remarks which have been made at the end of the Treatise

on Modulation by fundamental basses, pages 47-48 ; and on all occasions to jj/o_y what he may
write ; and in order to produce a vai'iety of effect, he should arrange the same exercise in a

variety of ways, of which a few specimens are given in the following examples. Tliis, in fact,

will constitute an elementary introduction to extemporary performance.

* See Observation 5 ; also Ob. 2. f See Observation 7.

X It will be perceived that on all these occasions a fnnd.imental 7th has been introduofil njion tlie (li)Miiiiaiit cliord of lit', as if

it actwdly proceeded to its tonic; tlii.s may hero be considered aa rather /wiHia^ «;f, but it greatly improves the hiuiiiouy, and will

b« fully expUined hereuftur. !:jee False Cadences,
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In the following Example is shown how the three inversions of the dominant chord mili/, with

its resolution, may be employed so as to produce variety.

1. 2. 3. 4.

Ex. 107.

\

f=F=F=P=
:^-^=£

6 2 6 3, 5

«=£^
-I—t-

"^— *

—

'jMiV
I)

i 6

W- i 11 HI=i:
^=^Wr-

It will be perceived that the melodies at bars 1, 2, 3, contain only two sounds each ; but the

monotonous effect of the harmony at bar 1, is removed at 2 and 3, by employing other inversions.

We shall now give an exercise in which will be found two distinct bass-parts to the same

melody, where the above mode of selecting inverted basses is put into practice. Of course it is

unnecessary to observe that these two inverted basses are two distinct exercises, and are not intended

to be employed at the same time. Kach of them should be taken separately, employing the same

melody, and then adding the two other parts of the harmony.

Ex. 108.

m? :t=:

:i=:

1st Inv. Bass. %

m^_
fi

=1-

:zi: I

—1-

:i-

6

2nd luv. Bass. ^

)rg
EE^: ^^i 35EE
Fund. Bass.

3: E3: :x ii^
-4'

3:
It- ^5 3^

On looking over the second bass part of the above Example it will be perceived, in the latter part

of bar 2, that had the Fjf continued to the end of the bar, it must have ascended to G, producing

r'.onsecutive octaves ; instead of wliich, \t first ascends to the 5th of its own chord, and then descends

to G. Meai'-vhile tlie 5th, A, in the melody, also divides itself into two notes, and, instead of
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descending from A to G in the next bar, it Jirsi proceeds to the 3rd (FJf) which the bass has quitted,

and afterwards ascends one degree to G. As tlie use of this interchange of intervals is of con-

siderable importance, and as frequent reference will be made to it, we have been more than usually

careful in directing the attention of the Pupil to it; and to impress it still more upon the mind,

we add the following :—

-

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Ex. 109.

r^Si-

Zr -et-

WS?:^-
-l*-«-

fS- f-

6 I

.1

:i 6

:P2= :^zz^:

zp-u

5

ZMZ Fg
©-

5

-m=VFi^m:

T -&- Y-
-X.

r T
In the above example it will be perceived, 1st, that this interchange takes place during the

continuance of the chord ; 2nd, that the different intervals, after this interchange, wherever they

may be found, proceed to their destination as pointed out by the resolution of the chord of the fun-

damental Ttli. For instance, Bar 1, the iuvei'teil bass, GjJ, ascends to the 5th, B, and then descends

to A ; whilst at the same time the 5th, B, in the alto, descends to the 3rd, G % and tlien ascends

to A.''' Bar 2, the reverse has taken place.— Bar 3, the inverted bass ascends from the 3rd to the

7th, where it resolves into the 3rd ; remark the prorjression of the soprano.

This may suffice to show the principle on whicli these interchanges are performed ; we shall

now harmonize a simple melody, to show tiieir practical use and effect.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

I':x. 110.

izii ^z X-^JLi

G- \ -O-

Bar 1, the bass interchanges with the alto ; at 3 and 4, with the soprano.

N.B.—It is not absolutely necessary that on these occasions the identical intervals of the chord

should interchange places :—see second part of bars 3 and 6.

'I'hc iinport.-.iicp of tliis interchanging of parts will bo still more evident when wo arrive at pausing notes.
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It will now be necessary to make a few observations on the 2nd and 4th rules of harmo-

nizing, in order to sho;v how these rules may, under certain circumstances, be employed in a more

extended form than heretofore.*

We are aware that " when the 4th of the scale descends one degree, it may be accompanied

by the dominant ;" we shall now add, that tlie ith of the scale, although it may not immediately

descend one degree (resolving upon the 3rd of the succeeding tonic chord), yet, provided it pro-

ceeds to any of tlie otlter intervals of that chord before its final resolution, it may still be accom-

panied by the dominant.

Ex. 111.

a. d.

^----^=EEi=^Zl:SEEE
6
4

:^:

'-h©-

:rp2z-.Ei^fi^^lE^^ X2:

At a, the 4th of the scale, although it does not descend one degree, is still accompanied by the

dominant ; because it descends to the 3rd of that chord, and then resolves.

At h, the 4th hss, first descended to the 5th of the dominant chord; the inverted bass takes up

the 4th of the scale, and descends one degree.

At c, the 4th has descended to the 8th of the dominant chord.

At d, the 4th has first ascended to the 8th of the dominant chord, returned to its place, and

then proceeded according to the original rule.

Observation on the Fourth Rule of accompanying the Scale.

The rule says, " when the 5th of the scale is repeated, it may be accompanied by the domi-

nant." Under certain circumstances, however, that interval may be so accompanied when it is not

repeated ; as in the following example.

Ex. 112.

_fQ Q-
:^=t=t=:

-Q_

m^
LQJ -^-

m
6

:p2r: -o-

22:

:c2:

It will be remembered that this rule, as well as the others, was given to produce variety of

effect; it was to remove monotony in the harmony ; the very expression, "when the 5th is repeated,"

• See also retrospect, page 43 to 46.
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shows the nature of the rule. It is evident also that, were the rule in the original form con-

tinually to be applied, the very evil wliich we desire to prevent must inevitably make its

appearance. This will be readily comprehended by those who have carefully reflected upon the

preceding matter.

The following example will exhibit in a practical form what has been stated respecting the

extension of the second and fourth rules of harmonizing.

Ex.113.

7mZ2Z^-..^m
^-f^-nr-^—^'-

:!^-^. -fSt-0-

g^^l^:

siii^

h.

::^^,*:^-:T2.
(S- =& 22ZZC2: ^^^^^^^^,

s
-^-

6 6

^-- -^:^-

:^^^F ^̂2^---^

6 4 7

mi^m^w^fm
r.

fi

t?5m^ :tEf-£^:
:p2q^==l

At a, second rule. At 6, fourth rule.

The example wliich here follows may be considered as a specimen of the various ways in

which an inverted bass may be constructed, and the four rules employed.

Melody.

Inv. BasB.

I.

Ex. 114.

Inv. H;l3.s.

II.

I iiv. Bass.

HI,

:e3^
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6 J
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1
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a

6 7 -*- ^6 \ I \
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^--

i 6
-
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h

3 § 7'
-^—r-H—

t

lit*-*:.
:E ii

If each of the above bass parts be taken as a separate exercise, and the alto and tenor added

(see Example 108), the Pupil will then be able to judge of the difference of effect, arising not only

from the rules for the choice of inverted basses, but also from the four rules of harmonizing (see

page 36 to 39).
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Too much attention cannot be paid to wliat is here noticed, as it is only by comparison and

1 strict attention to the diiference thus produced that the judgment can be exercised and formed,

and the taste improved.

The preceding exercise should not be regarded as merely technical, but also as intellectual ; for

example, here is a simple melody, it has no claim to beauty, elegance, or expression, as to its pro-

gression or rhythmetical form : this melody, however, becomes the prolific source of others ;* each

of which, in its turn, may also become the source of many more, and so on ad infinitum. When

this fact presents itself to our mind, that all this can be effected through the instrumentality

of only three chords, and these produced by nature, a wide field, indeed, is open for reflection.

To give examples of all the variety which these rules so abundantly supply, would be quite

impossible ; we shall only remark, in conclusion, that if the Pupil keeps in mind the original prin-

ciple of fundamental basses,

—

-from whence they have emanated,—tlie four rules of harmonizing

(as arising out of the dominant chord), the varieti/ of effect produced through their instrument-

ality

—

their modulation (that inexhaustible mine of musical wealth !), the introduction of inver-

sions (causing an amalgamation of the four parts, by which a new character is infused into

the whole harmony) ; furthermore, if he reflects that the originating cause of all this can be

traced to the simple vibration of a string, etc.,—that it is not the invention of Man, but the

simple operation of nature ; he cannot but perceive that the matter, thus considered, is of a

higher order than the mere putting together of a few chords for the purpose of gratifying

the ear. He will find that, abstractedly considered, it is a subject perfectly capable of creating

a real and absolutely intellectual enjoyment.\

* Mark the three inverted basses, which may all become bass melodies, and then be reharmonized.

+ It will be Been how much more our ideas on thig subject will be enlarged when wu arrive at modnlation by tht

Isiarvals of a melody.



AN ESSAY
ON

DISSONANCES
BY SUSPENSION.*

HlTiiEnTO we have employed only such luirmonics as are derived from the common chord, and

the chord of the fundamental 7th ; we shall now proceed to i'.;troduce some intervals which do not

form any part of that harmony.

In order that the pupil may have a clear view of the subject on which he is about to enter, it

is necessary that he should take a retrospective view of the several processes by which the variety

of effect, up to the present time, has been accomplished. Thus

—

He must have perceived, after the discovery of the fundamental basses,t that the harmony

arising from them consisted of common chords onlij •,\ that this luu'mony was afterwards enriched by

the fundamental 7th ; and that thus (another interval being added to the harmony) a new effect

was produced.g He must have observed that the four rules of harmonizing,
|!
modulation, inver-

sion in modulation,H and, last of all, inversions in melodies,""* all formed a chain of causes and

effects, unbroken by a sinr/Je link ; and that all this resulted

—

not from a Theory suggested by man

—but from a system founded in nature, as exhil)ited in Example G3.

It shall now be shown how a new effect may be introduced into the harmony, by means alto-

gether differing from those which have been hitherto employed for that purpose.

We have already stated that our harmony up to the present time has consisted of common

chords, and the chord of the fundamental 7t\\, with their inversions, and our experience has

sufficiently shown the variety which these chords alone, by a judicious management, are capable

of producing
;

yet, as the constant recurrence of these (liowever diversified or dissimilar in their

progression) must ultimately tire the ear, means have been found to remedy this defect by

introducing intervals into the harmony, which do not constitute either a portion of the common

chord, or that of the fundamental 7th.

We shall endeavour to illustrate this by the following example :

—

Suppose we were required to harmonize the melody as at I. According to the first rule

of harmonizing it would appear as at II. ; and, if it were played thus, tlie ear would rest per-

fectly contented. Not ,w at III. Why? Because the sound G, at bar 1, instead of iumiediately

descending to F, is continued in bar 2, and the ear experiences a certain degree of disappointment

—

a degree of ))ain— it desires to hear the F, and when the F at last arrives, a certain degree of

pleasure is experienced ; which, although purchased at the expense of a little jiaiu, we h.'.ve no

objection to experience again on the same terms.

* Dissonanoea by retardation shall be exjilained hereafter.

See page 12. % Tago 19. $ I'age 23 to 29.
|| Page 31 to 39. S Tage 74 to 96. •» Pago 87 to 95.
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II.

Ex. 112.

-Q_ ^mmsm^̂ m^^^mm:
1. 2. 4. 5.

i;-ir=l^il
-^-

:^2:

221
221

The intei'val which produced this eifect is called a Dissonance* and the chord to which it is

attached—a Discord.

"When an interval of a chord is thus kept back in a gradual descending progression, as at III.,

we shall call it a Susjjeiision, or a Dissonance by Stispension ; for example :

—

At III., as G suspends the 8th (F), we shall call it the Dissonance of the 9th.

as F 3rd (E), it will be the Dissonance of the 4th.

as E 5th (D), it will be the Dissonance of the 6th.

These comprise all the Dissonances by Suspension.

The following Example exhibits the Discord of the 4th, in its different positions, produced by

suspending the 3rd ;

—

At a, the dissonance is in the soprano.

At h, alto.

At c, tenor.

Ex. 113. j

a. h.

;c23:

-e^

^^
:&3-71WEB'

'O"
-s*-

3:cv"<
-(S> -^li

-.KT

.Q.
-.-Zlj^L

^. v_

:c2:

:z2:

:c2:

la:
122:

:z3:

I

The discord of the 9th, in its different positions, is produced by sus^yending the 8th, thus

—

n.

i
"Tn-^

i

— 9-1
;ca:s:

a.
"\ A ^,

__. _^'_S-
"g-5=:3t=i-^

rziz

-et-Y
:P2:b: =fc±e-i?.^p2:aHSz-:

-s>-

na: n:ziC2:

Tlie intervals of a common chord—3rd, .5th, and 8th—are called ConBonances ; any other interval, therefore, is a Dissonance.

Ji.B,—We are not here speaking of intervals arising from inversions.
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The discord of the 6th, by the suspension of tlie 5th, in its three positions

m.

>^ g:^:

:z2" -JC2Z.

:c2:

:c2:

1
It will be perceived, that in Example 112 (III.) the sounds which produce the discords present

themselves naturall// in the progression of the descending scale ; they are first heard as Consonances,

after that as Dissonances, and t/ien (after having descended, or—in other words

—

jjroceeded to their

respective places from which they bad been detained) again form Consonances. From this cir-

cumstance arises the

Rule for the Preparation of Dissonances.

(A.) In whichsoever of the four ^^arfo a Dissonance apjiears, in that part also it must first

be heard as a Consonance. Or, in other words, thus :— In whatever part the interval

appears which is to be suspended, in the same part also must he prepared the Dissonance

which suspends it.

Kesolution of Dissonances or Discords.

(B.) In whichsoever part the Dissonance appears, in that jjort it must descend by one degree

into the same Consonance, which was suspended.*

This is called the Resolution, or resolvinrj the Dissonance.

For instance, in the preceding Example 113,

C a consoyiance and resolved
At I., a the dissonance of the 4th is prepared in the soprano by the 8th, < '

^^^ .^^.^^ -^^ ^j^^ gj^^^j^ ^.^

h alto

c tenoB

II., a 9th in the soprano 5th, 8th

alto

tenor

III., a- Gth in the tenor 3rd, 5th

A-

c-

)prano

alto

Dissonances by Suspension in die ASCENDING Scale.

Were we to introduce dissonances onl;/ when the scale or melody gradually descends, the above

rule for the preparation of dissonances would be quite snperiliious ; but, as this is not always the

case, we shall now, instead of taking the descending scale, employ the ascending, in which disso-

nances will not be found naturalli/ prepared.t

• This rule admits of a slight exception, which shall be cxplftinofl in its proper plnce.

t Disson.-inces which are naturally prepared in the ascending scale are called retardations, which will be found fully explained

hereafter.
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in the following example, at a, the harmony ascends, and consists of Concwds only :—

b. c.

Ex. 114.

:Q=4=gz=J _C2 P
:c2: :^£2:; -e>- -JC21

-^m^i la:
iS»-

iq: :P2- :^
-h-
leil

-(S>-
-o- o- -<9- —S>-

-^-
:c2zz:r

112: la:
:q:

iz^a: i :c2:

fn
I

;:z:zs2:

At 6, the dissonance of the 4th is introduced in the alto.

Q. Why in the alto ? A. Because the 3rd, into which it resolves, is found in that part.

See A, page 99.

Q. Is it here prepared ? No.

At c, the dissonance is prepared in the same part where it afterwards resolves. In order to

obtain this preparation, we have divided G (the semibreve of the preceding chord) into two minims,

and have allowed it to ascend to C (the 8th), as the proper preparation of the dissonance of

the 4th.*

All the above observations as to preparation, etc., etc., apply equally to the other dissonances.

The nature of dissonances having now been explained, it shall be shown how and ivhere they

can be introduced ; and let it be well kept in mind, that, in doing this, we are to be guided soleli/

and alone by the progression of the fundamental bass.

We shall commence with

The Dissonance of the 4th.

(C.) MHien the fundamental bass ascends a fifth, or descends a fourth (ivhich amounts to the

sanieA'J; the Dissonance of the ith may be introduced, prepared by the Sth, and resolved

into the '3rd.

I

In order that the pupil may have a correct idea of the preparation and resolution of thi.\

dissonance, and the manner of employing it effectively, we shall for the present deviate a little

See A. page 99.

t In order to avoid mistakes and repetitions, with regard to the progressions of the fundamental baas, on these occasions, we

shall always say—the bass ascends a bih, although the bass may in reality descend a 4th, because ascending a 5th or descending it

4th produces the same note.

J See Example 113, i.
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from the plan hitlierto pursued; and, instead of harmonizing an air, we will select that progrtssion

of fundameiitul basses which will admit of its introduction in a rcgulai' and unbroken series.

The following Example at I. exhibits a continued progression of basses, 5ths ascending, or 4ths

lescending.

Ex 115. f©-:-7ls-
I. Slip: :j2:

-o-
:d:

.Q_
:^g^^:: -^-

To which, at II., common chords or concords have been added. This we shall call a consonant

hni-mony or harmom/ of concords, in contra-distinction to that which is produced by a progression of

Dissonances, called dissonant harmony, or a harmony of discords.

1. % 7. 8.

H :c2:
:c2: :: q:: ^^- 17:23- :i^

n.

il

m:

-&-

XJC

-(S>- :Q3zzr -0-3- ito^tuffa: -<S>-3-

14) 3

~C3

—

(4) 3

-O- -C3"T- li 5^-

(4> 3
T <S— (4) 3

(i^t) 3 («t) 3 (<t) 3

.C2-

-C2_
^S^

ijfa:

The chords having been written as in the above Exainple,'" and the 8rd of each choi-d

particularly distinguished by the figure 3, the pupil must examine the progression of the hass,

reasoning thus :

—

The bass proceeds from C to G (ascending a 5th), consequently I may have the dissonance

of the 4 th.

Here he should write the figures %~i, or simply 43, the figure 4 representing the dissonance,

ftiid the figure 3 its resolution.!

From G to D, a ^ih descendivr/ ; from D to A, a f)th nscmliiifj. Thus let him go througli the

entire exercise, and figure the bass accordingly. He may then proceed to introduce tlie dissonances,

as in the following Example, reasoning thus :

—

In writing the chords, the pupil ruist avoid all skipping.
r, -b^-h

t Some conipoaers, in fiyurinj,' this clionl, write only i ;t, except when the Tith requires an aceidentid, tiniis 'J 5 -Hj
3 J ,,

S.B.—The dash after a figure shows that the note to which it refers ia to bo continued whilst the others are progressing.
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Exercise on the Disaonance of the ith, prepared by the 8th.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

Ex. 116.

S 43 43 43 •^4 3 *'4 3

Q. Here (pointing to G, bar 2) I can introduce the 4th ; but in which of the four parts should

I write it ?

A. Where the 3rd (its resolution) is found ; namely, in the soprano, bars 2 and 7.

For the same reason the Dissonance must be \viitten in the alto at bars 3 and 8, and in the tenor

at 4 and (5.

Observe, that in bars 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, the Dissonances lie already prepared, in the same part

where the resolution is found, because the melodi/ descends ; but at bars 4 and 5 the case is different,

tlie melody ascends ; the alto, therefore (in order to prepare the Dissonance), is obliged to ascend in

bar 4 to the octave*

Let the pupil now write an exercise himself as here pointed out, the chords of which may either

be major or minor, or a mixture of both.

N.B.—A progression of fundamental basses ascending uninterruptedly by 5ths (or descending by

4ths), wiU conduct us through all the keys with sharps; and, if no enharmonic change is introduced,

will necessarily carry us as far as the liey of Bjf.t

The pupil is strongly recommended to play these exercises, carefully observing the different

effects produced between the consonant and dissonant harmony ; and, by way of exercise, to take the

fundamental basses of melodies already harmonized, write the chords to them as pointed out above,

figure the bass, and then introduce the dissonances Avhere the progression of the bass will admit of it.

To show the importance of the dissonance of the 4th, and the value of the simple rule by which

we introduce it into ptractical composition, we shall here exhibit a few specimens in three parts.

Exercise, shomng how the Dissonance of the Ath mai/ be empdoyedfor the purjiose of hidtation.X

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Ex. 117.

* See Example 114, c. t N.B.—Not by modulation.

J To the Pvojessor—We feel, however, that, iu doing so, we are rather travelling out of our uaual simple course.
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11. 12. 13.

103

14. 15. 16.

-4 3" • 4 3

At bar 1 the soprano ascends to G, to prepare the Dissonance at bar 2, where it resolves into

the 3rd. The soprano continues thus to prepare the Dissonance until it arrives at bar 7, where the

strain ends in B minor.

Now let us observe that, whilst tlie soprano ascends in bar 1 to G, to prepare the Dissonance

at 2, the alto performs a similar operation by ascending in bar 2 to D, to prepare the Dissonance at

3 ; and, whilst the soprano thus continues to prepare and resolve the Dissonance, the alto proceeds

in a similar manner, and follows the soprano a 4th lower,* until at the Gth bar, as has been stated

ali'eady, the strain ends in B minor.

At the 8th bar, the alto commences and continues the same melody which the soprano com-

menced at bar 1, and the soprano takes up the subject of the alto at bar 9. The soprano now con-

tinues to follow the alto a 5th higher sis far as the 13th bar, where, by a few modulations, the

harmony is <;arried back to the original key.

We shall here exhibit the same exercise in tour parts, where the tenor participates in the

imitation.

Exercise of (he Dissonance of the itlt, in four 2)ari.f, ciajjloz/ed for the imrpose of imitation.

Ex 118.

Fi-
^:

-o- P& ZC21

:c2: w^m
4 3 4 3 4 3 * 3

Jffj

-

• AVlion two or more parts move thus, it is called Imitation. AVheu cacli put is iiiiitnUMl a.s nl.„vo, it is callod a canonical

iaiitation or canon. The first 7 bars contain a canon in the 4th below, and from the 7th to the Volh a canon in the 5lh above.

+ To prevent ledger lines, the tenor part is here written in the baas r.li'f.
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8.

DISSONANCE OF THE NINTH.

10. 11. 12. 13. 14.

^;;-=F--^—^pj-ppg^'gi^-s-l—
g^

:t=.
:ti:

:c2;

15.

:c2z

::iz=--

SE ^E^E^-E It^:
—(S>- i^~ -o-

51?=
-C2_ ^-C2- jC2_

W^
Ditvsonance in the Bass.*

=p2Elprp23=^

:^ i
3--

-(S>-

z~r2z
_C3_ /^

:c2: :?:2: 1
'^

ff

This will suffice to show what may be effected by the simple rule, viz. Wlicn the fundamental

bass ascends a 5th, etc., etc. We shall now proceed to the introduction of

The Dissonance of the 9th.

(D.) When the fundamental bass ascends a ith {or descends a 5th), the dth mai/ be introduced,

2vepared hj the 5th, and resolved into the 8th.

As this is the same progression which is required in modulation (viz. from dominant to tonic),

we shall make a few modidations, for the purpose of introducing this dissonance.

Exercise on the Dissonance of the 9th, prepared by the 5th.

Ex. 119.

£!zfcrPz 122; -:?^ =P^q=C2:

itztt^zE
zrjzii -o- :c3:

I
c. d.

i
/s 9-

4 3
h.

-^^
122; 122: :C2: z^?J :^=:p2=::p2: :z2--

I

f^
9 8

^-
:^--

-'^ -j^ -ei-
'j::iz -rt -<s>- -o

Inv. Bass, [j^
|

»2

-(^- ^35?J &^ 9„ 8

^
4 3

-7^3

Fund. Bass.
"*"

-f^

At a, the imor proceeds from the 3rd to the 5th of the chord t to ^:)7'epare tlie 9th, which appears

at h, where it resolves into the 8th.

Q. Why does that dissonance appear in the tenor? A. Because its resolution is found there.

At c, the soprano has ascended to the 5th of the chord to prepare the 9th, which appears at d,

and resolves into the 8th.

At f, the alto performs the same process.

* To be more fully explained by and by.

f Let it be kept in mind th«t the intervals are here always counted from ihefimitamcntal ba5».
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As the bass at g has ascended a 5th, we introduce a 4th, prepared by the 8th.

N.B.—It will have been remarked, that where the 3rd ascends to the 5th of the chord, to prepare

the 9th, the first inversion, ^, is employed, to preserve the harmony complete.

We shall now return to our three original fundamental basses, and harmonize the asceiidiiifi and

descending scale, introducing both the 9th and 4th wherever the progression of the bass will permit.

Ascending and Descending Scale, ivith Dissonances of the ith and 9ih.

a. h. c. d, c. f. g.

Ex.120

The Fund. Bass, is occasionally .'eprescntfil by the dots.

tzt
-P-

3 5^ 9

-^-Mi J-*^:
f^srz: :fc=n

0. p-

-^m^^m :a: icS:
:a--
wmm

:^-^:
c<:zjc i^^ —I-

-t-

^-^—I-

^^i^i:

fe*-^-
-.cJz ^

9 8
7

3

m-^ :a

'0-0-^

m
From a to b, from d to e, from i to k, from n to o, and from o to ^j, the basses ascend by 5t/is ;

consequently the 4th prepared by the Sth may be introduced.

From b to c, from c to d, from e Xa f, from g to /t, from m to n, from J9 to y, tin; liasses ascend

by iths ; consequently the 9th is prepared by the 5th.

Q. The bass, at h, has ascended a 4th ; why have we not introchiced tlie Uth?

A. As a dissonance is tlie representative of the consonance into which it sul)scqucntly resolves,

it is clear that the consonance and the dissonance which suspends that consonance oaiuuit be permitted

to appear at one «nd the same time ; we must therefore be very careful, when tlie 9tli, for instance,

is introduced in one part, that the Sth does not appear in another part of the same chord at the same

time. This remark, of course, applies to all other dissonances whatsoever; see ,r, whore the suspension

of the Sth in the alto, and the octave in the soprano appear on the same chord at the same time.
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Q. Why has not the 3rd of the dominant chord, at^, ascended?

A. For the same reason as stated ah'eady ; in order to make room for the 9th,* the Crd in this

instance has been permitted to descend to the 5th of the tonic.

We shall now introduce

The Fundamental 7th, combined with the Dissonances of the 0th and Ath;

Preparatory to which, it will be necessary to point out some peculiarities concerning these dis-

sonances worthy of observation.

1st.—The fundamental 7th is derived from Kature, and therefore requires no preparation. (See

Example 63).

2nd.—Dissonances, being artificial, must always be prepared.

3rd.—The fundamental 7th does not resolve upon the same bass.

4th.—Dissonances do resolve upon the same bass.f

The fundamental 7th partakes of the nature of a consonance as well as of a dixsovance.

As a consonance, requiring no preparation. As a dissonance, requiring to be resolved.

Dissonance of the 4th, pirepared hy the fundamental 1th.

The fundamental 7th, therefore, considered as a consonance, may prepare a dissonance; that is,

the 7th, before resolving into the 3rd, may be suspended, producing the Dissonance of the 4th ; and

tluis when the bass proceeds from the dominant to its tonic, the dissonance of the 4th may be intro-

duced, prepared by the 7th.

In order to exhibit this dissonance in a practical form, we shall again make a few modulations.

Exercise on the Dissonance of the ith, prejmred by the fundamental 1th.

Ex. 121.

i^-BZ^^Z^i
tf

-o-
.
7^ ^4 3

-o- -o-

a. d. /• h.

:^ezrv 'JZ2:
-<s>- 3zr^2: :c>:

^sEmsi
-r<=

Z2:

InT. Bass. 3

6

z:c2.

174 3

^31
^-

-.4 3.

-IS- teiSEts-e-i-S:r=Sm
p^t^EEE^^

-=:z--^
—
ri~T-^^.

-Q_.H
4 3
:q::zi:

:c2:

'%' s^i^Ei^: i^:
-^

C3"
-^- -d-

:^r=^:
-&- lE^-31

7

X ''^^itm
Fund. Bass.

• When we arrive at ascending dissonances, called retardatious, tbeae liceusea (as they are called) will ba dispensed witib

t Exception to this rule shall be shown hereafter.
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At a, the 7th \\3& prepared the 4th in the tenvr, which at 6, resolves upon the same bass into the

Srd.

At c, that dissonance is thus prepared in the soprano; at e, in the; alto ; and at g, in tlie tenor.

The pupil is recommended (by way of exercise) to make a few moduhxtions"-', introducing the

dissonance of the 4th, thus prepared by the fundamental 7th.

If we examine Example 119 and 121, we find that the projiression of the bass in modulation

(from dominant to tonic) is the same as ascending a 4th ; and hence it follows that hath these dis-

sonances, viz., the 9th prepared by the 5th, and the 4tli prepared by the 7th, may be introduced

conjointly upon the same bass, thus forming a progression of

Compound Dissonances of the iih and 9//j.

Exercise on the ith, prepared hy the 1th ; the ith,prepared by the 8th ; and the ninthprepared by the 5th.

Ex. 122.

%^^eM^^^.
9 8

^
:q:

ZZJZ.

2—C2Z :^:g: mm
a. b. c.

5 4 3

I.

55_ 9 8 7 4 3 5

7 4
^3^ "T^ 9 8 7 4 I73 ^

9 8
I.

4 3
m.
/TV

:q:
c:'^--^r

i d:

CS" "23- C7

li=E= -f^-

-H^-
-o— -&i«'i

—

:c2; Z2
X=S- =L^±f

Inv. Bass.

Sb: zi;

7

f e

-©

—

dziz2:

-©-

-e>- -o—

I

-q: P
Fund. Bass.

At 6, bass ascends a 5th, Dissonance of the 4th prepared l.y the Sth, in the soprano.

At c, bass ascends a 4th, or from dominant to tonic; the 4th prepared by the 7th.

At d, both Dissonances appear in the soprano and alto.

At/, in the alto and tenor.

At /t, in the soprano and tenor, etc.

Observe the interchange of intervals between the tenor and inverted bass at e, between the alto

and inverted bass at y, and between the tenor and inverted bass at i.

Tlie following is an example of accompanying, on the pianoforte, a harmony comprising discords;

it contains all the harmony of the preceding example, and the pupil is recommended to play it.

N.I).—The figures point out t\ni preparation and resolution of the Dissonance.

It will be observed that some of the intervals of the chords in the bass are doubled; in doing so,

however, care has been taken that none of them, thus introduced, appear us suspensions else^vliere in

the harmony.t
• See Part III, on Modulatiou. f See Obs. page 1C6, and x, at the cud of Example 120,
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Ex. 123,

127_

:;sc
-1^ 1^-

q=q_

7 4 ^^ -*^5

.24.

J:

#$g==E Inez:

-o-

^=
:"^:

d:
-ci-

In the preceding Examples, it will have been noticed that a jyarticiilar progression of the funda-

mental bass has been especially selected for the purpose of introducing the Dissonances ; that object

having been effected, we shall now return to our original plan of harmonizing a melody ; and then

(guided by the progression of its fundamental basses) introduce such Dissonances as those progres-

sions will admit oi

A Melody Harmonized with Dissonances.

Ex. 124.

[;^isEE#Ss
3 5-—v9 8

:^

1. 3.

--tJ

321
-^--

Q..p2.|Q. ^--e
-P2. -Q. ., .C2.

It:

ite

4.
8 ^^4 3.

^2S iq: ~r2z :z2:
:^ ^:^=^:

6. 6.

^i^---^:
:t:

8.

^dl
4 »

^^

^^5_1j_3_«—

6 6 9
4 3 6

cidraizra:
p-»S'-fS- |S
I—I-

:^:^?rz -P^qP22r:

i
9 8
4 3 I S

»-|}-g-S^^'
-(S>-

:^:

-j^- ^ 4 3

:^r^:
-«S>— (S> ^1

The consecutive Stha, between the tenor and baSB, and the consecutive 8ths, between the alto and bass, as the harmony

proceeds from bar 5 to 6, are avoided by the bass moving by contrary motion—that is, the bass descends, whilst the other two

parts ASCEND.
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We shall analyse the foregoing Exercise by a few interrogations.

Q. (Bar 2). By what rule are you enabled to introduce here the dissonance of the 4tL?

A. Because the fundamental bass ascends a 5th.*

Q. Why does the dissonance appear in the soprano ?

A. Because the 3rd of the chord (its resolution) is found thore.t

Q. (Bar 3). By what rule have you here introduced the 9th? and why does it appear in the

soprano ?

A, Because the fundamental bass there ascends a 4th, consequently T can introduce a 9th; J—it

must appear in the soprano, because its resolution (the 8th) is found there.

Q. On what principle have you introduced the 4th in the same bar, for the bass does not ascend

a 5th?

A. Because F, the dominant, proceeds to its tonic (Be), we can have a 7th. This 7th prepares

the 4th (in Bar 2). and is resolved, in conjunction with the 9th (in Bar 3).

Q. But how can the 7th, which partakes of the nature of a dissonance, prepare a dissonance ?

A. Because the fundamental 7th partakes of tlie nature of a consonance too, as it requires 7w

preiMvation
; § the fundamental 7tli may tliereforc prepare a dissonance.

Dissonance of the Qth, prepared In/ the 3rd.

The pupil is aware that, when the fnadauiental ba.ss ascends a otli, the dissonance of the 4th

may be introduced.|| It shall now be shown that, when the bass ascends thns; the dissonance

of the 6th may likewise be introduced ; consequently both these dissonances may be employed

conjointly.

In the following Example at a and c is exhiltited the simple dissonance of the 6th, prepared by

the 3rd, and resolved into the 5th, as already shown at page 9y ; at b and e, both tliese dissonances

appear conjnintly.

11
Or thus.

^ 7

-O-

mzzizzdr^rr^ C2.

3 § !5

'ji:2i la:
122;

:c2:'

The above exercise is a practical illustration of the manner in which these disconls may be

employed with the best effect.

It has been shown, and cannot too strongly be impressed upon the mind of the pupil, tliat the

introduction of dissonances are in every case regulated by the progression of the fundamental bass;

and, in order that he ma/ see the utmost extent to which a dissonant harmony may be carried, we

shall here give an examjile wliich exhibits every progression of which the fundamental bass is

capable, and, consequently, every dissonance by suspension that can be hitroduced into harmony.

• See page 100, C. f Page 99, B. % See page 103, D. $ See page 106.
||
See page 100, C ; also page 99.
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s

a, when the fundamental bass ascends a 2nd, thel ^*? Pi'epared by the 3rd.

( 4th 5th.

h,-

c,-

d,-

e,-

3rd,-

4th,-

5th,—

8th.

5th.

7th.

3rd.

8th.

6th,

7th,

N.B. Ascending a 7th, or descending a 2nd
6th, 3

5th, 4th

rd?

th)

_ 6th

j 9th

( 4th

( 6th

\ 4tli

Iso Diasonance.

( 9th prepared by the Bth.

, Cth 5th.
^ 4th 3rd.

amount to the same thing.

It appears by the above Example at/, that when the bass descends a 2nd, we can introduce the 9th,

6th, and 4th. But it is only the 4th that can in this instance be permitted to appear legitimately
;

for, as the suspension is the representative of the consonance into which it resolves, it is manifest,

were we to prepare the 9th by the 8th, that the ear, anticipating the resolutitm, would be impressed

with the approach of consecutive octaves ; for instance

—

Sn
8 ^^ 9 8 5 6 5 6633

Ex. 127.

\
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At a, the chord of tlie | appears by inversion, and at 6 and c?, by smpmision* ; at e, the 9th is

prepared liy the 5th ; at/, //, prepared by the Brd.f

It will he necessary, bel'ore we pursue our subject of dissonances further, to make the pupil ac-

(luainted with what is called the

Accented and TJnaccniled Part of a Bar.

To enter fully on this matter at present would be out of place ; all that it is necessary for our

purpose now to state is, that in a liar of common time, whether it contains two minims, two crotchets,

etc., or their equivalent, the first part only is called accented, and the second half unaccented (as in

the Example I.). When a bar contains three minims, three crotchets, etc., or their equivalent, then

the last portion is called unaccented (at II.).

Ex. 129

*^ a. u.

_^__^ :C2

II.

a. a. V.

It is a general rule, that dissonances should be prepared on an unaccented part of a bar (Example

130, a), appear on the accented part (i^), and be resolved on the unaccented (c), and that the note

which prepares the dissonance be at least of the same duration of time as the dissonance itself.J

Ex. 130.

h.

:b:e-prfiprz^-L
Itlt

:c2:

h. c.

a.

4

n. a.

B: :c2:zz rjz^—-tl-

n. V. (I. n.

4

(t.

J— 1 D-i-

a.

4

u.

3

:22"-?.i
It is necessary to observe, that these rules have reference chiefly and primarily to compositions

of the old school, the sti'ict sti/lc, as it is called^ (in contra-distinction to what is called tiwfree sn//,',\\

the latter of which does not demand a very close observance of them. The foUowi.jg example is an

f Sec Exaniplo 126. a.

illustration.

• See Example 133, a, b, and explanation.

* Never were there rules wlnol> admit of more cxceptionB, or are less regarded, especially in tlio composition of modern in.i8i<-,

than'the above. S Church music, fugues, etc.

II
Modern music in general, sonatas, concertos, songs, ew.
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Ex. 131 s

I
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4
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zei:
=}=F:p=^

izi:

&c.

Here, although the Dissonances are prepared on the unaccented part of the bar, and by notes

cf equal duration with the Dissonances themselves, yet they do not (except at the 5th bar) resolve

(strictly speaking) on the unaccented part of the bar.

The following example exhibits a still stronger illustration of what has been stated, for, at bars

1 and 3, the 6th is prepared upon the accented (instead of the un-accented), and is struck on tlie un-

accented, (instead of the accented) part of the bar.

1. 2. 3. 4.M U I J^ U I

J

Ex. 133.

-1^

w^^-^±
P-,*T
t: 1

This deviation from the strict rule of preparation and resolution of Dissonances, may be con-

sidered as the medium between the strict and free* styles of writing.

From what has been shown above, it is clear than there are two chords of the f, one arising out

of the second inversion of the common chord,t and another out of suspensions.X Tliey may, however, be

easily distinguished, as the former requires neither preparation nor resolution, and the latter requires

both. This distinction is clearly demonstrated in Example 133, where at a, the chord of the 4 by

inversion (being derived from a concord) prepares the discord of the 4 at 6 ; and thus the nature of

each chord, and its origin, is immediately discovered.

As frequent opportunities will hereafter present themselves for illustrating this subject, we shall

at once proceed to the inversions of discords ; and let it be observed, if the pupd has well understood

and practised what he has learned of inversions (as explained throughout Part IV), he will not ex-

perience the slightest difficulty in comprehending the subject upon which he is now going to enter.

With respect to the figuring of the inverted basses with dissonances, tlie pupil is advised to read

witli attention what is stated at page 116 and 117 on that subject.

We shall select the ascending and descending diatonic scales for our next Exercise, presup-

posing that the pupil himself has harmonized it with inverted basses, that he has carefully examined

{he. progression of the fundamental basses, has ascertained where dissonances may be introduced, and

figured the basses, as shown in all the preceding examples ; then let us ask the following questions.

• The free style even admits dissonances of every description unprepared, altbough they are generally resolved.

+ See Example 99. t See 126, rf.
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Ex. 134.

Q. Wliat dissonance can we introduce in the second bar ? A. The fourth.

Q. Why ? A. Because the fundamental bass ascends a fifth.

Q. In which of the four parts must the dissonance appear ? A. In the inverted bass.

Q. Why ? A. Because the third of the chord is there.

Q. How has the 4th been prepared? A. By the octave in the preceding chord.

Q. Has the 4th resolved properly ? A. Yes : it has descended into the 3rd'" of the chord.

Q. How has the 4th been prepared in bar 4 ? A. By the fundamental 7th in the preceding

chord,f

Q. From where have you that 7th? A. G, the bass, is the dominant to C, and thus a 7th

may be introduced at 5 ; the dissonance appears again in the inverted bass at 8 in the tenor, pre-

pared by the 7th.

Q. Why has the 4th not been introduced at bars 3 and 6, as the progression of the fundamental

bass Avould permit ? A. Because the 3rd of the chord is in the soprano ; and were we to suspend

it in the tenor (where, in fact, that dissonance would be prepared by the 7th), then the 3rd, as well

as its suspension, would be heard together.|

Let the pupil now introduce the dissonances into the descending scale.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. G. 7. 8.

Ex. 135.

P
_C2_ ,-<^- J.

:c2:

^ ! 1^ I _]_'-J \-
-G*-

'd^Js^ tps:^:^

~± -A^

^-A-^ -jzt.

mInv. Bass. ^
-ry^

-(S>-

-&-'-

\ '3

22: :r2i

-J=2Z '^:
Fund. Bass.

¥^

In the above Exercise, bar 3, the dissonance of tlie 9th is propnred by the 3rd ; and at 4 and 7

cho dissonance of tlie Gth is combined with the fundamental 7th. This mixture of dissonances is very

effective.

That the dissonance and the consonance which it suspends must never be heard together, has

been stated more than once; nevertheless, as an error in this particular is easily committed when

• See page 99, B. f See Example 121. J See page after Example 120, *.
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dissonances are introduced into inverted basses (especially when a licensed 7th is employed), the

pupil is advised to pay great attention to the faulty progressions which are exhibited at c, e, g, and

/i, in the following exercise.

c. d. e. /. g.a.

Ex. 136.

^i^=
-t——

^- Z2izir

Si^:
-•- •- -^- -g- -, „- -jg-

At a, a licensed 7th appears in the tenor ; whicli, at b, lias descended into the 3rd, and thus far

all is correct ; but, at c, that 3rd is suspended, Avliilst, at the same time, the 3rd is heard in the

soprano. At d, the 5th is in the tenor, and descends into the 8th, as it ought * but at e, the 5th,

instead of descending to the 8th, suspends that interval, whilst the soprano has ascended to it, and

thus the 9th and 8th are heard together. At/, all is right; but, at^, the 3rd appears in the tenor,

whilst the inverted bass suspends it ut the same time. At h, licensed 7th in the inverted bass, 3rd

in the soprano—wrong.

The following melody is harmonized with various dissonances.

1. 2. 3. ^^^ 4. .5. G. 7. 8. 9. 10.

L-|:5i=t±:dq=t:j:=iD==:

Ex. 137.

In bar 4, the alto, after having resolved the 9th, ascends immediately to the 5tli, to prepare

the 9th in bar 5. This ascending to the 5th was a necessary step, as the melody ascended.

t

At bars 7 and 9, the 4th is prepared by the 5th. Why ? Because the fundamental bass ascends

a second.^

At bars 7 and 9, the fourth is prepared, but the 6th is «m-prepared ; this progression is called

a cadence, which will be I'ound explained at Example 138, c.

N.B.—It would tend very much towards the improvement of the pupil (not merely as it

regards dissonances, but in other respects also), were he to ?'e-harmonize the above Exercise, without

dissonances or inverted basses, proceeding after that to add the inverted basses and dissonances, and

then to compare his own production with the original exercise.

We shall now (at least for the present) discontinue to harmonize melodies with dissonances,

and proceed through a short course of modulation, into which they shall all be introduced
;
prepa-

ratory, however, to tliis it will be necessary that tlie pupil be made acquainted with a certin pro-

• See Example 134, bars 4 and.6. f See Example 114, and obserrationa. t Example 126, a.
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gression of chords railed a Cadence, which, when heard towards the end of a composition, r r judi-

ciously interwoven with modulation, is calculated to conduct the ear gently to a state of repose.

There are several species of cadences ; the most simple of these is

—

The Perfect Cadence,

Wlien the chord of the fundamental 1th, or dominant chord, proceeds direct to the tonic

All the others may be considered as auxiliaries, preparing the way, and leading to this, by

which a fir.nl close 1? ultimatelv cffccffd.

Ex. 138.

"^r

=i^iliE§-J
-e>-

~r^.

:c2; ^21

At I., is exhibited a perfect cadence, with which the pupil is fully acquainted (excepting, per-

haps, only the name).

It must have been observed, that by a continued course of modulation the ear is kept in j»

constant state of excitement, approaching absolutely to a painful sensation, so that it becomes de-

sirous of rest. To stop suddenly, however, upon any tonic, or key, at wliich we may have arrived,

would be anything but satisfactory ; therefore, when we may have modulated to any key, and desire

to come to a decided and satisfactory close, there the ear must be gradually prepared and soothed

into a quiescent state, by the introduction of a few chords, so constructed that they shall not only

have a tendency to conduct to a state of rest, but shall also be calculated to produce a strong im-

pression of the key in which it is intended the close shall take place.

The only chords suited for this purpose are those of the sub-dominant and dominant, for it will

be found that these chords, together with that of the tonic, embrace all the intervals of the diatonic

scale, so that, in fact, by hearing these three chords at the close of a modulation, we receive an im

pression of every intei-val of the key in which we thus desire to conclude. The above cadence,

at a, is a specimen.

However, as a frequent recurrence of these chords would produce monotony, the dissonance of

the 4th is introduced (as at h), which, in some measure, removes this objection.

On account of the frequency of the final cadence, composers have not only been induced t(

seek for every possible variety, but sometimes have even endeavoured to avoid it.g

In seeking for this variety, some liberties have been taken ; for instance, the dissonance of th

Cth has been introduced unprepared, producing thus the discord of the % (c). Another liberb^

was subsequently taken with the chord of the sub-dominant, by adding to it the 6th, and calling it

" the chord of the added 6th,"
||

omitting the chord of the % altogether, as in the following

Example 139 {d).

• Example 141, bars 1, 2, 3. t Ditto, bar 42. t D'tto, bare 12. 18.

§ From this circumstance have arisen those cadences callcJ false, imperfect, etc., all of whicli sliall be explained in thdr

proper places.

II
The pupil must not consider tliis chord a.s the fir,<t inversion, 9, of tl>» fuiuUmental Vth. S^f mhtr nJf.
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Ex 139.

N.B.—The 5th in tlie cliord of the added 6th is generally prepared, as if it were a dissonance.

Sometimes the 5th of the sub-dominant chord is omitted, and the added 6th doubled (e) ; and some-

times the octave is employed instead of the 5th (f). N.B.—When the key is minor, then the chord

of the sub-dominant must be minor too
{f, g).

Figuring Inverted Dissonances.

Having explained the nature of such cadences as are immediately necessary for our purpose,

we shall now show their practical use in a course of modulation, in which shall be introduced

eveiy dissonance, as exhibited in Example 12fi.

A few hints respecting the proper figuring of inverted basses when dissonances are introduced,

as also the principle upon which this figuring is established, shall first be given ; and to this it is

requested the pupil will pay strict attention.

First of all, let him remember that, besides the bass, there are only iliree intervals which form

the common chord, 8, 5, 3 ; and as each of these intervals, in its progression, may be suspended,

it is clear that there can be only three suspensions, viz., 9th, 6th, and 4th : that all dissonances by

suspension (in whatever form they may appear) are comprised in the above.

The 8th, suspended by the 9th, which may be prepared by any consonance except the Sth.

5th, 6th, prepared by any consonance but the Sth.

3rd, 4th, may be prepared by ang consonance, as also the fundamental 7th.

From this view of the subject, it is evident that, were no other than fundamental harmonies em-

ployed, the figures exhibited above, together with the fundamental 7th, would suffice to express

every chord required in harmony.* But, as these chords may be inverted,t it follows, Avhen an

inversion takes place, that the name, as well as the figures of the original intervals,! must be

changed also ; and were we to employ no dissonances, then the figures which are required for

the purpose of expressing the three inversions of the fundamental 7th, and the two inversions of

the common chord, would suffice to express every chord in music§; but, as the intervals which

arise from inversions may be suspended, it follows that the suspensions must necessarily require

to be figured also.

Under these circumstances, it is evident that an entirely new kind of figuring would become

necessary ; and chords, .the figuring of which in their simple inversions were easily imderstood

and as easily remembered, would now become so complicated and involved, that unless some means

were found to remedy this evil, great embarrassment would be the consequence. To this end it

was found advisable to figure the dissonance onlg, and then to extend lines back over the bass from

• See page 80, below. t See Inversions, Part IV. J Intervals of the fundamental basa.

§ The chord of the fundamental Sth excepted, which shall be explained in its proper place.
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tliose figures the intervals of which remained unsuspended, and thus the inversion of the chord, in

its simple state, would instantly be recognized. We shall illustrate this.

Ex. 140.

In bar 1, is exhibited a modulation from C to A minor by the first inversion. Here we

have introduced the dissonance of the 6th,* but (in consequence of the inversion) it requires to be

figured with a 4, and thus the chord would require to be figured s, quite a new chord to all

appearance ; however this ambiguity is prevented by the mode alluded to.

At 2, we have the second inversion of the dominant chord, in which we have introduced the dis-

sonance of the 4th, which (in consequence of the inversion) is figured 7, thus 4, another apparently

new chord, would be presented, but avoided as in the Example.

At 3, 4, the dissonance is in the bass, and therefore its resolution only requires to be figured.

Some composers do not express this chord by lines, but figure the dissonances from the bass i. '^-t

Both methods are here exhibited.

At 5, we have the same modulation and dissonance as at 1 ; here, however, the dissonance is

found in the bass. This chord would require to be figured thus, 3 ; another new figuring which is

avoided as in the example.

What has been said, as regards the method of figuring the above dissonances, when inverted,

may be applied to all the other dissonances when inverted.

With these few observations, we now present the pupil with tlie following Exercise, in which

he will find much useful matter and practical information. Let him make it a matter of

study, and then play it : above all, let him examine most viintiteh/ each prof/rcssion of the funda-

mental bass, for by it the whole mass of harmony is guided and directed. Let him remember

that it is by this means—and this alone—that he can clearly understand the matter contained in

this and all preceding Exercises, and thus be enabled hereafter to put into practice that knowledge

which he has already acquired, and which, perhaps, will at a future time be to him an inexhaustible

source of enjoyment, gratification, and delight.

Very few of the inverted basses are figured ; this the pupil (we believe) will be able to accom-

plish himself, from the previous information afforded upon the subject, especially as the fundamental

basses are figured throughout.

* Q, AYby ? A, Uvoauae the fundamcuUl baw asccuds a Srd, t See Ex. 134, bars 2, 5,
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Ex. HI

Exercises on Modulation, Dissonances, and Cadences.

1. 2. 3.
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The letters refer to cadunces. A. See Ex. 13S, a.

* See P:x. 140, 5.

V>. See Ex. 138, e. K. See Ex. 138,/. G. Sec Ex. 138, jr.

t See E.\. 140, 3. % See Ex, 140, 2.
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18. 19. 20.
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» Ex. 1-10, 3.



EXTENDED HAEMONY.

It will have been observed that hitherto our harmonies have been written so that between the

soprano, alto, and tenor, no space was left for the introduction of any other part.

A harmony thus constructed we shall call

Compressed Harmony.

T. n.

. 142.
<!

//.

'jr2'.

r

2s:
-o-

'JIZIZ

-<s>-
-s>-

Compressed Harmony. Extended Harmony.

g: :C3: la; 22:
52JL:
-22

HQ^rzc:
32: 32r I

If we examine the three positions of the common chord (at I), we find that in the second

position of the chord (a), the 3rd is placed immediately under the 5th ; in the third position (6), the

5th is immediately under the octave; in the Ji7-st position (c), the octave is immediately under the

3rd. If, however, we remove the 3rd from the chord at (a), and place it an octave lower (as atf/, II),

we shall find that the alto (at a) has changed place with the tenor (at d)

;

—that is, the note which

was the tenor (at a) occupies a place next the soprano (at (/). Ifwe remove the 5th of the chord (at h),

and write it an octave lower (as at e), a similar change takes place ; and so with the octave (at c and^.

This new arrangement of the intervals of the chord we shall call

Extended Harmoni/.

By which a new and striking effect is produced. Compare the following harmony at I and II.

Ex. 143.

i 6 ^'_X _ !i_ 6 ^
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In the preceding Ex. (at 1) is exhiltited compressed harinon? as usual, which (at II) appears

extended ; the original alto (at 1, a) is transferred an octave lowei to the tenor (at II, b) ; and the

original tenor (c) simply becomes the alto (at d).

The effect produced by the new distribution of the two parts will be better understood by play-

ing the alto and tenor together without the other parts, first as at I, and then as at II ; but that the

pupil may still more clearly comprehend the nature of extended harmony, let him harmonize the fol-

lowing Exercise (143, III) in compressed harmoni/, and play it,—then play it in extended harmony as

it now stands, and compare the different effects : this is the only legitimate way of forming a correct

judgment, and it cannot be too carefully studied'"'.

Ex. 143.

in.—ilelody harmonized with Extended. Harmony. ^
:]fir*:|: pi«:23=a^^x-(=2:e
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N.B. As the alto, when transposed thus an octave lower, is rather too low to be written in the

treUe clef, it will be more convenient (in order to avoid ledger lines) to write that part, at least for the

present, in the bass clef, as in the Examplef.

We shall now suppose the pupil engaged in harmonizing a melody in compressed harmony, which

he intends shall subsequently be changed into extended harmony ; in this case, the two following

rules must be carefully attended to.

First, " The bass part must not approach the Alto nearer than an Octave"

otherwise, the alto, when transposed into the tenor (an octave lower), will be found below the bass

;

and thus the tenor will in fact become the bass. This is clearly shown in the following Example,

wlicre the bass (in the compressed harmony at a) is nearer than an octave *o the alto ; in consequence

of which, the tenor (at a) is found below the bass (at b), and the harmony (as far as regards its inver-

sion) changed.

A melody harmonized with extended harmony may be played by two performers on one pianoforte, producing the effect ol a

quartet.

t It may be here noticed that almost all our modern arrangements for soprano, olto, tenor, and bass, are confined to the two
elefs, soprauo and basa
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Ex. 144.
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By tliis interchanging of parts, it is evident that a 4th must becunie a 5th ; therefore in the

coni/Jressed harmony observe this

Second Eule, " Consecutive iths must be avoided;''*

for, when the harmony is afterwards extended, these consecutive 4ths will become consecutive 5ths,

which are not allowed.

For example :—at c (compressed harinouy), are consecutive 4ths, which, at d (extended har-

mony), become 5ths.

The improper progression (in the present instance) arises from having selected the tJm-d inversion

of the fundamental 7th as the bass. By employing the second inversion (as at e), this faulty pro-

gression is avoided (as at/).

If the pupil carefully attends to these itvo rules, he may, without the least apprehension of

making mistakes, re-harmonize his former exercises with extended harmouies, and thus produce new

and unexpected effects.

Several other advantages result to us from this extension. For example :—when a melody

ascends or descends by great intervals (as in tlie following Example at a), the skipping of the chords,

which naturally arises from compressed harmony, is not only avoided by a partial extension (as at b),

in the following Example, but a smooth and llowing progression of the iiuier parts is obtained; the

, superior eliect of which, when contrasted with that at (a), needs scarcely be noticed.

Ex. 145
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When the melody falls by a great interval (as at a, in the following Example), the alto, in order

to obtain a smooth progression, is permitted, but sparingly, to cross over the soprano (as at b).

Ex. 146.

This will suffice to show the nature of extended harmony, and its application ; and whether we

employ it to prevent skipping, or for the purpose of interchanging the parts (as exhibited in Ex.

143), it will be found a most important auxiliary. The best advice that can be given the student,

in order to make himself fully and practically acquainted with the extraordinary diversity of effect

thus produced, is to re-harmonize his former productions with extended harmonies, and then to play

them*. A few modulations written by him thus (as in the following Ex. at I), and played, will be

found exceedingly useful
;

particularly so, if they are first written and played in compressed har-

mony. This extended harmony may be diversified, as at lit.

I.—Modulation with Extended Harmony.

, ^^._l_J_4-,_J_U-^-r-]-i^-4-r-l-^-J-J.-1-J-J-J-^-l-J-4.-l-^-

I I I I I I r I I r r
Ex.

II.—Diversification, to be continued by tlie Pupil.
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See note f, page 3.

g= t—\ I

t See alw Ex. 36 and 6£
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MAJOR AND MINOR.

It has already been stated that a major key stands closely allied to another called its " relative

minor*" ; and that it is by the 3rd of a chord we discover whether it is major or ininor'f.

If we carefully examine Ex. 63, we shall find that the harmonics there exhibited, as they arise

from the vibration of a string, do not produce a ininor but a major chordj.

We shall now proceed to explain

THE MINOR SCALE.

Its Origiji, Constntction, and Haimonies.

This will be found a most interesting subject, inasmuch as it opens to our view a new and

unbounded field of harmony. It is true the student is not altogether unacquainted with the natiu-e

of mxnor chords as regards modulation ; but it is only when major and minor chords are employed

conjointly in harmonizing melodies that their effect can be fully appreciated.

The major scale is derived from nature, as already shown : but the minor scale is partly

artificial; it is evident that a union of these two scales must produce an effect altogether different

from that which has hitherto preceded ; and of which the pupil is not at present capable of forming

an adequate conception.

The minor scale, then, as already said, is artificial ; but, in explaining its construction, we shall

as much as possible keep in view, and take for our model, the major (or original) scale as produced

by nature.

If we examine the scale of three sounds in Ex. 65, we find that the third or last sound is the

same as the 3rd of the chord of its generator (as appears also in the following Example at a).

As the tonic chordg has a major 3rd, and as the third sound of that scale is a repetition of the

8rd of the tonic chord, the scale is major.

Ex. 148.

Should we give the tonic chord a mmor 3rd (as at 5), then the scale, according to the above

principle, will be a minor scale ; for the third sound in that scale is a repetition of the 3rd of the

fconic chord.

• Page 47, Ei. 61. + Ex. 59.

§ The_/fri< chord of a scale we shall call the tome chord.

X See page 60, 6L
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*^ Minor Scale of Six Sonndsy

In constructing this scale, we shall pursue the same principle as that by which we were enabled

to construct the major scale*.

The following Example (at I) exhibits the major scale as we first discovered it, and in which

all the chord? are major ; but at II, the chords are all minor, the effect of which (when compared

with the original scale at I) is very far from being satisfactory.

Ex. 14y.

I.
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Let us try whether we can modify this scale so that, whilst we retain the impression of the

minor key, we shall still in some measure keep in view the principles by which the major scale was

established. In order to effict this object, it will be necessary that we change one of the minor

chords, at 11, into major ; but, as the first and third chords must be minor, it is clear that the

second chord onhi can be made major, see (a) in the following Ex. ; that the second chord is the one

which ought to be major is evident also from its being the dominant proceeding to its tonic, and

necessary to establish the kej'.

Ex. 150.

Having arran<jed the harmonv of the first scale of three sounds according to this principle

(as at a), the second scale must be arranged exactly in the same manner (as at b). Thus, by a union

of the two scales (at a and b) a scale of six sounds with its proper harmonies is produced.

Here, however, we find that a modulation to D minor has taken place ; and, as we modulated

to tliat key by its dominant A, so we must modulate back to the original key of A minor by its domi-

nant E, and we are furnished with the two last intervals of the scale of A minor, viz. : GJf to At,

at the same time, clearly showing the reason why from the (ith to the 7th of a minor scale must be a

• See page 51.

+ The pupil is strongly advised to read very carefully what has been stated upon that subject at page 58.
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tone and a half. Thus, then, we have a complete scale, artificial in its construction—inasmuch as it

is composed of major and minor chords.

Ex. 151 \

^^gE|^-«^i=
-j^—^^^ ^ESEi
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If we examine the preceding minor scale, we find that the second, fifth, and seventh, are

accompanied with major chords

—

characteristic of the major scale ; and, as the basses of these chords

are dominants, the fundamental 7tlis are added'^

If it shoidd be asked Why is the fundamental 7th not added to the third chord (k), that hass

being dominant to D ? We answer, it is true A is dominant to 1), but because the 3rd is minor it is

not a dominant chord (for every dominant cliord requires a major Srd), and consequently the funda-

mental 7th cannot be added. Not so at Qv), for there the chord is major, and the 7th ma>/ be

added.

If we further examine this minor scale, we fuid tliat the distance between the 2nd and 3rd,

5th and 6th, 7th and 8th, are semitones, and between the 6th and 7th a tone and a half. These are

all distinguishing characteristics of the minor scale ; hut esjyecialb/ the prof/ression between the Gth

and 1th ; the wailing and melancholy effect thus produced is peculiarly suited to express deep

sorrow and grief. The 6th of this scale is sometimes raised a semitone, to avoid this progression

of three half-tones; but is it not thus deprived of one of its most essentially characteristic beauties?

and is not also the preponderance of minor chords weakened, by one more than necessary being

made major?

Having now explained the minor scale on fundamental principles, we shall take that scale and

its harmony (as it appears in the last Example) for our guide, and harmonize a melody according to

its principles
;

preparatory to which, it is only necessary to state that the rules are (with very few

exceptions) tlie same as already taught in the preceding part of the work ; that is to say, the four

rules of harmonizingt, the adding of dissonances, &c. &c., are all applicable here ; the only additional

rules refer to those parts of the scale wliicli require major chords— as follow

:

" The second and seventh of the scale must always be accom2)anied with major chords.^'

" The fifth of the scale may be accomijanied with either major at minor."

• See page 29.

t See page 16, 31, .3"), 88. We are desirous to draw the attention of the student to these /owr ruks of hamionidDg, in order

that lit' may see their applicability to the harmonizing of minor melodies.
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With rfspect to the accompaniment of the 5th, some judgment and caution are necessary
;

hecause, as the fifth of the scale and the fifth of the tonic (or key chord) are the same intervals,

a mistake in the selection of the harmony of that interval, with reference to major or minor, might

easily be committed ; however, by a little reflection and practice, this may hereafter be effectually

avoided. For further explanation the pupil is referred to Ex. 164.

It must not be expected that minute directions will be given how the pupil should proceed on

all occasions ; tliat would indeed be impossible ; he must put into practice the knowledge he has

acquired, and exercise his own ingenuity ; if he does so, and carefully examines the exercises with

which he will he fm-nished as he proceeds, it will be a wonder if he misses his way.

The following is an illustration of what has been stated, and we will analyse it.

A Minor Mehch/ harmonized with Extended and Comjwessed Harmony.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

Ex. Vo-1

The exercise commences with the 5th of the scale, which mual have a minor chord ; why it must be thus accompanied requires

no explanation. N.B. As the .5th is here repeated, we have employed the fourth rule of harmonizing*.—At 2, the second rule

has been introducedf, because the fourth of the scale descends one degree. Bars 3, 7, 15, cadencesj. At 4, dissonance of the |.

At 5, the octave being repeated, the third rule is employed§. At 6, the fifth accompanied by a minor chord. Why ? Because

the second part of the minim is accompanied by the fourth rule, which requires a major chord ; had the fifth been accompanied by

a mo/or chord, then <tco major chords would have followed each other in immediate succession, which for the present should be

svoided.

At 9, a 7th by license is introduced in compressed harmony ; at 10, the harmony is extended, to prevent skipping||. By the

• See page 38. + Page 31. % See cadences, page 116.

II
See page 4, Ex. 145.

§ Page 35.
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introduction of this licensed 7th, the harmony of t''e succeeding tonic chord is of course deprived of its 6th
,
which, however, h

amply compensated by the effect produced by the "itu Compare the effect produced at bar 5 in extended harmony with 13 in

compressed.

The attention of the student is particularly directed (at 10) to the progression from F to GJf ; the peculiar effect this pro-

{jression proiuces has already been alluded to in page 127, Ex. 151.

It has Iteen generally remarked, and with great truth, that one example often effects more

towards elucidating a subject than pages of explanation ; we shall, therefore, give a few specimens,

showing how certain portions of the preceding melody may be variously harmonized ; more

especially with regard to the accompaniment of the fifth of the scale, as exhibited in the following

Example.

17. 18. 19.

Ex. 163

20. 21.

I
1 J JitJ -J- !

w--r^-
•I

—

V i::

'4 i J. J

1 25. I

J*L

'^—'^21 rx^W-

26.

J. -?- -* J-

—I
1 1-^

6 9

Bar 17. 'J'he fifth of the scale accompanieil liy a major fhord. Compare this harmony with liar (i.

Bar 18. The fifth, accompanied ^^r.f* by a miixir, and then by a major chord. Compare as above.

Bar 20. In order to preserve a flowini; melody in the bass, the 7tli in the tenor is permitted toasi-i'iid. This liberty, however

must be used sparingly. Compare the progression of the b.^ss at 19 and 20 with that of the alto, 21, 22.

These specimens also exhibit several modes of extending the harmony. It will be observed that, in bars 22, 28, 25, it is

extended beyond the limits pointed out in Kx. 143 ; nevertheless, it may be employed thus with very gieat effect. Compare these

specimens from bars 10 to 20 with bars 9, 10. 11.

To enter into a full explanation of these various s]ipcimriis woidd only tend to frustrate our

design, which is, that the student should examine ami judge lor himself, and become practically

acquainted with that, which no specilic rules can ever convey :— viz., f/eiieral effect.

Let it be observed, that no new rules have here been introduced ; all has been effected by the

simple application of the "four rules of harinoiiiziug," with wliicli tlie stiulent was before familiar.

We shall now proceed to introduce a most important cliord in harmony : viz.
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THE CHORD OF THE MINOR NINTH.

It will be in the recollection of the student, tliat, when we explained the resolution of the

chord of the fundamental 7th"", we were particularly anxious to draw his attention to tiuo intervals

of that chord : viz., the 3rd and 7th ; the former of which ascended a semitone direct to the octave

of the tonic, whilst the latter descended a semitone to the 3rd of the succeeding chord. It is a fact

worthy of notice, that when these two intervals are heard together, in the situation represented at

(a) in the following Example, an immediate and powerful tendency to attract each other is mani-

fested between themf. —^^—r
^^ d.

^\

Ex. 154.

When these two intervals, however, are placed in a reversed position (as at h), then how oppo-

site the effect ! ! no sympathy is manifested between them ; no desire to approach each other

;

indeed a contrary feeling is exhibited :—a desire to separate ; to fly off in opposite directions.

It is by these two intervals, ascending and descending by semitones, that the whole mass of

harmony is guided and directedt.

Now let the student mark ;vell—when the 7th descends a semitone, the chord into which

it descends will be a Tnajor chord {a, b) ; but, when the 7th descends a whole tone, the chord into

which it descends will be a minor chord (c, d).

In this latter case it is evident, that, in consequence of the 7th descending a ivhole tone, the

equilibrium which subsisted, as it were, between these two jiarts before, is now destroyed ; and, in

order to restore it, some other interval must be found, by which this object shall be accomplished
;

in other words, an interval must be added to the chord of the fundamental 7th, which (whilst the

3rd ascends a semitone) shall descend a semitone ; and as the 7th in the first instance indicated the

approach of a major chord, so the interval sought for shall be calculated to indicate the approach

of a minor chord.

Here the question arises,

—

ivhere, and Jmr, shall we find this interval ?—^We answer,—by

applying once more to that inexhaustible fountain from which we have obtained all our previous

knowledge.

In examining Ex, 63, we find that the harmonics of the generator produce not only a common

chord|, the chord of the fundamental 7th, and a scale with its fundamental basses ;—but the

• See page 25, also 41.

f The truth of this observation will be attested by everj intelligent vocalist and perfoiuier on wind and string instrumejit*

(not the pianoforte).

% A vi'ijor coord (let it be remembered), not a imnoT
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cliord of the fumlamental 9th also ; and tliis 9th, let it be well observed, is a major 9th. See the

following Ex. 155 [a).

The student is requested to pa// particular attention to ivhat follows.

That nature furnishes a major chord, and that a mnjor chord may be changed into minor by

ioAvcring its oi'd a half tone, has already been shown" : now (referring to the following Ex.) let us

proceed upon the same principle with the 9th ; and, as we have lowered the tuird of the common
chord a semitone, and made it minor, let us lower the ninth a semitone and make it likewise

minor (b) ; it will then descend a semitone upon tlu; 5th of the tonic (c), whilst the 3rd ascends a

semitone to the octave, and thus the equilibrium of these two intervals in their progression is

preserved.

The whole of the chord of the minor 9th is exhibited at [d). It will be observed, that at («)

the niiijor 9th descends into the 5th, a wltole tone, whilst the 7th descends but a half tone,

producing a major chord ; but that at ((/), whilst the minor 9th descends a half tone into the 5th,

the 7th descends a ivltole tone into the 3rd, producing thus a minor chord.

Having fully explained the nature of the minor 9th, and from whence it is derived, and

having shown the necessiti/ of its introduction, we shall now proceed to point out

*' How practically/ to incorporate the Minor 9th with tlie Chord of the Fundamental 7th."

As the minor 9th will be found a major s('mitone+ above the octave, it is only necessary to

remove the octave, and insert in its place a note a major half tone higher, and that note will be the

minor 9th. As this minor 9th (Uke the fundamental 7th) requires no preparation'^, we shall call it

The Fundamental Minor 9</;||,

which may be introduced into any dominant chord.

At {e) in the following Example, II, is the chord of the fundamental 7th; the octave is marked

to be expunged.

/. The minor 9th is inserted in its place.

g. The minor 9th is resolved, descending a semitone, into the 5th of the following chord.

Tago 45. t See Ex. 63.

} A note, raised or lowered a semitone witliout chaiitiing tlie name of that note, is oalleil a minnr stinitone. A nolo, wliicl:

cuangos its name when thus raifcd or lowered, is called a viojor semitone.

§ Thus it may easily be distinsuislied from tlie dissonance of tlie Otli by fii.ytnisluii, which requires prtparolion.

11
Or ch'uil of the minor 9th ; the fuudameutal '.'th ; or siniiJ".- the minor 'Jth ; bv which the whole chord is to be understood.
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A. The chord in different positions.

i Tlie 9th is resolved on the same bass into the octave, like a dissonance by suspension.

/•

~N-

li^iii=iiii=tea:eS^a=l
9 IS 19

II.

As tlie minor 9th resolves into the 5th, another dissonance of the 6th presents itself, prepared

/)y the 9th ; the rule for which is :

" When the fundamental bass ascends a ith, the dissonance of the (ith, prepared hy the 9th, may

he introduced."

See the following Example, at a ; and, as the same progression of the fundamental bass admits

of the 4th prepared by the 7th*, these two dissonances may be combined, as at b.

Ex. 156.

Betore we proceed to the immersion of the fundamental chord of the minor 9th, the student is

recommended to exercise himself on that chor-l, by modulating through all the relative nniivr kei/s ;

a specimen of which is given in the following Example. Previous to entering upon that exercise,

however, a few preparatory questions like the following will be found useful

Q. How do you discover the minor 9th?

A. The minor 9th is fouud a major semitone above the octave.

Q. What is the minor 9th to G ? A. A flat.

Q. Why is it not G sharp?—For G sharp and A flat are represented by the same key on the pianoforte?

A. Because G sharp is nut a major semitone above G, but only a iiiiiior semitone j it would be » xharjj octaie to i

Q . A\hat is the minor 9th to B flat? A. C flat.

Q. What G sharp? A. A natural.

L. S natural.Q. What-

Q. What-

D sharp ?

Eflat? A. F flat.

• See Ex. 1 21



Ex. 157.

INVERSIONS OF THE MINOR NINTH.

Modulation throiufh the Relative Minor Keys iintli the Minor Ninth.
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N.B. A modulation (such as the above) consisting entirely oi fundamental chords of the minor

9th, is not very grateful or soothing to the ear
;

quite the contrary, indeed ; but, when judiciously

introduced, these chords produce eftects quite electrifying.

Inversion of the Chord of the Minor 9th.

As the chord of the fundamental 7th contains th'ee intervals besides the bass, and may there-

fore be inverted three times*, so tlie chord of the fundamental 9th, because it contains four intervals

beside the bass, may be inverted four times.

It is necessary to observe that any inversion of the fundamental 7th may at once be converted

into an inversion of the minor 9th by merely removing the interval which represents the octave,

and writing in its place a note a major half tone higher ; as in the following Example.

Chonl Chord
of the 7th. of the minor 9th. First luversion. Second Inversion. Third Inversion. Fourtli Inversion. Ditto.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Ex. ^3^

-^—
-^ T

§^f3Ml
(76 ^
4 5-2

be
4

fll^?J
At 1, the chord appears as the rhord of the fiiiiilaiiieiilal 1th, with the octave marked to be txpiiiiged.

At 2, the octave is expunged, and the 9th, E flat, written in its phice; whicli 9th resolves on the 5th of the follo'.ving tonic

chord at 3.

At 4, this chord appears in the first inversion. D, the octave (which would here appear as a 6th), is expunged, and tlie

minor 9th put in its plaee, wliich, in consequence of the inversion, ro(iuire8 to be figured with a 7. The chord is called the diminished

7tht.

N.B. Had the minor 9th not been introduced, it wouhl have been the cliorj of the
J.

At 5, is exhibited the second inversion, ^
N.B. Had the 9th not been introduced, it would liave been the chord of the 4.

At 6, third inversion, fa
J4

N.B. Without the 9th, it wouM have been ji-

At 1, fourth inversion. As the 9th itself is in the inverted bass, we need only figure the original 8rd, thus: J}2 (sharp 2nd),

us at 8.

• Sea Part IV, on Inversions.

f Because this 7th is one sejnitone less than the fundaimutal 7th. N.B. Thia chord Laa been most uuaccuunt.ibly luistakeB

for ekjundnmenlal choru ^eo page 129, minor 9tli, and ICx. \oi.
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Having now shown tlie four inversions of the chord, it will be necessary to make u few

nbuervations upon each of tliem.

Observation I.

As the essential intervals of the fmulamental 7th are the 3rd and 7th""', so those of the minor

i)th are the 3rd and Othf; by these tioo latter intervals we are always enabled clearly to distinguish

the cliord of the fundamental 7th from that of the minor 9th and its inversions ; nevertheless,

the fundamental 7th must not be omitted wlien we write that chord ; for, the omission of that

iiuerval would deprive the following tonic chord of its 3rd.

Observation II.

The 3rd and 9th must therefore be continually kept in view ; and, under whatever figures these

two intervals may be represented in the various inversions, they are at once recognized ; for, the

3rd will always require a mark of elevation (sucli as a sharp or natural), and the minor 9th one

of dejjressio7i. In one word, these two intervals are always marked by accidentals of an ojjjwsiie

nature (wliich can never occur in an inversion of the fundamental 7th), and therefore must always

be figured ; the other intervals of the chord need not to be figured, unless they recpiire accidentals

;

for instance, in the preceding Example, at 4 (first inversion), the original 3rd, F sharp, is in the

inverted bass ; all, therefore, that is required is to figure the 9th, which is here represented by a !77.

At 5, second inversion, the Jf6 represents the original 3rd, F sharp ; and the bo represents the

original 9th, E fiat.

At G, third inversion, the Jt4 represents the original 3rd (FJf) and the ^, the original 9th (E flat).

At 8, fourth inversion, the J{2 represents the original 3rd, F sharp ; and the inverted bass that

of the 9th, E flat.

We shall now illustrate what has been said on the preceding Examples, by giving separate

Exercises on each of the inversions.

Exercise on the Chord of the Diminished 7th.

* See Ex. 154, a. h. t See Ex. 155, c.
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a..

1. 2 III.
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It will be observed that, at bar 4, 5, the Dth, instead of descending into the 5tli of the succeeding

tonic, descends into the octave on the s'Jine bass ; and thus the chord of the minor 9th is changed

into the fundamental 7th*. See Ex. 155, II, i

N.B. This Exercise, as well as the following, the student is advised to play.

At II, the same Exercise with extended harmony. The tenths between the tenor and bass

produce a good effect.

N.B. The tenor from 2 to 3 has ascended, by which the 3rd of the chord is doubled, which

produces a good effect ; especially in a minor key.

jVt III, the same Exercise diversified, which the pupil is required to finish himself, and thou

play.

N.B. It is necessary to observe, that an iiiijKifect 5th is always allowed to precede or succeed

a perfect 5tli in consecutive progression ; the law is only against a consecutive progression of ^je/^Jjc^

5ths. Let this be well kept in mind. The consecutive 5ths between the tenor and bass, therefore,

in the above Ex. (x) are permitted ; this miiy, however, be easily prevented, as at // and z.

Exercise on the Second Inversion of the Minor 9th.

1.

Floured „ .'•.
, „,,"

J^.)
original 9th.

2. 3.

Ex. 160.

piliz«siyp^|^iil|i|=l
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In the above Ex. the 5th (B) in the inverted bass, bars 1, 2, instead oi' descendiiu/ as usiiul, *>•-

caidj, to prevent the ajjpearunce of consecutive Stiis between the tenor and iuverted bass.

Partakin;; of tlie character of the 'Jtli by suspcusioa
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Exercise on the Third Inversion of the Minor dth.

V J ti original 3rd.
Figured (J

.*. , „.," 73 original 9th.

I

Er. 161

i
2.

:£

9^
Enharmonic change.

i^:^:
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56
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^E^^:
jf":

fe ^ -p-

"•
ijc To be finished by the pupil.

The only observation which we shall make upon the preceding Exercise is that, at bar 1, the

note B, the original 5th (but here the 6th from the inverted bass), instead of descending upon A,

the octave, ascends in bar 2, to E the 3rd of the bass*. By thus proceeding, the 3rd of the

inverted bass is doubled, which produces a very good effect. Let the student write this exercise in

extended harmony and play it. The commencement of it is as follows at II; to which the

student may add such dissonances as he finds most eifective.

Extended Harmony.

1

3
-<s»- =P2: ?s>-

T'
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z^"- '^^
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Exercise on the ith Inversion of the fundamental 9th, or Sharp Second.
^2 original 3rd.

Bass original 9tb.

a. b. e.

Ex. 162. s
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At a, the 9th being in the inverted bass, resolves of course upon the 5th of rts tonic (6), and

produces the second inversion of that chord, (Jt). At c, we have the %'l again ; here, however, the

9th resolves into the octave. When the chord of the if2 resolves into the 4th, it produces the effect

of the 4 by suspension, which is not very satisfactory. The following Example shows several modes

of avoiding this.

* This process may always be adopted when the dominant chord is in the 2nd position, and tlie or'' inversion emplo3e,l

t See Ex. 158, bars 7 and ».
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I.

Ex. 163.
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In the preceding Ex. at b, the resolulion of the chord | is treated as an unprepared'^ discord

by suspension. At c, nearly so ; because the \ is not resolved upon the same bass, but is immediately

followed by an inversion. At d, another method.

We shall now introduce the student to the

FIFTH AND LAST KULE OF ITAKMONIZING.
" Wlum the Sixth of the Scale descends one degree, it may be accomjjanied by tlw Dominant, to ivhich

it ivill be a Minor ^th\."

When the above rule is employed, the 5th of the scale, whether preceding or succeeding that

interval, must be accompanied with a minor chord. See a, b.

tt^Si—j——P—U—

I

1

&—O^G,>—\ —&>-"-
Ex. 164.

In like manner, should the fourth of the scale, in descending, be accompanied by the dominant,

then the fifth of the scale immediately preceding that interval must also have a minor chord, c.

When several intervals of the chord of the tonic immediately succeed each other in a melody,

they must all be accompanied by minor chords (d) ; and it would, therefore, be incorrect to accom-

pany the 5th as at e g.

N.B. When the fourth rule of harmonizing is employed ( vhicli we know refers to the .5th of the scale), that interval may I'O

ch.inKCcl into the (Jth, ami then accoinijaiiied by the /if th rule. Kor example, the key is A minor, the .'ith of the scale is E ; and, ius

that 6th is re/Kdlfil, we have accompanied it accordin'f; to the fourth rulejl, viz., by the (iominaut (see Kx. 163, H, 1). .\t 2, how-

ever, we have chanf,'ed the 5th (E), previously accompanied by the dominant, into the 6th (F), and then accouipauied il according

to the Jij III rule. At 3 and 4 is exhibited a similar process, which is pnferahle to thojirst.

• See N.B. page l;!">. t See Ex. 133.

t This rule could not be introduced sooner, as it is founded upon the chord of the minor 9th.

§ See page ll'8—Ubservution on the accompaniment of the oth iii minor scale, aad £x. 152.

Il
iSec paj;-, o».
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Let us now harmonize a few melodies in minor keys.

In order to show the variety which may be produced in harmonizing even by tlie chords of the

tonic and dominant only, when aided by the minor 9th, the following melody is constructed so that

no other harmony is required but what arises out of the progression of these two chords (as will be

seen by the fundamental bass), assisted by a few dissonances which natui-ally present themselves in

the course of that progi'ession.

A ir harmonized uith the Minor dth.

3. 4. 5. 6.

Ex. 165.

'i'Le iiieloily at 7 and 8 in the soprano is imitated in the bass, at barsBars 2, 11, thujij'lh rule of harmonizing is introduced.

8 and 9.

15ar3 9 and 10 in the alto are imitated in the bass, 15, 16.

Bars 9 and 10 in the tenor are imitated in the soprano, 15, 16,

The Dissonance of the '1th, bar 2 (tenor), combined with the ininor 9th in soprano (arising out of the fifth rule), will be

found very effective. The gradual deaceuiUiKj progression of the alto from the 9th to tlie lUtli bar, wliilst the tenor thus ascendi

to the 9tli, is very effective, and produces two melodies, which are subsequently imitated by the soprano and bass (bars 15, 10).

At 15 is the fourth inversion of the minor 9th.

In bars 3—7 we have employed first the 8th and then the 9th, by which a more melodious harmony is produced in the

tenor. In Ex. 160, and others, we permitted the minor 9th to descend into the octave; here this progression is reverseJ. At bar

9, the minor 9th in the alto descends to the 8th, whilst the 8th in the tenor ascends to the 9th. These interchanges an\ongst the

parts never fail of producing a good effect.
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Ex. 166.

m
iri: z:£EE:^i-=d--i3iJ-.E£ '^- I

This Ex. exhibits the second part of the preceding melody, and is so constructed as to admit

the harmony of the sub-dominant ; which will be found a great addition to the general effect.

In tlie latter part of bar 19, the 5th of the scale is accompanied by a iiiajor chord; and, as it

thus becomes a dominant, we are enabled to introduce the fundamental 7th and minor 9th.

Let this be particularly remembered, as much depends upon it ; for, had the lifth of the scale

at 19 been accompanied by a minor chord, then all the advantages which we have derived from the

7th and 9th would have been lost : we would reiterate, let this be well kept in mind.

The remarkably smooth and flowing progression observable throughout all the parts, is in a

great measure, to be attributed to the introduction of tlie minor 9th.

If the pupil examines and compares the harmony of bar 19 with that at 23, he will perhaps

better eomprehend and more fully appreciate the importance of the rule: " The 5th of the Minor

Scale may be accomjmnied by either a Major or Minor Chord." And no less important is the fourth

rule of harmonizing, viz. :
'' T/ie 5th, ivheii repeated, may be accompanied by the Dominant."

Again we would reiterate—Compa/'eTHE simple melody of baus 19 and 23; then the harmony,

and then the rules by which it has been eflected.

CHANGING MAJOR MELODIES INTO MINOR,

FOK THE PURPOSE OF UAUMONIZING.

The themes which are furnislied in tlie former part of this work* may be changed into minor

in the following manner: first, by merely altering the signature; in tliis case, the na)iui of the key

remains unchanged. By way of illustration, let us take a theme written in C major ;
we will change

it into C minort. How ? By placing three flats as a signature^, and tlien, by raising the 7th of the

scale (wheresoever it may appear) a minor semitone, tlie theme will be in a minor key. In the key

of C minor, the 7tli is B flat ; we therefore plar.e a natural before it, to raise it a half tone.

Secondly, the major key may be changed into its relative minor by merely transposing it a

minor 3rd lower ; in that case, tlie name of the key is changed, but the slynature remains unaltered.

Q. Suppose we were to change theme No. 2, pa«e 17, into minor, aeconiiiii,' to the first case, what signature would be required ?

A. Two Hats ; and/, being the 7th of the scale, should bo raised a semitone.

• See page 17, 24, 37, 10. t Coiled irrelative minor. J See page 17.
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tj. Suppose we change it into minor according to the second case, what signature will it require ?

A. Tlic signature will remain as it now is ; but the theme must be transposed a minor third lower, and D be raised a

iemilMe, as being the 7th of E minor.

When a theme has thus been changed into minor, the Jive rules of harmonizing may be employed.

In pianoforte music, especially, the minor scale is frequently employed as a mere passage of

effect ; in this case, composers have agreed sometimes to raise the 6th of the scale a half tone in

ascencUmj {a) ; but, in descending, to lotoer the 6th and 7th a half tone (as at h in the following

Ex.), some authors write the descending scale as at c, preserving thus the true and genuine character

of the minor

Miyior Scale, arising out of Passing N^ofes.

Ex. 167.
^^r^-^*f*S^^

This apparent anomaly arises from the scale on these occasions being chieily composed of

passing notes*, of which, in the present instance, the common chord of A minor is the foundation.

We shall here harmoiiize the minor scale descending ; employ the minor 9th, and add such

dissonances as may produce the best effect.

Ex. 1138.1

;
I

i Mil
I I I

rrrr

4J-J-J-r-lM-4-J-

II ri 1 1

I i7r-rr-i

m--
xzzzjTszrzz. jCE.

;rzzq:

^ o- -&- -s>- -^ &- -m-

In the above Ex. we have taken advantage of the 5th rule of harmoniziug, by accompanying

the Gth of the scale with the dominant, instead of the snh-dominant ; and thus the progression from

the dominant to the sub-domiwint (which would have involved consecutive 5ths and 8ths) is avoided.

The following Example illustrates, in a p'^ctical form, and in a regular and uninterrupted

progression, all that has been said on the subject of the four inversiom of the chord of the minor

9tb ; to which are added sucli of the dvisonances as are calculated to produce the best effect,

interspersed with cadences ; so tliat the whole receives thus a rhythmical form.

As the fundamental and inverted basses are all figuredt, a minute and particular analysis of

the Exercise is not requisite ; but the few observations at the end may assist the pupil.

* To be cxijlaiucd heveaf tcr. * A separate staif has been added, to prevent the figured bass appearing crowded.



EXERCISE ON MINOR NINTH AND ITS FOUIi INVERSIONS.

1. 2. , 3.
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^-•'^^- g- -TZJ-^^^^r^-^T-H- ^^=^
\^=^9^Erl

Ex 169.

;•&

" 'Andante

sostenido.

m^ IZJZ

^^mt±i
^m "frr

h^ rinf.

:Z^

^
^P-

1fc2: :=^

C3^

I&
Ibv. Bass figured

• Produced by the suspeuMon of the .itli liy tlie Otli, prepared by the minor 9th. See fundamental base, also Ex. 15G.
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15. 10. 17.

I
1

1 ^i ^frr^r ! I
I

I

I I
I

i I .

-<s>-
i2Ci-
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^^-

-A- i^?=^ is- rcc^i
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fer--

b^
H2 > be

be
b4 b7

^P=p:
—I 1—r- :fe 32p:

-©-

\rl t;

—

t79-

t?7- b§
17

be
tr4

+
-?::i
— "-D o =» er-' WB-

—~^
SHORT ANALYSIS.

Bar 2. The 8rd of the chord, C sharp, is selected as the inverted bass, consequently first inversion of the chord of the 9th-

diniinished 7th. See Ex. 158, bar 4, and Kx. 169.

Bar 12. The 5th has been selected—second inversion, ()6. See Ex. 158, bar o, and Ex. ICO.

Bar 7. The 7th third inversion, S^. See Ex. 158, bar 6, and Ex. 161.

Bar 20. The 9th fourth inversion, [^2. See Ex. 158, bar 7, and Ex. 163, </.

This will suffice to shovr how the inve/sinn.'! of the fundamental 9th may be employed most effectively. We shall

out a few of the dissoiiances which are introduced in the Example. See fundamental bass.

From bar 4 to 5 bass ascends a fourth, dissonance of 4th in soprano, prepared by 7th.

now point

- 5 to 6 -

-10 to 11-

-11 to 12-

- 7

— second,

fourth,

fifth.

fourth,

-4th in bass,

-4th in alto,

-6th in alto,

5th.

8th.

8th.

9th

Bars 9, 14, 19, 23, various cadences.

• See note in the preceding page.

f In order to produce the proper effect, when playing this and the following exercise, it should be kept in min:1, that 'Jiej

botli form 07ie exercise, and must be performed without interruption.
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ArvRANOEMENT FOR PIANOFORTE.
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27.

^r»—r*'-T*-
-^^

•fS-
P»^

I I ;

Ex. 170.

\
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31.
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32.
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-SI- -Si-
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34.

I

-<Si-
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35.
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—
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30. 37.

^5*^
38.

^••'-l»•

3r3ig:ga__,^.B^
30.

-0-

ft?^Fr^^^g^-rrr,^f^rFr- ^7,*pf^B_f^pe^.
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ARRANGEMENT FOR PIANOFORTK

The above Ex. n>ay be viewed as a continuation of the precede, written for
^^^^^^'^^^^ gfthTSc" appearfo^Z

and 25 is (with an occasional slight change) carried through the whole Exerc.se. From bar

right hand From bars 36 to 41 the subject is reversed in the bass.

ASm interesting natter .i,. be .e.u.ed hereafte. we sh»n lor

'^'^^jf^j^^^ZI^
It.. mW.l of the pupil the necessity of studying what has l«en already sa,d «>th care



MODULATION IN MELODIES
BY THE INTRODUCTION OE ACCIDENTALS*.

It will be obsei-ved that all the melodi('.-< hitlierto Jiftrmomzed, commenced, continued, and ended

la the sarne key ; and that all diversity of harmon}- (shown in so great a variety of examples) was

produced through the instrumentality of the thi'ee fundamental basses (tonic, dominant, and sub-

dominant) ; by the employment of theybwr rules of harmonizing ; by inverted basses, &c., «Scc.

It shall now be shown how a melody, commencing in one key, may, through the means of an

accidental, be made to modulate into another.

This is a subject of considerable importance, and calcvilated to open a very vnde field for our

niture operations in Hannony. In order that the student may be enabled fully to enter into its

nature and s])irit, and to imderstand the principles on which it is established, he is strongly recom-

mended carefully to re-peruse what has been stated respecting tlie origin of Melody and Harmonyf,
and scales of three soundsj. From wdiat has been there said, it is clear that a scale consists in reahty

of only thret sounds, accompanied by tu;o fundamental basses (tonic and dominant)?. The intervals

of these two chords, including the fundamental seventh, wall be found to comprise, in all, six sounds

;

thus

:

Ex. 171.

Now let it be carefuUy observed, that, whilst we employ no other intervals in constructing a
n«el()dy but such only a.s are contained in the above example ; and use no other fundamental basses

but the tonic and dominant ; then the melody and harmony wall remain in the same key ; nor can any
departure out of that key take jjlace.

Thefollowing Melody is constructed on, this Principle, and continues therefore in the Original Key.

Ex. 172.

^ ^
?=

m(t. r r ^ E=& ^^
That no accidental can be introduced in tlie preceding melody without immediately disturhing

the natural order of the progression, is self-evident; tlicrefore, whenever we perceive a sharp or any

other accidental placed before an interval in a melody, which does not belong to that melody or scale,

we must conclude that a sound has been introduced which is foreign to the original key, and with

which, consequently, tlie two I'undamental basses of that key can have no connexion. Under these

circumstances, it is clear that another bass must be found to accompany that foreign sound.

For example ; let us suppose that we are required to harmonize the following melody, wntten

in the key of C :^

i'^. 17i^•fe
^

;Se:

• Sli.'.rps. ti.its. or imhiTiils. t I'li.^c 4!> to "i"!. t
^'''^- "^S, it.

{ 'i'\u\ suhiloiiiinant am be considered at present in no other liglit th.in an t/f toxic of another Boale of three sounJa.

(S^EJ.(>7,Sic.,.U.)
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We know that the key of C has neither shai-p nor Hat ; but here we meet witli an FJJ ! ! Now, aa

this FJt foi-ms no part of the key of C, it cannot be accompanied by either of the fundamental basses

belono-ing to the key of C ; and the question is, how shall we find that othei' bass with which this

FJf may be accompanied ? We reason thus : This Fif belongs to the key of G (to the octave of wliich

it ascends by a half-tone) ; we conclude, therefore, that a modulation to the key of G is contemplated*.

Now, as no modulation can lie effected but through the instrumentaliti/ of the dominant of the key

to which we modulatet ; and as D is the dominant to G ; it follows, that D is the only proper bass

which, on this occasion, can accompany the note FJf ; and thus a modulation to the key of G ia

estabhshed.

N.B. The foreign interval, introdixced tlnis, we shall call

" A note {or the note) of modulation."

In illustration of the above, we give the following example :

Ex. 174. 1. 5.

Molodv.

Inv. Bass.

Fund. Bass.

7^ ^^=Ftr- nf-Tr^f^f^-rnrftm^
35 g=?g=f#

i S3-Mm 1

r=1fT^33
Oadeuce.

\^m ^ jd^_.^i
Generator.

Bonit.

JE^EE^ESS -^m
Generator. "5"

N.B. Tlie notes placed under the fundamental ba3sea point out the generators of the scales of three sounds, or key in which Wd are for

the time being : and the dominant, marked thus ^, may be considered as the door which leads to the new key. See Jlodulation, Ex. CO

and 6".

The preceding melody continues in the original key of C until it arrives at Fit (bar 3). Here a

modulation takes place to the key of G, by " the note ofmodidation," FJf. This FJf is accompanied by

D. Why "? Because it is the dominant to G.

N.B. After a modulation has been thus effected, every succeeding interval of the melody must

be accompanied by the fundamental basses of the new key (thus—G is no^v the tonic, and D the

dominant), until another " note of modulation " presents itself, by which we are dii-ected to another

keyt
Q. In what key is the above melody written ?—A. In tlie key of C.

Q. Does FJ belong to tliat key ?—A. It does not.

Q. How does FJf proceed ?—A. It ascends a half-tone to O.

(J. With what b.oss have you accompanied FJf ?—A. With I) ; because D is dominant to G.

Q. As the note FJf lias ascendtd liy a half-tone to G, you conclude tliat a niodul.ation to G has been effected. Now suppose the key to

be Q, and you should meet with a Cjf, to what key would you modulate?—A. To the key of D.

(). With what bass would yo>i accompany the note CJf 't—A. With A ; because A is dominant to D.

(I. But suppose G i had lieen the note of modulation 'f—A. Then I should modulate to A, by the dominant E.

Q. Why is the note A. bar 4, .iccompanied liy tlie b.-iss I) ?—A. Because A is the second of the scale of G, and requires to -jn

aooompanied by the dominant.

Q. Is FJf, bar C, a note of modulation ?—A. No ; it is the 7th of the scale of G.

This will suffice to show the naUtre and proiierty of a " iwte of modulation ," and how it is to be

treated when it ascends a half-tone^.

We shall now proceed to point out another " note of modulation," the progression of which is

diametrically opposite to the former ; for it descends a half-tone, and modulates to a key. to the tonic

of -srhich the note vxpon which it has thus descended vsdll be a major 3rd.

By this descendinr/ " note of modulation " we are enabled to modulate back to the o'riginal key,

* The key of G is the first which i)re8ents itself in the circle of keys requiring a sharp. (See pages C, 04.)

t See page G3. Pai-t III. on Modulation, Ex. 70.

\ See Part III.

. Let it be kept in mind that the half-tones here spoken oi (wlietlier ascending or descending) are n>i:jvr half-tone*.
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Thefollomng Melodi/ modulates out of the Original A'o/. <(iid afterivards returns to it.

Ki ITo. 1. 2. 8. .1. -,.
'

e. 7. 8.

Soprano.

Alto.

Tenor.

Boss.

Inverted &
l''nn<l. B:lss.

^
r :?=

;
g=a

Figured Bas.s. 5

^S S-:?= ^
3 6^ UiJi

Sf==*

Generator.! r •

ri^' r^' i
' r

'
r

ANALYSIS.
Tlie first •"> bars of tlic al>0VL- example ai-i> tln' .':niii/' :t-i tliosc in the preceiling. except tlie la.st note, Fh ; and, as (Jiaf note doea not tielong

to the key of O, it indicates a modulation out of it. T/iis I'i becomes now .-i
•' note of modulation :" it (iexretiiln a lialf-tnni', on the major

.".rd of the following tonic, C, to the key of which it modulates. As ive liave now retm-ned to the original key, it follows, as a matter of
course, that the remainder of the melody must be harmonized according to that l;ey,—C being now again the tome, and G the dominant.

There are three things wliich the pu2:iil ought ^^'ell to keej) in mind :—1, that there are tioo " notes

of modulation ;
" one of which ascend.^t a half-ton^, and the other descends a half-tone

:

—2, that tlie

former modulates to a key which lies a half-tone immediatehj above it; and that "the latter modidates
to a key to Avhich, when it has thus descended, it will be a major 3rd

:

— 3, that, in the fr.'<t case, " the

note of modulation" is a major third to the dominant ; in the second case, " the note of modulation "

is thefundamental 7th to tlie dominant*.

Having fully explained, and illiistrated by examples, how modulations in a melody may thus be

effected by the introduction of accidentals, it shall now be sho^^^"l how thnt object may be attained

even without the aid of these accidentals. No doubt these agents are in most cases not only the

plainest, but also the most certain indications of modulations in melodies
;
yet it is certain that a

simple melodi/ contains loithin itself not only the germ ofmany modiilationsf, but of melodies also.

The discovery ofthose intervals in a melody by whicli we are thus enabled to modulate, and their

practical application in hamionv, form perliaps the most interesting subjects for intellectual jjursuit

that can well be imagined. The materials wliich it supplies for tlie purposes of hannony are so

abundant, so rich, and so extensively applicable, that a melody, the most xminteresting, the most

monotonous and unmeaning, may be made the means of jiroducing almost endless variety; not only

ns it may affect the harmony as a a^hole, but also a.s it respects the nirlodious progression of the inner

paits se]iarately.

We shall now turn nur attention tu the discovery of modulating intervals not indicated by

acx'identals.

It has already been shown that a note which is raised by an accidental and ascends a halftone

modulates to a key which lies a halftone above it ; we may therefore conclude that any note which

proceeds thus, wliether indicated or not by an accidental, will modulate in the same maimer. From
this consideration arises

THE FIRST RULE
F-ir discovering and employing, for the [>nvposeoi' modulation, those intervals of a melody ivhichhave

not accidentals.
• It may ha e Ijeen observed that, oioept at the clos« of an exercise where the cadence has been introduced, the cnbdoininant has not

been noticed. A careful perusal, however, of what has been said (page C2, and examples following) will snflice to chow the reason why
that hast, as one of the three fundamentnh. must for the jiresent be left out of view.

t See Part III, .Modulation, from ICx. 71 to 80.
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A—" The note which ascends a half-tone modulates to a hey, the octave of ivhich lies a half-ton«

immediately above that note." A.

B.

—

" Or, it may modulate to tlie relative minor of that key." B.

Ex. 17G.

^i •Sm
=^^

^ ~?'^:?—

3

2=5

sJ=£^ j22.

Modulation to F Major.
Modulation to D Minor.

In theJirgt case, the " note of modulation" is a major 3>-d to the dominant of the neiv key. A.

in the second case, the note of modiilation is a 5th to the dominant of the new key. B.*

It will be observed that, altliough the " notes of modulation" in bot/i cases ascend by half-tones, yet how very diffei-ent are the reenltsl

In the former cases (A), we modulate to a 7najor key ; in the latter (B), we moTiulate to a minor key.

To show the variety which may be produced by the ajjphcation of t\iefrst rule only, we here

present the student with a melody which, for monotony, can scarcely be equalled ; written thus

designedly, to show the efficacy of the rule.

A Melody harmonized according to the first Rule of" Modulating by the Intervals of a Melody"
which liave not Accidentals.

Ex. 177. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.
+ 1 +1 +1

Soprano. / r-t:'-^^—I
1 f-r^i—i—J-r -s* J-rS> -Jt's'-

Alto.

Tenor.

J aas.

Fig. Bass.

KSU-i^^^U,

F^gg^^ TJpfWmtp\.\ ^j^g^u

w- 1

i

I

3
f^
p^rr f rir -r?p^EEESp ^ =«i:

, Vi^-
r

I g b p't 3 b? b« 3 bi b'l 3 :] e

^EEf ? ^
?s

S 4r

E^^
ANALYSIS.

This exercise commences in the key of C, in which it continues until the 2nd b,ar, where the " note of modulation," E, (marked thug \-)

ascends a half-tone, and modulates to 1'" mqjoi-f.

Bar 3. E, the same " note of modulation," ascends a half-tone ; but, instead of modulating to F major, it modulates to the relative m»n»rt

of that key—D minor.

Bar 4. Same " note of modulation " modulates to F majorf.

Bar 5. Bh C majorf.

Bar 8. Ditto A minor§.

Bar 9. Ditto C majorf.

(J. At bar 2, you have modulated to the key of F : could you have modulated to any other ?

A. I conld have modulated to D minor.

Q. Suppose that you had modulated so in b.ir .". ; l;ow ought you to have treated the note of modulation in liar 4 ?

A. I would have mod\ilated to F major, and then, in bar 5, to D minor.

Q. At bar 5, you have modulated to the key of C, by the note of modulation, Bjl ; could you have modulation to any other kfly P

A. Yes ; to the relative minor.

Q. Suppose that you had modulated, at b.ar fi, to A minor, instead of C major ; how would you have proceeded afterwards r

A. I would have continued in A «i!?io;' until I had arrived at the note of modulation, Bfa, in bar 7, and there I would have modulated

(o C major.

• As the rule naturally divides itself into two parts,—to prevent confusion in the practical application of it, we have distinguished tht

one from the other by the letters A and B. Let this arranyement he kejtt in mind..

t First rule, A.

t See chord of the minor 0th, Ex. 158, on which this rule is founded. § First nile, B.
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The following examjile exhibits the same melody reharmonized , showing liow this rule may be

differently employed. Let the student carefully examine and then compare the effects of both, bar

by bar ; not only as regards the modulations, but also as regai'ds the inverted basses and inner parts
;

and let it be remembered, that as a change in the inverted bojss necessarily brings about a correspondent

change Lii the other parts likewise, bo new melodies wiU naturally arise, which (as shall be explained

hereafter) may be themselves converted into principal melodies, aiad harmonized as such.

The same Melody harmonized differently by the same Rule*

Ex. 178.

Soprano.

Alto.

Tenor.

Bnss.

Fig. Baas.

Let it be borne in mind that the foundation upon whicb all this variety rests is modulation as

produced by the intervals of a melody.

The student may put this rule into practice more extensively, if required : for example—let him

select one of the themes given in the early part of this workt, and harmonize it simply according to

the fovu- rides of harmonizing^, with inverted bassesS. Then let him search out all those intervals

which ascend by Imlf-tones : these he may employ (if he chooses) as notes of modulation ; but (let it

be remembered) he is not obliged, to do so ; that is, he is not obliged to modulate. This must be left

entirely to his own judgment and taste.

SECOND RULE

Of modulating by the intervids of a melody.

" Tlie note which descends a ludf-tone modulates to a key, to (he tonic of which tlie note to which it

descends is a major 3rd." C
" Or, to its relative minor." D.

Ex. 179.

D. ^

^t=

Modvilatioii til V major. Modulation to D minor.

In thefnit case, tl.e " r.ott- of modulation" will lio tlio funclvmental 7tli of the dominant of the iirw key. In the iW/rr cm», th«. note

of modulation will lie the minor '.)th|l of th« doiiiinacit of tiio now key.

• Let the pupil carefully examine ami compare tlie progression of the alto, tenor, and bass of the pretcnt example witli tlie om- imme-

diately precedinj;;, and mark loell the difference.

t See pages :!1 to 40. t Themes, pages .34, 37, 40. § See inverted basses, 1 art IV.

!]
This rule is also founded noon tlie cliord of the minor iltli. (.Sec page 147.\ Sea alao ^efifth rule of harmonizing l.y fundamontal

bMsee. ooge 103
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A Mdod'j liarmonized according to the Second Rule of modulatiuy by tJie Intervais ofa Melody.

180,

Soprano.

.Uto.

Tenor.

Bass.

Fig. Bass.

4.

i fr=^ 5fii

^ I M ^"^ -J- -^-^ J" Ji- -^-^ J" ^ . J J^ J- >
I

_^ ^ h ^ J. J^
S ?^ P^F^ r ^W: '^ m

VI

i ^ & êf-V ^£

10. }-2. 13. 14. 15. 16.

feJsgJslJE^jaa^aJ^U^b^a^^ /j^JT^^T^^pE ?^ ?=*«=
^f P^TTTTg^^ r

?^

"TT i ^

1 si. I

1
-g • „

»•
, ^^i#gi l?z

J^^ ^
^^ ^hE=F 3|

-^^-V^
4h

bi

4r

S^ i»
• S^ ^ lti=^

ANALYSIS.

The key is C to bar 2, where the •' note of modulation," C, descends a /ialf4one to B, and thus modulates to a key, to the tonic of

which that B is a major 8rd.

Q. Wliatkey i'athat?

A. G major.

Bar 4. The " note of modulation,'' B?, cleseends a half-tone, and modulates to tlie key of F majdr.T

Bar 5. Hero the " note of moilulation," B b, occurs again, and descends a half-tone : but, instead of modulating to I mtgor, we moihi-

!.ite to the relative minor (D minor).

Bar •^. The hist note, C (note of modulation^, descends a half-tone, and modulates to G major. Second rule.

Bar 6. Same note, C, ]"> nunor. Ditto.

Bar 6. Note F, —— — • C major. Ditto.

Bar 8. CJ, ascends D minor. First rule.

Bar!*. • CD, descends G major. Second rule.

Bar 10. Djt, ascends E minor. First rule.

liar]]. DQ, —

—

—descends A minor. Second inile.

After proceeding thus through several other modulations, this exercise concludes -with a cadence in the original key.
^

Tlie student, by way of exercise on this nile. may here again follow the directions given immediately after l^x. 17^, page 141'.

(2. Suppose that vou were in the key of E 7, and tliat the note E !? dkscendkd a half-tow : to what keys are you enabled to mc''-.»

lA'.ei'

A. To B !z major, or its rclatice minor, G minoi".

(i. By what rule '^

A. By the S(COH(i rule. (See page 149.)

Q. But suppose that tlie note D occiu-s, and .\scends a half-tone : to what keys can you modulate y

A. To E!?, or its cetou'd »//(iw, C.

Q. By what nile ?

A. By tlie ^rsi rule. (See page 147.)

5. Suppose you had met ^vith B J, and that it had ascended a half-tme ; to where could you have modulated :•'

A.. To C jj major, or A J minor.

Q By what rule •'

A. By the^rjii rule.

J. suppose that you modulate by the second rule ; what interval wUl the '' note of modulation be to the dom;nan<5 f

A. In the first case, it will lie a fundamental Tth ; in tlie latter case, it wUl be a minor Oth'.

.). Suppose that you modulate by the.;frs< rule, what interval will the " note of modulation " be to the dominant ?

A. In the Jirst case, it will be a major 3i'd ; in the latter, a_ffih\.

' Ex. 179. t 1^. 176.
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Exercises such as the preceding (by question and answer), when pursued by the student to any

•>xtent, may be made the source of real mental enjoi/ment ; they will be found exceedingly useful,

indeed especially so, when they are %vTitten in notes and cairied out into actual practice.

Heretofore oui- attention has been directed solely to those intervals which proceeded by Imlf-tones

otdy {ascending or descending) ; and upon (hose progressions were estabhshed our first and second

rules. Now, however, the attention of the student shall be cUrected to those intervals which descend

by WHOLE tones ; this naturally leads us to the

THIRD RULE

Of modulating Ijy the intervab' of a melody.

" 2'lie ' note of niodulation' ichich descends <i whole tone, mod(dates to a key which lies a WHOLE
TONE below the ' iiotc of mod'datiou.' " E.

" Or, to the relative minor of (hrd key." F.

lis. 181.

^^^^
^^^^^^^

^ fn

Modulation to B fla* major. Modulation to G minor,

\t E, the " note of modulation," C, dttcends a xchole t<me, and modulates from G minor to B !7 nwjor.

At F, the same •• note of modulation," C, descends also a whole ton<!, but modulates from 13 b major to G minor.

In tiiejiyst case, the '' note of modulation " is 6th to the dominant of the Jiew key.

In the htter, the " note of modulation " is a fundamental 7th to the dominant of the new key.

A Melody hurmomzed according to tlie Third Rule.

Es. 18l'.

fcioprano. /

Alto.

6.

Ŝ '(=~ m

^^1^^^ J
I -a- J

Tenor,

liaes.

Fig. Baas.

ui 1 Vuud.

ANALYSIS.

The exercise in minor conUnuea in that key until the oonunenoement of l«r 8 ; liere the " note of modulation," 0, detcendt a whole

tone to Bt*, and modulates to that key.

The second part continues in the same Jay to the end of the IJth bar, where the " note of modulation " again descends a whole tmc, and

modulates to the original key, in whicli it conchidos.

Th^ following example exhibits a still more extended application of this rule. It will be observed

that, in the preceding example, we modulated simply from ;i. minor key to its relative major, miuI

vice versa. Here, however, wo have enlarged our of)erations, and, by the same rule, have modiilnti' 1

to others which are more distantly related to the original key.

* tice inversion of dij-aonanoos, page 11?. V.x. 140, 2.
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Ex.183

Sopi-ano.

Aito.

Tenor.

A Melody harmonized by the same Rule.

S

g3E
Da Capo.

ANALYSIS.

Bai' i'. The " note of modulation," D, descends a tvhok tone, and modulates to C ininorf (relative minor to the sub-dominant of tha

original key).

Bar 3. The " note of modulation," A, descends a whole tone, and modulates back to the original key, G minor.

The second part, at bar 5, commences with the relative major without modulation (that is by progression!) ; a modulation, however, to

that key takes place on the second part of bar 6.

N.B. The consecutive oths between bai-s 4 and 5 are admissible, as a neiv strain commences at bar 5.

Bar 7. G, the " note of modulation," descends a zvhole tone to F, and modulates to I) minor (relative minor to the dominant of the

original key), to the tonic of which this F will be the minor 3rd§.

This mtxy sutiice to show, in a slight degree, what may he eftected by the tliird I'ule. It is,

however, only by practice, and a carefnl study of eliects, that a thorough knowledge can be acquired

of the variety wliich these rules aSbrd in harmonizing.

FOURTH RULE

Of modidating by the intervals of a melody.

" The 'note of modulation ' which ascends a whole tone modulates to a key, to the tonic of which

the note, when it has thus ascended, will be a major 3rd."

II. ^^V.'-^"'^ lU.
^\

Ex. 184.

^^ ^Z2Z

a
E2I i=i IS2S

=2^^ I&:

1.1+ =

=2=S^ =S=

^^ =*=?: ^^ -iS>-

Modulation to the key of C. Modulation to tlie key of D. Modulation to B flat.

At I, the key is G major. The '• note of modulatio i, ' 1), ascends a ichole torn; to E, and modulates to the key of C major, to the
tonic of which E is 3rd||.

.\t II, the "note of miyiulution," E, ascends a wliole tone to Ff, and modulate/ to the key of D 7najor*^,.

At III, tho key is G minor. The " note of modulation," C, ascends a whole ioim to D, and modulates to B b **.

N.B. There are other keys to which this rule would enable us to modulate ; but, aa they ai-e

rather too far removed from the originaltt key, they shoidd be avoided.

The above three modulations, therefore, are not only the most effective in general practice, hut

contain sufficient variety for all oin purposes.

N.B. Thefourth rule admits of only one modulation, in which the note of modidation is 5th to

the dominant.

• Ijet the student figiu-e the inverted bass himself. t See page 1 t^"^. t See page 52.

§ See page l-'il, Ex. 181.
|| This is a inoilulation to the subdominant of the original key.

% A modulation to the dominant of the original key. ** The i-elativo major of <i minor. f'r Is.xtrancoiu .\iyi>.
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A Melody harmonized according to the Fourth Rule of vwdulating by the Intervals of a Melody.

Ex. 185.

Soprano.

Alto.

1.

Andante.
4. 6. 10. 11. 12.

Tenor.

Boss.

inv. Bass.

^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ i»*

rrh r I r r I rrrfyi^=^^ ^5±^^

-* ^ ^'4 :ll A
^^KrirH^rir i r

j^^.j J, J ..
j^

?^ fT r --w-r I f i#^fep

j=i

e»*?frtf fe^
i i % %

33- m^F^q^ :^=

13. 14. lo. 17. is. l:i. L'O. 21.

^3 festel ^i^ fefa^
23.

^
24.

iiS
f=p=p= f T^=arr r r r r I r r> r T r

l̂ixd^lJ A. ^ ^.^ J
.

J J:q-^ .-f ^,^^nJ-^^^ P^^^ ^?^^€= r r -r

^^ ^ ^1 J ^^r rlr- ?
ANALYSIS.

Bar 2. The ' note of modulation," D, ascemis a w/iole tone to E, and modulates to tlio key of C major*.

Bar 3. The " note of modulation," F %, ascends a half-tone to G, and modulates (I>y the first i-ule) to the orii/inal key.

Bar 0. The '•' note of modulation," E, ascends a tc/io/e tone to F JI, and modulates to the key of D majvi:

Bar 0. The '• note of modulation," A, ascends a rv/w/e tone to B, and modulates to tlie on'i/iiial key.

Bar 13. Tlie '• note of modulation," 1) J, nscinds a half-tone to \\, and modulates to K minor 1,1 ly the first i-uie_).

Bar 23. The " note of modulation," A, ascends a whole tone, and modulates to the oru/inal keyt.

Having disposed of those notes of modulation wliicli ascend and descend by half tones and tvhok

tones, the student shall now be introduced to tlie

FIFTH RULE
Of harmonizing' by the intervals of a melody.

" WHien any interval is repeated in immediate succession, the interval thus repe.vted modulates to

a key, to the tonic of which it will he a bth.V

E.'!. 1-0.

Mod. to 0. Mod. to A minor. Mod. t'. Mod. to Vi minor.

• ThiB^is anrodtiiation totho sntidominant of tlie original key.

\ When the foui-tli iiile is employed, a licensed "tli liecomes indispensahle. (See licensed 7th, page oO.)

t Observe tlw analogy between this rule and the third rule of harmonizin); by fundamental basses, ICx. 53.
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At !, the example ifl in G major. At bar i'. the note CI is repeated, and wo modulate to C major, to which that G is a 5th. N.B Had
tho key been minor (for example, G minor), we should have modulated to a minor key (C minor).

At II, bar 4, the note E is repeated, and, aa the key is minor, we nodulate to A minor.

It is necessary to notice, that thealjo\e remarks refer only to such ' notes of modulation" as are derived from, or onz/inate in, the

OLtaec of iixe pre: ei/iii;/ chord.

At III, as the " note of modulation,'' G, bar (5, is deriird from the minor ord of the preceding chord, we modulate to a major key*.

Here, however, at IV, bar 8, the " note of modulation," B, is derived from a major .'Ird in the prect-ding chord ; we therefore modu
late to a minor key. Let this distinction be well kept in mind.

N.B. The " note of modulation " will be an octave to the dominant of the new key.

It may be observed, thut the harmony, as we {jruceetl with these rules, increases in richness, and

becomes more and still more interesting. The fifth ride, especially when combined \\ith some of the

others, \\'dl be foimd a most powerful auxihary in this respect.

..4 Melo'J'i harmonized according to the Fifth Rule uj tnodulatuxj hij tin Intervals of a Melody.

Modi rata.

iSoprano.

Alto.

Tenor.

Bass.

Inv. Baas.

i i'^ nH^
cJ

_i ^±
"^^W

w^T\V

'a» ^ ^
w-—•—m-

S=S-
1

—

\—

r

^ 4:^^A
n^ I r I PFt

g^^ -f—r
^ J-

i—

r

3

E

^^^^^^
m ^^=¥ s^

r^
^m

The same Melody as the preceding in Ext'^ided Harmony.

10. 11. 12. 14. 15.

,
^j±^_U -J

I J J J_^j:^td=3-S^ii
16.

3 ~^
^ rY f TYT'

I

^ Tf- T

im ^^ ^^—H
i r '

^

r T i r y r^^r rfr^
fi« JJ.6 7

,
a . T

^^

^ i1^ :^¥z:^ ^
It*. 19. DO.

+

23. 24. 20.

1#^ J J
I

J-d-r-
| J J 'l

[

=::J=:rJ-r-M-+H J J \

-J-J-^ , I j \ J=:^ ^

J-J
^Pr^f~rf^

J . , J li:i;?i
^^ r

^^^ i ff :J| J
iiJ J

|

J J-^Jw
i fc=Fg^? ^ Pf-r firTn^=F=P= ^ r

i
Pi

m^ ^^ 3e=ji
^1 1 ^e 1?

,: i

V. ^^ ? p^
• See Ex. 72, page 57, m. n.
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ANALYSIS.

Bar 1. TJio last note, B (" note oi modulation ), is repeated. .Va this " note of niodolation ' ib, in the niMedillg bar, denied fnnii

r iiaior '.ird, we modulate to a minor key—E minor. .See Ex. 186, IV.

Bar '3. B, the ' note of modulation " ascends a half-tone, and modulates to C Jii.i/or*.

Bar S. C, the •• note of modulation,' descends a half-tone\ to B. and modulates to (J major.

Bar 4. A, the •' note of modulation." descends a u/tole tont\. and modulates to 1> minor.
Bar 5. G, the " note of modulation, ' descends a /lalf-tom-f, and modul.ites to D major.

Bar 6. F^, the " note of modulation,' repeated, derived from a major '.ird, modulate.s to B minor. See Iv,
From bar '.l to \C> is in extended /larmoni/, by means of which a new effect ls jirodured, not only with rcferenst, to the harmony «>'-

lectively, but also in the melodious proyression of the alto and tenor ; and, as these inner parts may liereafter be converted into principal

melodies and then harmonized, it is a matter of some importance tliat the pupil pay particular attention to what has here been said upon
this interesting subject, and reflect upon it.

Besides this, there wiU also be perceived a dilierence in the application of some of the rules : for instance—at bar 10, B. the " note
of modulation," ascends a liatf-tone ; but, instead of modulating to C major, <is at bar L', we ha\ e modulated to the relative minor (A
minor) ; in which key the harmony remains mi til it arrives at the " note of modulation, ' A, bar 1l'. These alterations and changes in uie
modulation should be very carefully attended to ; they produce new melodies !

.'

Bar 17 commences in D minor.

Bar 18. D, the ' note of modulation," descends a w/tok tone, and modulates to A minorj.
Bar 19. The last note, A , is repeated, and modulates to I) minor.

Bar 20, The last noti', A J, ascends a half-tone, and modulates to U minor.

Bar 21. B, the /a** note, is rtyvirffrf, and modulates to 1> minor. See E,\. I>(j, II, and ob3.

Bar 23. I), the tecond note, usctnds a ivho/e tone, and modulates to C major?.

The following example in E minor will Ijc tunnel a must interesting and nsetiil study. Let it

be observed, that, in hai'moni^ing this melody, we have employed principall;/ the Jifth rule. For
the jirst five bars, the melody is exceedingly munotouous (being designedly contined nearly within

the compass of t\vo intervals||), and consei^uently atibrds a fair opportimity of testing the efficacy

of that rule. By employing it on the present occasion, all the monotonous effect of the melody is

not only x'emoved, but such a melodion.i progression is imparted to the inner parts (especially to

the tenor), that we have been enabled to convert that part into a principal melody, as exliibited in

Ex. 188, II.

A Minor Melody hm'monized according to the Fifth Rule.

Ex. 188.—I.

Soprano.

Alto.

Largo, eapres.

8.

Tenor.

Bass.

'^^^P^^W^ ^ ^^
^5=(*=

^Ĥ ^ ^:gS=
-M * *S^ &

=1^

¥
rs

9. 10.
+

• I I

J w :^

ii'. 14. 16. 16.

feigs^^
I I

dtm.

iy~r~rr :^:^,r 'trj^
m

• _ •

?*-

'pa ...-v.. ,;
I

,
dtm.

-f^̂ f=TTT̂ ^'̂ ^
J

r

If the above and the following exercise be carefully examined, the difference between them
will be ibund to be very great indeed; for the i'urmer is in a minor, from which the present one,

which is in a major key, has been extracted or derived.

First rule. t Second rule. t Thirl rule.

Three of these lue bars coutiun, indeed, only one not<i.

S Fiurtb rulai
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TJie followmy Melody ims the Tenor in the pi'eceding Exercise.

Ex. 188.—n. 1

Andante.

Soprano.

Alto.

Boss.

10. 11. 12. 13. 1). 16.

-#«-H J J
I
J J i I

J h'J t^ O^ UU^^^^M^

A.m r ^jL j=L 1^ iJ J itJ
I ^'-W-^^

I

-r^Z2Z

Eg ^3—<e-

I

Above all things, let it be keijt in mind that the above melody originated in the preceding

exercise, in which it was the tenor; that exercise was in the key of E minor ; and that the present

one is in the key of G major. Between them, there is little or no resemblance. The rhythm

alone, being the same in both, may perhaps be said to produce some resemblance ; but that is all

!

The following example exliibits a portion of the foregoing melody, with the rhythm changed
fi-om common time to |. This rhythm also is an important study, which shall appear in a sub-

sequent part of tliis work .

Part of the preceding Melody, the Rhythm being changed.

1. 5. 6. 7.

Moderato. , m^rni^rr^^ r
"r t Tt

wjj ^
Ex. 188.

III. A A J. A
^UTJ m! I J=

T r
^ J J

r r
A * ji

r-q-
r

' n^ri^^ ^
'P---

The following example, which is written for the pianoforte, exhibits the fifth ride in quite a

different character. The effect produced by that rule in the preceding examples was soft, and, as it

were, conciliating. Here, however, the effect is quite conti'ary.

Another Exercise on the same Rulef, luritten for the Pianoforte.

Coil sjnHto.% "(5) (1) (4)

Ex. 189.

sjnrito.% _(o) (1) (4) (S)_

\^m i
!-mf.

^ «*-^ m nnf.

' S«e Rhytlim, Periods, &c., page 259 to 274, old edit,

t I'be iigurea between ixuentlieees show what iiile lias been employed.
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(5^

P^^^^^W ^^ IE?

i^3̂=^
Jj'jie. /3

:«:

•
lepati.

(3) (2)

l^^i^^^^^^P as^im
m m tmi ^mmE ^ =ig^

f—^-+j=^^ ^=^=^
r'nif. rinf.

IV

^ ^̂ imoraando. s

p s^ ^
s i^

Da Capo.

:^^ ^ i =F"^ dim.

After the minute analyses of preceding examples, it may suffice to say that the observations

made already may be applied here with equal force.
. j

SIXTH AND LAST RULE
Of modulating by the intervals of a melody.

" JVJien the 'note of modulation' ascends a perfect fourth, or (whirli /.s- the same thing) descends

a PERFECT FIFTH, ive may modulate to a hey, to the tonic of ichich that note, when it has thai

proceeded, iiill he an octave." G.
" Or, to a key fn which that note will he a 5th*." H.

L—G.

Rx. 190.

it *

m1=1 --^ ^

^
^ ii.-ll.

0. \

^ 3^2

'i fts ^=^fipL=i-

At I, G, the " note of moiUilation," It, li.ir 2, tucends a fourth, and modulates to the lioy of V. ; to the tonic of which, </i<rf E is the

octave. (See fiind.-iinentiil liiiss.)

The " note of iiioduliition," A, bar ."?, OJiccnrf* a '1th to D, to the key of which it modulatcst. j i i; c
At II, H, the '• note of modulation," J5, bar r,, aacends a fourth to K, na at banJJ; but how VKnv different la the modulation 1 tor

(xample:

At I, G, bar 2, we modulated to the key of F,.

At II, H, bar G, by tlie same " note of modulation " we modulate to the key of A.

* These keys may he either major or minor.

Ab thia nile ia also divided into two parts, we have, in order to distinguish them, employed the letters O and H for this purpose.
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The gi'eat importance of tlii^ lale in harmoiiiziiio-, and the vast influence which it exercises in

.'Dodulatiou, will be better understood wlien practically illustrated.

N.B. When this rule is employed, it is good to let the inverted basses and meiody proceed by
contrary motion ; as the " note of modulation," therefore, asce?ids in Example 190, G, we prefer

the third inversion ; and, for the same reason, when the " note of modulation " descends, we prefer

the first inversion, as in the folloAvin"' example :

—

i.x I'.ll.

li^
G.

^̂ { \ )
- rJ

- ^l

^ 122; ^^ 4?=

22:
-^nr-

y'\

gP^
The employment of the other inversion (the second) is not, linwever, to be rejected ; nor should

we confine onrselves to contrarj/ motion only, as that would produce a monotonous effect, which
should be carefuUy avoided.

As the hnrmonji of the following melody wiU hereafter liecome the root or jxtrcnt of many other

melodies, the pupil is strongly recommended to examine it most carefuUy

—

7nost minutely;
pspecialhj wliere the difference of effect, produced by the employment of the ride with reference
to G or H, is introduced.

A Mehdij harmonized accordinf/ to the Sixth Ride of modidating hy the Intervals of a
MeJody.

Kx. lf>2. 1. lV :;. I .5. C. 7. 8.

! + , I 1
I

hoprano

Alto.

Tenor.

Tfcias.

Iiiv. Bass.

fe^ r^F^
--^

:zi: ^ id= ^
m̂ t

J- A^
32: r^

iJ-
^*f"=r

IS2I

^
KJ-

T=f'
Z!=LL

w^ ^W=it:
:t=t

"/rJ- ^ zz: ^
10. 11. 13. 14. l,").

^=g: IZt ±=±r7j==^j=^ '-t^

16.

I-cr

=^

m13 ^—

^

^ -d- i&
t p p-

ip^^
~?'3~

=^i r f^

^^ ^^
"c^

zz3r

^7-

-f Notes o! modulation, according to O,

t Here, io cader to obtain a flowing melody for the tenor, we have permitted the fundamental 7th to descend tc the 6th, prioi- to iti

resolution.
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18. 19. 20.

T^t̂ J
I

?J
Z2zi:~g ^ J-

yi. 22. 2a

H '-4

:^r 5^
34.

si
IZ3I

S S^ ^ .^ t^
l

-*:. J:g.. Hp* -J-
^ J. -^
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H.

'ri i^^ S 3 H^fe -^s^

Minor. i'5. 26. 20.
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31.

^
32.
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1
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g
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ANALYSIS.
/Vsthe " note of modulation,'' B, liar 2, a.ireytih a 4tli, we mu//it liave modulated to the kfiy of E ; instead of which, we have continued

in the original ?xi/. '\Miy !-" It is not good tn modulate" so snon out of thp original hoy. ('om|i.'ire this har irith liar 0, ivhpre we have
modulated to the key of E.

Bar 3. Tlie "note of modulation." .\, n.vi>iidi a 4th, and modulates to the l;ey of I)*, liv [hi- /ir^t part of thrit rule (G),

Bar 4. We have modulated hack to the original key, liy the .sv>r..Hrf rule. (I'age 14H.)

Bar 5. Compare this liar with b.ars 2 and 0.

N.B. There, in order to jjrocure nfimpini/ mehdi/ in the li.xs.i, we have employed \he frfl inversion, although it dnrs produce similar

motion.

Bar (". We have, for the same reason, employed the .second inveision.

This will suffice to show the most efficaciovis manner of rhooximj imerted liasses on those occasions.

Bar 0. Tlie " nott> of modulation," B, aicends a 4th, and modulates to the Icey of K, in which Ice)- the fii-st pai't closes.

Bar it. The " note of modulation," B, ascends a 4th to ]-, and modulates to the key of .\ (the oriijiitat l(ey)t. Here the second pari

of the sixth rule (H) is employed. (See Ex. 190, II.)

Bar 13. C
Jf,

the '• note of modulation," modulates to F J minor] . hy the fifth nile. (I'nge 153.)

Bar 17. F Jf
descends a fifth to B, .and modulates to B minor J

.

Bar 18. ^Fodulation to the key of A.

Bar 31. Modulation to ]•', minor.

Bar 22. Modulation to D major.

Compare these two modulations with those at 17 and IR, and olwone that, .although the " notes of modulation '' and the progrettion

of them are the snme in loth rases, yet how very different is tlie result ! Thrre, we modulated to li mnjor and then to .V vtitjor. IL re,

we modul.ate to V, major and then to D majoi". ()lwer\'e also the difference of the prntireision of the iniier /inrts with close attention, as

well as t/iat produced liy the same •• notes of modul.ation," h.ars '2.'>, 'Ji\. 21i. and 3(1,

N.B. From li.ar 25 to .32 the rale is exhiliited in a minor key];.

It is unnecessary to enter more I'uUy into the analysis of the present Exeroi.se, as the suhjcit

which we are now going to present to the intolHgenl pn]jil, will aft'onl ample matter for this

[un-pose—a subject one of the most interesting and intfUectnal, and at the same time, to the pj-ac-

^'ca/ harmonist, one of the most important that can well be conceived; viz., e.ctractin;/ ov .frlcctiur/

from a hannonized melody one or other of its rnvev paiis, or inverted Inisses, converting it into a

p)'i7icipal melody, and, having harmonizod it. crl ractirji ((r/ain out o^ tJxtt harmony one of the inner

• Snbdorainant.—Let it be rememliered that we are not nh/ii/ed to modulate.

t The note D, in the inverted bass, is the diHsnnaticH (if the 4th. (.See dis.sonance. I a. 140. bar .'!.)

t Tlelative minor to the origins' Vey. 5 Relative minor to the subdoniiiiaiit nf the oriirinal key.

i

Irrelative minor to the origintl Lry
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parts, and converting it also into a principal melody*. During this process, we shall not always

select the entire of an inner part, but extract such portions of each as shall, when formed into a

principal melody, produce a pleasing and melodious progression. We have abeady exhibited a

specimen of this sortt ; but we shall now enter more fully upon the subject.

Our first care should be to examine the progression of the alto, tenor, and boss of those examples

out of which we intend to make our extracts.

The following exercise contains a melody which has been extracted from different parts of

Example 192. To discover from which of the parts the present new melody has been constructed,

let the st>ident compare bar with bar as they are numbered ; for the numbers of both examples

correspond.

A Melody extracted from the Harmony of Ea, 192, and harmonized here in a variety of ways.

Kx. 10.3.

t=t^VP^r¥ -̂
-»- -m- I

• Hinted at in pages 147, 149. + Ex. 188, II.

\ The notes o£ emheUUhment wliich appear in thia example, called " passintj note.s," shall be explained in the next iiiimlier. They ilo

Dot form an essential part of the liarmony.

§ The .'ird, in the .alto, descends to m-ake room for the dissonance of the 0th in the soprano. (See Ex. 120, page 10.5, and explanation.

II
The 3rd of the dominant, in the soywmio,.afterwards in the alto, descends here by license ; the tenor, however, in the first inst.iricjij

vUere that 8rd is doubled, makes amends for this seeming impropriety by ascending.
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Let the student attend to the following directions :

—

L To examine and compare the hai-mony of both examples, bar by bar; not superjicially,

but very carefully.

2. To note particularly the progression of each of the three parts, with a view to then- being

hereafter converted into piincipal melodies.

3. Occasionally to change close harmony into extended, and vice versa ; because by this

process a new progression of the inner parts will natui-ally follcw. This is a matter of great con-

sequence, the value of which may perhaps be properly estimated by and by.

4. To alter, sometimes, the inverted basses ; for, by that means also, a new progression is

introduced into the inner parts.

As the several parts of Ex. 192, from which the new melody of Ex. 193 has been extractetl,

are sufficiently marked, we shall only refer to such mattei'S as may assist the student in his reflec-

tion, whUst engaged in this pursuit.

Wlien we examine Ex. 193, the new melodv, the first object tliat arrests om- attention is the
new combination of harmony and niudulation which presents itself at every step ; for instance : the

note of modidation, D, in the soprano, bar 5 (original tenor), enables us to modidate to F Jf minor.

Now, let it be observed that this is a modulation which the orii/iual harmony did not admit of

Thus not only is a new effect produced in the harmony (jenerally, but also a new progi'ession occurs

In the inner parts, which, by a little management, may be turned to good account. Li bar 6, by
selecting the alto, we are enabled to introduce CQ, the minor ninth : thus producing the chord of

the diminished 7th (a most effective chord), from whicli we were excluded in the original.

In bar 11, the note B, in the soprano {bass in the original), enables us to modulate to Fj minor.

From bar 12 to 16, we have selected the tenor, and modidated to the key of A, bar 14 ; whilst,

in the original, we modulate to FJf minor.

To enter into a particvlar analysis of each bar of these two examples woidd be endless, and
calcvdated rather to retard than advance the pupil in his studies. Examples are before liim,

the corresponding bars of which are all numbered, and to them a constant and careful leference is

recommended. It will amply repay him !

The following is a melody extracted from the tenor and has.'^ of Ex. 192, commencing at the

9th bar. Compare this harmony with the original.

Kn. IIM.

The liasa of J'^x. \'.\2 continuf

1.5.

:L4

JO. J^. lit.

±
vi~7^^-^^-^

20.

=rT-nr ZZ3Z
ZZSZ

I ^ i yzi~

r

^
• Here again the .^rd of the dominant chord descends on the 5th of the tonic, in order to eiirioh the harmony. These, however, are

ioen-ses, which must be used very sparingly.
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The following melody is extracted fi-oin the ulto of Ex. 192, commencing at bar 9.

9. 10. 11.. 12. 13. 14.

J^̂ ^^^^^^s;
Ex. 195.

g¥^ ^ff^F

i

15.

J- A
16. 17. 18. 19. 20.

•J . iij I J ^,,,
1 ,^^.

^^T^ 'f r "r I

"^at=j^ IS2I^^
J- 4 J. ^ #J J- J

q-r

—

r
-tS^

r.? r-^: ::22:

Compare the progression of the inner parts of the hai-mony from 13 to 16 with 17 to 20.

Heretofore we have selected our new melodies from Ex. 192. That example we will caU " the

Original," and Ex. 193 " the Branch." We shall now make our selections from "the Branch," and
construct from it new melodies for harmonizing.

The following melody (ending in Cjf minor) exhibits the teiior of Ex. 193 (which ended in E
major).

A few passing notes are introduced, to render the progression more smooth and melodious.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. a

^^ ? ?
°L,J_i_il^-

J I

Ex. inn.

4~^i^ J
T-

Bj^rr rri(^
A J
^^sg S -ry-

Here we have the bass and alto of " the Branch " as a new melody, from bar 1 to 8.

The ]5afls of Ex. 193.

*-U^^-i-
3.

=a S
The Alto of Ex. 193

0. 7.^^ ^^e^ 3
^H*^

Ex. 197'.

^sp= rr'rrr i r 7
~g7~

S?i ^
Although far from being exlaausted, this portion of the subject must be concluded with the

next Example. The pupil is advised to stamp these rules indelibly upon liis memory by patient

practice and careful study. The thinking faculties should be brought into active operation ; tlic

variety of effects should be heard, examined, and accurately compared : thus will the judgment
become gradually matured, and produce the accomj^hshed harmonist.

Be not too anxious to proceed ; reperuse and reflect ; follow the advice of the sage Lord Bacon :

" Make haste slowly."

• The fund.ainenta! 7th in the tenor is omitted, in order to enrich the succeeding tonic chord with the .'ith.
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N.B. This present Part is eminently worthy of peculiar attention ; it livings to light a vast

mine of musical wealth, opening up inexhaustible stores of melody and harmony, otherwise perhaps

for ever lost ; and it may be pardoned were we to go so far as to say that it is sufficient of itself

to ftu-nish a fund of elegant ideas, even to the student who has none.

A piut of Ex. 1 92. luirmonized in the relative minor. (See page 158.)

Orave. \. 2. 3. 4. 6. 6.

Ex. IDS.
\

!n» \'<n»t.

i ^
W^7- r?yT^TS=tp:i3^

^rS-E^ m J J-.
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J\.\ -Jlj J:

I
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10. 11. 12. 13. 14.
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16. 16.
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* Compare tliese with Imra 12, 13, 14.

N.B. The next Number will comprise the subject of I'(iss!i)(j Notes, Auxilinrij Notes, and

Secondary Harmony.
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NOTES OF EMBELLISHMENT,

PASSING AND AUXILIARY NOTES.

Preparatory to entering upon this important branch of haunony, it is necessiuy to explaia
what is understood by the

Three Motions in Harmony.

When two or mo7'e parts proceed together, ascending or descending, they are said to proceed by
similar motion, as at (a) in the following example.

When one part ascends or descends whilst another remains in its place, an oblique motion is

produced, as at (h).

When one part ascends while another descends, they proceed by contrary motion, as at (c).

^^s^StTTJWr^ H-^-^
-£2- i£2_

Ex, 199. Similar. Oblique.

m-n ' 'U-^
irr- 1221 ^f-fi^rfr

?

i

'^0=^^^ ^ iii^ J J JT^ J J J-

Contrary. ^r^«^5~^«^

w ^^^bM^b^^
Similar and Oblique.

Contrary and Oblique.

-rs- ffff
i rrrf"sr

=»=* ^m SE

Similar and Contrary. Similar, Oblique, and Contrary.
Here all are combined.

m ^^^3^^^ "^^ -SI—

ZZS2
IZ2I

These different motions or progressions may be more or less comhined. Two parfa may proceed by similar or contrwy motion, and a
third i>a.Tt remain in its place, as at (dj, producing colledively the similar and oblique; at (e), contranj and oblique; at (f), similar and
coTttrar;/ ; at (gj, similar, oblique, and contrary : at (hj, all are combined in the resolution of the chord of the hmdamental 'ith.

N.B. Similar motion is permitted only when the parts proceed by thirds or sixths: with the

latter, thefourth may be combined, as at (a).

Consecutive Fifths and Eighths.

It has already been shown elsewhere* how these forbidden progressions may in some measure
1)3 avoided. Now, however, it becomes necessary to dilate somewhat more on this subject, as

ir'^.pient references vdll be made to it hereafter.

One general rule wiU suffice to show how these disallowed progi'essions may be avoided ; viz. •

By the empl:)yment of contrary or oblique motion.

* See p.'igflB 20, 21 ; al.io page 28.
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Ex 200.

tr

12231
3± 333:i^Ep -go-

ii^ E*

—

Hoydn.

1221 221 'i'^^
-JTIT- 3

f^e
^"^

/

g s =?=;

I
i"=e=

=?^ ^^
*

:i=2:^ S ^
At (a), oonsecntive .^ths and Sths ; at (b), prevented by cmitrary motion ; at (c), consecutive .5^18 and Stlis ; at (dj, the 8tli prevented

jy contrary, and the 6th by oblique motion.

Consecutive 5ths and 8ths are permitted when the parts proceed by contrary motion.
At («), 8th between trebk and bass. At (f), 5th between tenor and bass. Extracted from Haydn's Quartets.

Hidden Fifths and Eightha.

Although these progressions are veiy little regarded by modern composers, yet it may be
necessary to mention that when two parts proceed together by similar motion, and terminate theii-

progression by 8ths, they are said to produce hidden consecutive 8ths, as at (g) ; for if the space
between these two intei-vals were filled up, as at (h), consecutive Bths would be the consequence

;

but where these notes are not introduced, such consecutives are purely imaginary. However, they
may be prevented by contrary motion, as at (i). The same observations apply to hidden oths (see

h, I). Hidden 5ths and Bths are generally allowable ; and it will be found that the works of the
most classical authoi's abound with them.

Notes of Embellishment*.

It will be obsei-ved that the harmony which has hitherto cn^aued our attention consists solely

of concords, chords ofthefundamentcd 7th, mijtor 9th, and tlicir tlitierent inversionst, founded on a

progression of fundamental basses. To this fact we would now most particularly direct the atten-

tion of the pupil ; because we are about to introduce notes or sounds into that harmony which DO
i^OTform ail. essential part of it. These ^lotes of embellishment are employed for various piu-poses

;

one of which is, that we may obtain a more Jloiving and melodious progi-ession than that wliich

is produced by the more simple intervals of a melody or harmony, which we call essential notes,

in contradistinction to those called notes of embeUishmeut.

?3S
w

-& ^ e ^ i

$ ^ e ^^
Ex. -201.

*(S^

i ^£ Ei i IU=U^^¥ HE

r
^^ ^ a^

At I (a), tlie inter\'al8 of the melody (the exsmtia! notes) jirooeed by thirds. Tlie spaci' lietween these thiids we may fill rp r.<- rcpn-

untj-d Ijy dots (at i), iiiid ;i.s tljey mi.' usuiUly \mtten (at el. Similnrly nt II the .siiacfs between the essential notes may I* filled.

• These notes have been slightly noticed before. Sec p. 70. t Dissonances must for the present be kept out of view.
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Wlieii iiutes are thus introduced between essentials, tliev are caUed

Simple Pcissing Notes;

because they pass directly between one essential note of the harmony and another'.
These passing notes may be \viitten either he/bre or after the essential notes.

When they ai-e introduced immediately after the essential notes (as at c), they are called
" UNACCENTED."

When they are introduced before the essential notes, they are called " xcc^^t^d passing notes."

In the preceding example, 201, II, d, all the passing notes (except the F) are accented.
The accented passing note occupies the^irs^ portion of the time belonging to the essential note.
The unacce7ited occupies the second portion (as marked + at e).

The following example exhibits a practical illustration of this subject :

—

Ex. 202.

Simple Melody.

n.

III.

IV.

S £ i=^ ^
Same vnth Passing Notes.

<i^ r r r p^ eI ^ ^
~?^r-

m
Bass with Passing Notes.

~gr- m irr- ^ -f^ --m^
Z2:

I22I

Simple Bass figiu-ed.

3^ 3
^= ^

At I, is a simple melody, the intervals of which proceed chiefly by thirds\; at 11, this melody is embellished with vnacccnted passing
notes

;
and at III, tliey are inti-oduced in the bass : by which a sort of conversatwn is cai-ried on between the bass .and soprano, called

" Imitation\." At IV, appears the simple bass (that is, witliout any embellishment). This bass isfgured, showing that the essential notes
only should be iigiired, and mo other^.

It is evident that, through the agency of these passing notes, the melodious progression of the
soprano and hass is much improved. Let us now try whether we cannot introduce them also into
the othei- parts. We wiU take, for instance, the melody at I, in the preceding example, and har-
monize it in four parts.

Ex. 203. 1. 2, 3 4 8.

csoprano.

Alto

Tenor.

°
I fT M̂sb==J.f^

-J-^r

li
iJ-^J Jjj:i

f=f
=221

r

^ rrrf ^
^^ ^

J. '^"^

Here we find that ^e, -peculiar character of the pasaageH in the soprano, at bar 1, is imitated by the alti' at bar 2, and by the tenor
at bar y, proceeding, in the latter case, by Srds^. (This is a progression of comjiomid passing wtes in similar motion**.) At bar 4, the
ba.ss commences a neio passage, in conjunction with the tenor, ascending by 3rds in similar motion, which, at bar 6, is imitated by the
siipraito, in contrary motiontt.

Supposing the alto, bar 4, to originate the passage of imitation,—in that case, the soprano imitates it at bar 5.

At bar 4, it wiU be observed th.at, wliile the hass and tenor ascend together by 3rds, in similar motion, the soprano and alto descend
together by sixths. Thus we see that, wliilst two of the four pai-ts proceed together by similar motion, they collectively proceed by contranj
motionlJ. Compound progressions hke this sliould be carefully noticed; they aboimd in the compositions of good ma8ters§§.—N.B. B»ri
3 and 4, consecutive oths between :dto and bass, in contrary motion|ll|.

These (and ?ion? elsi-) are the real, the legitimate passing notes. The reason for this observation will be seen presently.
t A progression peculiarly suited to the introduction of simple ])assing notes. t <)f this, more hereafter.

§ Many errors are committed in figuring tlio inverted b:iss, by not attending carefully to this jioint.

II
Sometimes called " suhjcct." ^ Thev are tenths; but in simjile counterpoint they are considered as 3rds only.

•• S-w Ex. ItW, a. n See Ex. 19i), c. t| See Ex. 1!10,/. 5§ See note, page 168. I||| See Ex. 200,/.
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As passing notes do not form any part of the essential hamiony, they must he considered more

or less tis dissonances. Umtcceided passing notes, being le^s dissonant than the accented, may bo

considered as nearer idlied to consonances; whilst the accented, being struck with the chord, and

consequently more discordant in then- effect, may be considered txs nearer allied to the real disso-

nances* ; as the following example will illustrate :

—

Ex. L'04.

At I, is a simple melody with its bass, both proceeding by thirds in contrary motion. At II, are exhibited unaceented passing notes.

At III, accented passing notes. Here we perceive tli.it the note 1), being struck unth the inverted bass, G, produces an effect similar to the

dissonance of the 0th when it resolves into the 8th : and the note K, when struck with the inverted bass, F, produces that of the ilissonanoe

of the 6tli resolving into the -^thf. They might, therefore, be easily mistaken for unprepared dissonances, unless the principle on which

these passing notes are established be well understood.

When the essential notes of a melody proceed by seconds, and these seconds are whole tone

then the passing note will be a minor semitone.

Ei.205.

^̂ £ ^
II.

Passing Notes by Half Tones.

iw^J . '\S'
\
^ '=^=s^

^ E^

At I, the melody (a portion of the diatonic scale) proceeds by whole tones.

At n, C j( and D j| form the passing notes.

Passing notes of this description (which should be of short duration) may be very effectively

employed as notes of modulation.

Passing Notes by Half-Tones converted into Notes of Modulationt.

Ks.206.

g3j^4 i ji;(-

•2 - O

^ :^t

r r r

That converting passing notes tlins into notes of modulation, is a subject of gieat Impiirtance

will be evideut if we compare tlio harmony of the above example with the one immediately

preceding. Let the pupil give this matter his serious consideration.

• See chord of the fundamental 7tli compared with dissonances, p.igo lUO

+ See dissonances, Ilx. 1 1.'!, II.

J See niodulationa by the intervals of a melody, page I'l^, V.x. 170.
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The following example aftbrds instances of the effective introduction of all these passing notes

Ex.

At I, is a simple melody.

At n, twiaccented passing notes.

At m, accented passing notes.

At rV, they are treated as notes of modulation.

We shall here give a specimen of a harmonized melody embellished with passing Notes ; and

let the pupil particularly notice the effect produced by the passing note, B C, combined with the

fundamental 7th, at bars 1 and 2, as also bars 5 and 6.

lix. 208.

Simple
Melody.

.Soprano.

.\lto.

Tenor.

Bass.

Fund. 13ass

Andante.

5. 7. 8.

^ T f i r r ^gff gSE ^7"T~Mr

4..^-*J^*
ad;rrT-^

jrin-J-
,
; J J J

^ f=T^

s 3=Ei

dim. calando. Compare with Bar 5.

^ ^ ^ 3
liar 5. Observe the imitation between the soprano and aXo, produced by passing notes of half a tone.

Bar 9. See also these passint/ notes converted into notes of modulatimi.

It is presumed that sufficient has been said to show the natm-e, character, and mode of treatment

of simple passing notes. But shou d the pupil repeat the question, "What are passing notes '("' They

&re notes lohich 'pass immediatdij and directly between the intervals of a melody. This must be kept

• Tliis passing note \'-ill be more fully explained when we tr«.at of Ascertding Dissonaiire.i. I'iirt IX.
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in mind, a,t the present moment, most carefully ; because we shall now introduce notes of embellish-

ment which DO NOT pass between flic iKfcrmls qfamelodij, and which, consequently, are not passing

notes, though bearing a strong reseniijlance to them ; they are employed as subatitutes, when passing

notes cannot be introduced. For this reason, we shall call thein

Auxiliary Notes.

When these auxiliary notes are skilfully and judiciously interwoven with passing notes, they

form the groups of notes usually called "passages " which, from their peculiarfoi-m and character,

become so impressed upon the mind, that, when they reappear- in some other parts of the harmony,

they are immediately recognized. When a passage, thus remarkable, is heard in one part of the

harmony, and repeated in another, it is called Imitation*.

It will be observed, although simple passing notes thus give to the melody a more graceful and

floimng progression, and a decided and marked cliaracter , that, nevertheless, withoiit the aid of

auxiliary notes, we shoidd stdl fall very short of effecting our purpose ; namely, of constructing the

best passages for imitation. In order, therefore, that we may form a coiTCct idea of the nature and

usefulness of these notes of embelhshment, let us suppose a note repeated, as at I in the following

example :

—

4.

1.

Kx. :.'01i.

II.

Auxiliary Notes
from below.

Aiixiliarj' Notes
from <'LlK)\e.

Accented from
below.

Accented from
above.

From above and
l«low. Mixed.

^^j^B^g^^^^a^ff^BJajp^^^̂ P 4-

N.B. These notes are introduced in an exercise on modulation and progression, page 70.

In this repetition of the same sound there is nothing to excite attention or interest ; all is

monotony ! but let them be written as at II, and immediately a degTce of animation is uuparted to

them. A passage appears exceedingly simple, it is true ; but as the peculiar form of it may easily

be recognized, it is lit lor imitation. This has been effected by the auxiliary note, FJf ; and as this

note is written below the essential note, we shall call it an

Auxiliary Notefrom below

When written ab(yve the essential note (as at 2), it will then be an

Auxiliary Notefrom above.

N.B. An auxiliary note from below ought to be written a hiilf-toue below the essential note
;

when from cthove, it may be written a wliole or halftone, just as the key in which it appeai-s may
require.

The following example of m{<a<io?i is founded on a single chord. The subject (or passage for

imitation) is formed out oi' two intervals of that chord ; and as these proceed l)y 3rds, simple passing

notes may be introduced : out of these two notes the passage at (6) is constructed. This pn.ssage we
desire to imitate in the alto; but, as tlu.it part consists of one note only, how shall we effect our

purpose ? By having recourse to auxiliary notes. Thus, the passage at {!>) is imitated by the :ilto

:.t (c) ; by the tenor at {d) ; by the bass at (c) ; by the alto and tenor at (f) ; and by the tenor and

bass at (g). At d,f, and g, the imitation is by contrary motion.

• Some of tli»« greatest beauties and moat tliriUing effect-s iu composition are produced by imitation. Tliis is a branch of the art which

yoimg composers aliouM eiideavoiu- to attJiiu aa soon sa possible ; it is particulary iiiiportiiut to those who study fugu-» and canons.

t iive J:).\.umples 'JO'J to UUS.
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Ex.210.

Si>;>rani).

Alto.

r<;Dor.

lia^. I

tSu"^ J=:z3J^^
"P 'ZLU 'Su 'r-

i^5^

w :S- :Si S:4^

N.B. Let the pupil look well to the various examples here given. Precept may do msich ; but one short example will effect more

than pages of verbal explanation.

The subject of the following example is the ascending diatonic scale in foiu- parts. One interval

only of the chord being selected to form the passage for imitation.

assages constructed on Auxiliary Notes.

Legati.

$h 1 J J J Jm CDXuBI'
ll*"(TOr-

Imitation.Ex. 211.

I. ^ ^^ i .i± ^m

It will be observed that the embellishments in the above example proceed by 3rds ; they may

proceed by 6ths also, as here exhibited :

—
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The almost infinite vai'iety of modes in which these notes of embelhshment may be employed,

renders it nearly impossible to estabhsh Jixed and infallible rules for their introduction in every

case that may present itself.

The following example, foimded on a simple subject, or melody, with its accompanying

harmony, exhibits at one view how all the preceding notes of embeUishment may be introduced

eti'ectively :

—

i e£ ^T-rtn-n^mT^t-rr I r i h^ ^^w

i;x. 213. (^^ :S(t^ ^ St^ifcj

w ^^^ sp^ £
Amiliary Notes from above (a). Extended Passing Notes (ft). Extended Pafsin^ Notes followed iiiunedi-

ately by an Extended Auxiliary Note (a).

\^^ ^ W '=^^^^ -9<s^

^^
From HaydvUi Creation.

^^F-R-Egw^gjri:^^ ^^^^^m-w

MK^ rfo* gjr^a.f^^q4rrff^^^'3aa-^
^
Extended Passing, Auxiliary, and Simple Extended Auxiliary Notes from above followed

Passing Notes (c). by an Extended Auxiliary Note from bekw (d).

==2;^ =^^=^^ ^^rs" :St:

Hitherto our notes of embeUishment have appeared in the soprano and inner parts only ; in

Lhe following example they ai-e introduced into the bass.

Diatonic Scale descending.

Kx. 214.

fe s fZI

bcy^'

S Simple Passing and Auxiliary Notes.

&i-J P. rrrfi^titt^ ^^^mS^i^
H.

III.

Simple and Extended Passing and Auxiliary Notes.

^E& ^
15 H cJjl.r PgS:;^;^^^^^ ^

b. ^ ii
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'ITie two bassee, 1, 11, although founded npon the same fundamental harmony, yet differ widely with regard to their character,

occasioned by the employment of different notes of embellishment. The effect produced at I, arises out of simple pasxinr; and aii.ii/ian/

notes ; at II, from exteiided passinr/ and ejifixled aujrilian/ notes. And here let it be carefully noticed that, in order to introduce our

embellishments at II, we mu.st suppose t/mt liass to have been originally written aa at III, where the essential notes of the chord, Ijeing

introduced in succession, form not oiJy a melody, characteristic of the hass, which (as the intervals proceed at great distances) is peculiarly

fitted for the introduction of extended notes of embellishment.

When the intervals of a chord are introduced, as at III in the preceding example, a species of melody ai-isea. the intervals of which

injiy be considered as producing a two-fold effect : that is, as a secondary melody, and as a secondartj harmmuj ; by the employment of which,

a hirmony of four parts may be made to produce the effect oi fire or even more parts. This will lie better understood by an example.

Ex. 2\r,.

I.

^
^g

-Ci. . iZ? _|S_ r3 r> n

5.

"22;

fi.

IZ2Z =231 =22=7

At (a), the harmony first appears as usual in /(/h»- parts.

liar 1. The soprano ascends to fi, an<l doubles the alto in the octave ; that is. the interval representing the part of the alto is made

to appear twice in the same chord. This obser\ ation may apply to all the others.

J{jir2. The .so/»-ono ascends to F, and rfowftfe* the inveiied hass; and thus the harmony in those two li»i-s assumes the nature and

character oljive parts.

At bars 3, 4, six parts.

At 5 and 6 is exhibited the real harmony of that which has been assumed, the latter of which

we shall call

Secondary Haiinoiiij ;

and, although this " secondary haimony " is not all heard at one and the same time, as at 5, 6,—

nevertheless, it will be found to produce such an impression ujioii the ear, as strongly to resemble it.

7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. U. 14.

J*jJ
| JjO fl— * ^5*^^

Ex. 216.
rjU^f-<-ft

-r:r

ra
~?^

I
i^Lj^^

T^uYt^^
f^^ '

'

-rj-
-1=2, ram ^

At bars 7, 8, the seeoiidani harmony ajipeai-s in the alto ; it is in pai-ts.

At 9, 10, in the tenor, ditto.

At 11, 12, in the alto and hass, in 7 p.'irts.

At 13, 14, — in the soprano Hn<l bass, ditto.
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This will suffice to show the principle on which this secondary hai'momj is estabUshed.

It may be observed that this secondary harmony, arising from the pecvdiai- progression of its

intervals, is particulai-ly suited for the employment of extended notes of embelhshment. These we
shall now introduce, and exhibit in a variety of forms.

Let us make one observation before we proceed. As impurity of harmony must at aU times be
carefully guarded against, and as the introduction of secondary harmony may easily lead into error

in this respect, care must be taken that the note which is employed as secondary harmony returns

first to the migincd note of the chord from which it started, before it proceeds to a note of another
K-hord.

The subject which we have chosen for a practical illustration of " secondary harmony" and
" extended notes of embellishment," is the ascending diatonic scale of C minor, -wiitten in the bass,

and harmonized.

2. ;;. 4. •;. 6. 7. s.

i^^^ <̂s>-
ZZ3Z 32Z

122:

Ex. 21c.
^r ^

r r ' r ^I'TT^-r

^P ~(^7~ ^ -i I

Z&i -^
•TTT-

"t:}-

At bars 1, 2, the secondary liarmony appears in the soprano.

At 3, 4, in the tenor, imitating the soprano by contrai-y motion.
At 5, C, 7, in the alto, imitating the tenor, by similar motion.

Let not the pupil pass unnoticed these imitations, which have been effected through the instrumentality of secondarij harmony.

N. B. 'Iliejlrst portion of each bar contains the rent harmony.

It will be perceived that the introduction of secondary harmony, in the preceding example,
has paved the way for the employment of extended auxiliary notes from below ; and thus a new and
altogether different effect is jDroduced, and passages formed for imitation.

1.

£x. 217.

fV£^
tt

-S"^i ^m
2. 4.

32^^i ^ TSI^Z

m izr

^ r -^^
122= ^ :g:^^ -''TT-

If we minutely examine the above exercise, and compai-e it with the preceding, we shall find

that it was through the introduction of extended auxiliary notesfrom 6c/o?r that the soprano received
tlie still more marked and distinct character wliich is exhibited at bars 1, 2, and subsequently
imitated at bars 3, 4, by the alto. It vsdll be perceived that the secondary harmony, bar 1, descends
from C to G, and our notes of embellishment are introduced accordingly ; that is, extended auxiliary
notes from below.

In the folloiving example (observe) the notes of secondary harmony ascend, and thus we are
enabled to employ extended passing notes ; by which again a new effect is produced, and a passage
fanned in the soprano which is siibsequently imitated by all the other parts.

Compare and examine veiy carefully the following example with the one above :

—

Ex. 218.

;i^^^^^ ICTI :*^

^ 32=

ffi 3
^^^

.^f b^'^^^
^ps
i

d4^ A^^ A^=-^.<m
' The inverted basses of the above examples are figured, to show that tlie esamtial notes only require to be thus treated.
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In the folIo^\^ng Example, "secondary harmony" is introduced into the hass, intermixed with

vrarioiis extended passing and anxiliary notes.

The pupil is here presented with two specimens of basses arising out of secondary harmory :

let him examine buth carefully.

i:s. 219.

^^ g Î^SE f^^T^^^^i^Fg
^ ftt: 3 ? hC=I= ^i=Ff^^=t ^

U^S:^ ^^=^E£ ^FF^^g ^^E 333

f
J-J_i ^ ^ iIE m ^ -P—31

rr-^rT~r~rI

calando.

Jt
PA)^ izJ:jy^ IC2Z

^ ZZ2Z^ ^ ^ "7^

The hass, at ('a^, produced through secondary harmony, may be viewed as the outline or sketch

of the following move Jinished example, in which it is again introduced, embellished with sim2)Ie and
OMddliary notes :

—

Es. 220.

I^^T^^ggp^^
^^^^^^^^i^fds^^^^a^e

10.

f=rf
;-^—

^

J^J J J iL
dim.

J^E&V
r^^^^f^ ^i^!i

Ohgerve, tin. diatonic Bcale continues in the hass until the end of tlie third luir, whi!i\ the alio taliea up the sniiject, and continues it to

the end with the same notes of embellishment :ih liefore.

Examples might be nuiltiplied, and pages of explanation written to illustrate this interesting

subject ; what has been said, howevei-, may suthce to show, in some measure, the importance of these

notes of embellishment,—.secondary harmony,—their practical use,—and the vai"iety of ett'ect which

they are calculated to produce ; reflection and study must complete the rest.

We shall now show how dissonanu*^ also may be mi\(>d up and amahjamalcd with these matters,

80 as to produce new and still more stiiking effects.
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We know that, according to the principles of " secondary harmony," we are permitted to write

the tenor and soprano as at I, in the following example. Therefore, on tlte sajme principle ive may
resolve the dissonances of the 4th and 9th, as at II.

Ex. 221.

IS. i ^
II.

Secondary Harmony.
IZT

^

^= :J=i
Dissonances of the 4th and 9th.

41

_Ci_

~7y
A.

By keepmg in view the above principle (upon which the two folloiving examples are constructed),

no difficulty can possibly arise in fully comprehending them.

Fii'st of all—let the pupil carefully examine the progression of the fimdamental basses, wliich

are added andJigured ; for upon this the whole superstructui'e rests.

Secondly—let him miderstand that when the resolution of a dissonance is delayed, it is

occasioned either by a note of secondary harmony or by an auxiliary note; and that the Jirst

is an essential note, and the latter is not.

1.

Orave—sostentito.

2.

I
'^-l^

6.

§^ IZ2I J: ^ESt :i*i

Ex. 222.

i; - r=f=^^ ^^ ^ ^gTYTT *=

pt>—
^ r ^ -^-^KJ^

izz:
A.

d£
?^

m^
^ i t k : g ^ i ti r

Let Tis first examine the jirogression of the fundamental basses.

The bass, from bar 1 to (5 inclusive, continually asreiids a fifth : therefore, it adraibi the introduction of the dissonance of the 4th,

prepared by the Sth.* The b;is3, from bar f! to lO, ;iscends a 4th ; therefore, it admits the dissonance of the (th, prepared by the 6th,
combineil with the dissonance of tlie -Ith, prepared by the fundamental 7th.t

Bar 1. The dissonance of the 4th is prepared in the alto by the Sth.

liar 2. This dissonance, instead of lUrnthj resolvinfj into a 3rd (as it ought), first ascends by a note of secondarii harmony to D, and
resolves as usual. Tliis process produces a little auhject or pnssai/e, which, at bar .".. is imitated by the soprano, and at bar 4 by the tenor.

Bar '). This dissonance (the 4th) appe.irs again in the alio ; but. instead of pursuing the same process as at bar 2, an av.vi/iari/ note
from hehw (Fj) is introduced, by which the resohdion of the dissonance is delayed (similar to bar 2), and a new subject or passage formed,
which, at bar fi, is imitated by the soprano.

Let it here be kept in mind, that all our imitations, up to the present, arose out of the dissonance of the 4th only ; Ijecause the ;»e-

gression of the fimdamental basses w.-us by a.icendimj Jifths. Now, however, that progression is changed: the fundamental bass ascends bj
fornihs, und the dissonance of the !tth is introduced.

• r>oe Dissonances, page 102, ExampIeallG, 117, 118. t See Dissonances, page 104—107, Examples 119, 1^2, 123.
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Bar 7. The 0th (FJ) is prepared, in the precidinff bar, by the soprano : but, instead of resolving direct into the octave, E, it Jirit

descends to B (a note of secondary harmony), and afterwards resolves into the octave as usual.

Bar 8. The same dissonance is again introduced ; but here it ascends, first to F, a note of secondary harmony, and then resohet.

Bar8 10 and 12. The dissonance of Vaefourth (prepared by the fundamental 7th), before its resolution, descends first to an auxiliary

note from beloic, and then resolves.

We give the following example (which is introduced precisely xipon the same principle and upon
the saxnefundamental harmonies as the preceding) as a further illustration of what may be effected

by a " regular dissonance," " secondary harmony," and various notes of embellishment.

N. B. The present example commences and ends in a major key ; the one preceding commences
and ends in a minor key. Let the pupU practise well the difference of effect.

1. 2. 3. 4. 6. ^ 6.

Legato. ^ >j, ^i _^ >i^.^ .^^
, ^

Ex.223.

I. 10. 11. 12.

g,. .J-.J., _ .J--

^trt r r-\̂ ^̂ ^^Er^
adagio. dill

^7
^

^ J J-^V^H^T^T^T \ 1^
r T " r

It may be noticed that, in the former example (222), from bar 1 to 6, the dissonance of the fourth only is introduced. Here, how-
•ver, we have introduced the dissonance of the Gth in conjunction with thefourth.

Bar 2. The 6th appears in the tenor (prepared in the preceding bar by the 3rd).

Bar 3. This dissonance appears in the alto, combined with the soprano: bar 4, in the soprano, combined with the tenor; and bar H,

combined with the alto and tenor.

Bar 3. The bass proceeds by auxiliary notes, and secondary harmony, imitated by the soprano at bar 4.

Bar 5. Tlie lass proceeds by simple passing notes, accompanied by the alto.

Bar 6. The bass is accompanied by the soprano.

To extend our analysis is needless. Let the pupil (if anxious to make himself acquainted with

this interesting and important subject) examine and analyse for himself, compaiing example with

example—bar by bar. If he do so, he will be amply recompensed for his labour.

In order to render this subject still more interesting and practical, we will take a simple melody,

harmonize it, and then arrange it for the pianoforte, introducing these notes of embellishment, with

the usual marks of expression, to give it all the character of a finished composition.

It is necessary to observe that, when writing for the pianoforte, we are frequently obliged, in

order to produce effects peculiar to that instrument, to double notes of the harmony ; in which

case, the rule respecting consecutive octaves is dispensed -with ; but they are not pennitted to

occur between the extreme parts ; that is, between the lowest note of the bass and the highest note

in the treble. The rule relating to consecutive 5ths remains in fuU force, and must be strictly

observed.

wr
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Andwite maestoso.

Ex.224.

J-J I^E

M mji vJ
/

^ ^f$=m^^ ^=^
f ^

W=ff^r
_3 li,

—

^
^==.-tlr

i ^=^
i"^~^ i ags-5-2:?: ji ri I—r^ r r

m̂ ^ ^=^=^

/ l^^t^^H^ J 13=^ ^
9

^ sS ^^F^ m m i * I ,<:^

(

m ^ I * H
*—*~^

—

E^̂
u V S«^—^

* -^ -^ r
mE5 ^^ 3^T^

Out of the harmony of the preceding example we give a specimen, in which the simple melody
is presei'ved, and a variation extracted from the alto and tenor, wdth secondaiy hai-mony in the bass.

Andante sostenuio.

ten. ten. ten. ten.

Ex. 225.

. ' CUord of the eleventh— to be explained hereafter,
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^̂ ^i3
"^ ^ ^ f T r r "^ "^ r r ^ ^ r^r^r P^^^^^^—

^

^ ^ ^=^^
iT=^

i Ir r

=i:
r- 7

*^ --*^ ~ ^ ^ /* V a—r V -±i:

fi^r-^q-^f -^q^f^^-^ 1^ -^ "Tr^^ 2J_^

^^^^^^^
t^

1 1 *—m
r a

ten. ten.

ten.
, -A-.

"^p^W^ riV^rfr ^ -^fy-^^^^ryrTiTy^C^^ffim.^ Ij:!^J

m 3^ 3:

ff
^g-ar T^—X7r=r

T~f
f r f

The following specimen exlubits extended auxiliary notes chiefly in the bass :

—

Ex. 22C.

Con anima.

:g^F(R=

M r-"^fari^r'"li t^/-^
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The variations shown in the above specimens are extracted from the bass and inner parts of

the harmony ; and the melody itself is never absent, but, on the contrary, sustains a very prominent

part.

Variations; however, are often composed on the harmony alone with which a melody is accom-

panied, the melody iVse^ being absoit (though stdl in existence). In this case, it is necessaiy that

the same harmony, the same modulation, and even the same inverted basses, with which the melody

was originally accompanied, should be retained ; no matter imder what fo7'm the passages may
appear.

These observations have reference only to variations constructed on a simple melody. In a

word—a variation written according to this rule wiU always permit the original melody to be played

with it, without either injury to the purity of the harmony, or interference with the passages of

which the variation is composed.

The following variation, composed on this principle, needs no further comment :

—

Ex. 227.
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We shall conclude this interesting subject Avith the following example, which, in its concise

and compressed form may be viewed as a summary or recapitulation of what has been stated in the

preceding pages. This exercise is calculated to impress upon the mind of the pujiil still more

forcibly the vast importatice of these notes of emheliishvient, as well as the extent to which, by judi-

cious treatment, they may be introduced amongst the intervals of melodies, and the influence they

exercise in a composition.

The melody at I, in the following example, consists of three notes only—E, C, B, accompanied

by the harmony of the tonic and dominant and their inversions. At III is the cadence, which

concludes the whole. It will be perceived, that as the four parts at II may, through the instru-

mentality of extended harmony, interchange places among themselves, a door is opened for the

introduction of notes of embellishment, producing imitations in all these paiis. It is needless to say

more on this subject ; the example is before the pupil, let him study it with care and attention—It is

ONE OF IMPORTANCE.

We shall suppose the example to be written for the first and second violins, tenor, and bass.

Kx. 228

^E ^
II.

Subject.
In four parts.','

> Cadence.

SE -sr ^ r-

J
ZCZI
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^ ^ (Jad. "S'^'Um "V ,CaA

±^=¥^JF^t^f ]ffi^ ^
V^ _-^ ^tt> fPf I

-!»-—
f-^^ ^ ~g7~ "7y~

I
* i»^ =i'=P :z2i Pr-P-

i ^
>^ (Jad.

i
-^

JCZ d d d —g-

r I I I r-^-=^=i^ r"T

^ zJf ^^ :S: J—i- :^[^E^ ^ tt'f^ ?^ ^^
^S^ Ei -F=fs =g5 ^"^^

J • -^T^^
r- attU S ^T i"J I ^- r

s "g7~ ^^^ ^^

..ffl^^
S g

-d- r

fc^'MFe ^tr r ^
zJz

t?E=p=—

r

r
w .^ ^ttj <g<^ iji

^'^ ^\ - =t
ffl^^5T

^^ .y.

y - \- ^^ N. ,^

^ IBn^^
m̂ ^^^S

Cade •J.

^:

^r—

f

^
^ to/CiLCrei^g'S^^^T^T^^

--J- r STT^ffT> -

Jz

^frrrrfT
i

^
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~N /^

^^^^̂ ^^^^
^\.

'W^
^^

,10.

J. J

183

iTD TTS *

J. J- A
£ ^̂

r^^^r

^^1-^—

f

^ i
U'.

33

f r

J I
rJ

YTr JLL
^ ^^^-it-^^^^£»-*- :&r-fi^

fad si^ r

We shall only fai-ther remark, that if the pupil has carel'uUy studied the present subject, he
cannot help being struck with the endless variety which these notes of embellishment are calculated

to produce. The best advice that can be given, is to examine the works of the most classical

composers, and observe how they have treated the same subject on difl'erent occasions. In writing

the exercises, let the harmony be written in foiu: parts before a single note of embeUishment is

introduced, which will prevent many errors.

fe

RETARDATION,
OB

ASCENDING DISSONANCES.
V

zan—pz

Ex. 220. Descending Dissonances, or Suspension. Ascending Dissonanoea, or lietordation.

^. izr
=227 32=

-J7-

It has been shown*, that when an interval of a chord in a gradually descending melody is kept

back in its progi-ession, it produces a Dissonance, called a dissonance by Suspension.

However, a melody may ascend as well as descend ; and when an interval of a chord in a

gradualli/ ascending melody is arrested in its course, it also produces a Dissonance ; but this we call

an ciscending Dissonance, or Rktaiidation.
• ]'lxampla 1 ll'.
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Here, then, we have two species of Dissonances : Suspensions and Retardations, widely difier*

ing from each other as regards their construction and effect.

In a descending melody the 4th suspends the 3rd.

6th 5th.

9th 8th.

We know that when the dominant chord proceeds to the tonic, the 3rd ascends directly to the

octave of that tonic ; as at I in the following Ex.* :

—

n.

In an ascending melody the 2nd retards the 3rd.

4th 5th.

7th 8th.

3E

n.

^-
?2= ^

rv.

"ST- -^
Ex. 230.

^ rzsz
ZZ3Z ~C3~

IZ2I
-Tzr

"Z?~
nzr

But suppose B, the 3rd of the dominant chord, instead of proceeding direct to the octave (as

at I), to be continued upon the following tonic (as at II) it becomes an ascending dissonance
;
(the

7th), which must afterwards ascend or resolve into the octave of the tonic. At III, the remaining

notes of the tonic chord are added, and thus form a chord (usually called the chord of the sharp

seventh).

V.

i
K.T. 230.

VI
7

VII. VUI. IX. X.

9 6 V

IS
-^

3

izr
^E^ ~g7~

41 61

m ~<r3-
•I §

iSi J=±.
-r^

3

-^nr ~7^~ -gy -rs-

? i
8

If, in this ascending progression, the 5th of the dominant (D), instead of ascending to the 3rd

of the tonic (as at IV), be continued (as at V), it produces the ascending dissonance of the 2nd

resolving into the 3rd. If this dissonance of the 2nd (at V) be combined with the 7th (as at VI),

it produces the chord of the \.

It will be observed that the same note (D), wliich in an ascending melody (as at V) is a

retardation, may in a descending melody (IX) become a dissonance by sitspension. To ascertain

to which species it belongs, it is only necessary to examine its progression ; if it ascends (as at V),

it is a retardation (2nd into the 3rd) ; if it descends (as at IX), it is a suspension (9th into the 8th).

Having fuUy explained the nature of suspension and retardation, we proceed to the dissonance

of the 4th into the 5th, which is not quite so satisfactory, in its effect, as the two preceding ones,

occasioned by an ambiguity as to its final resolution : it is impossible to decide whether it is a

dissonance by suspension or retardation until the resolution has taken place (as at X) ;
the 4th

appears in the soprano, which (as a suspension) we know cannot be admitted, because the 3rd oi

the chord is in the tenor ; and, as a retardation, the matter is exceedingly doubtful ; therefore, in

' The above may be considered aa an epitome of all Artificial Dissonances—aiiijicial, because they are not found in naturf, as i« the

fandamental 7th. Re-peruse what hits been said, page 106.
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order to prevent this ambiguity in the resoUition of the chord, the dissonance (the 4th) is frequently

raised a minor half-tone, as at I in the following example :

—

Ex.231.

' „ V r. > I I ^=
~??~

-T^ 331

by which its ascending resolution is anticipated, and all doubts respecting its identity removed.

In like manner, the retardation of the 2nd may be raised a semitone, and thus a similar

ambiguity as respects the nature of that dissonance is avoided ; for when the 2nd is raised a half-

tone (as at II), it is impossible to mistake it for a dissonance of the 9th.

A very important rule, with reference to the employment of dissonances and preservation of

the piu-ity of the harmony, shoidd, on the present occasion, be recalled to mind; viz., "that a

dissonance and the note which that dissonance suspends, must not be heai-d at one and the same time

,

a dissonance is the temporary representation of the consonance into which it subsequently resolves*.

Ex. 232.

In bar 2, the C sharp retards D, the 5th '•.

. the soprano : therefore the D m the tenor cannot

be admitted. The same error occurs aJ si; ir b; 3, where the D sharp (the 2nd) retai-ds E (the 3rd)

in the soprano.

Q. Can the 3rd E in the tenor V) i emitted 1—Why ?

Both these errors are avoided a1 hars 4 and 5.

The following example exlubitf a practical illustration of ascending dissonances intermixed

with parsing and auxiliary notest :
-

233.

a

n^u^—

*

ki#=^ ^
T" fTTT

-p—^-^

tr. ^
rrr ^

r tj^f

' See note, Ijottom of page 105.

t Ixe-pemse what baa been said on passing notes by half-tones, Ex. 205.

i

^^m
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The subject is the ascending Diatonic Scale, eupposed to be written for two viohns and a bass

;

it commences with the fu'st viohn, and is continued for three bars, when it is taken up by the second
violin, imitating the fii'st a fifth below. The bass in the meanwhile performs a melody of its otun.

It is imnecessary to enter into an analysis of the ascending dissonances ; the example is purely
practical, and speaks for itself

We shall, in preference, give the same example in four parts, viz., for two viohns, tenor, and
bass. Here, more care is reqiiu-ed to avoid ambiguities than was necessary in Ex. 233.

w » 9^

Ex. 234.

m --?zr^ -J-^-M JUlJ. / lzW_

^^r
J nj_

EES-
r r r r ^ T"

^^^ =221^^ -izr

r
The student will examine carefidly and perform the two examples, comparing one with the

other, and particularly noticing the vai-iety of the imitations.

In the latter example it will be perceived that the scale commences with the 1st violin, but is

continued in that part for only three bars ; after which it is taken up by the second vioUn for the
following three bars, by wHcli an imitation between these two parts is effected.

It has been fully shovm that aU dissonances, whether by suspension or retardation, have been
produced by one simple cu'cumstance, viz., by arresting the natural progress of the intei-vals of a

melody wliilst aA"cc««i;/(/ or c^raw/irfmgr. These dissonances therefore are in fact artijicial; they do
not exist in natm-e ; but why are they introduced ? They are introduced to heighten the effect of

the retm-ning consonances, and tlius produce in a greater or less degree that light and shade in a
composition which is so striking in the works of great masters. A careful study of this branch of

harmony is strongly recommended ; indeed, the importance of it must, ere this, have been evident

to every intellectual student.

When we treated on the chord of the minor 9th''', i:t became necessary to draw particular

attention to two intervals of the chord of the fundamental 7th, viz., the 3rd and 7th; the former

ascending a half-tone, the latter descending a half-tone t; by these two mtervals ascending and
descending by half-tones, the whole machinery of harmony is guided.

In order to impress this strongly on the mind, we shall repeat here u, portion of Ex. 154, the

whole of which, however, the pupil is strongly urged again to peruse.

izz: ^ ~r^ W- -Tzr
#^
^s^=r

Ex. 235.

IZ2I
~?r7-

22=
-T^

=Z3= =22=
=22=

' See preceding. t See Example 164.
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h.

i ^^^ -^-^- *
a;

-yj-

"TyP2Z
S

^^
::gji=i:

~;rr- ~r^^
;Z2I IZ2I ilV 'ZZZS.

a. Exhibits the essential notes of the chord of the fundamental 7th.

h. The ascending dissonance of the 7th. (Retardation.)

c. The descending dissonance of the 4th. (Suspension.)

Now observe. If these two opposite dissonances are xmited (as at d), they wiU produce a new
chord, called

The Cliord of the Eleventh.

Let it be well remarked, that it is through the instrumentality of these two principcd intei'vals

of the fundamental 7th that this chord is produced. We may introduce the dissonance of the 9th

also (as at e) '"'; but the chord is not thereby changed, it stUl remains the same in name and character-

or we may introduce a retardation, the 2nd ascending into the 3rd (as sAf). Here the note which

at (e) is a dissonance by suspension (the 9th into the 8th), is at (/) a retardation, the 2nd into the

3rd.

Again, we may have both the suspension and retardation at the same time (as at g), where

the 2nd in the soprano ascends into the 3rd, and the 9th in the tenor descends into the 8tli ; and if

we add the octave to the dominant, the chord of the 11th will appear (as at h). If the question

be asked, what the chord of the 11th really is, the reply is simply, The chord of the dominant or

fundamental yth placed over its tonic : for instance, take the bass-note Bb as a tonic, (the dominant

of Bb is F), write the chord of F, with its fimdamental 7th, over the Bb, and the chord of the

11th is produced : its resolution follows as a ma?tter of coui'se.

Why is this called the chord of the 11th ? The chord takes its name from the dissonance of

the 4th, prepared by the 7tht, because this 4th is the llth interval, counting upwards, from any

given bass. In thus counting upwards, we must necessarily pass beyond the 7th and 9th, before

we can arrive at the note which constitutes the llth ; so that, in this case, the interval in question

is not a 4th, but really and truly an 1 ith.

Cliord of the Eleventh, p)repared.

Hitherto, the chord of the llth has appeared on the accented jiai-t of the bar, having been

prepared on the unaccented ; but this is not necessaiily the case ; as it originates in the chord of

the fundamental 7th, which requires no preparation, so the chord of the llth is entitled to the same

privilege : this is exhibited in the following example, where all the chords of the llth are unprepared.

Chord of the Eleventh, unprepared.

va.. L';io.

^̂ 1 I

-'.•^1 3|
I

.3. « ". 4.

^

H \>i

3! ^ ^^ IZ2

In bai-s 1 and 2 the melody ascends ; consequently, the retardation of the 2nd is introduced,

figured with a (2 thus, *) ; but as, at bars 3 and 4, the melody descends, the suspension of the 9th in

employed, and the figures required are 7>| ; the chord of the llth may therefore be introducetl,

prepared, as in Ex. 235 ; or unprepared, as in Ex. 236.

• Example i!30, K. t Sm t, Ex. 235.
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The following is a practical illustration of this chord with both these characteristics :

—

Tlie Chord of the Eleventh practically illustrated.

Andante sostenvto. crescendo.

i-J-J- ^ ^^ji ±±at:
7 I r

'

r r r.r'i'ivr'tJ'i' ' TEx. 237. P^ j-a
rinf.

Ir= J.

r

P^¥^
F= ^P^

"Bar 5.
Bar 2.

Bar(f
Bar 8.

In the preceding Ex. all notes of embellishment have been carefully avoided, and other disso-

nances excluded, that this chord may appear in the simplest possible form'"'.

N. B. When the chord of the 11th is employed unprepared, and the melody ascends, the note
which represents the fundamental 7th may ascend.

At bar 5, the fundamental 7th ascends in the alto, and at bar 6 it ascends in the tenor.

The following Example is in substance the same as the preceding ; but here it is embeUished
with passing and auxdiary notes ; and the student will be amply repaid for the trouble of a careful

comparison :

—

The same Air as the preceding, embellished.

Andante. Bar 10. Bar 12.

Ex. 238.

^3 ^ Bar 16.

Take this as a general observation on the figuring of this chord of the 11th.

The 3rd and 7th of the dominant chord are its essential intervals. Now, in the chord of the

11th, these two intervals become the 4th and 7th, which must always, without exception, be figured;

they must never be omitted.

The various modes of figm-ing, according to circumstances, will appear thus ; commencincr with

the chord of the sharp 7th, as that chord naturally leads to the chord of the 1 1th.

• In Examples 237 and 238, bars 2, 5. 6, 13, the chord of the Uth ia unprepared.

Bai-s 8, 10, 12, 16 prepared.
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Chord of the sharp 7th—figured 7, and resolved into 8"

Same chord when the 2nd is added, ^ ^^
2 3

Chord of the 11th figured, l ^^

8 8

9

Same chord with the 9th added 7
^ ^

4 3
7 811

Ditto when the 2nd is added 4 —_______^

When the chord of the 11th appears 9 ]2;^rr:> 8

with all its suspensions and retar- 7

dations, it is figured 4 -

5
And whether we remove the 9th or the 2nd, or both figures, the chord still remains the chord

of the 11th. This may sufiice to show the nature and practical application of this important
chord, and its derivation from the chord of the fundamental 7th, which is derived fi-om nature**.

It will be perceived, that, when the chord of the 11th is introduced unprepared, as at a, in the
following example, the original fundamental bass ascends a fifth ; and as that progression admits the
introduction of the 4th into the 3rd, and Gtli into the 5thH-, it follows that either of these diasonancea
may very eflfectively be combmed with the chord of the 11th.

Ex. 239.

i

3E 22

y=i
^--

s I22I

IS

AUegro con agitato, h.

Ex 240.

4eee;rM=F^

ff
?—T"

rinf.

I !

==g-̂

rinf.

^

m
5 3 5 ^ ^E 1^

^T^TTrrj
= I

i
^^=^^:-5^

f
In the preceding Ex. 240, at b, the dissonance of the 6th is combined with the chord of the

11th ; and at c, the dissonance of the 4th. The introduction of the dissonances thus gives rise to
a very extraordinary anomaly, viz., dissonances becoming consonances and resolving into dissonances.

For instance :

At b, in the above example, the Gth, united witli the chord of the 11th, forms with the bass a
consonance, and this resolves into a dissonance (the 9th).

At c, the dissonance of the 4th from the octave of the bass, resolves into a dissonance (the 7th).

The following is a melody harmonized in four parts, in which are introduced both the above-
mentioned dissonances upon the chord of the 11th.

• Ex. 2.35, h. t Ex. 2.35,/.
•• Ex. 63, Harraonios.

tt Bisaonancea, page 1U9.

X Ex. 235, d. § Ex. 236, e.
II
Ex. 236,/. IT Ex. 236, y.
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It Is not necessary to expatiate upon this example. The student must heai it and particularly

observe the difference of effect produced by the 6th and 4th combined with the 1 Lth.

Andante con espress.

fix. 241.

i^ ,

',
i

.j7^/ni
|

j._f^
^.^^ fi»-

^s
rinf.

?=^^:=::P2:̂
omn

3J!_

I

jL

> 1 r

i-^ -vf^

f^it

^-- I
-v/ s

P^^^PPg^^^̂ ^—•

—

m~

f=e^
At a, dissonance of the 6th. At b, dissonance of the 4th. At c,

Chord of the Thirteenth.

The construction of the chord of the 13th is in every respect similar to tliat of the 11th.

By placing the chord of the 9th (whether major or minor) over its tonic bass, the chord of
the 13th will be produced.

In the following example, bar 1, is exhibited the chord of the major 9th, and at bar 4 the
chord of the minor 9th ; at bars 2 and 5, these chords are placed over their respective tonics, and
thus produce the chord of the 13th ; as the figure 4 in the chord of the 11th expresses the original

interval, which gives name to the chord (viz., the 11th), so the figiu-e 6, as it expresses the original
interval (the 13th), is iadispensable when we desire to express by figures the chord of the 13th.
Nor must the 4th be omitted, because that interval is the representative of the 1 lth, as the 6th is

the representative of the 1 3th ; this will be seen in the following example :

—

^T^x

Ei.242.
w

-m
ElgE

-\Fr

m •77" "Tzr-
i

ZZ3Z izr

Indeed, if the chord of the 1 lth be well understood, no difficulty can possibly be experienced
in comprehending that of the 1 3th. Examples illustrative of this subject, if carefully studied
and examined by the student, must ever be the compass by which he will be guided imerringly
through all the mazes of harmony : however, a treatise such as the present professes to be, can
never be comparatively useful without abundant examples, one of which sometimes effects more to

illustrate the subject than pages of \vords.

That the chords of the 1 Lth and I3th arise out of a combination of dissonances by suspension
and retardation, will be seen y)y the following :

—
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243. <E.X

e—^1^^
5'

m^-
u

JL

i I2Z

-r

At 1, are two suspen.sions, ^ > .^l'^^, J' and two retardations, „ y^^. , ^r

At 2, are thi-ee suspensions, 6, and one retardation, the 7th.

4

At 3, are three suspensions, 6, and two retardations, „ / ,- y ^ r\

N.B. When the chord of the 13th is immediately preceded by the chord of the fundamental

9th (as in the above Example), the chord is prepared. When it is not immediately preceded bv the

fundamental 9th (as in t\iefollowing Example), then it is uniwepared, and may be treated precisely

as the chord of the 1 1th.

±^^^^^C)) bS^^^~~^
^t^-^-^=€

Ex. 244.

-y^ -rn- ~rr- I22I I22I -yrr ~r:3-

The preceding Ex. 244 is the Diatonic Minor Scale of C ; but, in order to mark the interval

of the chord of the 13th as much as possible, no signature i.s employed to denote the key; the

accidentals are all expressed 'w/icre required ; the fundamental basses are also added, which may be

found useful in more respects than one.

Before we proceed to give a lengthened example on the employment of this very important

chord (the 1 3th), it will be necessary to make the student acquainted with the chords of t)xe sharp

sixth and compound sharp sixth.

Q. What is the chord of the sharp sixth (^6) ?

A. It is neither more nor less than the second inversion of a dominant chord, the inverted

bass being loivered a minor semitone.

In the following Example (at a) is exhibited simply the 2nd inversion of the chord of the

dominant :

—

Ex. 24.5
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Let us not forget that AS is the natural 6th to the inverted bass CJt* ; but the instant we
place a fa before the bass note C if, we lower that note a half-tone, and AJf is now changed (as at b)

into a sharp 6. FJf, the fundamental bass, remaining unchanged.

Having now fully explained the principle upon which this chord is founded, we will point out

some pecuUarities respecting it, which will be found interesting.

If we analyze this chord, we shall find that it contains within itself the principal intervals of

two distinct fundamental 7thst (see c d) ; the former would lead the ear to the key of Bij, and the

latter to the key of G ; but when heard both together, (as at b), the chord produces on the ear an

effect not at all satisfactory. Every one may convince himself of this, by striking the chord first

as at {a), and then as at (b). To avoid this ambiguity, one of the intervals must be removed—but,

which of them ? +

The note AJf cannot be dispensed with, because it is the principal interval in the dominant

chord, viz., the 3rd . E cannot be removed, because it is the fundamental 7th. The only interval,

therefore, that can be dispensed with is the FJf, the octave to the fundamental bass. Let us take

away this interval, and, in order to preserve the foiu: parts complete, double the fundamental 7th

(as at «), and all will be then correct.

We shall now give a few hints respecting the proper management of this chord (the sharp

sixth) in its difterent aspects.

^s^' r~

Ex. 246.

jjrjj s
;gHh^^^— :=J^

ts^
-jzr --t^

i^z

t=^
=g= ^^^

1^1

m fZi -^ ^ -Ss^
-bi. g=^

-1f=^

n

When the chord appears as at 1 in the following example, the 7th in the soprano must descend

and the tenor ascend.

Should the 7th be doubled in the alto and tenor in unison, the alto must ascend and the tenor

descend (as at 2).

Should the 7th be doubled in octaves (as at 3), then the alto must descend, and the tenor ascend.

This chord is frequently written as at 4 and 5, by the old church writers, and produces a very

fine effect.

The most proper place for the introduction of the sharp 6 is when we are in a minor key, and

desire to modulate to the dominant of that minor key ; as in the foUowing example :

—

Ex. 2i

r' 1
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The contemplation of the chord of J6 naturally leads us to another of still gi-eater importance
;

and ii" the former have been well understood, not the slightest difficulty will occur in fiilly compre-
hending ii'As one also, because both ai-e founded upon the same principle.

K to the chord of the sharji sixth we add the nunor 9th, it will produce what we call

Th£ Compound Shaip Sixth, figured, ^^.

The followmg Example (at 1) exhibits the chord of the $6 as usual, with its resolution.

At 2, the nunor 9th, E !», is added.

Let the student carefully remark that no radical change has been made^—the intervals proceed
just as before—the fondamental bass is the same ; in one word, the chord of the compound % is

nothing more than the 2nd inversion of the chord of the minor 9th, with the inverted bass lowered
a semitone.

3.

^zz:

t^ -27- ^95=25 -^,5^^
^=4̂-^-=^

Ex.248.

irr- -r^r
-0-

'

^=4^

:^ -*- ^*-

It is necessary to observe that, as the bass in this chord (at 2) is obUged to descend a half-tone,

and as the 9tli (which here by inversion becomes the 5th) must also descend, consecutive 5ths would

be the consequence ; but these iniproj)er progressions must be avoided, which is very easily done,

either by letting the 9th descend to the 7th m the same bar (see 3), or by suspending the following

5th by means of the Cth* (see 4).

This chord, one of the most useful, especially in modulating, has been treated in a variety of

ways by different authors : which diversity of opinion need not in the least surprise us, as it ai-ises

from an ambiguity in the chord itself It is not easy to convey exactly what we mean here by

mere words ; we shall be better understood by a practical example, thus : strike the chord at 1 (in

the following Example 249), without being preceded or succeeded by any other chord ; then the

chord at 2. There k no difference between these two chords, as far as can be judged of by the ear
;

yet, grammatically, they differ as -widely as the east and west.

How are we to distinguish the difference ?

Answer.—By investigating the progression of the fundamental bass. It is only thus that we
can discover the etymology of any chord, and its grammatical appUcation.

Let us examine the two chords ^w.s^ heard, but not seen.

Ex. 249.

J^^-J-J^

£ b# f> f f
r r hT r r r i

g

At 1, Gjf and D are the principal intervals of the fundamental 7th, indicating (as thus written)

that it is derived from the chord of the minor 9th. E therefore is its proper finulamental biiss, and

thus the modidation proceeds to A. See 4, 248.

* Haydn has employed the latter mode,
mittcd tliese consecutiva Otlis (as at 2).

Cheruliiiii, however, in one of liia Into Chnroh coinpositions, has, without any Bomple, per-

O
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At 2 the Ab and D, on the same principle, indicate that it is the chord of the fundamental
7th to Bb; the modulation therefore goes to Eb ; which is a key diametrically opposite to Ihe
former. Very striking effects are produced by the employment of this chord, of which some specrniens
will be exhibited wlien we arrive at Equivocal Modulations.

We shall now give a short exercise on the preceding two chords, which, from what has l)een so
fully stated respecting then- natui-e and apphcation, wiJl requhe no fm-tlier explanation, particularly
as the fundamental basses are uniformly added.

Ex. 249A.

We shall only remark that at bar 2, Eb (the 5th), instead of descending to the 5th in the
third bar (which would have produced consecutive 5ths), is suspended at bar 3 by the 6th. The
6th, however, is here changed into the major, which produces a striking effect.

Bar 8, chord of the #6. Bar 4, compound sharp sixth^^s.

Bar 9, compound #6, which resolves at bar 10 into a major chord (see bars 2, 3).

We shaU now resume the subject of the chord of the 13th, which was inteiTupted after Ex,
244, for the pui-pose of mtroducing the pupil to the Jt6 and compotmd sharp 6th 'j.

The following lengthened example contains the chords of the 11th and 13th— -shai-p 6th and
compound sharp's in a variety of forms, incorporated with other harmonies, so as to constitute what
may be called a finished composition. Before the student plays it (and it is expected that he will

do so), he shordd study the subject well, by critically examining every bar. It is written for the
pianoforte, with an additional staff for the figiured and fundamental bass.

The subject is exceedingly prolific in matter, and abounds in practical illustration

Allegro agitato, a. b. c. .—«^ •

/^-. -^^^^1
,

!^^ . J J I I J ^ J I
^-.^m y^-^f^ ''

I r ^r r ^
rinf. rinf.

•250. / ^^ ^Ex. W^
I r
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m
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^^d^k^^[^4^i15
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE. in,')

z2± i^

/)'/r'< crescendo. '
' / i

1^33 ^^^ ^
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eEt
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ANALYSIS
At o. Chord of the 13th unprepared.

h. Chord witli the Dissonance of the 4th unprepared.
r. Chord of the 13th prepared.

d. Chord of the 1 3th compound sharp Gth i r-

e. Chord of the 1.3th prepared.

/. Commences on the relative major— cliord of lltli.

g. Chord of 11th, Dissonances of 4th added.

/i. Cliord of 1 3th arising from major 9th.

t. Chord of l.'ith followed liy minor 0th.

/.-. Compound sharp 0th jT -.

m. Cliord of the 13th, Ctli aflded.

FINAL AND OTHER CADENCES .

It has already been stated that, in consequence of the frequent natural ociiirrence of the tlmd

cadence, composers have been induced not only to seek for variety, but have often endeavoured to

avoid the final cadence altogether.

A cadence is sometimes made in some key different to that into which we had modulated ; this

we call

An Irregular Cadence.

Let us suppose the student sitting at the pianofn-te, playmg through a cour.se of modulation,

nnd introducing such cadences as he is already acquainted with ; suppose him to have modulated tc

Uie key of U, a.s at (I) in tlie following example :

\ I.Modulation to 1 ). ('.iiifnce in the Jloiiiinniit.

i^A J—

^

^ is=^ -1M^^-P=f^ ^ f~f
~^^

V.\. Sfil.

r

^^ »s

^ g
• Before the student proceeds, he is strongly recommended t/) pcnise oncf iigain the commencement of the subject of cmlenoes (pag-

115* : of which the following may be considered a continuation.
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Modulation to b' Elinor.

CADENCES,

n.

In the preceding Ex. (251) the pupil commences in the key of D major at I. If, instead cf

closing in that key, he were to make a cadence in the key of its dominant, it would be an m-eguiar

cadence ;—hregTilar—because it does not close in the key to wliich modulation has been made.

At II, he modulates to F minor, and makes a cadence in the relative major.

At III, he modulates to A b, and makes a cadence in the relative minor.

At IV, D minor is the key, and a cadence is made in A minor.

At V, a modulation to D minor—cadence in B b.

N.B. Let it be observed that the irregular cadence must always bear some relation to the key

to which we modulate.

It occurs frequently, that instead of proceeding du-ect fi'om the tonic to the sub-dorainatit,

a minor chord is first introduced, whose bass, when we are in a major key, is a min or 3rd below

the tonic, as m the following Example (I). On the contrary, when we are in a minor key, this

bass must be a major 3rd below the tonic (II).

S ^^ ^ ^

II.

s>-

:^=^
^f?~~^^:. 5SE

Ex, 252.

^
:fe

-ST-

1^5

:^ -yy

When the cadence is made in a minor key, the added sixth may be written minor instead of

major. See III, following
m. _ IV.

Ex. 258.
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At rV, the added minor 6th is doubled and the 5th omitted.

197

N.B. This chord is eminently calculated to express a feeling of the most poignant erief and
sorrow, and should be sparingly used.

r o fs

_
Sometimes a cadence is written as at (V) in the following Ex. being the first mversioii of tho

aunor 9th (diminished 7th).

Or as at VI, 2nd inversion of the same chord.

Or as at VII, compound sharp §^.

Or as at VIII, fl6.

V. VI.

<!i. 254.

i I bg

—

^^^'- IS m &== ^E^^
-rz)S^

^^
k

sSz g 122

Of s
vn.

i 3l9^Z m d;

vin.

=g= m

^

M^^ k

^ 1
In the following Modidations, the preceding cadences are introduced :-

iw jp rgsmj^^Tp^-A^
t)

lii.265.

^^ g

^ i^^ F=^ ^^^
«*

^
Cadence.

i ^

-Jf^

1- %! «l
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Cadence.

3: m^ ^Sez ^ ^^ ^m t^. 4t*=

g
#6

#5^ ^ S^

^^^^̂ iT-m--i nx^os^ s f^^?^f^==^^i^s^
S" Cadence.

,

Ht m^ ?: ^

gt^^F^J^gjr;^^ gftLTJ cX/ c^^^g
JeCadence.L

f>5 ^e

Cadence.

3BC m^ ^

^ ^ bm
'^^^ ^ ^1^

Cadence,

^tSt ^
g

adence.

f'' -i^

S^

Imperfect Cadence.

The final cadence, after frequent repetition, will necessarily lose much of its eflect; because the

ear, being accustomed to its regxilar indications, will contemplate its arrival, and a certain dcijree of

indifference will aiise. Instead, therefore, of allowing the chord of the
'I
to resolve upon the funda-

mental chord of the dominant, the 3rd inversion of that chord 4 may be introduced, by which the

ear will be disappointed in its expectation, and a higher degree of interest be excited.

^^ P ^^ P ^ II.

''Tzy-

-rzr-

Ex. 266.
K
4

Perfect Cadence.

321
d=

Imperfect Cadence.

^ ^ -yrr-
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False Cadence.

Auother kind of deception is sometimes put in practice.

Instead of the resolution of the Choi-d of the fundamental 7th, another chord may be suddenly
introduced.

Ki. 257.

i ^ -yn-

-^r
3E*
P -4 y y—a. ^ 3EEE rz2i

s
^ i

m=^
Î^IZt ^ ^=g

At a, the dominant ascends a ivhole tone to A, which must be a minor chord : the 6ass, in a
false cadence, ascending a wliole tone, can only be employed in a major key.

We may also allow the bass of the dominant to ascend a half tone, as in the following'

Example (at a). In which case, the concluding chord of thefalse cadence must be major.
N.B.—" When we are hi a major key, tlie false cadence may be produced by the bass ascending

either a luilf or whole tone
;

" but,
" When we are in a minor key, the bass can ascend only a half tone" {b).

m -Tzr HF^ m #
122 ^ ^ =^ =S=

Br. 258.

^ 5 t!

m ~J±L

Or thus

^ ^
j"^^g:T .̂^^@~^^"fe=feg

Ex. 259.

W-t^-^r^
#6

5

z^^t-g ^-^

b6
»« ^? ,

23; ^ Z2I
22;

In the following Example, the preceding cadences ai'e introduced :

—

^ ^ i i * =d= m
tt

Ex. 260.
BT^ tfr^^^'^S^^^^^^ eH E^ g

Imperfect Cadence.

i

^^
^

^^^=
ars^^^^^a-''^^-^

^rtfj^-iT
;ib^;JgL;,:--

=t:e

3& g

M
^(S>-

Bj

x^ ?=
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J.. J ,
|J j=^

'^^^t^^T^^^^ I ^^£^
^"

"-^^ ^^L^'"^^S^^W^
False Cadence.

m
>6- P6-

^
?==

,

~^-
'

Imperfect.

ihBa

t^6 ^ 1 1^6

Sfeii^^.-^^^^^Tj^j^S
i&^0 ^f

Irs
"^

^
t>5

6-

3

irJ^^V ^^TTf^

^ ^sf ^ g EC
'5

175

6-

t74-

-477

- 3

be
3

i dE ^ ± i
y^gppf*r''^^rj>r7^^'M^^P#^^ ^

q[j
- ^

cEr^^
23 :^ g; 1

t76

.*^
ffi

i
=1 -rT T =1

F^

i i
"TS

iCs:

IP^
V̂i

^P^
~,~?^

=21

^
T^ 177 I

'̂^ -«

Interrupted or Broken Cadence.

Instead of introducing- u final, or false cadence, we may make a sudden stop after the dominant,

placing a rest instead of the tonic, as in the following Example (a), after which we may proceed as

pointed out at b, or as already recommended in Example 259 :

—
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Ex. 261.

•' ^4 7

ir r 1 ^
r r 1

•rr^
Irregular False Cadence.

In the preceding Examples oi false cadences, the intervals of the dominant chord pi'oceeded

uniformly into consonances; a false cadence may, however, be constructed so, that these intervals

shall not proceed into consonances.

In the fomier false cadences, the bass ascended a whole or half tone, direct to its fundamental

bass. The bass m the followmg Example, on the contraiy, does not ascend, but descends a major

semitone ; neither does it descend mto a fundamental bass, but into the tu-st inversion of the minor

9th ; viz., diminished 7th.

i ^ ^
d.

SE
^&- ^ ^df^

Ex. 262.

^ ^ ^
7 77 b7 1

221
IZ2I

At a, the 3rd ascends to the fundamental 7th, and the 7th descends to the minor 9th.

At b, the 5th ascends, by which the 9th is doubled.

At c, the 3rd is permitted to descend.

Ill I

Suspended Cadence.

If, instead of proceeding witli the dominant chojd immediately to the tonic, \vc should lirsfc

ke a few protracted modulations and then close, the cadence will be suspended.

Ex 263.

fe
d

m

IS S= :5
TTbg i^i-^^jj^.-jj, jTT^f^^ isz:

3 bi !>7

-l?(*
I I

5
^s m
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Great Cadence

In the perfect final cadence, the tonic is always preceded by the dominant. In the (jreat

cadence, or>. the contrary, the tonic is preceded by the suhdominant.

Ex. 264.

This cadence is usually employed in sacred music, to the word Amen ! It produces an effect

calculated to create in the muid a feeling of reverence and awe.

Equivocal Modidation.

In order to form a clear and distmct idea of tlie principles on which these modidations are

estabUshed, a few prehminary remarks will perhaps be necessary. It has frequently been observed
that the two prmcipal intervals of the dominant 7th, in their progression, insensibly lead the ear

towards the chord of its tonic ; the 7th havmg a tendency to descend and the thii-d to ascend. This
incessant inchnation of these two intervals to proceed thus vsdll be found on investigation to be
occasioned principally (if not entirely) by the 3rd in the chord being major, for, were we to make the
3rd minor, tliis inclination would immediately cease, as wiU be evident on perfomiing the foUowuig
Example :

—

Ex. 265.

The chords at I, II, III, having minor 3rds, no expectation is excited in the mind that these
3rds ought to ascend, although each chord contains a fundamental 7th ; the ear (as it were) remains
passive, and without the smallest reluctance pemiits these 3rds to be changed in the course of theii-

progression into 7ths. At IV, however, the case is very different, for the 3rd (G) being major, the
ear unmediately expects this 3rd to ascend, and the chord of the tonic (Ab) to follow : thus the chord of
the minor 9th at (V), having a major 3rd, must necessarily proceed to its tonic (A) ; at VI, to D minor

;

and at VII, to G minor. Now let us recollect, that this important interval forms a major 3rd with
the fundamental bass onli/, and with no other interval. If, therefore, the ftuidamental bass be taken
away, no major 3rd wUl be found in the chord to guide or dii-ect om- ear. See VIII, IX, X.
We are left, as it were, in complete uncertainty as to where the chord will proceed ; for the remaining
intervals of the chord (after the fmidamental bass has been removed) ai'e all minor 3rds, no one of

which possesses any peculiar power or quality to guide the ear. But, if we lowei' any one of these
four intervals of the chords at VIII, IX, X, a half tone, it will produce a major 3rd, giving thereby
a decided direction to the com-se of the modulation (wliich was before equivocal). Now as the
interval thus lowered will be the dominant of the key to v/hich we modiUate, and as each of these
four intervals may alternately be lowered a half tone, it follows that an equivocal chord may be
converted into four different dominants, and may consequently modulate to four different keys.

The three remaining intei-vals of the chord undergo no alteration, except what may be occasioned
ny an enharmoni" change, which may perhaps be found necessaiy when once the dominant is

eatabhshed.
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m
1. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.

266

f S= S rszr

!?7'.

-~>^f-

%
^Wf=Hb%

2^22:

^^

l^E^J

^:#=:^52=: 5?2==ti=^ 552:2:
= =te :«= ^iS>-

5P2: qJ22:

^
T»^

~^«g U g. =i^
ite:

At 1 : is tlie chord of the diminished 7th. It has no decided character but what it receives

from the fundamental bass, which has been pkiced under it, by wliich the modulation goes to D
minor.

The Cjf, in the inverted bass at 2, is at 3 lowered a semitone to Ctj, and thus E (which at 2

was a minor 3rd), is changed to a major 3rd ; and as the Ci| is the dominant to the key of F, we
modulate to that key at 4.

N.B. All the rest of the mtervals remain as before.

Here we see that by only luivenng one interval of the chord of the diminished 7th, we are

enabled to modulate to F instead of D minor.

At 5 : The chord appears again as originally wi'itten at 1, but at 6 the E is lowered a half tone

to Eb (formmg thus a tnajor 3rd with G), and as El? is the doiidnant to Ab, we modulate (at 7) to

tliat key, instead of D minor.

N.B. All the intervals remain as before, except Cj, which must be changed enharmonicaUy

to Db ; because the iVmdamental 7t]i to E is Db, and not CjJ.

At 8 : The chord appears again written as at 1. The G is lowered at 9 a half tone to Gb ; and

as Gf is dominant to C'', we modulate (at 10) to that key instead of D minor.

N.B. Two intei-vals must here be changed enharmonicaUy, viz., E to Fb, and Cjj; to Db- The

reason is obvious.

At 11 : No change of modulation has taken place, for, by lowering (at 12) the Bb to A, we

produce the same fundamental bass as at L : the only ditlerence is, that, as the minor 'Jth is

removed, we have modulated to a major, instead of a minor key.

N.B. Any inversion of the minor 9th may be thus employed, as well as the diimnished 7th,

instances of wliich are given in the following Example :

—

t«. 20;

fp^^-feNi^
^^^^M=

«i
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s I
a^ 38. 24.

b^ J . _i.J . . U J. J J

ujb'IcrLcrrS
RF :? >

^•Qji.J^ .-<• ^—:*!- r>j- J- JT I

^,--^^^g =5g V . * ^ ^ :Sp~

L 7
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In the preceding Example

—

At 2 : A demonstration is made to modixlate to D miiwr, by the third inversion of the minor

9th ; but by lowering G (the inverted bass) at 3, the half tone to FJ, a modulation is effected to

.Bfl minor (at 4).

At 5 : A demonstration is made to modulate to A mitior, by the fii'st inversion of the mmor
9th ; but B B being lowered (at 6) a half to B b, the modulation goes (at 7) to E?.

At 8 : "We make a demonstration to modulate to F minor, by the second inversion of the minor

9th ; but, the B b (at 9) being lowered to A, the modulation proceeds (at 1 0) to /> minor.

At 11 : The demonstration is made to C minor; but (at 12) Bfl is lowered to Bk, and we modu-

late (at 13) to Eb.

Although the ear cannot recognise any change having taken place between the chords at 14

and 15, when played on the pianoforte, yet, if we examine the fundamental basses of these two

bars, it will be evident, that in order to modulate to G minor (at 16) this alteration of the chord

became necessary ; for, as the dominant to G is D, and not F, we could not have modulated directly

from the chord at 13 to G minor at 16 : it woidd have been ungi-ammatical, as modulatmg without

a dominant.

At 2U : We make a demonstration to modulate to BD; changmg this determuiation, however,

by lowering the Ajf to AQ (at 21), we make a demonstration to modulate to D ;
here, however, the

com-se is again changed, by resuming tlie doumiant FJJ (at 20), and we seem to modulate once more

to BQ; instead of which, however, we lower the Cfi (at 21) to C;, and modulate (at 13) to i.

The preceding Exercise, which is written for the pianoforte, not only abounds in secondary

harmonies, extended, passing, and anxiliarii notes, but is likewise calculated to point out some of

those contrivances in a composition, by wliicli a series of modulations or progressions may be made

pleasing and interesting ; for example : from the commencement to the end of bar 12, the right

hand plays vaiiations, foundt-d on secondary harmony, intersoersed mth extended, 'pasnng :xnd

auxiliary notes, whilst the left hand accompaiiies tliis variation by the simple choids. In order to
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produce still more variety, the rig-ht hand, irom bar 13 to 25, plays a simple melody, without the
least embeUishment, Avhilst the left plays a valuation, founded on the intervals of the chord. At
bar 26, the right hand again commences a variation, the left hand accompanying as before. The
Example concludes with a cadence, commencing at bar 28, in which the minor 6tli has been intro-
duced.

Equivocal Modulation hy the Compounded Sharp Sixth *^

This chord is another powerfiil agent, which may be employed with great effect in producing

an equivocal modulation.

If we lower the bass of any inversion of the chord of the minor 9th a minor semitone, the chord

of the u. Avill be produced, after which we can modulate as ah'eady explamed m Examples 248

and 249.

N.B. We must be careful not to mistake this chord for one of those just described in Example

266 ; because the note which was there lowei'ed became a dominant ; whereas, in the present case,

it becomes a false 5th, and (being the bass) is the second inversion of the dominant chord.

In the following Example (at bar 2), is the first inversion of the minor 9th. The bass being

thus lowered (at 3) a semitone, the u^ is produced, and thus instead of modulating to A minor,

we modulate (at 4) to i^Jt major.

Ei. 268.

is ^

m 4fe^

-pS^-

«er

7=^
I 9̂^

^^
1^

^m W
n
=i^

The following Example will show the application of this method of treating the chord, which

wiU be found particularly effective when introduced immediately after the imperfect false cadence :

—

Ex. 269. ,

Imperfect ^ Fed. * Fed. ^ Fed. »
False Cadence.

t^ V * I ^-

^
^1^
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At 2 : An irregialar false cadence having taken place upon the first inversion of the minor 9th,

this inverted bass F* is lowered a half tone in bar 3, to FD, producing thus the $'l Here we ouglit

to modulate to E, instead of wliich, however, we make that E a dominant, apparently with the
mtention of proceeding to A (for at 4 a regular cadence commences in that key) ; but instead of
proceeding to the tonic, the dominant chord at 5 falls again at G a major half tone, as it did at 2,

and thus produces once more an irregularfalse cadence on the chord of the dimmished 7th. The
same process is observed through each succeeding four bars of the Example, untill we arrive again

at the key from which we set out.

Deceptive Modulation—in which the Fundamental Seventh resolves into the Octave.

It cannot be too frequently impressed upon the mind of the learner, that the chord of the

Fundamental 7th has a natm-al tendency to guide the ear to the chord of its tonic only. When,
therefore, either of the principal intervals of the dominant chord {viz., the ftmdamental 7th or .3rd),

do not proceed thus, though they may resolve into consonances, a kind of deception is jjractised.

In the following Example, at 1, the 7th of (G) the fundamental bass descends as usual, but
instead of proceeding to the thu'd of its tonic (C), it falls, at 2, in the octave of the following

dominant chord.

The 3rd, instead of ascending into the octave, remains in its place, and becomes a ,5th.

The 5tli hkewise remains in its place and ])ecomes the 7th ; and the bass, instead ol' proceeding

to its tonic (C), ascends a minor semitone, and foi-ms the major 3rd* : thus we modulate to A minor

instead of C.

--^

Ex.270.

33
ig= S

^ -''^r-

N.B. All the inversions of the fundamental 7tii m;iy be here employed ; the most ellective,

however, are the fii:-<t and third.

The effect which these deceptive modulations produce will be better understood by the follow-

ing short Example of Recitative :

—

• This must, liowever, t>e understood ;ib referring only to the invtiied lnuss'. beciinse the fnn(i.iini'iit.i; ''--m^ fall* on tlii» occvmion on
minor "vd.
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Ex. 271.

m i^i;^! U
Deceptive Modulation.

^1=fc:3=
^*—

=f

1*^ ^m
Deceptive Modulation

•n±=a f=^ M ^d ^ 1

.V''.

i
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/
321
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Deceptive Modulations—in which the Fundamental Seventh resolves into the Fifth.

In the following Example, the dominant (G), instead of proceeding to its tonic (C), ascends a

whole tone and becomes (as in the foregoing Examples) tiie dominant of another key, which latter

we prefer to be minor, as being the relative minor to the subdominant of the expected key C.

Ex. 272.

i 3=z= s =1^ ~gy

iLJk.
m

7

In this deceptive modulation the 7th descends on the 5th of the new dominant ;
the 3rd

ascends into the 3rd in the inverted bass, and the octave remaining m its place, prepares the _ 7th in

the chord of the new dominant. The difterent inversions of the above chords are exlnbited at

b and c.

The following Example is an Exercise on the preceding

Ei. 273. (
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^^.^f^fe^^p r J-;ipy=^=^f^^
€,'

r f J^t^J ..L^
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Observe, that the subject of the two first bars in the tenor, is imitated in bars 3 and 4 by the

lass ; in bars 5 and 6 by the alto ; in bars 6 and 7 again by the tenoi' ; and in bars 8 and 9 by the

soprano.

Protracted Modulation.

If the 3rd of the dominant chord, instead oi ascending to the 8tli, continue to fall a minor hall

tone on the 7th of the following dominant, it wUl produce alternately the \ and I, and form thus a

continued chain of unresolved dominant chords, by which the expected tonic is omitted, and the

final close of the modulation deferred, or protracted, as in the following Ex ample :

—

Ex. 274

iW
-<^!r:r

(Z! rp

t^t^c S -9)7'^
ito:
=g=

KJ >6

i^ flg-- :X3L I&22I

176

I
^.

J J J-J.J^ J

At h : Dissonances are introduced, by which the imitation wliich naturally arises out of these

modulations is more apparent.

The following is a protracted modulation with the addition of the chord of the minor 9th :—

Ex. 275,

rTn-^f?^^
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At a; A modulation, such as has been exhibited in Ex. 268 (b), is here introduced.

At b : Appears the imperfect false cadence, as shown in Example 269.

The following Example shows another kind of protracted modulation, by which the inverted
bass is enabled to descend by semitones through the whole octave :

—

Ex. 276.
(

At 3 :

sharp sixth

At 5:

place, thus

:

At 6:

At 7 :

At 8:

At 9:

At 10

Is the first inversion of the minor 9th, changed at 4 to the chord of the compounded
by the inverted bass being lowered a semitone*.

The resolution of the chord of the I has been omitted, but we proceed as if it had taken

iF*^
The chord of the diminished 7th.

The chord of the compounded sharp sixth.

The resolution of the I again omitted.

The fii-st inversion of the minor 9th.

: The 9th of the preceding chord changed to a 7th See Example /-/S.

• See Exiinplc 268.
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CHROIVIATIC SCALE.

In the foilowing Example the fundamental 7th is changed to a minor 9th, by which the inverted

bass continues to ascend by half tones :

—

The above modulation bears a strong resemblance to Example 270. Here, however, the 7th

is not resolved into the octave, but changed into a 9th, which occurs again at II, and III ; and in

this manner we are enabled to modulate through the whole ascending chromatic scale.

In the preceding Example tlie fundamental 7th was changed into a minor 9th ; in the following

Example, on the contrary, the 9th is changed into a 7th, by which tlie inverted basses continue to

descend by half tones :

—

Ex. 278.

s ^^-

î ^3^^^̂
^
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Tlie following Example will show how the several inversions of the minor 9th may be eniployed

with effect :

—

Ex. 279.
I
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The first five bars contain only the chord of tlie minor 9th. The bass commences with the

interval of the 9th, and passes fi-om thence to the 7th, 5th, and 3rd successively, the rest of the

parts interchange places ; during which the alto proceeds from the 7th to the 9th ; the tenor from

the 5th to the 7th ; and the soprano from the 3i-d to the 5th. The same occurs frequently in the

course of the Example. From the commencement to the end of the fifth bar we are led to expect the

arrival of the key of C minor ; however, the 3rd (Btj) in that bar having been lowered a half tone to

Bb, in the sixth bar, we modulate in the seventh bar to Eb*. From thence to the twelfth bar is

continued the chord of the minor 9th of F, and thus a demonstration is made to modulate to

Bi? minor, but, by the introduction of the H in the 13th bart, we modulate to G, and from thence

to C minor.

Modified, or Secondary Basses.

The only fundamental basses which have hitherto been employed in hai'monizing melodies a]-e

the tonic, dominant, and subdominant. We have seen that from these three basses, with their

harmonies, inversions, occasional introduction of modulation, dissonances, passing and auxiliary

notes, we have been enabled to proceed thus far with suflicient variety. Let us now, however,

make an attempt to discover other basses than these hitherto employed, and thus procure a still

greater diversity of effect.

It has already been stated, that the natural scale consists of three sounds only ; that our modern

diatonic scale is compounded of two of these scales ; that, were we to continue the succession of

these scales of three sounds, we should continue to modulate ad infinitum; that, in order to avoid

this, we are necessitated to break ofi" at the sixth sound, and modulate back to the original key, by

which consecutive fifths and octaves are produced.

Let us now, instead of breaking off at the sixth soimd, continue the scale, without paying any

regard whatever to the semitones which shoidd occm- between each of the subsequent scales of tln-ee

sounds. If we continue to repeat the figures 8, 5, 3, in succession, over the intervals of this scale,

and write the fimdamental basses as indicated by these figm-es, we shall find that (after the fust

t^vo scales) the intervals which foUow, instead of being accompanied by the tonic, dominant, and

subdominant, AviU be accompanied by other basses ; the chords of which (except those ai-ising from

tlie three original) are either minor or unperfectt.

* See Example 266. t See Example 268.

\ An imperfect common chord has its 3rd and •5th minor, thus

:

The imperfect common chord of B is B, D, F. ' > -

^ D — D, F, Ab.
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If we divide the above continued scale into scales of three sounds, and place under each its
generator, or tonic, it will produce a progi'ession of harmony, whose basses continually ascend by
tourths, or descend by hfths.
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At d: Both are united.

At e : Modified bass, with third rule of accompanying the scale.

Atf: „ with second rule of modulation in a melody.

At g: „ foUowed by the chord of the sharp 6th.

At h: When the key is minor, the modified bass to the first of the scale has a major chord.

The second of the scale, as we know, has only one original fimdamental bass, which is a fifth

below, and thus admits of two modified, viz., one an octave, and the other a third below (see a in the

following Example) :

—

Ex. 282.

i
t)

S ^̂tm 3S^^ m
m -TTT E^ ?2I

-iS?- 4- S=*
TO. m.

-^
It is necessary to remark, that the modified bass, which is an octave below, produces a better

efiect than the other, and should therefore have the preference ; the reason is this,—the chord
produced by the modified bass, a 3rd below, is an imperfect common chord having a minor 3rd and
false 5th. The false 5th and octave of this chord, when heard together, produce the same efiect upon
the ear as the two principal intervals of the fundamental 7th (to the first inversion of which the im-
perfect common chord in its effect bears a strong resemblance). But as the false 5th in ascending
{d), and the octave in descending (e), have the same effect as if the fimdamental 7th had ascended
and the 3rd had descended, the ear feels a certain degree of dissatisfaction, pai-ticularly when this

chord is eux^loyed.fundanientalhj (c) ; when inverted {d), the defect is not so very perceptible, owing
to the octave not being doubled.

The third of the scale, having but one original fimdamental bass, may be accompanied by two

modified basses, viz., a 5th and 8th below : the first of these, being the chord of the relative minor

to the original key, produces the best effect, as in the following Example, at a

:

—

221 tC ^Z £^^^̂ ^.Sm=^ ^ izz: 221

E.X. 283.

~g?~ 321 mm ^ m
Thefourth of the scale may have two modified basses, viz., a 3rd and 5th below (6). Theformer

is preferable, the latter being the imperfect common chord.

Thefifth of the scale has but one modified bass, viz., a 3rd below (c).

An application of the preceding modified basses will be found at d.
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The si.rtli of the scale has two modified basses, viz., a 5th and Sth below (as in tiie foUowiiig

Example at a), both of which are good :

—

Ex.284.

i
5

s: ZZ2Z
-^r "^7- ^

w 2ZI
IZ2I

TTie seventh of the scale has two modified basses, viz., a 5th and 8th below. The first ifi prefer-

able, as the latter produces the imperfect common chord.

It is necessary to remark, that the introduction of modified basses demands great care and

circumspection, as in employing them more mistakes are likely to occur than on any other occasion;

these, however, will be prevented by a little attention to the following observations :

—

1st : Employ the modified basses very sparingly ; for, as melody is derived from the harmony

of the original fundamental basses, they should be more fi-equently employed than any other : they

originate with nature, and, therefore, are the most satisfactoiy and pleasing. On the contrary, by

introducing too many modified basses, the beauty of natm-al harmony accompanying a simple melody

is frequently obscured, and crudities arise which we should endeavour to avoid.

2nd : Very seldom einploy the imperfect common chordifundamentally ; to the first inversion of

that chord, however, no objections can be made.

.3rd : Those modified basses which produce the relative minors of the tonic and suhdominant

should be employed in preference to any other, particularly when introduced asfundamental basses;

they are on these occasions exceedingly effective.

4th : No modified basses should on any account be introduced until the melody has fii-st been

harmonized with the three original basses, employing the five rules, and ndes of modulation, as

occasion may require ; after having/ done so, we shoiild carefully examine where the modified basses

may, with most propriety, be introduced.

In order to show the application of these basses, and give some idea of their effect, the simple

melody at I, in the following Example (written within the compass of a 6th) is variously harmonized.

Ex,rM^ m ^ ^ s= f f r
I

*
-f-f^

Harmonized with the original basses, interspersed with a few modulations.

fefE^
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With other modulationa.

1^ -J-^u^ i $
-^1 J J-rh

f=^'=*T^^r^
J i J

r
lU. ^ J- _it_ ^ ^ ^s -^ E g r i r r:1^^^ R!^̂

:zz:

! %

i-H-^^ ^^ j—1-4- i^E^EE^

4 ^ J J J
rn^Tr r r r

-t r 'r
I

r^ s ^=i gs it
^?^ 1—r;-

I
>

Modified basses employed, interspersed with modulations.

rv.

i

'

r r r r ^^r r r '^"^^^T^-'T^f'I. iif.li I ij. J.-J.J
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^ ^
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^ ^J J .J
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r
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g J. ^ U ^i ^

Harmonized almost throughout with modified basses.

F E^ ^
t>»l t|;

^

V.

i

,i> .. J J J J
I

^ J. -"' .
I

i-;Q--J—J 5̂tEEi

^ "^

Im
J J- J J J i -1

? ^ ?^ ^
At (a) III. Is a deceptive inodvdation, the fundamental 7th resolving into the 8th.
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At (a) V, The 3rd of the dommant chord is permitted to descend : tliis license is often indulged
in by composerc, to obtain a fuller harmony.

,
Sequences of Sevenths.

It must have been observed, that hitherto we have treated only of such 7ths as required no

preparation, viz., fundamental or dominant 7ths ; we shall now introduce 7ths which requu-e to be
prepared.

In referring to Example 280, we shall find that the generator or tonic, being placed under each

scale of three soimds, produces a continued progression of basses, ascending 4ths (or descending 5ths)

;

which uniformity of progression we shall call a Sequence ; and when such basses are accompanied

by common chords (as in the above-mentioned Example) we shall denominate them

—

Sequences oj

Common Chords. Now, as the above progression of the bass ascending a 4th (or descending a 5th)

is the same as from a dominant to its tonic, 7ths may be added ; and when they are added, we shall

call the progression

—

a Sequence of Sevenths*.

When these 7ths are added to minor or imperfect common chords, the effect produced will be

extremely dissonant, miless the 7ths are j^rejiared. In order that the pupil may clearly imderstand

the nature of a sequence, let us write a progression of basses, descending a 5th, and ascending a 4th,

or vice versa, as at «, and then add the simple melody as at h in the following Example :

—

:^n ^sJg^3 1 '' -i 7, 3
:i 7 M

7 3 ^, 1""^ J '' -:

^ ?^ T=f=r ^TTT^r^ f
"

' ^^'^U^^3 S 3 8

^ E^ ^P^ ? ^P5111 11
If, instead of permitting the 3rds of the basses, in the preceding Example, at a h, to ascend,

we let them remain in their places (as at c), thoy will produce a succession of 7ths prepared by the

3rds. At c, the 7th appears only alternately ; but if we add another part, as at (/, we shall have

an uninterrupted cluiiii of 7ths, ;is at e, where it will be perceived that, in consequence of the imi-

forni progression of the bass, we are enabled to treat the 3rds of the new part which was added at

(/, exactly in the same manner as those at c.

These sequences of 7ths seem to partake in a great measure of the character of unresolved retar-

dations,—see/, where the retardation of the 7th has been regularly resolved upwards.

If we write the preceding Exercise in four parts, as in the following Exaniple at a, each chord

will be accompanied alternately by a 5th or 8th : that is,—the 8th remains in its place, and, by the

progression of the bass, is changed into a 5th, similar to a progression of fundamental 7ths.

* In thiB progression of sprjviences a moat adinirabki symmetry is observable. It wiis the great source from which the andent oom-
posore drew their aubieots for fugue, and the ground upon which they ohiefly consti-ucted their church oompositionfl.
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Z.^ 287.

c.

3-^ ^ s
d.
^1 3

^^^rir riirag

^T?'"^r 'tj*^: ir i ^r
r ", r ', r ^

3 7 3 7 3

^^̂̂^
At h, this Exercise appeai-s ia five parts ; and the interchange of the 5th and 8th takes place

between the second soprano and tenor alternately.

Observe that the preparation of the 7th may be effected by any interval of the common chord.

A.t (c) the 7th is prepared by the 3rd ; at (d) by the 5th ; and at (e) by the 8th.

Characteristic difference between the chord of the Fundamental 7th, and that of the 7th ]n

Sequence.

The chord of the fundamental 7th is produeed by nature*. The chord of the 7th in sequence is produced by art.

It stands between consonances and dissonances, as it requires no It is a dissonant chord, and must be prepared,

preparation, but must be resolved. It prevents modulation.

By its means all modulations are effected.

In every other respect both chords are exactly alike.

The 7th by sequences has its inversions Hke the Fundamental 7th :

—

Ex. 288.

.j-^-^-v^--^
tf^TTtfp;;" . T';;,'^ ji'':i i\'i'

^ '^ 6 ~2 B ^a „ * 6

At a : Fn-st inversions. At h : Second inversions. At c : Third inversions.

In the above Example, sequences of the 7ths and common chords succeed each other alternately,

which produces a much better effect than an uninteirupted succession of 7ths.

Intermixture of the Fundamental 7ths with 7ths in Sequence.

When the 7th in sequence is a half tone higher than the fundamental 7th, the chord will be a

major chord (a) :

—

Ex. 289.

When the 7th in sequence is a whole tone below the octave (like the fundamental 7tli), the

chord will be either minor as at h, or imperfect as at c.

If, therefore, in the first case (at a) the 7th be lowered a half tone, as at d ; or the chord changed

from minor to major, as at e ; or from imperfect to perfect, as at/; the chord of the fundamental 7th

win be produced.

* See Example 63,
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If, during the progression of sequences of 7ths, we change any one of the chords to a dominaxit

chord, a modulation will immediately be effected to the succeeding tonic, upon which a close, though
not a final one, may take place ; or, if we choose, we may, upon this last tonic, commence a progression

of sequences, and continue as before.

Observe that, in a progression of sequences, no sharp or flat can be introduced which does not
belong to the key in wliich the progression takes place ; for a modulation to another key would be
the immediate consequence, as will be seen by the following Example :

—

M - rJ ^^ d: ^ fe^^
F3^ ^3^

Ex. 290.

M^
_ J- J m A m ^22Z
"7:J~

tir
=t^ ^

The sequences continue to the 3rd chord (inclusive) ; the fourth chord, having been made
major, modvdates to the key of A minor at the 5th chord, after which we close with a cadence.

thus :

These progressions of sequences may be intermixed effectively with a progression of dominants,

5.

3!^: i '^
j "^^rJ ^^ ^ ^ i»=^

ti=s:

Vji. 291.

m _ ^—

^

J: A -J. A ~ri-S^^ -rs-

^^^ 7121 -^^
'I I '«

In the preceding Example, the same progression of the fundamental bass is continued thi-ough-

out ; but, after the first three, instead of sequences, we have employed dominant chords, by which a
protracted modulation is effected at 4, 5, 6.

The following Example will show how admirably these sequences, when intermixed with

dominant chords, are adapted for imitation and variety of effect :

—

4. 6. a 10. 11.

V r^ff

Ex. 292.

^h
Vi" ^
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ritard.

In the preceding Example, at 1, 2, the soprano commences a short subject, selected from the

two first chords of these sequences ; and, in order to give this subject more character, two notes of

secondary harmony have been introduced.

At 2, the alto commences the imitation, which is continued to 6 ; here the tenor takes up the

subject, with a shght variation, and pursues it as far as 10, where it is resumed by the alto, and
subsequently imitated by aU the parts alternately.

The bass, at 1, 2, also commences a short subject, founded on the two first fundamental basses,

with their first inversions. This subject is answered at 11 by the tenor, and at 14 again, shghtly,

by the bass ; which part, at 15, takes up and continues the subject of the soprano to 19.

The sequences continue as far as 7, consequently we remain in the onginal key.

At 8, cormnences a protracted modulation*, which ends in the key of E!j ; for, at 11, the modu-

lation is arrested in its progress by the introduction of sequences, which continue to 14.

From 15, a mixtm-e of protracted and deceptive modulationst leads us back to the original key.

In order to ascertain whether a bass melody, about to be harmonized, will admit of sequences,

it is only necessary to examine whether it contains any of the following progressions :

—

Ex. 293.s r^
g

ZZ2:

4 4
6 2 6 -J—1.=.

i i

^^
6 2 S #- :pi

At a : Is the progi-ession of the fundamental bass itself

At b : The progxession of its 3rd.

At c .• The progiession of the 7th ; and as that interval must be always prepwed, it is

easily distinguished from any other, by tivo notes of the same denomination being tied together.

The first of these notes is the preparation of the 7th, the second is the 7th itsell", and the note which

follows is its resolution.

Although the progression of the 5th is similar to that of the 7th f'see d) ;
yet the effect is not

so good, and therefore it ought to be spai'ingly employed.

iSee page 209. t £>ee page 207
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Let us suppose that we were required to harmonize the followmg bass melody :

—

221

Ex.294.^r^rf^=r^J \r ^ ^ £=r4^-f^^
J J f>

J^ ^^E3 ^3£ ?=?^

It is evident, from the progression of the intervals of the above theme, that the greater part of

them may be considered in three points of view :

—

First, They may be treated as a progression of sequences, as follows :

—

^^ -^•-2 6 17
^^^ '-^

Secondly, As a progression of dominant 7ths, and thus modulate

B bi
Bi B|

*!

m, <t. r r~i S^
Thirdly, As partaking of both :-

4 6 6 t^' , B

mm̂ ^
In the following Example, at a, the bass melody of Example 294 will be found harmonized

throughout with sequences, except where the progression of its intervals rendered it impracticable :

—

^^^m^^.m ^^^P^^^
Ex. 295.

^
Andante,

\
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^p^
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J 4 ^ ^ J- J J
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i
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I
1 3 fi ^ 6 g T

.1
fl 1 bl t>Hg Wj T

The following is the same melody and harmony as the foregoing, with tlie addition of passing,

and auxiliary notes and secondaiy harmonies, by wliich tlie imitation Ijetween the seNcral parte

naturally arising out ol' a progression of secpiences, will be more clearly perceived :

—
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r^i^' i

f-'Cfir
s^ r^

^p
Sempre legato.

J ^ i^^.l^y J ^ • /y
i

J
E

', 6 ^^
1 .9 ^i8

£E
rj-r f-"--

E^p r sr=ar
>;^—-IE

N.B. The 5ths, at c, between the soprano and tenor by contrary motion, are allowable*.

Those basses, which in the preceding Example were treated as sequences, are in the following

Example treated sometimes as dominants : the rides of " modulation by the intervals of a melody t
"

have likewise been employed ; and thus an eifect is produced, so very difierent from that in the

preceding Example, that one would scarcely imagine both to have emanated from the same bass

melody

.

The Student will find much improvement in a careful examination and comparison of these two

Examples.

Ex. 290.
Andante sempre legato.

^ &1

f-^^
=^ i

ca-ts-^z:

^a

=F P^^H^ff^-fism^m^

gr^= ^M^rt
a 6^ 2 i

? ^^
• See Example 302 t//

Si'o.

t I'age las to 150.
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±3
7 \n JV-i ^s
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I

^il=F^
^ ¥^

N.B. In the second bax a deceptive modulation takes place*.

Lastly, The melody, in Example 295, which has been extracted from the bass melody of Example
•^94, is, in the following Example, re-harmonized with othej' basses, according to the five rules of

employing fundamental basses, and " modulation by the mtervals of a melody."

(o)

Ex.297.

p̂£^^S^
V f^"^^

Andante. frfWf
gsj:ijjj |j .1 3̂^

tr^̂ «^^NN
I b'
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P
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^
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1

I

i i3=3^ *-^
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J} ^ ^ J- l;i . \^n

^ ~?::^

T2 b[^

By comparing the bass and harmonics in this Example witli those ot the two preceding, we
shall perceive what a variety may tluis be created ; and those who are inclined to study composition,

will, even in these few Examples, find aini)le matter. Tlic preceding specimens Avill sufficiently

show how 7ths in sequence may be employed with effect ; their introduction not only prevents fre-

quent modulation (thus impressing the present key more strongly on the mind), but also adds

strength and vigour to the texture of the harmony. They contribute, moreover, materially to

cement and interweave the several sections of wliich periods are constructedf; thus forming a still

more connected chain througliout the whole composition.

• See Exniuplo 27.3.

(o) See Licensed Resolution of Dissonanca, Ex. .'i57. (i; See Ex. 255. (e) See Ex. 223,/. (rf) Ex. 'J68.

T See Periods, Example 320. ;_- ~ \«
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Sequences of Qths, 6 5, and 7 6.

From the progression of fundamental sequences of common chords, at «, arise those at b and <j„

Ex. 208.

iE 3? 3 -4=-^—?-: <^-^J ^

3^
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In employing the progressions of the preceding Ex., it may perhaps be better to let the 6th

appear on the accented part of the bar (as at 6), because the 5th in that situation produces in some
measure the effect of consecutive 5ths : tliis observation, however, has only reference to what is

called the strict style of writing*.

By omitting the common chord in the progression at c, a sequence of the chord of the 6th will

be produced (as at d), the efiect of which, when judiciously employed, is very good.

From the descending progression of 6th at e, is derived that aty, which indeed is nothing else

than the dissonance of the 9th resolving into the 8th ; in tliis case, however, the interval of the 9th
(which is the 7th to the present bass) must appear in the soprano : were we to give it to the alto,

as at g, consecutive 5ths would be produced ; for the intervening dissonance does not obviate the

improper progression. This is shown at gg, where the dissonance is omitted ; should we, however,

consider the proper fundamental bass to this progression to be, as wi-itten at /;, then the 7 6 arises

from a sequence of 7ths, and these two intervals may appear in the alto.

It may be observed, that a sequence of 6ths is better calculated for a hannony of three parts

than four ; because, in avoiding the consecutive 5th at I, the tenor is obHged (as at i, V) to proceed

by great intervals, which disturbs that smooth and graceful progression for which sequences of 6tha

are distinguished.

How admirably Haydn has treated a progression of sequences of this description wiU be seen

from the following specimen, extracted from one of. his quartetts :

—

Ex. 299.

^̂
tt

I I I I

—

^^ ^E i
.Sfc.

^TT/ r Q^-f—+-r / r^^^^
1
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T - 1
W-^

i
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:*c.

* See Strict and Free Style.
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The following Example, which is wi-itten for the pianoforte, exliibits all the preceding sequencea
In their vai'ious fonus, ascending and descending. They are -written chiefly in three parts ; and still

more clearly to show their eftect when WTitteu thus, a contrast is produced by wTiting the hannony
on every other occasion as full as possible.

Allegro modera/o.

K^zEl E^
» T I

^U^O^i-^ ^
Ex. 300. ff P
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• See Example 279. q
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Three Motions in Harmony.

When two or more parts proceed together in ascending or descending, they are said to proceed
by similar motion (as at a) :—

r7^''niifpi.iiii^
_i2_ '-J

Ex. 301.

m ^ f f m '-r::r r rrf^^'^^^

g U^^-^L^
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When one part ascends or descends, whilst another remains in its place, an oblique motion will

be produced (h). When one part ascends while another descends, they proceed by contrary motion

(<;). These different motions or progressions may be more or less combined ; for example : two
paits may proceed by similar or contrary motion, and a third part remain in its place. At d, the

soprano and alto proceed by similar motion, and by the bass remaining in its place, they produce

collectively the similar and ohliqne. At e, the soprano and bass proceed by contrary motion ; but,

the alto remaining in its place, they produce collectively the contrary and oblique. At /, the

soprano and alto descend by similar motion, whilst in like manner the bass and tenor ascend, pro-

ducing collectively the similar and contrary ; and at g, the oblique has been added. At h, all these

various motions have been exemplified by the progression of the chord of the fundamental 7th to its

tonic.

Consecutive bths and 8ths.

It lias already been sho%vn how these forbidden progressions in some measure may bt avoided ;

we shall now dilate somewhat more on this subject, and introduce specimens from the works of the

• Page 22
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most classical authors, to show how tliey have proceeded on these occasions. One general rule, how-
ever, by which these troublesome progressions may be got rid of, is, to employ cuntraiy or oblique

motion. In the following Example,

At a : Consecutive 5ths and 8ths.

At h : Prevented by contrary motion.

At c ; Consecutive 5ths and 8ths.

At d: The Sths are prevented by contrary, and the 5ths by oblique motion.

Jix. 30i'.

i IZ2SI^^ SE
13211

=g^
zsssz

r-jn
-7=^

m zzsz 32= =221
-TTP-

5ths auJ Sths may follow each other in the same parts, provided they proceed by contrary

motion.

At e : Are Sths between the treble and bass.

Aty .• Sths between the tenor and bass.

At ff: As here written, there appear consecutive Sths between the tenor and bass, but the

composer makes the second vioUn and tenor cross each other, and thus the Sths are prevented .

Hidden Fifths and Eighths.

"When two parts, proceeding together by similar motion, terminate their progression by Sths,

they are said to produce hidden consecutive Sths (as at a) ; for if the space between these two

intervals be filled up (at at b), consecutive Sths will be evident ; but, as these notes are not intro-

duced, such consecutive Sths are therefore piu-ely imaginary: they may easily be prevented by

contrary motion (as at c).

Ex. 308.

$ =t= -s'-*- w^
Hidden 8vee.

m =EZ :^

I'reventedl.y
Hidden Sves.

contrary motion.

Si^
I'reventfd by

coiiti-ary motion.

=cz: g Z2=
=22=

llie same observation may be applied to hidden Sths {d).

• Page 33,

*» »...
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Such hidden 5ths or 8ths as are produced by b ith parts proceeding by skips (afs at e). are worse
than the preceding, and should be cautiously avoided.

i^ :̂==M=r-r^^f^
Hidden r,ths.'

=^=?== ^ 221

Prevented by tij o
, .

' Hid. 8veB.
contrary motion.

Prevented.

• s5-

:zz
::?=

e.

5 6j=Z. S^
/•

?=»
IS 3

Hid. 5th3.
Prevented by

contrary motion.

@^=^- ^ -r r I
r32Z

The minor or false otli should (strictly speaking) not be allowed to precede the major 5th.

because a hidden perfect 5th is found between them (f)
'"

; but the major 5th may pi'ecede the

minor 5th (g). Hidden 5ths and 8ths are generally allowable, and it %vill be found that the works
of the best and most classical authors abound in them ; between the extreme parts, however, it is at

aU times advisable to avoid them. Yet, even here, we find Haydn and othei's have had no scruple

in using them (see a)

:

—

^ i ^S B ^ ^
m

Ex. 304. Haydn.

J=*
Haydx

^_^^ ^=3=

^ -^ -^ -fr
4-

^̂

i

The consecutive 5ths which are produced by the progression of the chord of the jfl at a, are at

1) prevented by suspensions. Cherubini, however, in one of his late church compositions, has per-

mitted those consecutive 5ths, as exhibited at (c), to appear more than oncet.

Consecutive 5ths (when produced by passing notes) are permitted, because passing notes do not

form an essential part of the harmonyj.

Ex. 304(1.

m
Mozart.

Zauherflote.

-J:

-t- ^ EE ^
' 'fhia rule is not so much attended to by modern composers. t See page 164,

t yee Sulzf.r's Allgemeine Theorie der Schiinen Kiinste, page 7-5.'?
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(3

r iCxn?^
IIaydv.

IE
3 ^S

4 l--'?7-nA4
Sli^ i

r r r cj- ?^ B^ =f2=

Improper progressions cannot be prevented by diversifying, or (as it is usually called) breaking

the chord ; for, whether the intervals of the chord are varied as at (a), or struck together as at (h),

their effect, with reference to their improper progression, will remain the same.

h.
,

c.

Ex. 305.

-<^5-

f^.n^^^Si^^
w

^

^^

Nor can consecutive 5ths or 8ths be prevented by the introduction of rests (c).

As a progression of 3rds is allowed, why may not a progression of 5ths or 8ths be allowed also?

•N.VTURE HERSELF APPEARS TO REJECT TIIEM !

We find that the harmony arising from the vibration of a string produces consecutive 3rds, but

neither consecutive 5ths or Stiis*. Nature has here been most decided : she points out to us an

uniform uninterrupted chain of harmony, so closely interwoven that not the least break is discover-

able. Hidden, or, in other words, imaginary 5ths and 8ths do present themselves, but no real con-

secutives. Neither shall we find that two intervals of the same name, except 3rds, follow each

other directly ; and even those are of difi'erent species ; for, the first of them (which is produced on

the second of the scale), is major.

The contiiuial interchange of intervals which taki^s placo in tlie harmony of the scale, arising

from nature, points out to us the origin of that beautiful vai'iety and regularity, so indispensable in

a musical composition. In one word, it is the fountain from which Hows the first stream of pui-e

harmony, and the stream ought to be kept as piu'e in its course as the source from which it spruigs.

The necessity, therefore, for the rule, that " consecutive 5ths and 8ths are to be avoided," is

self-evident, and we may rest assured that, when these improper progressions have been permitted

to take place, it has been at the sacrifice of a better melody and harmony.

INTRODUCTION TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF MELODIES.

On the different measures of Time, Rhythm, <&c., &c.

Hitherto the pupil has harmunized only such melodies as were written for him ; it shall now
be shown how he himself may construct melodies.

The fu-st step towards the accomplishment of this object will be to make him acquainted with

the formation of .a bar, and the various descriptions of time in which a composition may be written.

* .Sec pnge •'iO.
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In order clearly to understand what is meant by different measures of time, let us suppose the
notes in the following Example performed with an equal degi-ee of strength throughout ; in this

case they will convey no particular meaning or expression, except what is produced by their rising

and falling ; they are (if we may be allowed to use a metaphor) inanimate ; and thougi hanmniy,
modulations, dissonances, &c. , might contribute much towards calling them into life, yet one power-

ful ingredient would still be wanting, \dz., a proportion or form.

X5V.H06.i
-rr

'^
~z?~

^
-frr J^ _£2_ -iZi.-

In order to obtain this rhythmical form, let us divide the above series of notes into portions of

two notes each, as in the following Example :

—

i
j^ _(2_ tZ)

Ex.307 m
IZ2Z

These divisions we shall call bai-s, which ai-e distinctly separated by lines drawn across the

staff. This process gives us eight bars. Were we, during the performance, to count them—one,

two, three, &c., to eight, we should unconsciously lay a stress upon the jirst note of each bar, but
not on the second ; this we shall call accent ; and it is the commencement of rhythm.

From \}s\Q jirst division of two notes in each bar is deduced the rule that, " when a bar contains

two portions of equal value (whether they be semibreves, minims, or crotchets), the jirst half ie

accented, and the second half unaccented.

This measure of time we shall, for the present, mark by the figure 2, at the beginning of the

staff ; thus : 7i for two semibreves in a bai' ; '/j for two minims ; and 7* for two crotchets*, and aa

each bar consists of two notes of equal value (or their equivalent) we shall call it equal or common
tim^if.

a(i. ap. an.
_£2_

Ex. 308.

-j'^r-

^t
rsz:

ac.

zar

Ŝ
m ao.

a r-'

Ms
ac.

3^

Two bars of the above may be -united to form one bar ; which wUl produce a measure of time of

fom- ; thus : A, % % Vs-

Ex. 309.

f
^ Ac. £e^ Ac.

a r-f

ac. ^
Ac.

Vl*^ ^ Ao.

S
• TLe tfpper fignie expresses tlie number, and the lower fignre the value (as to time) of each note in a bar.

t In modern compositions, tl]is measure ot time ia generally marked thus, (t\ : it would, however, I>o advisable to adopt tb* ftbov*

liaipk mode, as it is LetUur calculated to show tie real difference between the V* here mentioned, and the ^/4 hereafter shown.
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As each bar of the latter arises from an luiion of two of the/ormer, it follows that each bar of

the latt«r must necessarily have also two accents, viz., on t\ie Jirst and third portions ; with this
tlifference, however, that the second accent (marked here with a small «) is not so strongly accen-
tuated as thejlrst.

The time ai-ising from four notes of equal value is called long common time.

N.B. Let this distinction between the measure of Va and
*l^ be carefully kept in mind.

If that eg;.' (Z measure or division of time which was first described be destroyed by doubling
the value oiihejirst portion (as at a in the following Example), or by reducing' that of the second
portion to one half of the value (as at h), a new measure of time wiU arise, consistuig of three notes
of equal value (as to time) in each bar ; this is called triple, or imequal time, and is mai'ked thus

;

7. 74 Vs-

ac.

Ex. .310.

b

iS

l^^

ac.

ig

K
ac.

E^

fe
\|S

As the above triple time arises out of the measure of y,, as described at Ex. 308, it should
consequently have but one accent, viz., on the th-st portion of each bar.

It is, however, necessary to observe that another kind of triple time is in use, arising ouc of
an original grouping of tliree notes of equal value, between wliich notes the accent is sometimes
equally divided.

Ex. 3]1.

\

î

^
^̂

^ ?2=

^
The characteristic difference between these two species of triple time is sufficiently strong not

to be easily mistaken ; for instance, it Avill be clearly seen that the triple time at (c), in the following

Examjjle, is derived I'rom the measure 2 at {b) ; whilst that at {d) is dtn-ived from an original group
ing of tliree notes of equal value. The accent of tho former measure ui time admits of no doubt,

whilst that of the latter is equivociil.
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Ek. 312.

If in a bar of 2, one half its value be added after each, note, a new measure of time will again

be produced, called compound common time, marked thus : 74, Vs-

Ex. 313.

^^ ^^
mII

ac.

:z2i

tr

ae. ^ r^ ac. e

^^ ac.

^^ir cr.r....rir g^
As this division of time arises out of the measure of 2, it ought consequently to have but one

accent, and we shall call it short compoimd common time.

When two bars of triple time, arising out of the measure of 2, are united, long compound com-
mon time will be produced.

-f—^-

Ex. 314.

^) 9. ' -

i a^£
S
=4^

»a- ^
Ac.

fi r-'^ ^
As this time arises out of the measiu-e of 4, each bar must of com-se have but two accentuations,

as in Ex. 309. This long compound common time, aiising out of 4, is sometimes mistaken for that

arising from 2. The difference, however, will be immediately perceived on comparing the short

compound common time at (6), with the long at (c)'"" in the following Example :

—

.*

Ex. 316.

5± ^ £= ^ £

S^
aa m

M.

s
m=^ ^- -|>-

^

ac.

-^^ ^ Ac.

Ac. ac.
'St-

3fc
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By adding the bars of short Vj together, we produce 'Vg ; and as this measure of time ariBaa

from *U, it follows that two accents must take place in each bar.

Ex.816.
(

1 1' M r-^ £ i
Ac.

Ĵ
^

Ac.

M Ac.

f
^^^^ Ac.

i
1?c: 5^

By adding one -hall' of its

produced.

Ex.317

value to each note of 3 in a bai-, compound triple time, '
IS

I
73Z

S^EE^

ac.

i) 4 r

ac.

^

i
l^a^

be equally cUvided, will of course

time is derived.

Whether the accent is to tall on \X\ejirst part of the Ijar, or to

depend on the original measure of time from which tliis couipuund

Tlie following Example (318) will exhibit, in a still stronger point of view, the variety of eflects

which may be produced by merely altering the rlnjtJnntad form of a sini[)le melody. In this it will

be perceived that, without deviating from the original progression of tlie notes, all the subsequent

variety of eft'ects has been produced by either changing the measure of time ; by shortening or

lengthening the value of some of the notes ; by employing dots, rests, &c., &c. As one example often

tends more to elucidate a suljject than pages of ex2)lunation, the following may serve as a slight

specimen of the importance of rhythm ; and to show how much it influences the eilect of a miisical

compositi<m, a description has been attempted of the various feelings and passions supposed to be

portrayed 1)y the ditlerent alterations of the rhythmical form of the melody, llh^'thm, indeed,

may be considei-ed as the soul of music, and demands our utmost attention.

Kv 31a

Imanim.\te.

Indolknc.
Sluooi.sh.

Lanquio.

i
Muderutv.

fe9 g
^- ^

Moderato.

A LITTLK
ANIMATED,m>. y^

Sit -^^

KxCITEMEXr.

Passion,

tubbulenck.
Impetvosity.

m
Allegro moderato.

ff~-w Mz ^

$

Alleyro con spirito.

:^ —' «

—

It
• •
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Vkiahon and
Anger.

Fear.
Tebmbllnq.

Agitation.

Allegro agitato.
, ^

• —

.

m p—m- ^ #—*- :^=^ 42-

Agitato.

PP
Allegro.

?̂ rin/.

S :«?: 4-f—P-

"i/ rinf.

Resolution.
DBTBRMINATlON.ifcs

Meekness.
Gentleness, (f^^ (|*

LVTKEATLNG. ^^

Maestoso.

Amiable

iNSmUATING. ^

Graceful,

Suavity.

Pride.

IIaughtiness.

Cheerful.

dol.

AndarUino.

Ppmposo.

rin/". i-inf.

=5^=^ ^^
Allegretto.

fi:^ g^=r
^

iS*: ^
Allegretto.

Contentment. ^ ri2:
lii:

^^M' ''^ J^
/J rfo/.

*^^rr-^^
:?=^:

«^ ^ * # S^
IScherzando.

Infantine

Playfulness. ^5
rf i r r^

ilfes. i'ocf.

^ 1- r r ^ r

0?i </te Construction of Periods, or Musical Phrasa.

In the preceding Examples it has been shown that, by dividing a succession of notes into certain

portions, bars are produced. Proceeding thus with a succession of bars, we shall produce musical

periods, or phrases. An union of several of these periods fonns a composition. As the most natural

measure of time arises out of an even number of bars, viz., Va, *// ; those periods which consist of 2,

4, 8, 10, or any even number of bars, are the most natural and pleasing; we shall therefore call

* See Example yOS.
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them regular periods. The conclusion of a period, in music, is similar in effect to a fuli stop in

language ; ev^ery period should therefore end with a cadence.

The following Example is a period consisting of four bai's, including the final cadence :

—

Moderato.

Ex. 319.

^
"7?" Ŵ t

rrz. i^i
r f '(1^

f=^^1 E^

J-
gE A
I

As at the close of this period the ear is brought to a state of perfect rest by the final cadence,

•*e shall call it a ''perfect period."

It is not absolutely necessary that aU periods should end in the same key in which they
ommenced.

Ex. 320.

r r̂
:^ f f- iT r

I

r r r j ir^

%
"1

Here the period commences in the key B ', and ends in its relative minor : it will however be

understood, as a matter of coiu'se, that the melody cannot end thus ; something must follow, in order

ito return to the original key.

After having commenced a period of eight bars, we perceive, on approaching the fourth bar,

that we are imperceptibly attracted towards the harmony of the dominant, and a desu'e is experi-

enced, at that point, to come to a certain degree of repose. If, therefore, in the fom'th bar of a

period of eight bars we come to the harmony of the dominant*, wliether by jjrogressioti or modula-

tion, we shall call it a half period ; to ju'uceed by modulation, however, is preferable. The period

in the following Example consists of eight bars, divided by the half period effected by modulatior

at (a) :
—

Had the harmony of the third and fourth bars of the above Example been written as at (b),

the half period would have been foiTned by progression.

• Aithongh the harmony of the dominant is here the moat natural, yet, for the aake of variety, a modulation to the relative iitlnor, or
dontinant, siibdoininant, &o, ought not to bo objected to, as will be shown presently.
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Wliere the melody is wi-itten in long common, or long compound time, the period will generally
oe found to consist of foiu- bars only : in that case the hall' period will of course fall on the second
bar.

A period, or hall' period, may also be divided into smaller portions, called " Sections," which may
either proceed by progression or modulation. When a section of modulation is introduced on the
accented part of the bar, we shall call it an accented section of modulation ; and when introduced
upon an unaccented part of the bar, an unaccented section of modulatio7i; the effect of the latter,

when contrasted with that of the former, will be found much more soft and insinuating.

These matters will probably be more clearly comprehended by exanmiing the following melody
with attention.

Fii'st : It comprises sixteen bars, divided into two parts of eight bars each. Each of these
parts consists of a whole period. The fh'st is divided by a half period, effected at (a) by a modula-
tion to the dominant. At (b) are accented sections of modulation, and at (c) they are unaccented.

Halt' Period.

Ex. 323.

Andante.

s*e»^ ^ 'N ^
I ^Tr: rm

n (c)

T=r=r
^W ^—p-

(<)

Section.
P^Sp

N 1 r

^ V Sec.

^
A^

te: d^ -̂^^ /^

^E^^^M
Sec.^ ^\

1^

* :J A
I I

I

(<•)

^m ^ ^
I

1 ^s
Sec.

^m tr

^ ^^ g
f

^^^ -P-;

d (f>) T=^ (M
-^^W

(ft)

-^ ^M r r h^r

m.JQZ

Had the same melody been written and hai-moiiized as in the following Example, the sections,

together with the half period, would have been by i')-o(/ression instead o{ niodulation :
—
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?!r^^^r^
Fie 324.

ilalf I'eriod by Progression.

5t: J- J ^
I

JW-iTTT-l
I
J

-tS»-

r^
^EE i^**".

0-^^m 2=tL

Section by Progression. ' =F^

^
do.

The notes constituting the final cadence may of themselves be treated as a period, as in the

folio-wing Example ; but. as the effect produced by such short periods (particularly when wi-itten in

immediate succession, and without modulation) is exceedingly monotonous and puerile, they should

be avoided.

Period.

Ex. X'Ub.

^Ek4'fjZ^ J
Period. Period.

F^ P^̂
Period.

i

i-\~i~i-^m
d=

^̂ ^
^ g ^ ^£

^
^

1-

^
By the introduction of modulation, however, even such short periods may be made pleasing and

mterestmg.

Period. Period. Period.

Ex. 326.

f^ilti 'J^fT^ig
^

\
l-i

^ ^
^^^^^Mm^EE^ B7 _^

^

:4t^ ^
By a careful examination of the above, we shall find, First : That the monotony produced by

the second period in Ex. 325, is here avoided by a modulation to E nunor. Secondly : That the

last four bai's which in Ex. 325 appear as two periods, are here united into one, by the introduction

of the modulation to B minor in the sixth bar.

It will be perceived that the modidations by wliich an union is efiected between the several

periods in the preceding Example take place u2)on tlie unaccented parts of the bar ; if, however, the

rhythm of these bars be altered, a new and more striking ett'ect will be given to the whole subject,

thus :

—

Ex. 327.

That the rhythm here is neither so natuial nor so llowing ;is in Ex. 325, is evident ; neverthe-

less, when introduced with judgment, it will produce an excellent effect.

N.B. Tt is not necessary that the cadence which closes a period shov.ld always be lo complete
as those in the })receding Exam|)les ; a mere jnv(/ressiuii, of the chord vi' the fundamental 7tli to it.s

tonic wiJ.l often be found quite sufficient to satisfy the ear, and conduct it to a certain degree of rest.
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The national air of " God save the King" contains two periods ; the first of which has six, and

the last eight bars, 'fhey are divided into sections of two bars each.

Ex. 328

The following Example contains a period of six bars, divided into sections of three bars each :

—

Sx. S29.

a:^ fT^i'^LL

^-^p^
it^^^r \ \

-^—0 m
6 6 6

4

-6 «B-

5

E^
6 1 t

It has been stated that those periods which consist of an equal number of bai-s are the most

natural and pleasing ; some authors, however, in order to produce peculiar effects, do not scruple to

depart from this general principle.

The period in the followinr^ Example consists of nine bars ; the first four bars oP which form the

half period, and the second portion contains five bars:

—

E\-. 3.30.

Haytiv.
j

^ 3^^ r:?T~^3 ^r^̂=1^
-f-^

~N

i

I

>-g—

^

I

m jS. J.
rzsz

8.

$ ^^m H H I

-11 I ^ r—I I HI I . f

m
^L.

=^^
J^I~^ J J J-i-

This odd numljer of bars, when first heard, produces a very singTilar effect : the seventh bar ui

tliis period appearing to be uncalled for, and as if it were interpolated. It is, however, only neces-

sary to play this charming melody a few times over, to convince us that the added bar is, in fact, a

veiy great beauty.

The following Example shows how very eftectively Mozart has introduced periods consistmg

of three and five bars :

—

Ex. 331.
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The first five bars constitute a half period. The period which follows contains Jour bars

divideil into .sections, and the last periotl consists only of three bars. Had the preceding specimen been

written as in the following Example, we should have had each portion equally divided, that is,—the

first half period would have contained ybu?' bars instead of five, and the last periodyowr bars instead

of tliree ; but then, th.it spirited and energetic effect which the unequal division of the bars at (a

and b) is calculated to produce, woulil have been totally sacrificed. (See c and d.)

/^

Ex'^-''- mI^ :?=: zj~r^u
^/^ {^)

"r~N

H*=P=
If—*- 1 a^yfT^cB-

N.B. Those periods which consist of an unequal number of bars, we shall call " irregular

periods."

It is not necessary that a period should always commence with the accented part of the bar

;

on the contrary, it may commence with a part, or the whole, of the vmaccented measure ; in which

case the value of the notes at the end of the period, when united with those at the beginning, must

constitute a whole bar.

The periods in the following Example commence at (a and h) with the whole ; at (c) with

three-eighths ; and at (d) with one-half of the unaccented part of the bar :

—

Mozart.
AUet/ro. (a)

Ex.mj^

^m ~r~r-
T T

%a^:f^^J:g^i||j-!^gi:^if^^
&C.

^^
We often find that two periods in immediate succession are constructed, so that the la^t bai

of the one immediately preceding is also the^ra^ bar of the one succeeding.

MOZAHT

Ex. .•J.'M.

p^F^^pfrrrf^^r^xx f^ -T' ep=z: £= ^i

Although the interweaving of periods in this manner is sometimes very effective, it can only be

considered as a hcense, and ought not to be indulged in too frequently.

When the expected final close of a period is interruoted by either an imperfect, oi' any of the

false cadences, we shall call it " an in-egular period."

How to Construct Melodies.

The pupil may now construct melodies himself, by proceeding thus :—Having detf^rmined on

the key and the time in which he intends to write (the foimer of which we shall suppose (o be tlie

ke;V of C ma,jor, and the latter, short common time, -/..), let him divide the stafi' into eight bars ; ou

Jvnding of the first period and oommencement of the second.
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the Jirst and lasl of wliicli let Liin place the tonic, and on thefourth bar the dominant. This simple

atrangement may be considered as the &st sketch or outline of a whole period, divided in the

naiddle by the half period.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Ex. 335. <BK
Half Period.

Whole Period.

The \moccupied bars may now be filled up with different fundamental basses, as in the following

Example :

—

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Ex.336.
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i
Bx. 339. '

Vi#
1 bee.

22=

Sf-e-rJ-f-

r
d=pj

=̂s=,s=
^̂ bo'^ i E^Et

r f=

?=s= s ^
I e i

^=c
t^gs2=^2:

33=

t?i

r
•Trr-

ShE
Half Period.

TVholePeHoI"

Although the above specimen is, lor the sake of" simpUcity, constructed in conunon time, -/a. yet
that it may be changed with very good effect into any other measure is evident, according to the
principles laid down from Ex. 306 to 317.

In the follo'.ving Example, the same melody has been altered into short compound common
time, 7i'''- No change in the harmony has taken place (except that of its being extended), as will

be seen by examining the fundamental and inverted basses.

i
1 I I 1^ I
I I I

JJ.4A A- J. J- -i-J^j .J..iA- J.. 444 4A J.A- A
iEx. !i40.

I e e- r

m
Half Period.

V. Whole Period.

In the following Example the orujinal melody (at Ex. 339), is harmonized in the minor mode.
Dissonances are added, with passing and auxiiiaiy notes, and the harmony is extended. At (a)

the second inversion has been chosen instead of the fundamental bass.

Ex. .341.

p
Andanti^ ^

MM^^i^Md^Adi^ Z2r
--1 X

E^

5 pjTip.? 5 1 8 « S '

Half Period.

Whole Period,

The same melody as in the preceding Example is wi-itten for the pianoforte, in the style of

variations.
Ex, :u-J.

rinf.

t Accented passing note, see Ex. 238 (c).
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I[,\ J-::~^,y^.J^ ±
dim

§^='
^^*Sp^g^^^^^^^£B'+^i#a^Wl

^^ $ i ^ ^
In the second bar of the following Example a slight alteration has been made in the inverted

hass, by which the soprano is affected. The passing and auxihaiy notes are here introduced chiefly

in the bass. The pupil is recommended to compare the simple inverted bass at (a) with the floi'id

one at (b), either of which may be used.

Ex. 343. Andante esp.

Half Period.

Whole Period.

The following Example exhibits the former melody, written in loni/ common time*

:

Moderato. I""""

Kx 344.

S
-i

eS
r^ i^ ^^

I

i :^c.

^im=fi S3̂̂ S Wi=^<

^2

5 ^c.

Half Period.

The melody of Example 341, is, in the following Example, divided and dispersed between all

the parts, showing how imitation may thus be effected, without any alteration whatever in the
original fundamental hai-mony.

From 1 to 4, the melody appears in the 2nd violint ; at 5 and 6, in the tenor ; at 7, in the 2nd
violin ; and at 8, 9, and 10, in the 1st violin. The two first bai's of the melody (as they appear in

the 2nd violin), are imitated by the bass in bars 3 and 4.

See Ex. 309.

t The .above Example, it wiU lie perceived, is arranged for two \'ioUiis, tenor, .ind violoncello ;
the student will, however, obaeiTe that

this arrangement does not in the least aflfect the harmony, which may be performed by two sopranos, tenor, and baas.
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The student is requested to examine this specimen with care and attention, aa he will find it

not only improving, but very interesting.

Es. 345. Andante esji.

Ist Violin

or Soprano.

2nd Violin
01- So r.mo.

Tenor
or Alto.

Violoncello

or Uas3.

Fund.
Bass.

Half Period.

V. "Whole Period. ^
It is presumed that the pupil, by this time, will have formed a tolerabi}' just idea how a period

may be constiiicted, and when once constructed, how variety may subsequently be produced, by

either altering the inverted basses, employing different passing and auxiliary notes, dissonances, &c.,

and lastly, by changing the rhythm, or measiue of time, in which the melody was originally written.

Let him recoUect, that all the different effects which have heen 2^roduced during the last nine

Examples, have arisen solely out of the sketch or outline in Ex. 336, and that no other fundamental

hasses, or inversions, have been employed during that time, hut those found in Ex. 338^'; and when
he also reflects that many other bass melodies may yet be extracted from the same fundamental

basses, and that these melodies again wiU produce correspondent melodies in the soprano and inner

parts,—he wiU easily perceive that, in the preceding Examples (hoA,\-ever simple the original mate-

rials), the subject is very far from being exhausted, and that mucli, mtidt. more may yet be done

with it 1 This fact ought to stimidate the pupil to exert his own ingenuity in discovering other

bass melodies from the same fundamental basses ; and should he in the beginning find some trifling-

difficulty in succeeding according to his wishes, a very little practice will convince liini that tliis

difficulty exists more in imagination than in reality.

If, then, so much variety can he producedfrom the simple materials exhibited in Ex. 336, what

may not be produced ivhen iliefirst outline (Ex. 335j, is filled up unth different ]rrogressions offunda-

mental basses.

The follovsdng Example exhibits at one view a variety of specimens of filling up the original

outline with difierent fundamental basses and inversions.

At II, we arrive at a half period of modulation, from which we proceed by a modidation to C,

and from thence to D minor.

N.B. A and D, in bars 1 and 2, are modified basses.

At III, a half period by modidation
;
preceded in the second bar by a modulation to the relative

minor.

At IV, a half period by modulation
;
preceded by a false cadence at bar 3.

• Except in one single instance, where the second inversion is chosen instead of the fundamental bass, and which l» scarcely worth

noticing.
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vn.

VI.

At V, a half period by progression ; after which a modulation to the lelative minor takes place-

At VI, a half period by modulation ; this modulation has previously been effected at bar 2

VII, needs no explanation.

a^ I i-

=^^ -^
i!

g ~izr

E^ Z2I

7

^^"C
r^ r^'

I

TT^^=^^^^¥PJ^
r"^^—

?

m
-ry-

^
7

TV.

III.

II.

s rs 22= :^^ 22=

s Z2= ^ } 1 ig ]=:&: ^ -j'^r-

^ 22 ^ zz: m ^ =22=

^
Half Period.

Whole Period.

The pupil may take any of the above bass melodies, and proceed ae already shown in the pre-

ceding Example.

In the following Example (347) the dominant of the relative minor has been selected to conclude

the halfperiod. At I, we amve there by progression ; a modulation to the tonic of the relative

minor having previously taken place in the second bar. At II, we ai-rive at the half period by

modulation.

Ex. 347.
s «e t *!1

fel
R«

II. I g?«=F m =^ rzi

^ I , f- ^ -r-#

^
1^- m ^^

m
Half Period.

Whole Period.

Here follows an example where the half period ends mth the relative minor of the sub-

dominant.
• See Ex. 278 (n>
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EX.S4S. i

m ii

9 *2 i

=St:

=^3: F=^^Hr T^

s
Half Period.

Whole Period.

In the following sketch the hall' period ends with the relative minor :

•-

Ki
Ex. 3484.

m ^
m

Half Period.

%VTiole Period.

Heretofore, our sketches have consisted of one period or part only ; the following Example
exhibits such as consist of two parts.

In sketching the outlines of the first period, it will be perceived that nothing decisive has been

settled with respect to the key in which the half period is to end ; that arrangement shall hereafter

be left to the judgment and taste of the pupil himself; for the present, we shall only point out how
he may proceed on such occasions.

*
, (") s 6 n i

-^ s^—.—cz_
Ex. 349. .(i2.^ tdz m ^m m
^m e ^ Jl s I i^ r^ .^

-£l. -^- «6 ^
«? 1

M 1^^ IQ ^
(b)

Half Period.

First wliole Period or Pari;.

im m
tl5 t n-'

r f i r ^
=m ^

m^As,5^M 'i H

^
^=^

Z3I ^ S)

U el ^ 1—& %#='^m -Sz^^r =1*

1^
Half I'eriod.

.Second wliole Period or P.irt.

• Ex. 277. t Deceptive Modulation, I'ic. -ITl. \ Ex. 274. § Deceptive Modulation, Ex. 270.
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At (a) we have modulated to the relative minor.

At (6) to the dominant of the relative minor.

At (c) to the dominant of the original key

;

which latter -will produce rather a monotonous effect, as the same modulation occurs again in the
eighth bar.

In the second part, the half period is made to fall upon the dominant of the original key : this

arrangement became absolutely necessary in consequence of the several modulations which were
introduced after the fii'st half period, and by which the ear was imperceptibly led away from the
original key. The dominant, however, in the 1 2th bar, is calculated to recall to om' recollection the
original key ; and thus our ear is gradually prepared for its re-introduction.

Hitherto our periods have consisted of eight bars only ; but by the introduction of the false

cadence at (a), and the irregiilar false cadence at (6), the final close on the eighth bar has been
avoided, by which these periods are lengthened to ten bars.

Ex. 350.^ "' 6 "4 i t^^^^ f 7,
t'' #g I

sp^ ^E^ Ẑ^Z*^ ^^CJ

^ t
»6

i
7

7 S ^ I

{V) u^fe ^ ^ ^ZI=tL

tr

^^^
(«)

-trjr
27' Half Period. "s:r

Whole Period.

The following questions very naturally present themselves at this time, viz. : suppose I com-
mence in a certain, hey, in ivhat key shall I conclude my first period, and commence my second, (&c.?—
In answer to these questions, we shall proceed to give the following suggestions as general rides.

Let us suppose that the melody is to consist of sixteen bars, divided into two parts of eight bars
each :

If the key is O major, we can end the first part—
First

: In the tonic, C. Second : In the dominant, G. Third : In the relative minor, A. Foui-th : In the dominant of the relative

minor, E.

Should the key be minor (suppose C muior), we can end the first part

—

First
: In the tonic, C. Second : In the dominant, G. Third : In G minor (the 5th of the original key). Fourth : In the relative

major of the original key E I?.

FIRST CASE.

Suppose the key is mqjo}-, and theirs* pai-t ends in the tmic ?

Then the half period may end

1st. With the dominant by modulation, G.

•2nd. sub-dominant by modulation, F.

Srd. relative minor of the sub-dominant D.

4<A. relative minor of the original key, A.

Thefirst part having been thus disposed of, the second pai-t may commence with

The dominmt, G, at once, or with a modulation to it.

The halfperiod may end
lat. With the rektive, A.
'ind. Dominant of the relative minor, E niAJor.

3rd. Dominant of the original key, • . . . G.

Again

:

The second part may commence with the dominant of the relative
)

minor (E major),
)

In that case the half period may end
Is*. Witli the relative minor, ....A.

^lid. Dominant of the original key, G,
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Agaliin :

The
minor of^eiZllomimTT^-^^^

^"^ dominant of the relative
j

jj^^^ ^^^ y^^ ^^p^ ^,,„^g ^1^^ l^^y „f ^j^^ ^^ p^^^ ^^^^^

SECOND CASE.

( The half period may end
When the first part ends in the dominant, G. < Ist. In the dominant, proceeding there by progression.

( 2nd. In the relative minor.

The fii-st part having been thus disposed of, the second may commence
lit. With the dominant, G.
2nrf. With a modulation to the relative minor.

iHere let the pupil again choose the key of the half period him-
self.

THIRD CASE.

When the first part ends with the relative minoTi

The Iialf period may end
1st. With the dominant, G

;
proceeding there either by progre»-

S sion or modulation.

2}id. With the sub-dominant, F
3rd. With the dominant, G.I

The second part may commence

The halfperiod may end as the judgment of the pupil directs.

ist. With the relative minor. A.
2nd. With a modulation to the .sub-dominant.

3rd. With the dominant of tlie relative minor, IJ major.

4t/i. Modulation to the relative minor. )

A melody which originally consists of only eight bars may be extended to 10, 12, 16, or a
greater nmnber, by repeating some sections of 2, 4, 6, or any other even niunber of bars.

The following Example is a melody consisting of eight bars. At (b) it is extended to ten, by
twice repeating the last crotchet of the fourth bar with the three crotchets immediately following.

At (c), the same melody is extended to sixteen bars, by repeating the last six bars found at (6).

Ex.361.

/7

^^^^^^ T '\^_z
^ ?=^^ w

^
c. 1. 4. 6. 10. 11. V>. 13. 14. 16. 16.

33 L^jPr^rH^rrrr irrrl^^^vUJ*'
:#-frr {i*#,m^r irrr' irrrr pepEf^s^ rz

All these additional bars, however, are not intended to be introduced in the soprano only
;

some of them are also to appear alternately in the alto, tenor, or bass; and as these parts will, in

consequence, be obliged to interchange places, a series of imitations will be produced.

In order to show the practical utility of this extension, and how these reiterated sections

(which in the last Example occasioned rather a monotonous effect) are here employed to produce

uiiitations, let us hai-monize the preceding melody in fom' parts.
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Andante. tr ^«:^3S: ^tS^^^
I^

m

Ex, 352.

'^ bey—F» r-J ^gr i ; J j^:

-<r_

3
^^Tyr'Tirrr- |frrr

"^^^SftjlsV-^ '1^
t ..V^s^[^-^

3. 4. 5. 6,

^as cv tlev
^ ^^^^ff**^

it r ^
8.

<r

(i^^
r«EZUa ^S P=^

¥ Z2t 2±: f^ g zi!

ĝ|
^r *^^^S%

- r ^ ap— "r
[^
J. ji^^pV|^-J

^^^
^?i:

9.

^P-^^ i
ft^

10. 11. 12. 13.

iMt- 4-^^
14. 16.). 16.

^̂ ^ 3^ ijE^ - r st; t psrzz ^
The letters a, &, c, have been added to the soprano, alto, and bass, in order that the inter-

changing of the parts in the above Example, by which the imitations are effected, may be more
easily perceived.

At 5, the section for imitation (marked a) appears m the soprano as originally wiitten. At 6,

it is imitated by the alto an octa-ve lower ; and at 7, by the hass. Wliilst the alto and hass thus
successively imitate the soprarvi, the latter, at the same time, at 6, imitates the hass {h), and then
the alto (c).

At 7, the tenor also partially imitates the hass (h). From 10 to 16, the parts corjtinue to imi-

tate each other with still more variety ; for the sections in the soprano and hass, at b, appear at 11

in the tenor and hass, and are imitated at 12 by the soprano and alto. And whilst at 13 the sections

a, h, appear once more in the hass and tenor (but inverted)*, the soprano at the same tune again

imitates the alto (c) an octave higher. Observe also that the melody in the tenor, from 7 to 10

inclusive, has, at 13, been transferred to the alto.

It will be observed that hitherto the imitation has always commenced upon the same measm-e

of the bar as the subject itself; in the following Example, however, the case is different; for,

although the subjects for imitation (which here appear in the soprano and alto) do commence on the

second crotchet of the unaccented part of the bar, as in the preceding Example, yet they are not

answered by the tenor and hass on the sanie. measure, as heretofore, but on the second crotchet of

the accented part of the bar. Thus a mixed rhythm is introduced, by which a new and stUl more
striking effect is produced.

• Uy ffliick llie two oiigu.:iJ poi-ts in bar 5 jjioceed by That is called " double coimterpoint " in the octave. See Ex. loO. I
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tt

tr
^ ^

Î ^i^ JJT'^TjE^

.tr

^^
b.. £=&=^m^^ 1^ ^

w=^5=p= i zc 3y^M r
^

I
-^ -p—'^j^Fg m -22Z

The parts which appear in the soprano and alto, at I, are here transferred to the tenor and bass,

by which a mutual interchange of all the parts is effected.

/ ^ ^m ^3^H=^-^^^=^ m m N y

^ ^^^ r f ^?^^E .#1 d 5"
^ ^*±^V

t r ^r.V r r^-,f ^r^n^^
ẑiii^

i=ĤJt;)^
rr

f
r? (^ 3

The alto and tenor, at II. have here interchanged places ; the former being wiitten an octave

lower, and the latter an octave higher. The soprano and bass remain unchanged.

There is not perhaps a more fertile subject, and one whicli might be more dilated upon than

that upon which we have just been treating. If, however, the student possesses a little perseverance

and industry, it will be found that enough has been said to enable liim to pursue his object with

pleasure and benefit.
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In the meantime he is requested to examine and compare the preceding specimens with care

and attention (commencing from Ex. 351) ; and here he will see how few materials'' are sometunes

requisite to enable us, by a httle ingenuity, to produce vaiiety and pleasing effects. Tliis truth will

be still more illustrated and confii-med when we commence analyzing the compositions of some of

our best and most classical authors, which we shall do presently
; preparatory to this, it will be

necessary to give a few hurts with respect to what is called the strict and free styles of writing.

In the truly strict style, four sorts of notes only (that is, with respect to their duration) are

allowed ; for example : if the longest be a semibreve, then the shortest wiU be a quaver, the latter

of which can be employed only as a passing note.

All dissonances, in wliich is included the fiindamental 7th, require to be prepared upon the

unaccented, and stnack upon the accented jmrt of the bar. No octaves ovjifths on the accented part

of a bar as exliibited in Ex. 298 (k), are permitted, nor may they be thus prevented. The note of

preparation must not be of less dm-ation than the dissonance ; and to add still more to the serious-

ness of the style, these dissonances must be susjJensioKsf. Consecutive major tliii'ds, whether pro-

ceeding diatonically, or by skips, as well as all extraneous modulations, or progTessions+, are

prohibited.

In the following Example at (1) the note C in the alto is succeeded immediately by C J in the

inverted bass ; this is called " a false relation between two parts," and is forbidden. A false relation

is exhibited at (2) between G in the tenor, and G Jf in the bass ; and at (3) between the soprano and
inverted bass.

\$

A. ^E^
/^ 3.

A. A
s -b<sp- ^E

s^=^ ^ ^ =p^^=r
Ex.354. ^^ g^

isz:

These are a few of the leading features characterizing the tridy strict style ; which style of

writing, however, is now generally considered as antiquated, and almost entii-ely laid aside.

In the/ree style many Hcenses are permitted wliich would be qviite inadmissible in the style

just described. For instance : dissonances may be introduced upon the accented or unaccented part

of the bar, prepared or unprepared.

These dissonances, when introduced thus, are sometimes written as at (a) but performed as at

(6), and are called appoggiatui'as.

Ex. 355.

W^
^^ ^

^^^F^

• From these few notes are derived all the foregoing imitations and effects

:

iftf^rrjs
S«e Example 351, bar 6.

t Progressions of sequences are therefore particularly suited to the strict style. See Ex. 290 to 297

\ See Examples 85, 86.
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on
It has already been explained that dissonances shovdd resolve upon the same fundamental

which they are heard*.

bass

In the free style, however, dissonances, instead of resolving upon the same bass, may resolve

upon another bass, provided that the intervals of the resolved discords form either the common
chord, fundamental 7th, or 9th, with that bass ; so that, in point of fact, the bass on which the

dissonance should have resolved is altogether omitted, and another substituted. This will be better

understood if we peruse the following Example, where, at I, the dissonances resolve as usual, and

at II, they have been resolved vipon a new bass. This may be called a licensed resolution of disso-

nances, and employed with great effect on various occasions.

u ^ P^(' ^ 33Z

Ex. 356.

I.

^- :zd^ W=t ^t^ ^
* ft*

fi

^ Z2I ^32= ZS2.

^ =M=F^ ^ ^ S dE
s

rg?"

-mr rJ° \ g: ^^\ ^
II.

I
^^^ :«^ ^ -k-

mz ^F^m
ANALYZATION.

It is both instrvictive and amusing to trace the gradual and almost imperceptible change "which

has taken place in the compositions of eminent writers since the time of Corelli to the present; and

how, witli nearly the same materials, one author has constructed works so very diffei-ent, with

regard to their general style and effect, from tliat of otliers, that one would scarcely believe they

had emanated from the same source. With the peculiarities and excellencies of the works of these

gi"eat masters, then, the student shoidd make liimself acquainted ; and as this can only be accom-

phshed by analyzing themt, we shall detail the method to be pursued on tliis occasion ; and in order

that we may preserve regularity and method in this branch of the study, Ist us divide om- materials

into the following parts :

The Key, whether major or minor.

The Time.

Fundamental Basses.

Modulation and Fundamental 7ths.

Dissonances.

Passing Notes, Auxiliary Notes, and Secondary Harmony.
Periods.

Sections and Imitation.

Each of these several parts shall be explained as we proceed.

• PageOi).

t Tlio pupil will lie much assisted in this study by pei-using the work oillid "Practical and Theoretical Studies," being a selection ftwm
ilio oorapositiona of Corelli, Handel, Ilaydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Clementi, &o., arranged for the pianoforte, and analyzed by the author of

thia work.
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The composition which has bf;en selected for analyzation is the first concerto of Corelli, and
commences in the key of 1) major.

Q. How do we know that it is that key 1

A. Because D major has two shai'ps.

Q. But as the relative min or B requires also two sharps, might it not be the latter 1

A. No ; because the fii-st chord then should have been B minor, being the key chord*
;

besides, between the 7th and 8th of the scale, a semitone must be found. Had the key been B
mmor, the note At| being the 7th of the scale of that key, coiild not have been admitted : it must
have been A fit. This not being the case, the key is decidedly D major.

The time is long common time J.

Let us now proceed to find the limdamental basses, that the ground upon which the super-
structure of the present work rests may be clearly established.

1st Violin.

2nd Violin.

Tenor or

Viola. \

Larqo. 1.

f^ k/JI .m^mwii^rpT^^^^i^^m w^t
:fc

)
'

^1' ; -ifr' JS ^1=^
3e

59 ^ =3=?s ^i ^=^*i=ii ^ i^

w^ ^ ^ :«=± 3^E^^3^
^^^^ -V^S ^

6 1^, ^^
Fund.
Bass. ^ l-l

9 8
1

5 I %

^

10. 11. 12. 13,

^m
12. 13, 14. 15. 16. 17. In

W

• Sm Ex. 173. + See Ex. 167. I Sm Es 300.
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21. 22. 2.3.

253

'Allegro.
24. 26. 26.

28. 29. 30. 31. 32. S3. 34.

i r-n^ E^ f- . r f-^1^5 =^=^
=5"

i^^ =i: ft^^^t^
?=^

^3^ ±=»= ±«=t==

@E y^=^=T^^
35. 36. 37.

Adoffio.

38. 39.^^ 40. 41. .4%)0. 42. .43. -^^
r r iL.. -^t— i»- e^J
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48. 49. -^

r^^
.53. 54. J, . 55.^ Adagto.

56.

r r ^r-^ Alleffro.
57.

*<

F^ iE=a: j^^ ItfE ^

J
r r 1- m

s r r 1-S
H' 4 *

F¥=F^

^ ^ -P-j'—

^

>S-c.

^

^ 68.

?2=

59.

?: 'r^

i
5 i^ "c^

ŜS
C7 4

=^

i ^^
"25^

m ^
^ FH=^

f^

The composition commences with the common chord of D ; D, therefore, is the fundamental

bass, which we place under the chord.

N.B. The notes E and G in the first and second violins are accented passing notes*.

If we examine the notes of the four parts (2), we find that they collectively produce the chord

of A : the note A, therefore, we place as fundamental bass under that chord.

C, in the bass, being the 3rd of the chord, consequently produces the first inversion ; viz., the

chord of the 6th.

N.B. The note B, in the first violin, is an accented passing note.

At (3) the chord B minor arises from a modified basst on the first of the scale, which is here

vised fundamentaUy*. The second chord at (3), we find to be the chord of the fundamental 7th, to

E. The 7th is in the first violin ; the 5th, in the second violin ; the 8th in the tenor ; and the 3rd,

in the bass, producing the chord of the 5 ; the note E, therefore, as ftmdamental bass, is likewise

placed under the harmony, as exliibited in the Example.

N.B. The note A, in the bass, is an unaccented passing note. E, in the same part, as well as

E and B in the first violin, are notes arising out of secondary harmony§.

• See Ex. 234. t See Ex. 281. t See remarka on modified ba.saes, " thirdly," page 215, § See Ex. 25a
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Continuing thus to proceed nimn tlie same principle, D will be the fundamental bass at (5), E
Uie fundamental bass at (7), and FJ at (9).

The inverted bass K, at (10), arises from a modified bass, and is an imperfect common chord*,

/rom 29 to 35, the lianooiiy arises out of a progression of sequences of .'/ fit. That they are

sequences may be infeiTed from the uninterrupted and regular ascending prcgression of the 1st and
and 2nd violins by imitation.

N.B. The notes G and B in the bass (23), are \maccented auxiliary notes, and 0, at (24), an
accented auxiliary note.

The harmony from 49 to 52, arises from a progression of sequences of 7ths ; this may be proved
by the regular and uniform ascending 4ths, and descending 5ths of the fundamental bass, which
jjrogression, when divested of its auxiliavij notes, will appear thus+ :

^ £
Now, if we add the haimony which the pi'ogression of these fundamental basses will admit of

(a), and then compare that hannony with the 1st and 2nd violins in the original, the similarity will

immediately apjiear ; for it is only necessary to suppose that the quaver rest in the lirst violin stands

in place of the 7th, and that this 7th previous to its resolution (according to secondary harmonies),

has proceeded to a part of its chord {b), and the legitimacy of the fundamental basses and sequences

from 48 to 52 is established. See also Example 255.

The st\ident may now continue to find the fundamental basses as already shown, and place

them under the harmony, as exhibited in the Example.

Let us now proceed to examine the modulations which have been introduced.

The movement commences in the key of D, in which it continues until (3), when a modulation

to the dominant takes place, indicated bv fiff in the inverted bass, which ascends half a tone to {(()%

E being a note of secondary hannony.

At 5, a modulation to D, which is indicated by G J in the inverted bass at 4. At 6, a modula-
tion to G is indicated by C Q in the first violin. At 8, a modulation to A, and at 10, to the relative-

minor, both of which ai-e indicated by the inverted bass. From 12 to 17, various modulations have
been introduced, which require no further explanation, as the student will easily discover them
himself.

Dissonances^.

As the fundamental bass from 3 to 4, 5 to G, 7 to 8, &c., ascends by 4ths, or falls by 5ths, we
art enabled to introduce the dissonances of the 9th or 4th.

• Q. What dissonance has the composer employed ? A. The 9th.

• See Ex. 282. also page Sir, "secondly." t See Ex. 298.

t See Ex. 280(e).
$ See Ex. 180.

|| See Ex. 181. II See Ex. OC, 101.
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Q. How, and where is it prepared ? A. It is prepared at 3 by the 5th in the second violin,

where it resolves into the octave.

A question naturally presents itself here : Why did not the composer introduce tlie 9th and
4th alternately, as the progression of the fundamental bass admitted of both these dissonances ?

—

thus :

^*r m^ ŵ ^^^^w
^^^^£^^ •»—f-

It would have obviated that monotony which must naturally arise by employing the same dis-

sonance so frequently and consecutively.

Or, by employing ' »oth dissonances together, thus :

It would certamly have produced more variety and interest. In that case, howeve^. the imita-

tions which apjjear between the fii'st and second violin, fi-om 5 to 17, must necessarily have been
omitted.

N.B. The process of examining the motion of the fundamental bass, as regards the introduction

of dissonances, may thus be continued to the end of the composition.

That the composer should have figured the bass at 32 mth the dissonance of the 9th, without
subsequently introducing that dissonance, may seem strange. This seeming omission will be ex-

plamed when we arrive at Imitation ; at present, we must consider the quaver 7'est in the second
violin to stand in the place of the dissonance, as pointed out by the small notes, and which has

already been explained when treating on fundamental basses. The same occurrence takes place at

33, 49, 50, 51, &c. At 33, the 9th has been prepared by the 3rd ; at 34, by the 5th, but resolved

into the 3rd*. At 11, the fundamental bass having ascended a 5tht, the dissonances of the $ have
been introduced.

Q. How and where have these dissonances been prepared ?

A. The 4th has been prepared in the second violm by the 8th, and the 5th in the fii-st violin

by the 3rd.

Periods.

From 1 to 4 comprises a half period by modulation^. From 5 to G, 7 to 8, 9 to 10, are sections

of modulations^. The period, consisting of six bars, concludes at 12 in the relative minor of the

original key. From 13 to 20, are sections of modulation similar to the precedmg; from 13 to 22 a

half period by modulation. Here, in order to give more dignity and consequence to the half period,

the author adds ;i.a odd bar, by which it is made to contain five bare.

From 23 to .37, is ahalfjycnod, divided into sections by modulation ,'ad progi'ession. From
24 to 25, 26 to 27, are sections of modulation. From 30 to 31, 32 to 33, &c., are short sections by

progressions, ending at 37 with a half period by progression. From 39 to 42, a shoit period ending

m FJt minor. From 43 to 48, &c., sections of modulation ; from thence to 53, sections by pro-

irression.
• See Ex. 182 (4). t See Ex. 101. J See Ex. 321, 322. § See Ex. 322 (c).
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Imitation*.

The subject at 5 and 6, in the fost viohn, is repeated at 7, 8, 9, and 10, by the same instru-

ment each time a whole tone hiwhert. Instead of which, hard 7, 8, been written in the second violin,

and 9, 10, in tlic fcr.or, it woidd have produced imitation, and been less monotonous.

At 23, the lirst violin commences a short subject on the accented part of the bar, which is

imitated or answered by the second violin, on the tmaccented part of the bar, in the unison. This

strict imitation continues uninterruptedly until we arrive at 30, where the imitation, as far as

rhythm is concerned, still continues ; but the intervals are different in theii- progi'ession from those

of the fii-st violin. Here, that the imitation might be pursued in rhythmical order, it became

necessary to suppress the dissonances at 32 and 33, of wliich mention has already been made*, '^j'he

imitation from 42 to 48, is similar to that already described from 23 to 34.

It may seem strange that the 3rd of the dominant in the fii-st \-iolin (at 41), instead of proceed-

ing to its 8th, should have ascended a 9th ; but this was necessary, in order that that part [viz., the

1st viohn) might commence the subject of imitation. It will be perceived that the thu'd of the

tonic chord at 42 has been omitted ; such omissions, however, are very frequently to be discovered

in the woi'ks of ancient composers, particularly when closing m minor keys.

The parts cross each other sometimes very unwan'antably : at 1 and 39, the second violin_ and

tenor, without any ostensible cause, appear above the first violin. Why has the author permitted

the tenor to appear above the first violin at 59 ?—Had that part been written an octave lower, it

would have been in its proper situation. To prevent the consecutive 5ths in the resolution of the

chord of the diminished 7th, between the second viohn and tenor at 5G, and between the first violin

and tenor at 58 (the 9th of the fundamental bass being in both cases above the 5th), the author has

ca\ised the tenor to fall to the 5th of the following bass, instead of the 8tli. Had the dissonance of

the 4th not been introduced, the 5th might have ascended to the 3rdi

It wiU be perceived that the fundamental basses have, m the commencement, been figured

with all the dissonances which their progi-essions would admit of The pupil is advised to figiu-e the

rest himself, and he will then see how much more may be added to the harmony.

As music may be considered a language capable of portraying all the passions and feelings of

which the human mind is susceptible, and as a composition which lays any claims to excellence

ought to possess the power of awakening in us at least some of those leelings, we shall proceed to

make a few general remarks upon the effect produced by the composition just analyzed, with reference

to that object.

The introduction, in its effect, is noble and majestic. The first violin performs a melody por-

traying kindness and affability ; the steady and measured pace of the bass pi-oclaims dignity and

self-possession.

The second violin and tenor play, of course, mere subordinate parts ; for whilst the fonner

appears humbly to echo the sentiments of his superior, the latter is making exertions to attract

notice by his little sections of di.ssonances. Thus the introduction continues to proceed with a

degree of seriousness verging on solemnity, until we arrive at 23 ; here, however, the scene changes;

the allegro, which now commences, is gay and playful ; the second violins appear to mock the first

violin, whilst the bass, having as it were dismissed all state and formality, seems to make amends
for the restraint imposed upon himself, and gives way to playfulness and good-humour. This, when
contrasted witii its former solemnity and sobriety of pace, appears truly comic.

The effect of the passage in the bass, as it contmues to ascend, leads us to imagine that, during

its progress, it increases in velocity. The tenor, who during four bars, had been a silent spectator,

joins the party at 3], and thus they proceed together in a manner calculated to portray a high

feeUng of joy and extasy, until they arrive at the half period at 37. Here the parties appear to be

* See Kx. 24.". f A similar progression of nonces, ascending wliole tones, will he found in Handel's Hallelujah Clioms, to the

worda " King of Kings." % See p£ 266, § See Ex. 169. „
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brought, for an instant, to a state of reflection ; the adagio movement, preceded by the pause,
certainly produces that effect upon the mind. This reflection, however, is not of long duration ; the
former scenes of merriment and joy are resinned at 42, and continue, without interruption, to 53.

We shall now take, for our subject of analyzation, an adagio, selected from one of Haydn'e
quartets.

It is an elegant and highly-finished composition ; and, like all the productions of this great
master, contams abundant matter for the contemplation of the student. Simphcity and variety are

so happily blended, that we scarcely know which to admire most. In order that the student may
be better enabled to understand the beauties and excellencies of this composition, we shall, pre •,

paratory to our entering upon the particulars of each portion, first explain the general plan and
contrivance of the whole.

Adagio soxten ufo.

Havdn. 1.

1st Violin

lad Violin.

Alto.

Biisso
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It will be found to comprise three subjects : the lirst, a yracefal cantabile movement, contains
a period of eight bars, divided by the half period at 4. This subject, with a little alteration, is

rejjeated from 9, an octave higher, and ends with a cadence at 1 1>. Upon this last bar conunences a
series of sections by modulation, on which is constructed, and afterwards continued, tlie second
subject, commencing with the bass at 1(5. This subject contams two bars, and is divided into two
portions; the second portion of wliich, 17, is given to tlie first violin. By this contrivance, a sort

of conversation is mamtained between these two parts as llir us 20.
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Here these parts interchange subjects, after which the conversation ceases at 22.

The first vioKn now proceeds alone, with passages which are constructed in such a manner that
wo are still enabled to recognize, though but faintly, the subject of the bass, as well as that of the
rirst violin*.

At 25, the third subject commences, and after various modulations, closes with a cadence in the
dominant of the original key at 33. Here the author, instead of reiterating the first subject, most
judiciously introduces one which, though bearing (with respect to its rhythmical form) a strong-

resemblance to the first, is, in fact, only calculated to recall it to our recollection. By this admirable
contrivance, ;i]l extraneous or new matter is excluded, and imity and variety are preserved ; for, as

a mere repetition of the original subject in the dominant would have produced monotony, so an
entirely new subject would have had the effect of injuring the simplicity of the whole. This subject

continues to 40, where it closes with a cadence.

Here the second subject is resumed by the bass and the fii'st violin in the dominant of the

original key, and ends at 44, where a series of imitations in all the parts commences, and is continued

to 47. It will be observed that the passage here selected by the composer for imitation does not

contain any new matter ; it is, in fact, only the last half bar of the second subject at 43.

Thus the unity of the whole is preserved without any sacrifice of variety.

As the passages of the first and second violins, which follow the imitations from 47 to 48, are

written upon the dominant harmony of the original key, an expectation of the approach of that key is

excited preparatory to its re-introduction, which takes place at 49t ; at the close of which the first

poi-tion of the second subject is again resvimed between the first violin and the bass, with this

difterence, however, that the Jii'st violin commences that subject instead of the bass, which now
replies to it in the dominant.

At 55, the third subject, which continues for eleven bars, is again introduced, with some

alteration in its general construction ; upon which follows once more, and for the last time, the fii'st

subject.

A series of imitations, founded on the passage of the first violui at 22, commences between the

first violin, tenor, and bass, and thus continues until the whole is concluded. This may be con-

sidered as the general plan of the composition : let us now enter more mmutely into the examination

of its various parts. The key is C major. A false cadence occurs between 2 and 3, after which a

modulation to D minor takes place, indicated by CJf + in the fii'st violin§. At 3, follow two sequences

of 6ths, after which a modulation to the original key is eftected. At 5, the first bar of the subject

is repeated, but difierently harmonized ; for that which at 2 was only a progTession to A minor, is

here become a modulation||.

At 7, a modulation to F has taken place, after which we proceed, hy an irregular cadence^i, to

the original key, and thus close a period of eight bars, the half period of which is by progTession.

From 9 to 12, the first half period is repeated, with nearly the same harmony as the preceding.

At 1 3, a modified bass on the fourth of the scale is employed fundamentally**. Here a demonstra-

tion is made to modulate to D minor, which modulation is, however, prevented by tlie false cadence

at 14 ; a modulation to F is then introduced, succeeded by the chord of the compounded sharp

sixth, fg, the resolution of which is suspended, tf and a final cadence once more closes the former

* The legitimacy of the suspension of the 3rd at 17, 10, and 21, in the tenor, whilst the 3rd itself appears iu the first \aolin, is question-

able. This oversight (if we may be allowed to use tliat term when applied to the works of so great a composer) is coiTected at 41 and 43

t See bai-s 1 to 8. J Pes Kx. 180.

(; ^t may heic ippear that th, f'indamental 7th in the alto has ascended into tlie 5th, instead of resolving into the 3rd
;
the author.,

hcwever, does not in the present instance consider tliis chord as that of the fimdaraental 7tli, but tlie tii-st iu\ersion of the imperfect

common chord, see Ex. 2S-' {d) ; tlie same (iccui-rence will be found to take place frequently in tlie works of this author, and of others.

I See I'Jx. IV.'l. ^ See Ex. 277. " See Ex. 283 (b). ft See Ex. 196 (6).
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period Upon the last bar (16) of this period the second subject commences with tlie bnss, founded
c 11 the folbwino; simple melody :—

Bass. Violin.

which is made chardcteristic and interesting by the introdviction of extended auxiliaiy notes at 16,

and by the simple passing and auxihary notes at 17. From 16, a modulation takes place to G, and
from thence to D mini»r ; here the author proceeds, for the sake of variety, to the dominant of the

last key, by progression ; the same occurrence takes place from 20 to 21, where the fii'st violin and
bass interchange subjects.

At 24, a modulation is effected to the original key ; the note A, in the second half of that bar,

is a modified bass on the first of the scale, and Gjf in the second violin, a passing note*.

At 25, the third subject commences upon the chord of the dominant 7th, wliilst in the act of

modulating to G. G? at (27), in the first violin, is an ascending dissonance, viz., a retardation of

the 5th by the 4tht, At 28, a modulation to G minor takes place, and at 29, to Eb. In the same
bar a modulation to G (the dominant of the original key), commences wth the compounded sharp

sixth, ^„ the resolution of which is suspended from 30 to 32*, and closes at 33 with a final cadence.

It may now be said that the composition is virtually finished ; for that which follows (if we except

the first subject, altered as it appears from 33 to 40), is in substance a repetition, in vai'ious forms

md imitations, of that which has already been noticed, and with which it is presumed the student

is now sufficiently acquainted. We .shall, therefore, proceed, in conclusion, to make a few general

remarks on each of the three principal subjects, and endeavoiu" to discover the feelings which they

are calculated to excite.

The melody, harmony, and modulation of the first subject from 1 to 8 is sootliing and placid ;

it portrays the peaceful and hapjiy state of a vmited family, gliding along the stream of life with-

out care or anxiety. This kind and aftectionate feeling is particularly observable in the first eight

bars, when contrasted with the eight bars which immediately follow ; for the latter, being wi-itten

an octave higher exhibit aslight degree of excitement, which is increased, from 13, by the rapid suc-

cession of modulations ending with the chord of the compounded sharp sixth, ^t This excitement

seems to increase as we proceed with the second subject from 16 to 24. Here it portrays a conver-

sation between two persons at variance, whilst the accompaniments of the second violin and tenor

express anxiety. From 22, the first vii)lin seems triumphantly to proceed alone, having, as it were,

subdued its antagonist, the bass, which now joins in the accompaniment of the second viohn and tenor.

Here (at 25) commences tlie third subject, which, even from its rhythmical f)rm alone, is calculated

to portray agitation, fear, distress, anguish, palpitation of the heart, and as it were a gasping for

breath.

At 28, where the modulation to Eb commences, the mind seems to be gradually wrought up to

the extreme of agony bordering on desjiaii- ; at 30, it appears to be relieved from those dreadful

feelings, and gradually to resiune its original and peaceful state in the soothing and gentle strain of

narmony which follows at 33.

The preceding specimens of analyzation will suffice to show how the student may ])roceed on

similar occasions.

In conclusion, the author makes the few following observations, wliich he hopes will be useful

to lijni in his future progress :

—

It frequently happens that althougli the learner sets out with the most determined resolution

to study a work of science with care and attention, yet that during his progress he imconsciously

accelerates his pace, and overlooks many of those nice points of connection which are indispensable

• See Ex. 240. t See Ex. 203. t See Ex. 204.
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to the proper understanding of the ^\ hole. This imprudent haste may often be traced to over-

aiixiety in the pursuit of kno-^-ledge ; to too much confidence in the student in his own quickness ol

iierception, or to natural impatience. But to whatever cause this error may be attributed, the pupil

cannot be too cautious in avoiding it. If he has been really desu-ous of acquiring a perfect know-

ledge of the work before him, he has no doubt exercised upon the i-ules as they progressively pre-

sented themselves to him ; and if he has done so, he must have observed,

—

First : That from the commencement to the end they are so closely interwoven, and constitute

collectively such a chain of causes and eftects, that they could not be studied in a desultoiy or

disjointed manner.

Secondhj : He must have perceived, as he proceeded thus step by step, new and interesting

matter continually presentmg itself to his attention, expanding his views, and encouraging him to

proceed.

Thivdhi : That he himself has made discoveries, without even travelling out of his way in search

of them.

Should the learner have thus proceeded ui his studies, and '' made haste slowly," he is advised

by all means to make an attempt at composition. All knowledge is in progression, and it is only

by degrees that excellence can be obtained. To acquire facility in composition much practice is

absolutely necessary.

Should it be said that genius and talents are requisite to make a composer, we answer certainly:

to make a great composer these gifts are indispensable ; but they are equally so to make a g)-eat

poet, painter, or architect, &c. But shall none compose, write poetry, paint, &c., but those who are

thus gifted ? No one will pretend to say that those numerous composers who have lived from the

earliest time to the present day, have all been, or are, in possassion of tiiose peculiar gifts !_
Shall

we not build houses because we have not the genius and means to construct palaces ? Is it then

absolutely necessary, in order to compose, that we possess the genius and unagination of a Gluck, a

Handel, a Mozart, or a Beethoven ? Shall none dare to ^vlite but those who can produce a grand

sinfonia, serioTis opera, or oratorio ? May not pleasure as well as profit be derived from the com-

position of songs, glees, sonatas, rondos, airs with variations, &c. ? Let us hut make a beginning.

This, however, it must be confessed, has hitherto been the great stumbling-block. How shall I

beo-in ? How shall I set about it ? These, it cannot be denied, are very natural and reasonable

questions. If the pupil, however, has carefully studied the construction of periods and melodies,

the necessity of asking such questions no longer exists ; for what begmning can be more simple, or

what path more secure than that which is pointed out to him from Ex. 335. For instance :
he

draws an outline of his intended composition, tills it up with fundamental basses,^ extracts inverted

basses, and constructs a counter melody ; to which he adds the rest of the parts, dissonances, passmg

and auxiliary notes, &c. All this is accomphshed without chfficulty, because the rules are all deter-

mined, and nothing is left to chance. Durmg this process, no pecidiar musical genius or feeling,

no imagination or nicely-discriminating musical ear is required*; moderate talents, accompanied

with a httle patience and reflection, are sufficient to produce that which \vill lead and encourage

liim to hifi-her exertions+.

The student Avill find, as he proceeds, new matter perpetually sprmging up, as it were, sponta-

neously under his hands ; subjects, which at the commencement appear as mere trifles, may, subse-

quently, by a little contrivance (but still according to rule) be made most interesting.

By way of illustration of the above, and encom-agement to the student to make the attempt

cit composition, we shall flrst trace the gradual progress and subsequent changes of a simple melody

and harmony as it emanates fi-om the outline, or sketch ; and then show by what a simple and easy

process the original materials are afterwards capable of being conver-ted into new matter, almost

endless in variety and eftect.

• A German author says: •' Kine 'ihcorie der Kunstist Schonlieit oline Gefiihle und Phantasie." The theory of an art is beautr

vrithont feeling and imagination. Uowtriif .'

, , „ i- oo- * ojc
t In proof of tl'.is, it is only necessary to examine th« gradual progression of the outlme of the melody from hx. 6.io to J46.
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Let us suppose, for Instance, that a melody has been constructed and harmonized according to

the rules commencing from Ex. 335. The inner parts of the harmony may, perhaps, only with a

slight alteration, furnish melodies which may be reharmonized in a variety of ways, by merely

changing each time the original fundamental bass and inversions.

Secondly : By re-harmonizing the original melody and adding a few modified basses, the inner

parts of which will again i'urnish new melodies.

Thirdhj : By harmonizing the original melody according to the rules commencing from Ex. 180.

Fourthly : By adding modified basses to the air thus hai-monized. Let it be recollected that

at each change of harmony a corresponding change of dissonances and passing notes also takes

place.

Hitherto we have only considered what may be efiected by a mere change of harmony ; but

what shall we say when.

Fifthly : We likewise alter the measure of time and rhythm of the original subject, or any of

those subjects which have arisen from it ? Indeed, the change, on these occasions, is frequently so

great, that the original source from which these harmonies have emanated is no longer to bo

recognized.

Sixthly : By letting the alto and tenor interchange places.

Seventhly and lastly : Extension of periods, and imitation between the parts.

Now that all these endless vai'ieties of efiects do arise from a simple outline, such as has just

been described, cannot be denied. Then where is the difliculty which shall deter the student from
making an attempt at composition ? The process here pointed out is so simple and, it may be
added, interesting, that it only requires in us the will, and the object is accomplished. The author
repeats once more, that if the student but makes the attempt, and foUows the rules contained in

this Avork with patience and pei^severance, he will not only have no cause to be dissatisfied with his

progress, but will discover a source of amusement and improvement, of which he can form no ade>

quate idea without the trial.

FIMS.
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Studies, Popular Operatic and other Melodies, a Dictionary of Musical Terms, &c., ^:c.

DISTIN'S CORNET TUTOR, containing Instructions for producing the tone, and double tonguing; and it very careful selection of Progressive
Exercises, Duets, i*v:c. Price os.

KAPPEY''S FRENCH IH'RN TUTOR, giving a historical sketch of the development of the French Horn; Instructions for Orchestral playing on the
old system of "stopping," and explanations of the use of the modern valve.-', with numerous exercises progressing from the first easy lessons to

the must advanced Studies. Price 7s. (id.

KAPPEY'S TROMBONE TUTOR, comprising detailed Elementary Instructions, Scales, and numerous Exercises and Studies for the Tenor Trombone
in B flat, and Bass Trombone in G, Slide and Valve. Price 3s.

KAPPEY'S ALTHORN and BARITONE TUTOR, compiled with sppcini attention to the rei[uirements of performers in Military and Brass Bands,
containing complete Elementary Instructions, Progressive Exercises, and advanced Studies. Price 3s. (id.

KAPPEY'S EUPHONION TUTOR, containing full Elementary Instructions, Scales iu all keys, and numerous Exercises progressing from the simplest

to the most advanced Studies for a solo performer. Price .'!s. (3d.

KAPPEY'S BOMBARDON and CONTRABASS TUTOR, comprising preliminary Instructions for the production of tone; Scales of Fingering for

Instruments in F, E flat, D Hat, C, and B flat ; and numerous Exercises progressing from the first easy lessons to the most advanced Studies.

Price 3s.

KAPPEY'S BRASS BAND TUTOR. A complete guide to the Formation, Training, and Instruction of a Brass Band. Section A.— Hints on the

Formation and Training of Brass Bands. Price Is. Section B.— Scales and Studies for every Brass Instrument ; Duets and Trios, and some
easy Tunes arranged for the first attempt of a band to play together. Price 3s. The complete work, 3s. 6d.

THEORETICAL WORKS.
SIMPSON'S (PALGRAVE) BANDMASTER'S GUIDE. In Two Vols., price 7s. (3il. eiicli. Vol. I.—A Treatise on Harmony, illustrated by 563 Examples.

Vol. II.—A Treatise on the Instrumentation of Jlilitary Bands, with 250 Illustrations in Scoring.
*• The littentioD of B;in(l Masters is pirticulaily (iirectcrt to this important wniU, which will be fouiid valuable alike as a course of study and as a book of reference. Unlike ihe

mnjority of works upon this gencivilly c -nsi^lcrcd drv subject, the .\uthor has endeavoured to make it an inloresting study, and to treat it in a familiar and pleasing manner. Its

value i- greatly enhanced by the numoious illustrations/'

ENGELKE'S GLIDE FOR COMPOSERS OF INSTRUMENTAL MU.SIC : showing at a glance the Compass and Relative Position of the Scale of every
Instrument now in use. Price 7s. (id., handsoniely mounted on Canvas, with Rollers; or ."js. on Paper.

LOGIER'S SYSTEM OF THE SCIENCE OF MUSIC. New and EnlMrt;ed Edition. Complete in One Vol. Cloth, 7s. (id.

" Looieh's system has always bceu hijihly [irizo 1 hy Musical Students; the clearness and simplicitv of its style rendering it invaluable as a SELF-I.NSTltuCTOR."

MANDEL'S SYSTEM OF MUSIC. Part I.—The First Principles of Music. Part II.—Practical Hints. Parts Hi. and IV.— Harmony, Part V.—
Composition. Price ."'S. each Part ; or in One Vol., elegantly bound. 31s. 6d.

PLAIN DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING FOR SMALL STRING BANDS; containing concise instructions for arranging Orchestral Music. By
S. D. Saundebs. Price Is.

HINTS FOR THE PRESERV.\TION OF .MILITARY BAND INSTRUMENTS. Price 6d.

DR. CALLCOTT'S GRAMMAR OF MUSIC. E.lited by .1. Piti.ian. Price Is.

K.\PPEY'S RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC. Intended as an" li tmduction to the Study of any Musical Instrument. Price 6d.

TABLE OP MUSICAL PITCH. By D. J. Blaikley, based upon Mr. A. J. Ellis's " History of Musical Pitch." Price Is.

A. complete List of Music for Flute-, Clarionet, Cornet, and Violin, with and without a<:companlment, can be
had on application.



Price 23. 6d. each volume, paper covers ; 43. cloth, gilt edges.

THE ROYAL SONG BOOKS.
A Complete Encyclopedia of Vocal Music.

•SONGS FKOJl THE OPERAS. Meizo-Sopraao and Cont>-«lto.

SONGS FRO.M THE OI'EliAS. T«nor and Baritone.

• In transposed keys, with Italian and E-glb-h worda.

MODERN BALLADS. Bv the most eminent living compoSCTl.

SACRED SONGS. AKCIENT AND MODERN.
HUMOROUS SONGS, NEW AND OLD.

CHOICE DUETS FOR LADIES' VOICES.

THE SONGS OF ENGLAND. (2 Vols.)

THE SONGS OF SCOTLAND.
THE SONGS OF IRELAND.
THE SONGS OF WALES.
THE SONGS OF FRANCE.
THE SONGS OF GEi;M.\Nr.
THE SONGS OF ITALY.
THE SONGS OF SCANDINAVIA and Northern Europe.

THE SONGS OF BOHEMIA, HUNGARY, and Eastern Europe.

The above 10 volumes ci>ntain nearly one thousand popular ballads

of the various countries of Europe.

MOZART'S Sungs.

BEETHOVEN'S Song.?.

MENDELS-SOHN'S SONGS.
SCHUMANN'S SONGS.
SCHUBERT'S SONGS.
RUBINSIEIN'S SONGS.
RUBINSTEIN'S VOCAL DUETS.

The above have German and English words,

HANDEL'.S OK.VroKIO SO.N(iS.

HANDEL'S Ol'EKA SONUS. (.Italian and English wor 's.)

DOUBLE VOLUMES.

Price 68. each, paper covers; 7». 6d. cloth, gilt edges,

THE ROYAL OPERATIC ALBUMS. Containing celebrated Song*

Scenas, ic, with Italian and English words, io the original kejre.

1 THE PRIMA noNNA'.S .XLHUM 41 Songs.

2 THE CONI'HAI.IC ^LI''l'^L 50 .Songs.

3 THE TE?;OR ALBt'M. .50 Son g*.

4. THE BARITONE ALBUM. 45 Songs.

,1. GRAND OPERATIC DUET ALBUM. 40 colobrafed Duets

from the best Opera-s, with Italian and English words.

Vol. I. 20 Onets for Soprano and Mozzo-Soprano.

II. 20 Diiots for Soprano and Contralto.

Vols. I. and II. prici- 2s. 6d. earh, p;i per covers; 4s. cloth, gilt;

or'comii'itp in one Book. 5s. paper covers ; "s. 6d. clotli. gilt.

THE ROYAL EDITION OF OPERAS,
IN VOCAL SCORE.—AM with Italian and English 'Worda, except when otherwise marked.

Paper
Covers.

Cl..lh

Oiit.

P.Tper
Covers.

BALLO IN MASCHERA
BARBIERE DI SIVIGMA
BOHEMIAN GIRL (English)

CROWN DIAMONDS
DINORAH
DOMINO NOIR
DON GIOVANNI
DON PASQUALE
ELISIR D'AMORE
FAUST
FAVORITA
FIDELIO
FIGARO
FIGLIA DEL REGGIMENTO
FILLE DE MADAME ANGOT (English and French)

FLAUTO MAGICO
FLIEGENDE HOLLANDER (German and English)

Do. do, Italian and English

FRA DIAVOLO
FREISCHUTZ (Italian, German, and English)

fiRAND DUCHESS (English and French)

GUILLAUME TELL
HUGUENOTS

S. D.



THE CAVENDISH MUSIC BOOKS,
Thirty-two Pages eacli. Full Music Size.

FI^IOIB OnSTE SmiLjrjIlTG E^^OIi.

CONTENTS.
No ^o-

1. Songs of thk Dat (10). (Book 1). 56.

2. Madame Sherrington's B<LLAD ConoebtAlbpm. 57.

Eleven Songs. 58

3. Madame Antoinette Sterling's Ballad Concert 59.

Album. Ten Songs. 60.

4. Mr. Sims Reevbs' Ballad Concert Album. 61.

Eleven Songs.

5. Mr. Santlet's Ballad Concert Album. 13 Songs.

6. Album OF Dance Music. Nine new sets.

7. First Pianoforte Album. Eight celebrated Pieces.

8. Second Pianoforte Album. 7 celebrated Pieces.

9. Third Pianoforte Album. 7 celebrated Pieces.

10. Fourth Pianoforte Album. 8 Celebrated Pieces.

11. Madame Arabella Goddard's Pianoforte Album.
"Albion," "Caledonia," and " Erin," by Sir J.

Benedict.
12. Fantasias, by Liszt.

13. Lillie's Picture Music for Young Per-
formed. 10 Pieces with 9 Illustrations.

14. First Juvenile Album. Airs by Claribel and
Sullivan, easily arranged for Pianoforte. (16).

16. Sacred Airs. For Young performers en the

Pianoforte. (8).

16. Dance Music as Duets.
17. Mookrn Duets for Ladies' Voices (6).

18. Modern Sacred Songs. (lOt

19. Scotch Songs. (20). Ist Selection.

20. Irish Ballads. (20).

21. Old English Ballads. (20). Ist Selection,

22. Album of National Dances. (9.S).

23. Moore's Irish Melodie.s. (68). For Pianoforte.

24. Mr. Edward Lloyd's Ballad Concert Album.
13 Songs.

25. Duets for Men's Voices (6).

26. Classical Readings for the Pianoforte (17).

27. Sacred Readings for the Pianofortb (21).

28. Recollections of the Opera for Pianofortk.
26 Pieces.

29. Gavotte Album. Twelve Gavottes. Ist Selection.

30. Fifth Pianoforte Album. Eight popular pieces.

31. Songs of the Day (10). (Book 2).

32. Songs of the Day (10). (Book 3).

'ia. ..Ilbum of Marches as Duets (10).

34. Minuet A^bum. 18 Minuets.

35. Humorous Son;;? »or the Drawing Room. (12).

36. Schumann's Duet ALt"" "or Young Per.

formers. (6 Pieces).

37. Callcoit's H>ndel Album. Part i f>7 Oratorio

Airs for Pianoforte.

38. Callcoit's Handel Album. Part 2. 61 Opera
Airs for Pianoforte.

39. Overtures as Duets. (3).

40. Album of National Dances of Europe. (34).

41. Boccaccio and Mascotte Album. All the Dances
from these celebrated Operas.

42. Album of Old Dances (18).

43. Album of Polonaises (12).

44. Popular Pieces for Young Performers (9),

48. Second Juvenile Album. Airs from Comic
Operas, easily arranged for the Pianoforte. (15).

46. Songs of the Day (10). (Book 4.)

47. Sir Arthur Sullivan's Songs. (8).

48. Mendelssohn's Sonos Without Words. (Books

1, 2, and 3.)

49. Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words. (Books

4, 5, and 6.)

(Nob. 48 and 49, in one vol., 28.)

50. Six Duets for Soprano & Contralto, by Hatton.

51. Sixth Pianoforte Album. 7 celebrated pieces.

62. Offenbach and Audban. Ducts for the Pianoforte

63. Short Pieces for Pianoforte dO).

54. Pieces by A. P. Wyman (7).

55. Opibratio Fantasias by Kuhk & Favaroer [*).

FULL LIST OF CONTENTS

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

95.

96.

97.

98.

199.

100.

101.

102.

103.

104.

105.

106.

107.

108.

109.

110.

111.

112.

113.

114,

115.

Pieces by Schulhoff (5).

Pieces by Gottschalk \6). Ist Selection.

Standard Overtures. (4). Book ),

Pieces by C. D. Blake (7)

Marches by American Composers. (10).

Third Juvenile Album. Popular Ballads easily

arranged for the Pianoforte. (16).

March Album. Twelve Celebrated Marches.
Popular Pieces for the Pianoforte (8).

Popular Baritone Songs. (10).

New Baritone Songs. (10). Sung by Mr. Santley

and Mr. Maybrick.
Pianoforte Duets by Volkmann. (12 Pieces),

Standard Overtures. (4.) (Book 2.)

Songs of the Day (10). (Book 5.)

Songs and Hymns for Sunday Evening. (46.)

Seventh Pianoforte Album. Eight Pieces.

American Ballads. (14.) Ist Selection.

Pieces by Gottschalk (7). 2nd Selection.

Mendelssohn's &Rubinstein'sVocal Duets. (11)

Waltzes by Strauss, Lanner, A. Labitzky. (48).

Short American Pieces. (9) Book I.

American Ballads. (14.) 2nd Selection.

Songs for Young Girls. (18).

Songs of the Day (10). (Book 6.)

Short A.merican Pieces. (9). Book 2.

Pieces by Sir W. Stern dale Bennett. (8).

Old English Ballads (20;. 2nd Selection.

Scotch Songs i20). 2nd Selection.

Welsh Songs. Welsh and English Words. (18)

Rubinstein's Songs. German* English Words (12).

Songs by Sterndale Bennett, &c. With German
and English Words. (11).

Schumann s 1st Album for the Young.
Schumann's Fantaisie-Stucke, Op. 12 (8 pieces).

Schumann's Waldscenen, Op. 82, and Papillons,

Op. 2. (21 pieces).

Beethoven's and Mozart's Waltzes. (50).

Album of Newest Dance Music. (8 sets).

Clemknti's Nine Sonatinas.
Gavotte Album (18 Gavottes). 2nd Selection.

Smallwood's Album of Dance Music for Young
Folks. (16 sets).

Celebrated Opera-Bouffe Songs (II).

Chopin's Best Pianoforte Pieces. (8). Book 1.

Chopin's Best Pianoforte Pieces. (11). Book2,

Samuel Lover's Songs (16).

Gounod's Songs (10).

Fahrbach's Polkas (16).

American Ballads (15), 3rd Selection.

Skort American Pieces (12), 3rd Selection.

Oratorio Gfms. 1st Selection. IR Popular Sorgs.

Songs of the Day. (Book 7.) len New Songs.

Duets for Ladies' Voices. (7). With English

and Italian words.

Smallwood's Juvenile Duet Album. 15 popular

and original Duets, easily arranged for Pianoforte.

BoHEMLAN Girl, and Maritana. The best Aiis

for Pizinoforte.

Marzials' Album. 9 Songs by Theo. Marzials.

Eighth Pianoforte Album. 8 Short Pieces.

National Anthems and Patriotic Songs of all

Nations. Arranged for the Pianoforte.

Fourth Juvenile Album. Popular Ballads, &c.,

arranged for the Pianoforte by Smallwood.

Oratorio Gems. 2nd Selection. 12 Popular Songs.

Grand Mendelssohn Number.
Standard Tenor Songs (12i.

Short Pieces for the Pianoforte, by Mendels-

sohn and Beethoven.

,
Madame Belle Cole's Concert Album. 13 Songs.

Stand-ard Soprano Songs (8).

ON APPLICATION. //

LONDON : BOOSEY & CO., 296, REGENT STREET, W.
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